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PICTURE THE POSSIBILITIES • 1Velcome to ()MN I
SAT, a speaker that combines revolutionary
new technology wilk trend-setting design to deliver sound like you' ‘e ne ri' experienced heron.. • The 0 \I\ ISAT
incorporates \linage's patented 0\I N IPOLAR technology, radiating sound in a three-dimensional. 360"
spectrum -
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power-packed sound from a compact. Futuristic case. • It comes in four stylish colors - Black, While. Platinum
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subwoorer kir the ultimate home theater experience. • IF you're
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It's like
home theater
on steroids*.
7700

Introducing the all new ADCOM 5-channel power amp.
Let's face it. Home theater receivers sound like
wimps. Sure you can find some that claim to have lots
of power, but when you look carefully at how they are
rated, you'll realize why they sound so feeble, especially
when compared to areal powerhouse like our new
GFA-7700 5-channel amp.
Delivering an honest-to-goodness
175 watts-per-channel continuously,
Adcom delivers what it promises.

Awesome power. Crystal clear sound. And incredible
dynamic range.
All this performance is made possible by the use of
huge toroidal transformers and massive power supplies.
Things that receivers don't have room for.
So when you're ready for more than
wimpy receiver sounds, listen to Adcom.
We have the power to turn you on to
we have the power
awhole new world of home theater.

ADCOM®

8551 East Anderson Drive, Suite 105 •Scottsdale, AZ 85255 •480.607.2277 •www.adcom.com
*While ADCOMs' GFA-7700 performs like it's on steroids, all animated athletes have tested ntgativefor steroid use.
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"Ever wondered how the snow plough
driver gets to work?" — Doyle Dane
Bembach TV ad for Volkswagen, 1963

F

or 20 years Ihave had alove-hate
relationship with advertising. It was
on October 2, 1982, that Itook the
editorial helm of the English magazine HiFi News &Record Review. Since then Ihave
both cursed advertising for interrupting
the articles, columns, and reviews Iwant
to publish and praised advertising for
helping provide me with the resources
necessary to publish those same articles,
columns, and reviews.'
So as an interested observer of what I
regard as anecessary evil, Ihave opinions2
about the activities of what Vance Packard
called the "Hidden Persuaders." Packard's
1957 thesis was that the American advertising industry had replaced Barnum's
tools of exaggeration and deception with
concealed, almost subliminal symbols to
maneuver consumers into buying goods
they neither need nor want. Yet as persuasive as Ifound Packard's argument to be
when Ifirst read his book in the 1970s, I
think he was, in the main, wrong.
Ihave come to believe that advertising
works when it shows potential customers
the benefits they will experience from a
product. The advertising campaign mentioned above is aclassic example of "selling
the benefits." By contrast, alarge proportion of current advertising is devoted to
"selling the features." Compare the above
Volkswagen ad —a contemporary of this
magazine, which celebrates its 40th birthday next month — with current car ads
that stress engine capacity, horsepower, and
performance. It is left to the eventual customers to decide whether these features
are benefits or not, which might be one
reason why so many car ads end up devoted to just one undoubted benefit: price.
"What if they gave aformat war and
nobody came?" asked Stereophile's webmaster Jon Iverson in this space last

1 A year's Steroldiile subscription currently costs
$19.95; without the income from advertising it would
have to rise significantly, perhaps to as high as $.200 if
the effects of price elasticity arc taken into account.
2As well as Packard's lin Hidden Pmleades (Random
House, 1957) and Joe McGinniss's ne
the
President (Trident Press, 1969), my thoughts on advertising have been influenced by two of David Olgilvy's
books on the subject: Ogilvy on Advertising, Vintage
Books (1985), and Guessions Ia,, Adratising Alan.
Atheneum (1963).
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month, with respect to SACD's and
DVD-Audio's lack of market penetration. Both sides insist there is no format
war, this being something invented by
editors to sell magazines. Yet there is a
format war, because when an audiophile
goes into the store to buy anew player,
he must make an either/or decision
about which format to support and
which to ignore. That hardware purchase decision then dictates which software he will buy and which he will leave
on the shelf.
Yes, there have been afew players that
play both SACD and DVD-A, such as the
Pioneer DV-AX10 that we reviewed in
February. But according to aJuly 28 poll
on the Stereophile website, the primary reason given by the 52% of respondents who
so far have resisted buying into either format is that they dott't want to have to make
achoice between formats.
While a third of poll respondents
claimed that they had bought SACDs,
just 13% said that they had purchased a
DVD-A disc. This relative lack of market
penetration is perhaps one reason why
the hardware companies behind DVD-A
held aseries of seminars in August to promote the medium both to the press and
to record-label executives. Jon Iverson
and Iattended the seminars — you can
find Jon's blow-by-blow account at www.
ste re op hi le.com/shownews.cgi?1412 —
and we both came away bothered by an
asymmetry in how the medium was
being marketed.
Like Jon, Iworry that DVD-A and
SACD appear to have been designed
around the stated needs of the record
companies and therefore offer them
unambiguous benefits: encrypted data, a
non-streamed file structure, and no access
to the hi-rez digital data, to prevent "ripping" and piracy; robust (audible) watermarking, to allow pirated copies to be
traced; lack of "portability," in that copies
are of deliberately degraded quality; erosion of the customers' "fair use" and "first
sale" rights; and the opportunity to re-sell
their back catalog to the same customers.
By contrast, end-users are offemdfeattors:
theoretically higher sound quality, multiple
channels, and surround sound (SACD,
DVD-A); and video content, ROM content, artist interviews, discographies, "making or documentaries, and slide shows
(DVD-A). But more importantly, consumers arc losing boujits they currently
enjoy with CD in favor of these features.

See

It

Atkinson

For example, market research clearly
shows that unless amedium's content is
portable (can be easily moved from one format or device to another), it will not catch
on. To be able to make compilation CD-Rs
for the car or MP3s for your iPod —perfectly legal activities—are significant consumer benefits. The SACD camp has
shown awareness of this fact by focusing its
recent marketing efforts on hybrid discs,
where the CD layer can be copied, yet
DVD-A has eliminated portability.
A benefit to consumers of current
media is that what you see is what you get.
With DVD-A, however, this is no longer
true. Some titles have DTS, some don't.
Some have hi-rez two-channel mixes,
some have fold-downs. Some have hi-rez
multichannel mixes, some do not. All
titles are supposed to have Dolby Digital
audio data for backward compatibility
with DVD-V players, but some do not.
Some have added-value content, some do
not. You don't know what you've bought
until you play the disc at home.
If DVD-A and/or SACD are to supplant CD, not only do their features have
to be transformed into benefits, the benefits consumers currently enjoy with CD
need to be preserved. That means no
watermarking to damage the benefit of
improved sound quality, hi-rez digital outputs, and all the first-sale and fair-use freedoms owners expect. If the record industry
doesn't allow SACD and DVD-A to offer
people what they want, there is no law that
compels them to become customers, no
matter how much the record industry
appreciates the new formats' benefits.
Errata
In September's "The Best Sound at Home
Entertainment 2002" listing (p.59), we
mentioned that Sony was demonstrating
SACD with Eggleston Works speakers driven by Vii amplification. Sony was actually using Manley amps, as EveAnna
Manley politely pointed out in an e-mail.
My apologies EveAnna. Ihelped compile
the "Best Sound" table from notes Itook at
the Show and those notes were wrong.
In August (p.5), I thanked Chesky
Records for sponsoring the Dave's Truc
Story concert at HE2002. Again Iwas
wrong. It was Todd Beckwith of Carbon
Existence who first recommended that
DST perform at the Show, with the
arrangements finned up by Todd and Jeff
Eyrich of Dave's True Story/BEPOP
Records. My apologies.
111
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Letters
Fiction?
Editor:
"Industry Update," March 2004: In their
latest attempt to fight piracy, cited as the
cause for rapidly declining sales, the RIAA
has announced it will halt all distribution of
releases to the consumer market. Ironically,
the impact of the announcement was
diminished by the appearance of new unreleased material on the Internet the previous
day. A lawsuit is being brought to extract
damages for all recordings sold over the last
76 years. If the suit is successful, consumers
will be forced to pay $37 for each recording
purchased during the stated time frame.
The suit includes all media released, ranging from 78rpm discs to SACD and DVDAudio. The industry has lobbied for abill to
be introduced applying a$95 surcharge to
each computer hard drive sold and a$17
monthly surcharge for any Internet service.
Proceeds will be shared among the big five
recording companies, with 02% of the proceeds to be divided among their artists who
are suffering from poor sales.
In arelated announcement, the RIAA
has announced that new releases will be
available only through apay-per-play system now being developed. The system
will use the ubiquitous and convenient
public telephone system already in place.
The recordings delivered will include a
constant lkHz tone 7dB below the music
level. The tone will be used to trigger anticopying technology to prevent unauthorized duplication. It was stated that the
copyright signal must be strong enough to
survive reproduction through cell phones.
Preemptive injunctions are being pursued
against manufacturers of digital IP telephony devices, such as Cisco and Toshiba.
'When asked about consumer response
to the announcements, the RIAA stated
that consumers required education on
intellectual property.
Fiction or prognostication?
Dentin Fangrnan
McCook Lake, SD
daninja.rtentan@trilqendworks.com
Take action
Editor:
While Iapplaud Stereophile for keeping us
up to date on the moronic bills being proposed in congress to limit copying and our
digital capabilities, Ithink you should spend
some time giving us names and postal,
website, and e-mail addresses of those who
have brought these abominations upon us
and those who can help to rid us of these
stereophile,

October 2002

abominations. Unless, of course, you agree
with Satan (aka Senator Ernest Hollings)
and his angels of death (aka Representatives
Coble, Berman, et al).
Joe Murphy,Jr.
jernjr@bellsouthitet
The Electronic Frontier Foundation has an
online petition that will be sent to people's congressmen: http://action.efforeaction/indev.asp?
stm=2Ftiton=1776.
—JA
Recommended Components
Editor:
Iwould like to buy acomplete listing of
all stereo components Stereophile has rated
as Class A, Class B, etc., in "Recommended Components." If such alist is
available in print or online, please tell me
how to get acopy.
Bob Gremore
Bob.Gremore@metrostateedu
We don't yet have such alist available However,
you can now purchase downloadable pe files of
past "Recommended Components" listings at
www.stereonbilecom.
—JA
Joanna Nickrenz
Editor:
A few days after Joanna died [see "hidustry
Update," July 2002, p.23 —Ed.], Itried to
find out what the reason was for delaying
the obit in the New York Titnes. Iwas told
by Erik Smith, the obituary editor, that "it
sometimes takes days, weeks, or even
months to clear the culture desk of the
New York Tines!" This from the very newspaper that owns WQXR, the only classical station remaining in New York.
A slight correction to Wes Phillips' wonderftil firewell to Joanna: We were not only
Letters to the Editor should be sent
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
nonce). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems.
If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 6663746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.

nominated for the Granunys this yeas, we
actually received one each for the complete
Haydn String Quartets with the Angeles
String Quartet on Philips Classics. The
Quartet received one each of the little gramophones, and an additional one for Steve
Millet the second violinist, who had resigned
before the completion of the project
We were all hoping Joanna would
make it for the ceremony, win or not, but
unfortunately it did not happen. A nice
touch: The Quartet dedicated their Grammys at the ceremony in L.A. to the memory of Joanna. She will be missed by
everyone we had the privilege to work
with during those 32 years in well over
500 LPs and CI)s.
Marc Aubort
President, Elite Recordings
New York, NY
Elitrec@aotcom
His bass
Editor:
Ihave found asource for Brian Bromberg
CDs at his website, www.brianbrom
berg.net. The tune "My Bass," mentioned
by John Atkinson in his July review of the
Wilson Audio Sophia speaker, is on
Bromberg's self-titled CD.
Gary Hunter
..m:zsletr@hotmail.corn
His groove
Editor:
Sam Tellig's getting his groove back?
Great! News about vinyl is appreciated,
even if you already have Mikey in his
"Analog Corner"!
It's ashame to learn that Sam seems to
have filed away his Shure Ultra 500 in
exchange for some moving-coil newcomers ["Sam's Space," August 2002, p.31].
But MCs are not everybody's cup of tea.
Try the Ortofon Super 0M-30 for aspecial treat! This is aspecial moving-magnet
with strong perfectionist appeal, especially in the imaging department.
Carlos E. Bauza
bauzace50@yahoo.com
Congratulations
Editor:
Congratulations for Home Entertainment
2002, held at the New York Hilton in
May. Ithoroughly enjoyed every aspect of
the show. The show staff was extremely
courteous, helpful, and friendly. Ican't say
enough good things about them. The
individual exhibits were well set-up and
presented. Iwas very impressed with how
many good-sounding systems were dis11
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played. Iheard only one or two that I
found disagreeable. The rest ranged from
good to astounding. One stood out among
all of the others: Andy Payor's Rockport
Technologies. Iwas so captivated by the
performance of the Antares speakers that
Ipurchased the show demo pair.
The live music was outstanding, with
excellent production. Iparticularly enjoyed
Dave's True Story, John Pizzarelli, Robert
Silverman, and Noah Witherspoon.
The highlight of the show for me was
meeting people and sharing our love of
music and its high-fidelity reproduction. I
especially enjoyed chatting with Michael
Fremer and becoming acquainted with
Roy Hall and Andy Payor. These are people of the utmost quality and character,
and who elevate the caliber of the field
and of society in general. It is the human
link that brings us together and makes the
show, and music in general, important.
Thank you again for the experience. I
look forward to the next show.
Samuel
sstorch@mindspring.com
Missing the mark
Editor:
The business of manufacturing and selling high-end stereo equipment has grown
more difficult over the years, as noted in
articles and commentaries in Stereophi/e.
Stereo equipment manufacturers have increasingly had their sales eroded by surround sound and video.
Under the circumstances, Iexpected
that Home Entertainment 2002, held in
New York City May 30-June 2, would
offer an ideal opportunity for these highend manufacturers to effectively market to
consumers, some of whom might otherwise have been unable to locally audition
their product. It didn't turn out that way.
Many of the demonstrations suffered
from technical defects such as poor, untreated room acoustics, electronics that had
not been burned in, and poor choices of
cable. However, the worst marketing mistake was made by those who flatly refused
to play any CDs except those they had programmed. This included the folks from
Totem, Dynaudio, and Joseph Audio. The
last two were demonstrating speakers with
prices in the compact-car range.
Think about this: Could you imagine
traveling thousands of miles to have acar
dealer tell you he wasn't going to let you
test-drive the car? That he would only let
you sit in one of the many passenger seats
while he drove the car over the roads he
felt would show it off to best advantage?
Would you consider buying acar from
this dealer? No? Well, Ican't imagine
why stereo equipment manufacturers
believe that potential consumers of their
equipment should accept this approach.
Frankly, Iwas offended. Perhaps this
kind of arrogance is one of the reasons
that the high-end audio business has suffered. But if business suffers for those
12

of Stereophile. My first surprise was the picture of avacuum-tube-based product on
the cover. This anachronism piqued my
curiosity, so Ibegan reading the articles
and ads in your publication. Ican only say
that Iam utterly, totally astonished by
It is an age-old conundnon for show exhibitors,
what Ifound! Not one, not two, but at
Mr. Mannacio, whether or not to play attendees' least 20 or 30 such products graced the
own recordiugs. Yes, on an individual basis, it is
pages of your magazine. What is going on
both courteous and revealie But the downside is
here — have I, like some latter-day Rip
that when someone (fts amuch-loved but inVan Winkle, slept through arevolution?
herently Awed-sounding CD and the room
At my last job in the audio industry, I
empties, everyone blames the system being demwould have been laughed out of the engionstrated by the hapless exhibitor.
—JA
neering lab had Iproposed to design a
product based on vacuum-tube technoloGetting it
gy. There are so many valid technical reaEditor:
sons for not using tubes in aproduct that I
After 30 years obsessed with music and
hardly know where to begin. What is
the way we hear it, Ithink that Ihave
even more incredible is that the articles in
finally "gotten it." After living with good
your magazine admit that the perforstereo equipment for much of those
mance of tube amplifiers is not as good as
years, Idecided to purchase new compoa well-designed solid-state product, but
nents. Istarted to frequent my local audio
the very flaws of the products, such as gain
salons to ask questions and check prices.
compression and second-harmonic distorAt times Iwas stunned by wonderful
tion, seem to be looked at as benefits.
sounds that Ihadn't even known could be
I have designed professional audio
reproduced. Also stunning were the price
equipment —such as microphone input
tags on most of these magical boxes. I units and mixers, mastering studio monitor
finally found what Ithought was equipamplifiers, and power amplifiers —using
ment that Iwould enjoy, and that Icould
both tubes and transistors. Icannot believe
afford. Ipurchased Classé Audio sepathat anyone in their right mind would want
rates, and in living with them for just a to pay $8000 for a40Wpc tube amplifier,
short amount of time, Ithink that Ihave
even with blue lights.
Doug Thornton
finally begun to realize "audio heaven"!
dougt@ix.netcom.wm
Music really can, and does, sound musical! Instruments now have their own space;
The theater of the fantastic?
there is a palpable sense of "liveness"
Liar n:
around and behind these instruments.
Over most of my 50+ years of interest in
There is true "feeling" in recordings I high fidelity and stereo sound reproduction,
couldn't even listen to before. James at
the Holy Grail (sought but never found)
Cherry Creek Audio in Denver, Colorado
was concert-hall reality. Not anymore. The
(where Imade my purchase), says these
new standard seems to be one of exaggeratcomponents will sound even better in time.
ed effects that are not concert realities.
How can Ipossibly wait? Thanks to
Artificially fast transient effects are
James, and thank you at Stereophile, for
desired. High-dynamics content is prized.
guiding me in my journey. Inow "get"
Close miking of instruments places listenwhat you have been telling me for all
ers virtually inside them. Listeners appear
those years in your views and reviews.
to want to hear the piano's hammers
Emotional feeling can be realized with
strike, its pedals engaged and released, the
recorded music! My journey has just
harsh guttiness of bows scraping strings,
begun.
Gene Hedrick
the explosion of astruck bass drum. Of
.geotglt531 @newton:
course, we do hear all of this at aconcert,
but at aproper distance, in context, and
Not getting it
with all sounds, including the hall's charEditor:
acteristics, well-blended.
Iam adegrced electrical engineer. Ihave
So we shift from the time-honored conbeen working in the electronics industry
cert to the theater of the fantastic and the
for over 35 years, and Ihave designed
spectacular. We may be inside the instruproducts for some of the biggest names in
ments, waiting for those visceral moments,
the consumer and professional audio and
but we are no longer following the music.
video business. Iknew the late Henry
We may be listening at home through our
Kloss and Paul Klipsch personally, and in
expensive systems, but we rarely or never
the 1960s and early '70s Iattended almost
attend aconcert. We have forgotten the
every SMPTE, AES, NAB, and CE show.
sounds produced by real people playing
However, I've lost touch with the audio
live, unamplified instruments whose
industry in the last 15 years or so, as Ihave
sounds directly reach our ears.
been working for atest-equipment manOur speakers and electronics are now
ufacturer in Silicon Valley.
produced by designers and companies
A few days ago, because Ineed to buy
who understand the new trend. They
home-theater speakers, Ibought acopy
serve that trend with products that deliver
who treat consumers badly, I'm not especially unhappy about that.
Eugene Mannacio
Novato, CA
Cene-Mannacio@pacbelInd
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They say music is the universal language.
Meet its most fluent speaker.

8& W's new Signature 800 is perhaps the world's most fluent
speaker of the "Universal Language". Endowed with the

1

,

very latosfB&W technology, Signature 800 reveals evefy
nuance of music and movie soundtracks. All aspects of the Signature 800, from our world-famous B&W drivers, to the
exotic Tiger's Eye Maple finish, speak volumes about our
understanding of the language of music and our
appreciation for design. Audition these remarkable
speakers at your authorized B&W dealer and you'll know
why the new Signature 800 is so well spoken.

B&W
www.bwspeakers.com

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

Letters
these questionable qualities with a
vengeance and at the cost of aBMW. In
an era of extreme living, behavior, and
sports, we now require extreme sound.
As each generation mourns the passing
of its era, so do Imourn the passing of
real music. It's not dead yet, but it's clearly on the ropes. We all might keep it alive
yet alittle longer —and do ourselves abig
favor — by going to symphony concerts
and operas. Here in San Diego one can
attend afull season of both, with good
scats, for $1000 or less. There one will
hear sounds (and see wonderful sights)
that even the best and most absurdly expensive systems can't produce.
jack Fletcher
San Diego, CA
Jletchr@attqlobabe

am constantly irritated by your refusal to
do scientific comparisons of speaker
cables, interconnects, power cords, etc. I
can understand your hesitance when the
differences arc small and difficult to
detect. However, you have at dines said a
particular piece of expensive wire made a
startling, unmistakable, clearly audible (or
some such wording) difference. This kind
of difference should be clearly audible in a
scientific test.
Again, those of us who must settle for
popularly priced goods would know how
much we are giving up. Iam skeptical
about the value of costly wires. Ido not
think the electrons making up an audio
signal will not flow properly along aproperly sized, intelligently constructed interconnect or cable.
M.H. Ely
Hayesville, OH

(y-

1said nothing about the source the recordiws,
but in every room Iplayed the disc, the reaction
was pretty much the same: wide eyes, astonishment, then, "What the hell is that? That's the bestsounding CD I've ever heard." That from
consumers., mansufacturers, and retailers alike
So there's no "sucker" issue here Were you to
take apeek inside the phono strtion, you'd understand. Yes, were they building thousands, the price
could probably be considerably louver. But the
market is limited to those who can qfltsrd and
appreciate it. Perhaps you'd like to hear the
Boulder phono section via aCD-R?1 can make
acopy qf one for you —it's pop, rock, and jazz.
Listen and then .qe't back to me. How's that?
— Michael Freiner

Proof in listening?
Michael:
Idid not mean to cast aspersions on the
Modem sound
competence of the Boulder design. I'm
Editor:
Progress?
sure it's as you describe it. What you
Ido not know the first thing about great
Editor:
heard was the voice of askeptical electrisound... hell, I'm only 19. My dad would
Ihave just read ol' Fremer's July 2002
cal engineer — the worst kind there is!
know alittle more, most likely; that's why
paean to the Boulder 2008 balanced
My main point here is that there's a
he subscribes to Stereophile.
phono preamplifier and 2010 balanced
price level at which you reach alimit of
Ilike to look at the speakers featured in
preamplifier. Now let me get this straight:
performance that there is no point in
your magazine and dream of the possibili$29,000 for a phono preamplifier and
spending more to improve. For apreamp,
ties of affording them one day. But Ido
$36,000 for apreamp? The only thing I that point is way below $36k, probably less
enjoy the album reviews. Most of the time
can say is that Mr. Barnum badly underthan $10k. Anything else is extreme
Ihaven't heard of whoever the review is of,
estimated the birth rate of suckers.
overkill, making things more complex than
but that's okay. Iwas wondering if one day
Even if these things are works of art,
they need to be and, yes, increasing power
Imight get to see areview of Ben Folds' just take alook at the power consumption
consumption to ridiculous levels, leading
Rockin' the Suburbs—a bit more modern,
of the preamp: 180W nominal, 240W
to, as you wrote, ridiculous prices. And that
yes, but like I've been reading in "Letters"
max. Iown an H.H. Scott 340B tube FM
is where the "sucker" part comes in, in my
lately, your readers do want newer stuff.
stereo receiver, vintage 1965. This 40-lb
opinion. If Iwere to spend that kind of
Oh well, all I'm really writing about is
behemoth puts out 32Wpc and has to
money on audio equipment, Iwould use it
that Ilove Stereophile. Keep it up, because
feed the hungry filaments of 18 vacuum
to buy speakers, which is where you get the
what you feature in your magazine makes
tubes. The thing cost $400 back then
most bang for your money.
me drive that extra mile to get ahead and,
(about $2500 now), and the power conIdon't think hearing aCD made using
hopefully, one day be able to afford maybe
sumption is...280W! The folks at
the Boulder will make me change my
aWilson WATT/Puppy system.
Boulder have managed to turn back the
opinion, because my audio equipment is
Andy Jacobs
clock, designing atransistor preamp —a
not up to the lofty standards of the
katotk@hotmaitcom
device that, the last time Ichecked, must
Boulder kind. All of it is 1970s vintage and
feed just milliwatts to apower amp—
Ihave no decent CD player. However, if
Bar Folds Five's Whatever and Ever Amen
with power requirements that will give
you believe you can make aconvert out of
was reviewed in our September 1997 issue.
the old vacuum-tube amps arun for their
ol' me, I'm willing to give it atry! If I'm
—Ed.
money! In fact, 240W is about the maxinot convinced, Iwill return the CD and
mum power consumption of amodern
pay for the shipping costs both ways. If I'm
Giving up
class-B, 80Wpc transistor power amp
convinced, you lose aCD! How's that?
Editor:
going full blast. Oh, how Ilove progress!
Jaime Arbona
After some thought, Ihave decided not to
Come to think of it, Iknow why the
jarbona@ecespnwedu
renew. Ienjoy the industry news printed
price is so high. They want to make sure
in Stereophile, but that alone doesn't justify
that their customers belong to the Bill
Either way,Jaimt; keep the CD-R — it contains
the cost of the subscription. Iam an ordiGates class: no problems when paying their
the best-soundiv version of "Stainvay to
nary person of ordinary means and Isimelectric utility bill. Now Iwonder why the
Heaven" you'll ever hear. Ithink you can hear
ply can't even consider buying the
specifications of the 2008 phono preamp
what the Boulder is up to on acar stereo, so I'm
equipment you review. You completely
arc not available, not even at the Boulder
sure you'll hear it on your rig, or on aboombox
ignore equipment — such as Pioneer,
website. Can it be possible that they arc fir that matter. But you do hear the .greatness,
Panasonic, Technics, Sharp, etc. — that
ashamed of the power requirements of Ihope you'll write aletter to Stereophile to let
most people can afford. Iwould really
their phono preamp?
Jaime Arbona
everyone know!
—Michael Fremer
appreciate reading reviews of popularly
jarbona@ecerpmedu
priced components, particularly if you
Bel re everyone rushes to their computer to ask
would conduct A/13 tests against the high- Jaime: The proof is in the listenire not the power Mikty to burn aCD-R for them, too, please
end goods — better yet, if you would perconsunption. Find about the "art" aspect,thoste
note that this was aone-tinie
¡t 't' published
form scientific double-blind testing. At
the Boulder gear is quite attractive and beautilidly
this exchange because Ishared Mr. Arbona's
least Ithen would know how much Iam
built. John Atkinson's measurements demonstrate skepticism about the Boulder, but was convinced
giving up by not being able to afford the
that Jeff NeLton augineensug is snore than coupeby listening not only to the 2008 in the flesh, but
expensive components.
tent. 1can tell you that 1carried around at
also to the recording Mikty mentioned. IlookfirWith regard to double-blind testing, I HE2002 CD-Rs made using the Boulder 2008.
ward to heariv Mr. Arbona's reaction.
—JA
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occasionally you end up surpassing even your own expectations...

2233 Mountain Vista Lane, Provo, Utah. 84606 .www.wilsonaudio.com .801-377-2233
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Industry
US: SEATTLE
Jon Iverson
It's been, as Bette Davis might say, a
bumpy ride, but Genesis says it is back
as adesigner and manufacturer of highend loudspeakers. Formed in 1991 by
famed designers Arnie Nudell and Paul
McGowan, Genesis was originally partnered by Canadian loudspeaker conglomerate Audio Products International
(Mirage, Energy, Sound Dynamics),
until Nudell and McGowan bought out
API in 1994.
In late 1997, Polk Audio announced
that it had taken an interest in Genesis,
only to abandon its stake to anew set of
investors by November 1998. Since
then, Genesis has struggled to maintain
an even footing, and finally slipped into
bankruptcy in December 2001, leaving
behind ahorde of angry customers and
creditors. At the time, it was reported
that the company's liabilities, estimated
to be more than $1 million, would he
discharged through bankruptcy court,
leaving many of its suppliers hanging.
On August 1, it was publicly announced that the company's assets,
including inventory and intellectual
property, had now been acquired by the
newly created Genesis Advanced Technologies, which will resume production
and sales of Genesis products. The new
company said it will expand its list of
models and will, according to CEO and
managing director Gary Leonard Koh,
"give our customers [additional] choie-

es, but some of the old designs that are
still current will be re-launched."
Koh said, "We have a number of
investors who will ensure that the new
Genesis has the financial muscle to
regain its position as the maker of the
best loudspeakers in the world. Everyone involved has apassion for the product and has the ability to bring
real-world business skills to the table to
run this as along-term business."
Koh said that Genesis is working to
establish offices and production facilities
in Seattle (the company had been headquartered in Vail, Colorado). "In order
to maintain quality and consistency,
Genesis loudspeakers will continue to
be made in the USA." Distribution will
be handled through dealers and independent distributors. "The plan is to use
the website [www.genesis80.com] as a
support mechanism for Genesis customers and Genesis distribution," said
Koh. "The Web will not be used to
compete with the distribution. If there
are sales done using the Web, they will
be with this intention, most likely, for
service parts and accessories."
The company reported that original
Genesis (and Infinity) founder Arnie
Nudell is back as the "chief scientist" of
the firm's latest incarnation, and suggested that this will ensure "the continuity of
successful Genesis models." Genesis said
that anumber of new designs are already
under development in Nudell's "laboratory." "You will see some of the old stal-

Update
warts," said Nudell, who added that the
company intends to "bring new blood
into the industry. I've always designed the
best loudspeakers Icould. With this team
now, we will be able to make performance improvements to existing designs
and come up with completely new ones,
knowing all these efforts will be supported by arock-solid business base."
As examples of its product plans, the
company said that the Genesis 501 and
the 928 subwoofer arc currently being
prepared for re-launch, and that the
APM-1, popular three to five years ago,
will be updated and re-launched within
the next six months.
Joining Nudell will be Koh, with 25
years' experience in the IT business;
Dave Firestone, who has spent the last
10 years at pro-audio manufacturer
Mackie Designs and who will serve as
corporate president and vice president
of sales and marketing; and Jeff
Hatnmerstrom, who will be vice president of product management. Hammerstrom has 25 years of experience in
the audio business, including astint at
Carver developing the ribbon for their
Amazing loudspeaker (the saine ribbon
transducer was later used in the original
Genesis 1), and as aspeaker designer for
both Mackie and Dahlquist.
According to Koh, the new company's first order of business is to provide
parts and service "for all the existing
owners and dealers of Genesis loudspeakers." Koh said the company will

Calendar
Those pmmoting audio-related seminars, show
and meetings should fax (do not call) the
when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809 at
least eight weeks before the month of the event.
The deadline for the December 2002 issue is
October 1. Mark the fax 'ttention Stephen
Mejias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back acotemation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleas'fax us again.
Please note that it is not appropriate for
retailers to promote new product lines in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with aseminar or similar event.
Stereophile, October 2002

CALIFORNIA

•Thursday, October 3, 7pm: Tailored
Technology (1073 S. Winchester Blvd.,
San Jose) invites you to an evening
seminar with Richard Vandersteen on
the importance of waveform preservation. RSVP: (408) 246-4600.
• Wednesday, October 9, 7pm: Stereo
Unlimited (3191 Sports Arena Blvd.,
San Diego) welcomes you to attend a
seminar with Richard Vandersteen on
the importance of waveform preservation. RSVP: (619) 223-8151.

• Thursday, October 17, 7pm:
Optimal Enchantment (522 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica) will host
an evening seminar with Richard
Vandersteen on the importance of
waveform preservation. RSVP: (310)
393-4434.
• Thursday, October 24, 7pm: Performance Audio (2847 California St.,
San Francisco) welcomes you to a
seminar with Richard Vandersteen
on the importance of waveform
preservation. RSVP: (415) 441-6220.
17
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Update

set up aparts and service department,
but in the meantime, dealers and customers can send e-mails to support@
genesis80.com.
When asked if existing Genesis warranties will be honored, Koh responded,
"Genesis Advanced Technologies will
be unable to honor the warranty by the
old company because the cost of such a
warranty is typically built into the selling price of the product. As Genesis
Advanced Technologies is abrand-new
company, we do not have the reserves
from previous product sales to finance
those warranties. As we speak directly
with customers, we will work through
any issues."

subscribers atwo-week free trial.
UMG executives emphasized that
the partnership is part of a"consumer
trial program," while admitting that the
label is interested in exploring new
avenues for sales and marketing. "UMG
is committed to expanding the ways we
distribute our artists' music through
legitimate online services," said Larry
Kenswil, president of UMG's eLabs, the
division responsible for online music.
"We hope our experiment with EMusic
will help us generate new interest in
these titles, while offering agreat opportunity for us to give consumers some
flexibility. There is clearly huge demand
for music delivered digitally, and we
want to support as many innovative
THE INTERNET
online music services as possible. In
Barry Willis
order to continue to assess the market,
Love it or loathe it, Internet music is
we hope to enter into similar agreehere to stay.
ments for this segment of our catalog
Universal Music Group acknowlwith other subscription services."
edged this reality July 9with an agree"This digital delivery agreement
ment to make approximately 1000
between UMG and EMusic is amilealbums available through EMusic's
stone for the industry," said Robin 1).
downloadable music service, www.
Richards, CEO of EMusic's parent
emusic.com. The albums represent a company, Vivendi Universal Net USA.
"cross-section of UMG's back catalog,"
"Vivendi Universal is committed to
according to ajoint press release, and
being aworldwide pioneer in distributwill beef up EMusic's library of more
ing all types of content to consumers
than 225,000 tracks from more than
over the Internet and other next-gener900 independent labels. Both partners
ation platforms." UMG was the only
are units of Vivendi Universal SA, the
one of the music industry's "Big Five" to
Franco-American media conglomerate
report aprofit last year.
much in the news of late due to its
Also on July 9, popular Internet sercloudy financial picture and the deparvice provider Earthlink announced a
ture of several top executives, including partnership with MusicMatch and
CEO Jean-Marie Messier.
FullAudio.
FullAudio
(www.ful
UMG's back-catalog selections will
audio.com) is the same music-subscripbe available to EMusic's more than
tion platform used by Clear Channel's
50,000 members as MP3 downloads,
MusicNow. MusicMatch is the "online
which can be transferred to CD-Rs or jukebox" that lets users personalize, orgato portable MP3 players. EMusic makes
nize, and stream their music. Earthlink's
all its tunes available for one monthly
five million subscribers will be able to
subscription fee, and offers potential
rein, stream, and purchase music through

"one integrated product suite," according
to the announcement. The ISP's Di1,4tal
Music Center is claimed to be "the first
completely independent online music
service," because it has no financial ties to
the music industry.
Earthlink will also offer video streaming, according to senior manager Mark
Griffith. "For the price of their broadband
connection, people will be able to watch
videos and listen to streaming radio at no
extra charge," Griffith explained, adding
that his company hopes the additional
services will encourage subscriber loyalty
and attract new recruits.
For amonthly fee of $9.95, subscribers
to Earthlink Digital Music can "accumulate" 50 audio tracks per month on up to
three different computers. Music downloaded from the service cannot be transferred to other devices, and is playable
only as long as the subscription is paid up.
The FullAudio music library includes
songs from all the major and many independent labels, according to FullAudio
CEO Chris Gladwin.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
I've been tracking audio sales statistics
from market researchers GfK for many
years, and the trends arc usually gentle
and progressive, as the marketplace
gradually evolves. Not so this past year.
The DVD-Video player took hold
with avengeance in the UK, doing significant damage to the sales of more traditional, audio-only hi-fi separates. In
the year to May 2002, standalone DVD
players (classified as video rather than
audio products, of course) grew some
90% by unit sales, 48°/o value over the
previous year, and in so doing outsold
the whole of the audio separates sector
(excluding speakers) by afactor of 2:1,
or 48% in value terms.

Calendar
MINNESOTA

• Tuesday, September 24: The Audio
Society of Minnesota kicks off its new
season with special guests Karen
Richardson and Ken Fassen of
Dunlavy Audio Labs! Please check
the ASM Web page for details, location, and last-minute updates:
www.visi.com/— asm.
NEW YORK

• September 1 marks the grand
opening of Avantgardc Music &
18

Cinema, Ltd in New York City.
Audiophiles are invited to visit the
Avantgarde M&C gallery, where all
four models of Avantgarde speakers
(Solos, Unos, Duos, and Trios) will
be set up, with meticulous attention
to specific placement and driven by
complementary electronics. "I believe
that if people hear properly set-up
Avantgarde speakers they will reevaluate their perceptions on home
music reproduction," says company
President, Bob Visintainer. As well as

Avantgarde speakers, the store will
carry products from Viva, Audiopax, RPG, Cardas, Grand Prix
Audio, and Elrod Power Systems.
Store hours will be Tuesday—Friday,
12-8pm, Saturday, 12-6pm. Hours by
appointment.
OHIO

• Thursday, October 3, 7pm: Audible
Elegance (9464 Montgomery Rd.,
Cincinnati) welcomes you to an
evening of Arcam home theater with
Stereophile, October 2002

I-low to
improve
upon
perfection.

Halcro is the world's only super-fidelity power amplifier. The only power amplifier able to claim
pure, unadulterated sound reproduction. In fact, it is so good. it reveals the shortcomings in
many other components. Which is why we came up with the Halcro dm8 and dm10 preamplifiers.
Designed along the same lines as the amplifier, it is the only way to get an even better sound
from your source. The dm10 includes a phono stage with infinitely variable capacitance and
resistance adjustment, to extract the perfect signal from your turntable.
Critics are raving and the awards are pouring in, but the only way to understand
how good Halcro is, you simply have to hear it.
To experience the purest super-fidelity sound attainable, contact Halcro today.
USA: +1 (949) 488 3004
International: +61 8 8238 0807

UNITED
BRAZIL

KINGDOM

Email: admin@halcro.com
Website: www.halcro.com

• GERMANY

• USA

• JAPAN

miHALCRO"
• HONG

KONG

• SPAIN

• KOREA • CANADA • DENMARK • THAILAND • AUSTRALIA
FRANCE • SINGAPORE • MALAYSIA • RUSSIA

..Awesome"
— The Absolute Sound, Issue 135, April 2002

The New THIEL CS1.6
"THIEL has established anew benchmark

CS1.6 PERFORMANCE FEATURES:

for speaker performance, "says The
Absolute Sound's Tom Miiller. "...this new
THIEL possesses tonal, dynamic, spatial,

•Innovative woofer voice coil/diaphragm
design for excellent upper midrange
performance.

and transient resolution comparable in
most ways to the world's best speakers."

•Aluminum dome tweeter with long
excursion abilities for high output.

The CS1.6 incorporates new and
Innovative driver design techniques to

•High 90 dB efficiency to work well

provide unusually pure and open
performance throughout the critical
midrange where conventional two-way

with lower amounts of amplifier power.
•Phase-correct crossover design and

systems perform less than ideally. The
SI .6's innovative woofer incorporates an
inusually large 3" diameter voice coil that

time-correct driver alignment results in
THIEL's trademark phase and time
coherence for exceptional realism.

distributes its force more evenly over the

•Superior clarity and detail is provided

diaphragm, producing far less cone
breakup and unwanted resonances. The
result, is unusually smooth and open
sound for exceptional realism.

by low distortion, metal diaphragm,
state-of-the-art drivers and very high
quality electrical components.
•The unique slotted bass reflex system

With its high efficiency and superior
sonic performance, the CS1.6 is an ideal

reduces port noise and grille-loading
effects.

choice for both your music and movie
needs. Visit our web site at

•The 36" tall cabinet is available in a

www.thielaudio.com to locate your
nearest demonstrating dealer and find

variety of exquisite wood, painted, and
custom finishes to enhance any home
environment.

out for yourself!

...the THIEL II
CS1.6 is an
instant
classic."
— Tom Miiller,
1he Absolute Sound,
April 2002

.te e, in Painted Blade ut ith
opoonal outrigger stand

e
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THIEL

"...the
CS1.6 is one
of the very
best
speakers
I've heard."

— Tim Shea,
SoundStage!, July 200"

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Contact THIEL for our free 44 page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 859-254-9427
Email: mail@thielaudio.com •Web: www.thielaudio.com

Industry
Inevitably, perhaps, this dramatic
growth in DVD-player sales has led to a
significant downturn in sales of traditional separates (down 16%/13% by
units/value), and CD players in particular (-24%/-21%). But hi-fi dealers
aren't complaining — their DVD-player
sales more than compensate for losses
elsewhere.
The difficulty lies in assigning cause
and effect. Obviously, those replacing
aging or broken-down CD players are
bound to consider the DVD alternative,
even if movie replay isn't a priority,
especially as the average CD player's
selling price is significantly higher than
the average DVD player's — £277
($432) vs £176 ($275). Indeed, given the
massive growth of DVD, one could
argue that the CD player is holding up
reasonably well. Its average selling price
has actually increased from last year's
£267 ($416), so there seems to be at
least some small recognition of the
value and specialist nature of high-quality CD replay.
The other "component" beginning to
have amajor impact on sales of hi-fi
separates is, of course, the ubiquitous
PC, which is increasingly being used
both for Internet downloads and for
burning recordings onto CD-Rs.
(Downloading is much less common in
the UK than in the US; relatively few
here have broadband access.) Since the
legality of both these activities is, at best,
debatable, and versatile multitasking is
the very essence of the PC, it's difficult
to establish any hard statistics. The simple fact that all the various dedicated
audio recording formats have been performing badly would suggest that the
PC duplicating factor is having asignificant impact. Cassette-deck sales are
down 30%/28%, MiniDisc decks
(though not portables) arc down

40%/40%, and even standalone CD-R
recorders seem to be in slight decline
(-5%/-12%).
Because it's part of the music business, and therefore has avested interest
in exaggerating copyright theft, the estimates of the British Phonographic
Institute (BPI) should be taken with
some caution. That said, its recently
published Statistical Yearbook, quoting
specialist research consultants Understanding & Solutions, estimates that
6.68 million UK households had CD1VRW-equipped PCs at the end of
2001, compared to just 250,000 with
dedicated
CD-R/RW
recorders.
Furthermore, the 7.8 million "For
Audio" blank discs purchased legitimately in 2001 for home audio recording were dwarfed by the estimated 120
million "For Data" blank disks also used
to record music on.
Among audio-only components, it's
no great surprise to see that receivers
have shown the biggest increase, pulled
along by DVD sales and, to some
extent, growing at the expense of separate amplifiers —probably because the
prices of receivers have fallen steadily as
amplifier prices have continued to rise.
The real surprise, however, is that
the only other audio-only component
to register increased sales is the vinyl
turntable, up 9%/5% year-to-date.
Granted, these numbers are still no big
deal compared to those of optical disc
players, and the average selling price is
a rather modest £139 (down from
£144 ayear ago). But such prices, in
turn, reflect the fact that Japanese corporations are re-introducing budgetpriced turntables in response to
demand. Furthermore, this is the second year running that turntable sales
have registered growth, and that qualifies as atrend in anyone's perception.

Update

Further evidence of vinyl's strength is
seen on the software side. According to
BPI scats, the annual number of new
vinyl releases hovered between 1700 and
1800 from 1994 to 1998, but has risen
steadily since, with 2787 issued in 2001.
True, CD releases also grew strongly
over the same period, at seven times the
rate of vinyl. But vinyl has definitely outsold the cassette, and the 12" vinyl disc is
the strongest of all media in the singles
sector, with nearly twice as many individual releases as on CD singles.
Sales of separate FM tuners have fallen 18% by volume, presumably due in
part to the increase in receiver sales.
However, this might also reflect some
loss of confidence in the long-tenu
future of FM, as officialdom persists
with the unlikely pretence that analog
broadcasts will be phased out in favor of
digital in the foreseeable future. That
said, asignificant 7% rise in the average
selling price of standalone tuners suggests that Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) might at last be beginning to
have areal impact.
Last but by no means least, loudspeaker manufacturers have been having avery happy time ever since home
theater managed to persuade customers that they needed five loudspeakers and asubwoofer where two
had sufficed before. The DVD boom
has further accelerated the multichannel trend, but has also recently
been accompanied by a15% fall in the
overall value of this sector in the last
year, although unit sales have risen by
the same percentage. It seems pretty
clear that the buyer of surround-sound
speakers increasingly thinks in terms of
"packages" rather than individual
"boxes," and has no intention of paying
more for the extra speakers required
for multichannel sound.

Calendar
Mike Marko. RSVP: (513) 793-3737 or
e-mail info@audibleelegance.com.
TEXAS

• Thursday, October 24, 6pm:
Krystal Clear Audio-Video is proud
to host an evening with Wilson
Audio, Halcro, and Transparent
Audio in their new location in the
Dallas Decorative Center. Representatives from each company will
be available to answer questions. Be
ready for an energizing evening filled
Stereophile, October 2002

with tantalizing information and
goodies. Reservations required. Info
and RSVP: (214) 520-7156 or e-mail
info@kcaudio.com.
WASHINGTON

• Thursday, September 19, 7pm: Advanced Audio Systems (6450 Tacoma
Mall Blvd., Tacoma) will host aseminar with Richard Vandersteen on
the importance of waveform preservation in loudspeakers. RSVP: (253)
472-3133.

WISCONSIN

• Wednesday, October 23, 6-9pm:
Hi-Fi Heaven (1549 Sixth Street,
Green Bay) is hosting an evening with
Bill Dudleston, engineer and founder
of Legacy Audio. He will demonstrate the Focus 20/20 and Whisper
speakers and will discuss his goals,
methodology, and the technology
used in each model. The evening will
also offer special trade-up opportunities for interested customers. Info:
(920) 494-8999 or (800) 808-HIFI,
21
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US: CALIFORNIA
the virtues of vegetarianism
Barry Willis
and exercise.
Gene Kan, pioneering develRobinson began playing
oper of music-swapping peerguitar in Chicago's famed
to-peer protocol Gnutella,
open-air market on Maxwell
died June 29 at the age of 25.
Street in 1942, along with the
Kan was found in his
likes of Big Bill Broonzy and
Belmont, California home;
Robert Nighthawk. In 1952
the cause of death was initialhe and Freddie King teamed
ly reported as "an accidental
for a four-year performance
gunshot wound." The San
partnership, and King later
Mateo county coroner's office
credited Robinson with being
ruled his death a suicide,
one of his earliest and most
according to the July 10 ediinfluential guitar teachers.
tion of the San Jose Merany
Robinson went on to play
Neu ,s. Kan's family asked that
guitar and bass with Little
no further details be released.
Walter, Shakey Jake, Nowlin'
Conspiracy theorists have
Wolf, Eddie Taylor, Elmore
openly questioned the official
James, Jimmy Rogers, Jimmy
Jimmie Lee Robinson's last gig, performing with harmonica player Wild
explanation for his death.
Reed, and Magic Sam, to
Child Butler on May Si at Home Entertainment 2002 in New York City.
Gnutella is one of the most
naine but afew. He made his
persistent and seemingly unstoppable Jimmie Lee Robinson provided aperbandleader recording debut with Banfree file-sharing programs on the Incussive accompaniment to his singing
dera Records in the late 1950s, recordternet, because it does not depend on a and guitar-plaving. but Ibecame afan
ing such hits as "Lonely Traveler" and
central server. "There is no head to the
Whet) I %AV him perform on two succes"All My Life," which was asuccessful
Gnutella dragon," Kan was often quoted.
sive nights at Acoustic Sounds' first blues
cover for John Mayall in the 1960s and
Cherry Lane Digital CEO Jim Griffin
festival in Salina, Kansas, in September
again in the '80s.
said of Kan, "Like the network he start1998. Ilis subsequent live appearances
Robinson's music career slowed in
ed, Gene's legacy will prove hard to end."
on behalf of Acoustic Sounds' APO
the 1970s. He went to work at various
A 1997 graduate of the University of label, at Consumer Electronics Shows jobs, including astint for the Chicago
California, Berkeley, with degrees in
and at 111-F1 '99, Home Entertainment
Board of Education and as acarpenter,
computer science and electrical engi2001, and HE2002, were highlights of cab driver, and storeowner. He slowly
neering, Kan worked most recently on
thosc events.
began to perform again after agroup of
advanced projects in distributed comI .1111 saddened, therefore, to report
dedicated fans and musicians calling
puting at Sun Labs, adivision of Sun
that the 71-year-old bluesman passed
themselves The Ice Cream Men urged
Microsystems. "Gene contributed much
away on Saturday. July 6. According to
Robinson to join their shows in the late
to the industry, specifically in the peerthe Associated Press report, Jimmie Lee
1980s. I
)elmark Records revived
to-peer space," said an official statement
Robinson was found dead in his car on
Robinson's recording career in 1994
from Sun. "Gene brought new ideas to
Chicago's southwest side with asingle
with the record Lonely Traveler, and
the organization and stretched our
gunshot wound to his head. The death
Robinson again began to perform reguthinking. Gene was amisted friend and
was ruled asuicide, the Cook County
larly, taking gigs worldwide.
colleague, and we will miss him greatly."
Medical
Examiner's office said.
He then recorded two self-produced
Robinson, who took the Islamic name
albums for his Amina Records label,
US: CHICAGO
of IL. Latif Ahornar in 2000, had been
Guns, Gate and Drues (1996) and
John Atkinson
recently diagnosed with bone cancer,
Maxwell Street Blues (1998), and added
I never "got" the spurs with which
an irony indeed given his advocacy of guitar work and two solo performances
to The Lost American Bluesmat release on
the Midnight Creeper label in 1998,
before signing with APO Records later
that year. For APO, Robinson recorded
Calendar
Remember Me (1998) and All My 14
(2001), the latter hitting the Living
vvww.hifiheaven.net, or e-mail hifl
nologies and innovations. For reserBlues radio charts. (All My Lyi• is availheaven2002@yahoo.com.
vations or info, contact Alternative
able on SAO ), Cl), LP, and 45rpm LP.)
Audio at (905) 627-0899 or visit
Jimmie Lee was also recognized with
CANADA
www.alternativeaudio.com.
the 2001
Blues Trust Lifetime
•Friday, October 4, 11 am-12pm; and
Achievement Award from BostonSaturday, October 5, 10am-5:30pm:
based Blues Trust Productions.
Alternative Audio (6 Hatt St.,
Jimmie Lee Robinson most recently
Dundas, Ontario) will host Vince
hit the headlines two years ago, when
Stables of Dynaudio to demonstrate
he went on a hunger strike for 81
the company's new Confidence C2
straight days in protest of the destrucand C4 loudspeakers. Mr. Stables will
tion of historic buildings in the Maxwell
be on hand to answer any questions
Street Market district, considered by
and to discuss Dynaudio's latest techmany to be the birthplace of Chicago
22
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blues. The buildings had been scheduled for demolition to enable the
University of Illinois at Chicago to
expand its south campus. Despite the
protest — led by Robinson and blues
legends B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Bo
Diddley, and Charlie Musselwhite —
the buildings were demolished, but
Jimmie Lee's action led to coverage of
the issue on the Discovery Channel and
in the Neu ,ií)rk '
RIMS, the Chicago SunTimes, and the Chicago Tribune.
In atribute on the Acoustic Sounds
website, Robinson was remembered as
"APO Records' chief ambassador, and
well beyond being aroster musician, he
was afamily member. He will forever
be the label's Godfather." You can find
more information on Jimmie Lee's life
and work at his website, wwwjim
mielecrobinson.com.
US: FLORIDA
Barry Willis
Alan Lomax, the folklorist and musicologist whose work spurred the folk
music revival of the 1950s and '60s, died
on Friday, July 19, at anursing home in
Safety Harbor, Florida. He was 87.
Anyone who has seen the Coen
Brothers' film 0 Brother, Where Art Thou?
or has heard its popular soundtrack
album is familiar with Lomax's work.
Two of the film's music recordings
were made by Lomax, including the
work song "Po' Lazarus," recorded in
1959 during one of his many research
tours of the American South. Over the
course of acareer that spanned seven
decades, Alan Lomax recorded and
archived thousands of blues, Cajun,
zydeco, norteño, jazz, calypso, gospel,
and cowboy songs. The rich tapestry of
American folk music we now take for
granted would have been considerably
impoverished without his work.
Lomax's boundless energy and enthusiasm for his subject were expressed not
only in countless recordings, but also in
books and documentaries. His career
encompassed the skills of field recording
engineer, record producer, journalist,
author, photographer, filmmaker, disc
jockey, concert promoter, radio and television commentator, and academic
researcher — whatever it took to spread
the word about folk music's importance.
Lomax was arguably the most significant
notunusician to affect the evolution of
20th-century music. Although he disparaged many modern varieties of music as
corruptions of original forms, there is no
question that popular music would have
taken vastly different directions without
his influence.
24

The son of pioneering folklorist and
musicologist John A. Lomax, the
younger Lomax began his career when
in his teens, working alongside his
father, traveling throughout the South
and West with massive, primitive recording equipment. On delicate acetate
masters, they captured for posterity the
musical expressions of field hands, farmworkers, fishermen, and prisoners, later
releasing the recordings on 78rpm
records. Their efforts formed the foundation for the Library of Congress'
Archive of Folk Song. Bluesman
Muddy Waters and folksinger Woody
Guthrie were among the dozens of talents discovered by the Lomaxes.
A 1936 graduate of the University of
Texas, Lomax did work in anthropology
at Columbia University. In 1937, he
joined the Archive of Folk Song at the
Library of Congress as assistant director
(his father served as curator). By 1939,
Alan had a regular program on CBS
Radio's American School of the Air, and
later hosted anetwork folk-music program called Back Where ICome From. He
also hosted the 1948 Mutual Broadcasting System show On Top of Old
Smokey. That year, he appeared onstage
singing with Pete Seeger and Paul
Robeson, supporting the presidential
campaign of former vice president
Henry A. Wallace.
In the 1950s, while anti-communist
hysteria swept the United States and
many workers in creative fields were
blacklisted from working, Lomax lived
in England, studying British folk music
under aGuggenheim fellowship. His
collections of Spanish and Italian folk
music from the same period helped to
revive interest in those traditions
among music fans in those countries
and around the world. From 1962 to
1989, Lomax worked at Columbia
University as aresearch associate in the
department of anthropology and the
Center for the Social Sciences. His
work there included research in "cantometrics and choreometrics," according
to Jon Pareles of the New York 'Times,
who described these fields of study as
"systems for notating and studying
music and dance to discover broad patterns correlating musical styles to other
social factors, from subsistence methods
to attitudes about sexuality." During his
tenure at Columbia, Lomax continued
to be an imposing figure in the folkmusic field. Bob Dylan, whose legendary electrified set at the Newport
Folk Festival provoked howls of protest
from folk music purists, later called
Lomax a"missionary."

The importance of Lomax's work
was not initially acknowledged, especially during the 1930s, when academics
steeped in the European intellectual tradition dismissed jazz and blues as "jungle music." In 1989, Lomax moved to
Hunter College, where he remained
until retirement. A lifelong champion of
the powerless and downtrodden, he frequently attacked the music industry's
star system and tendency to homogenize music into easily digestible pabulum. "It is the voiceless people of the
planet who really have in their memories the 90,000 years of human life and
wisdom," Pareles quoted Lomax as
remarking. "I've devoted my entire life
to an obsessive collecting together of
the evidence."
The Alan Lomax Collection, aseries of
more than 100 CDs of recordings made
by Lomax in the US, the Caribbean, the
British Isles, and Europe, is available
from Rounder Records.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
It's sad to have to report the passing of
Weber Rehdc. Born in Denmark in
1920, Weber — known as "Red" to the
many fans of his Rehdeko loudspeakers — was achild prodigy on the clarinet who made his debut as asoloist at
the age of nine. His subsequent career
as a musician took him around the
European conservatories and concert
halls as both soloist and conductor. He
also became heavily involved in soundrecording engineering and technology,
and, during an 11-year stint at Luxembourg's RTL, developed such devices as
areverberating microphone and areverberating loudspeaker.
Red founded Rehdeko in 1968, and
was joined by his son Joel in 1974. They
began building special drive-units and,
dissatisfied by the available commercial
alternatives, created some of the most
idiosyncratic hi-fi speakers ever. This
continued until afew years ago, when
they decided to cease manufacture due
to the impossibility of obtaining small
quantities of the brand's special driver
frames at arealistic cost. Speer-repair
ak
services are still available.
The personality of adesigner tends to
be reflected in his products, and the way
in which Rehdeko speakers determinedly — almost perversely — turned
today's accepted hi-fi speaker wisdom
on its head bore witness to aremarkable
individual. Ifirst met Red in the mid1990s, soon after I'd become something
of a Rehdeko enthusiast myself, and
found him charming and great fun. A
Stereophiie, October 2002
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SHARP
the
purest audio
for the
audio purist.
Introducing high speed
digital audio technology
Technology

from Sharp.

this unique 1-Bit process creates a
pure digital signal path from the
source to you, virtually eliminating the
subtle degradations that can occur
with conventional analog amplifiers.
Ultra-high sampling
With sampling rates as high as 5.6MHz.
128 times faster than industrystandard CD audio, Sharp 1-Bit systems
offer asound reproduction range of
5Hz to 100kHz -well beyond that of
conventional amplifiers.
Incredibly stable amplification
"Delta Sigma Dynamic Feedback"
corrects the 1-Bit control signals in
real time, enabling extremely stable
amplification of music signals.
It's almost impossible to tell the
difference between the 1-Bit signal
and the original source.
Powerful and compact
From sleek shelf units, to professional
grade amplifiers, to our breakthrough
SD-AT50, 5.1 channel home theater
system, the perfect complement to
Sharp's revolutionary AQUOS' liquid
crystal televisions. 1-Bit audio and
liquid crystal television -pure digital
perfection for those who demand
nothing less.
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sharpusa.com
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with piercing eyes and a
wicked sense of humor, Red was stubborn, determined, highly creative, and
unafraid to tread his own path. He was
fully convinced of the validity of an
unorthodox approach that entirely disregarded such criteria such as wide
bandwidth, flat frequency response, and
low coloration. Instead, he proudly
claimed that his loudspeakers were
uniquely capable of accurately reproducing squarewaves.
Controversy was inevitable, and
there's no denying that Rehdekos had
their limitations. But they also, at least
to my ears, possessed aunique, magical
quality of reality and immediacy that
regular speakers don't approach.
Red made his speakers with the sort
of craftsmanship and techniques usually
reserved for musical instruments, paying
particular attention to the aging of components and the use of proprietary varnishes and adhesives. DNM's Dennis
Morecroft attended Red's funeral, in
Bavans, in rural southeast France. He
found the contents of Red's workshop
fascinating, and felt it provided a real
insight into the thought processes of one
of hi-fi's genuine inventors. Old-fashioned in many ways, everything was
nevertheless meticulously labeled, including alarge collection of homemade
adhesives, all lined up and dated and in
the process of being deliberately aged
like acellarful of claret.
Such an approach is so different from
today's ways of making loudspeakers
that Idoubt we'll sec its like again. Isuspect we may all be the poorer for that.
small man

US: WASHINGTON, DC
Barry Willis
A bill before the US House of Representatives could severely alter the
legality of behavior so commonplace
that most Americans take it for granted.
When photocopiers became widespread in the 1960s, people quickly
discovered — to the dismay of publishers — that they could be used to copy
newspaper and magazine articles and
sections of books. The swelling popularity of the cassette deck in the 1970s
gave millions of music lovers their first
opportunities to make their own compilation recordings, adevelopment that
sent the music industry into paroxysms
of hysteria over "widespread copyright
violations" and "lost sales" — the same
song it sings today. To the surprise and
delight of many executives, the market
for prerecorded cassette tapes eventually eclipsed the market for vinyl records.
The introduction of the videocassette

recorder in the late 1970s was opposed
on grounds of copyright violation by
Walt Disney Company and other film
studios, which fought it and its originator, Sony Corporation, all the way to the
US Supreme Court. As the case wound
its way through the legal system, the
machines proliferated by the millions.
In 1984, the Court ruled that recording
television programs for private noncommercial use, apractice that came to
be known as "time-shifting," was well
within the so-called "fair use" provisions
of US copyright law. Sales and rentals of
prerecorded videotapes became unanticipated major sources of revenue for
the film studios.
Other courts had made similar rulings regarding photocopiers and cassette
decks. Over the past four decades,
Americans have become very comfortable with making copies of all kinds of
copyrighted material. The age of analog
copying paved the way for the rapid
acceptance of digital technology —in
particular, the CD burner, now astandard component of most personal computers. Millions of people now make
their own bit-for-bit copies of commercial compact discs, rightly assuming that,
as long as they aren't selling the copies,
they are committing no crime.
All that could change if acouple of
key congressmen have their way. Representatives Howard Coble (R-NC) and
Howard L. Berman (D-CA) have prepared antipiracy legislation that could
make what's legal today illegal tomorrow. About to go before the full House
of Representatives for avote at the tinte
of writing, Coble and Berman's bill
includes many of the provisions in
Senator Ernest "Fritz" Hollings' Consumer Broadband and Digital Television
Promotion Act (C.BDTPA), introduced
for consideration by the Senate in late
March of this year.
Working in cooperation with the US
Copyright Office, Coble and Berman
claim that advances in technology mandate changes in copyright law, especially regarding the sharing of digital files.
Their proposal would restrict backup
copies of software and music recordings,
and could even make sharing videotaped television programs a crime,
according to some interpretations. Temporary digital copies, or "buffer copies,"
are exempted, but that's little comfort to
the thousands of webcasters who would
be effectively shut down by the passage
of the bill.
Under Coble and Berman's bill, the
normal use of copyrighted material
would become infinitely more probStereophile, October 2002
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lematic. "Let's say Iobtained acopyrighted work under fair use, say aphoto
of Mickey Mouse," University of
Pennsylvania intellectual property
expert R. Polk Wagner told CNet news.
"If Iwanted to discuss, criticize, or share
that work, Ineed to interact with other
people. Yet section one of the draft bill
quite clearly says Ihave no rights to distribute the work, which would seem to
rather severely limit my use. In the digital era, interaction takes place by transferring and copying files."
Coble and Berman are the chairman
and the ranking Democrat, respectively,
of the House Judiciary Committee's
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet,
and Intellectual Property. The two earlier introduced abill that would make
submitting false information in the
application for an Internet domain
name acrime punishable by up to five
years in jail. Both legislators have received large contributions from the
entertainment industry. Berman, who
represents Southern California's San
Fernando Valley, received "at least
$186,891 from the entertainment industry during the 2001-02 election cycle,
including $31,000 from The Walt
Disney Co. and $28,050 from AOL
Time Warner, Inc.," according to
Associated Press reporter Ted Bridis.
The two congressmen have also
authored legislation attacking the peerto-peer networks that are widely used
to distribute MP3 music files. News of
Representative Berman's latest legislative creation came just a week after
record labels announced that they might
begin legal attacks against private individuals for noncommercial copyright
violations. On July 25, Berman introduced a bill that would allow music
labels, movie studios, and other copyright holders to sabotage peer-to-peer
computer networks in order to block
the unauthorized distribution of music
and movies. Under the bill, copyright
owners would not have to issue warnings of impending attacks, although
they would have to inform the US
Justice Department of the methodology
they planned to use.
"Enabling copyright creators to take
action to prevent an infringing file from
being shared via P2P [peer-to-peer] is
an important first step," Berman said in
introducing his legislation to the House.
"Theft is theft, whether it is shoplifting
aCD in arecord store or illegally downloading asong."
In aprovision that might have been
written by Franz Kafka, those who
launched such attacks would be exempt
Stereoptule, October 2002
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from retaliatory lawsuits unless the
plaintiffs were granted special permission by the US Justice Department.
Affected computer users would have to
prove that they had suffered losses in
excess of $250, yet the monetary value
of any private individual's data is almost
impossible to establish. Most computer
hard drives — the devices most likely to
be damaged in Berman's imagined
electronic warfare—cost less than the
$250 minimum.

31 that music fans have discovered that
they can use free Web-hosting provided
by America Online to distribute unauthorized recordings. Music files arc hidden behind images or are disguised as
other types of digital files, and their
source is difficult to trace without special software. Healey says that at least
two of the pirate music sites using AOL
services, www2lcentury-MP3.com and
www.SimpleMP3s.com, are based outside the US and are therefore beyond
the reach of US law.
"The pirates' resourcefulness is
reflected in their ability to foist amajor
part of their costs onto companies such
There isn't apolitician
as AOL," Healey observed. "Record
born who will support
industry officials say AOL is just one of
many companies whose public offerings
legislation that
are hijacked by music pirates." AOL,
the world's largest Internet service proendangers his or her
vider, is a subsidiary of AOL Time
Warner, parent company of the Warner
ability to be re-elected.
Music Group.
The RIAA is also seeking acrossindustry alliance to develop an "audio
performance flag" that could be buried
If Berman's proposal becomes law —
in digital audio recordings to inhibit
there is no companion legislation in the
file-saving functions, according to a
Senate —copyright holders would be July 18 report in the LA. Times. The
free to attack ordinary citizens without proposal was revealed by RIAA senior
fear of reprisal. Recording Industry vice president Mitch Glazier at aJuly
Association of America (RIAA) chief 17 meeting on the piracy problem held
executive Hilary Rosen called Ber- at the US Commerce Department in
Washington.
man's bill "an innovative approach to
combating the serious problem of
The use of copy-inhibit flags in digiInternet piracy."
tal files would require the cooperation
In apparent response to Berman's proof chipmakers and electronics manufacposal to allow copyright holders to
turers in the design of new generations
launch technological strikes against priof products. The concept is part of a
vately owned computers, possibly eraslarger move that could prevent coning entire databases or damaging
sumers from doing many of the things
hard-disk drives in the process, over the
they now take for granted: making priweekend of July 27-28 hackers
vate copies of music and television
launched an attack of their own, against
shows, or even taking pictures of prithe RIAA's website (www.riaa.com).
vately owned but publicly displayed
Protesters flooded the organization's artworks or structures. The RIAA's
server with so much traffic that it was
effort parallels one by the Motion
unable to admit legitimate access. The
Picture Association of America
so-called "denial of service" onslaught
(MPAA), which is also seeking closer
rendered the site useless, aresult similar
cooperation with computer companies
to the impact the entertainment industry
and chipmakers.
might achieve with private individuals'
Audio traditionalists may be encouraged to learn that analog recording isn't
computers and peer-to-peer networks,
should Berman's bill become law.
dead. It may even see arevival, because
A more legitimate protest can be
no one has yet found away to plug the
made by accessing the petition at so-called "analog hole." Once digital
http://action.cff.org/action/index.asp?
content has been converted to analog —
step=2&item=1776 and sending it to
as CDs are in the playback process —it's
your congressman. There isn't apoliti- possible to make an infinite number of
cian born who will support legislation
recordings simply by reconverting the
that endangers his or her ability to be
analog stream to digital. D/A and A/D
re-elected.
stages eliminate embedded code of any
In arelated development, Los Angeles kind, unless it is so high in level as to be
Times writer Jon Healey reported July audible.
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Reduction to the essentials: The Karat series from Canton combines pure design with pure listening pleasure.
State-of-the-art technology in simple yet elegant furniture quality cabinets represents the Canton ideal of
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Sam's

Space

Sam

I

have away of grating on people's
nerves. Ask Marina, my wife. She
calls it my "mean streak."
Ican't help it. Itake perverse pleasure
in slowly tormenting someone whom I
sense is unsure and insecure. Especially
about hi-fi.
This took place more than 20 years
ago. An audiophile friend had purchased apair of KEF 104 speakers for a
song. He did so at abank auction following the demise of an
arca hi-fi shop.
"You bought the
speakers. Now you
have to drive them," I
laughed.
"What do you mean?
Ihave separate components. My power amplifier is bigger than your
little Advent 300 receiver.
My amp is rated at more
than 100 watts per channel.
It got arave review in Stem
ReVieW. I
should be just fine."
But he wasn't.
"What's wrong?" my friend
asked, after I'd auditioned his system."
"Oh, nothing. But Iwonder if your
components arc up to getting the most
from your splendid KEF speakers. The
bass sounds alittle ... tentative." (I knew
that the adjective would slay him.) "The
dynamics seem compressed. Might be a
good idea to try another amp —not my
15W Advent 300 receiver, obviously."
"Your receiver is risible," he said, responding valiantly in the war of adjectives.
Slowly but surely, Igot to him —I
practically had him roasting on aspit.
His "highly reviewed" power amplifier
was not delivering the goods —which is
to say, the current —and my friend
knew it. Iknew it. The Germans call this
schadeeade— pleasure derived from
other people's pain.
"Your KEFs may be adifficult load,"
Isuggested. "Perhaps the amplifier can't
cope with the impedance drops. More
likely, the 12" woofer needs actual current." Another stinging adjective.
"Actually, you are adifficult load," my
friend shot back.
Ilaughed my evil laugh.
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Meanwhile, amutual friend had purchased a PS Audio Elite integrated
amplifier. My KEF-owning friend initially scoffed, but he borrowed it and
gave it atry.
"I can't get over it," he marveled. "It's
day and night. Ihave bass. The speakers
have balls."
He purchased PS Audio separates
and was quite pleased.
"Do you know what PS Audio'

Tellig

but sounded great —powerful, dynamic, detailed. Stan left in the early 1980s
to found Superphon and produce what
may have been the best "cheapskate"
preamp of all time, the Superphon
Revelation Basic.
Paul lives and breathes circuits and
topologies. Ican picture him wearing a
beanie with apropeller on top. Latergeneration geeks went into computers,
draining talent away from hi-fi and sucking the lifeblood from our industry for
20 years now. 'Thankfully, in 1973,
there was no personal computer industry. Iwish
there still weren't; I
was happy with telephone and typewriter.
Paul recalls when
he and Stan Warren
were working on a
preamp. According to
Paul, Stan was short on
parts, so he borrowed apower-supply
transformer that was designed — and
specified —for a power amp. Lo and
behold, this oversized transformer made
the sound bigger, too. The transformer
transformed the preamp.
"That shouldn't make adifference!"
Paul exclaimed.
But it did. Both he and Stan heard it.
Other designers caught on to much
the same thing — including, notably, the
late Julian Vercker, of Naim Audio. You
could take a Naim preamp or power
amp, add an optional power-supply upgrade, and literally transform the sound.
Paul McGowan stayed at the helm of
PS Audio until 1990, and returned in
1998 to take charge once again. If you're
new to hi-fi, you probably know PSA
for their Power Plant P-300 and P-600
power conditioners, or their Ultimate
Outlet —worthy products. But Iwanted the real stuff—products like the
ones that put PS Audio on the map in
the first place. Preamps, power amps,
maybe an outboard DAC. (PSA produced one of the first US-made outboard digital processors.)
Paul phoned me about two such
products: the Model 8.0 preamp (which
should be available by the time this article appears), and the solid-state, switchmode HCA-2 two-channel amplifier,

IS

PS Audio's fast-switching HCA-2 digital
power amplifier.

Paul McGowan lives and
breathes circuits and
topologies. Ican picture
him wearing abeanie
with apropeller on top.

stands for?" he giggled, some weeks
later, after phoning the factory about
some small matter.
"No, Idon't."
"It stands for Paul and Stan, who
started the company. Ijust talked with
Paul. Get this. They're in their 20s.
They're kids —younger than we arc."
Baby-boomers Paul McGowan and
Stan Warren launched PS Audio in
1973. 1Their early gear looked like kits
1PS Audio, 4824 Sterling 1)rive, Boulder, CO 80301.
Tel: (877) 772-8340, or (720) 406-8946 outside the
US. Fax: (720) 406-8967. Web: n.ww.psaudiox-oni.
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which has been available for several
months. The HCA-2 retails for $1695;
Paul expects the preamp to come in at
about the same price.
"I know you love tubes," Paul said.
"You'll flip over the HCA-2."
"Why didn't you make atube amp?" I
shot back.
"Funky devices," replied Paul. "Anyway, as you know, transistors are valves,
too. They turn the power-supply voltage up and down in direct relation to
the musical signal. They are switching
devices —or valves."
Transistors itch to switch. Ialways get
agood lesson in electronics when Italk
with Paul.
The HCA-2 is a class-D power
amplifier, although, since D is for dummies and class-D amps have not had the
greatest reputation for sound, PS Audio
calls it a"hybrid class-A" amp. Class-A
refers to the input stage. Usually, when
an amplifier is described as "class-A,"
"class-A/13," or "class-B," what's being
referred to is the bias state of its output
stage. Paul explained:
"When you refer to different classes
of amplifier, you're talking about how
much the output transistors are on
when there is no music. In aclass-B
amp, the output stage produces no current except in response to asignal —
that is, the music. However, no one
uses class-B because of the nasties, or
distortion, that occurs at the zero crossing point, where voltage switches from
negative to positive polarity, or vice
versa. You get abig bump — or notch."
"So you try to nix that notch?"
"Yes. You run sonie constant current — current that doesn't turn on and
off in response to the music. Class-A is
constant current, and in the real world
of amplifier design, `class-A' tends to be
relative. The more constant current
you have running through the output
stage, the more an amp is class-A."
True class-A amplifiers are usually
very large, run extremely hot, consume
gobs of electricity, and, ultimately, tend
to burn themselves up.
"Even class-B is not ideal," Paul continued. "That's when you have essentially two valves, and they could be tube or
transistor —a plus valve and a minus
valve. As these go up and down, plus and
minus, they regulate how much of the
power-supply voltage gets out to the
speaker in response to the musical signal.
"However, even class-B generates a
considerable amount of heat. A tube or
transistor emits heat according to how
much voltage is placed across the device.
Vary the voltage and you produce heat."
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In other words, it's the in-between
state that produces the heat, not just the
voltage itself.
Paul himself was just getting warmed
up.
"Imagine awater faucet. You have a
big water supply on the input side and
you have usually asmaller amount of
water flowing through the output side. It
doesn't work this way with a garden
hose, but electronically, the amount of
current going through the faucet relative
to the amount of current in the water

The key to good sound
in adigital switching
amplifier is getting it to
switch fast, Paul told me.

mains creates heat. The more water that
travels through the faucet, the more heat
you create.
"If the faucet is off and you have no
water traveling through it, you generate
no heat. But here's what's interesting. If
you turn the faucet all the way on, there
isn't any heat, either, because the same
flow that's available at the input is delivered to the output.
"On or off is good. It's the inbetween states that create heat. This is
why we have massive heatsinlcs in both
tube amps and transistor amps, to dissipate the energy.
"With a class-D amplifier, the
water — the current — is either on or
off. There is no in-between, except
for the quick transition to get from
zero to the `on' state. So a class-D
amplifier generates almost no heat. It
either delivers none of the current
available from the power supply or all
of it.
"Output transistors are happy about
this, because, like tubes, they're valves, or
switching devices. They love to turn all
the way on or all the way off. They are
far less happy about any state in between,
and they generate heat in protest"
The key to good sound in adigital
switching amplifier is getting it to
switch fast, Paul told me. The HCA-2
switches on and off at 500kHz, or
500,000 times per second, which is so
fast that you perceive the sound as continuous. The output transistors are
MOSFETs, two pairs per channel.
"The amount of current required to
switch aMOSFET device is minuscule

relative to abipolar, and their switching
speed is superior as well," said Paul.
"The HCA-2 switches on and off in a
series of pulses. If you have avery quiet
passage of music, if there is very little
musical signal, the pulses are still happening, but they're on for atiny period
of time. When the musical signal gets
louder, then these little pulses get
longer. The longer each pulse stays on,
the louder the music gets. So by changing the width of the pulse in response to
the music, we end up generating the
musical signal."
"Just like pulse-width modulation in
aCD player?"
"Just like pulse-code modulation in a
CD player," Paul corrected. "Only the
code is the varying widths."
The HCA-2's pulse-width modulation is "superlinearized" as again block
by incorporating the amplifier's output
filter stage in the audio feedback loop.
According to Paul, doing so overcomes
the problem of varying load response.
"In any digital amplification scheme,
you need to filter the ultrasonic switching frequencies out of the audioband
before the audio signal reaches the
speaker. But aloudspeaker presents a
varying load to the amplifier, not a
constant load, or asteady impedance.
This changes the response of the output filter. Our SDAT filter's response
remains unchanged for any load impedance on any speaker, so the sound
of the HCA-2 is virtually the same
under all speaker load conditions — for
instance, with your reference Quad
ESL-989 electrostatics."
Like other electrostatic designs, the
Quad presents a"reactive" load, meaning that its impedance varies widely.
The SDAT filter is designed, in effect,
not to react, even to a"reactive" load.
The HCA-2 consists of two stages.
"The input voltage gain stage and the
output current gain stage perform best
when they're absolutely isolated and independent from each other," Paul explained. "Our input stage could be
attached to almost anything that produces power."
The same input stage is being used
for PSA's more conventional Classic
250 Reference Standard power amplifier, scheduled for release this fall.
"Could you have used tubes in the
input stage?"
"Absolutely, you could have tubes in
the front," Paul replied. "The input
stage is completely analog. Iconsidered
using tubes, but tubes give off heat, and
part of the idea is to have this amplifier
run cool.
Stereophile, October 2002
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"I have afundamental dislike, not of ran so cool at my place, even in July,
the sound of tubes, which Ilove, but for
that it didn't get warm.
the unreliability of tubes and their
Iwas intrigued most of all by what
microphonics. The minute you turn
was inside.
them on, they begin to dic. They arc in"It looks like most of the amplifier is
herently musical, but, like Isaid, they're
dedicated to cleaning up the AC
funky devices."
power," Iobserved.
Who knows? A cottage industry of
"In terms of real estate, that's right.
tweakers might emerge, retrofitting
'When we first started working on this
tubes to the input stage of PS Audio's
amplifier, the original prototypes used
HCA-2 power amplifier. Ican imagine
avery small power-supply transformer.
the reclusive Stan Warren producing his It must have been aquarter the size of
custom version of the HCA-2 and callthat moose you see in there now. The
ing it a"PS-S Audio." But so far, Stan
Warren has been no greater fan of
glassware than Paul
McGowan.
"J-F ETs
have
much the sanie
111 ,1ffl o,h
sound as tubes,"
Paul reassured me.
"By the way, the input stage uses all
discrete
components. We don't
just throw acouple of
op-amps in there."
The HCA-2 is fully balCD sources included the McIntosh MCD205,
coming up in next month's column.
anced from input to output.
Both balanced XLR and
single-ended RCA input jacks are proamplifier is so efficient that you really
vided. There is just one pair of speaker
don't need this big transformer. At the
binding posts, but of very high quality,
very end of the listening period, we
and two RJ45 jacks for connecting the
started playing around with very big
HCA-2 to other PSA components, such
transformers. We could measure no
as the forthcoming 8.0 preamplifier.
difference compared to smaller trans"The common-mode rejection on
formers, but we could sure hear it."
its inputs is far beyond almost anything
Just like the early PS Audio preamps.
else on the market," said Paul. "The
"What do you think alarger transcommon-mode rejection of the HCAformer is doing [that a smaller one
2 borders on 80dB, which is almost wouldn't?]?"
perfect."
"I can't measure it, so this is purely
"That assumes you use balanced conspeculative, but Ithink it's lowering the
nectors."
output impedance that's going to the
"But Ihave found that an amplifier
circuit. When you demand current
that uses asimple method to achieve
from adevice —in other words, an outcommon-mode rejection sounds far put transistor — there is atendency for
more open and far more musical —
the device to sag abit. You can't really
tubelike, if you will—even with asinmeasure it, but every time I've taken a
gle-ended connection. I'm not sure
power supply and lowered its output
why. This is why Ialways have no feedimpedance, the sound has improved
back in the input stages of my amplidramatically. The only thing Ican atfiers." A small amount of feedback is,
tribute this to is low DC resistance.
however, applied to the HCA-2's out"Our Ultimate Outlet, which we
put stage.
market as aseparate power-conditionThe HCA-2 is an attractive product,
ing device, is incorporated into the
inside and out. A mere 4.5" high, 17"
HCA-2. It's a balun — a balanced
wide, and 14" deep, the amp is compact
magnetic device that has about 20
and attractive. Not aheatsink in sight!
turns of very heavy magnet wire in
(Class-D operation requires only the
series with the AC voltage. Iput one
smallest of heatsinks, like those found
of these things on the input of the
in apreamp or CD player.) It's lightHCA-2 prototype, and that was it —
weight, too, at 35 lbs. This is what I the big breakthrough. I'm not sure
need —an amp Ican easily lift and
why this is true, but the HCA-2 is
move from room to room. The amp
power-supply—sensitive — very sensi34

rive to what kind of power cord you
hook up to it."
Great Sound
In my main system, Ihooked tip the
HCA-2 to my McIntosh C2200 tubed
preamp via abalanced run of Kimber
Silver Streak speaker cable. CD sources
were the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 31)
player and the McIntosh MCD205
changer. For analog, Iturned to my new
reference, the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
cartridge mounted in my SME 309
tonearm on my AR ES-1 turntable. I
used the AcousTech PH-1 Premium
Phono Stage. Speakers were
the Quad ESL-989s.
Gad, I got great
sound!
Want to spend afistful
of money for amplification? Want to help some
high-end hotshot buy his
next luxury car? Iphoned
Paul to ask what kind of
car he drives. A 1996 Jeep
Grand Cherokee with 147,000 miles.
Now, about the HCA-2's sound:
There was none. The amp seemed both
natural and neutral. Tilelike? Okay. I
heard no harshness or edginess. The
sound was uncommonly smooth.
It was also fast.
Big amplifiers sometimes sound as if
they're held back by their own weight.
In the immortal words of the late
Howard Mandel, of Altis Audio, there is
"tons of bass, tons of bass, bass all over
the place."
The HCA-2 did not sound bass-defident — far from it. But it also didn't
sound bass-heavy. The amp just let go of
the notes. This quality of bass, coupled
with the extraordinary smoothness
through the midrange and treble, made
for abracing, crisply articulated sound.
But would Iget the same result in a
different system?
Hey, it's easy to move the HCA-2.
Piece of cake. Itook it into our living
room and wired it to the Sonus Faber
Cremona speakers, using a Purest
Sound Systems P500 "passive preamp."
Unbalanced connectors. CD source was
aMusical Fidelity A3.2 CD player.
For a relatively small floorstanding
speaker, the Cremona is capable of surprising bass extension. The HCA-2 got
agood grip on things. At the saine time,
the midrange and treble were smooth
and grain-free. Was Ilusting for tubes?
Not really.
In some of his promotional literature, Paul McGowan refers to the
HCA-2's "tubelike warmth." Idon't
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think these are the words Iwould use
to describe the sound. "Tubelike
warmth" suggests, to me, some kind
of euphonic coloration, some tubelike
tinkering with the sound. The HCA2 was remarkably free of the rich,
overripe, sometimes woolly sound associated with tube amplification.
There was plenty of bass, but it was
extended and tight, not "all over the
place." The treble was superbly
extended, so much as my ears can
hear—not rolled-off, the way tube
amplifiers can sometimes sound.
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"Focus has the range,
detail and dynamics to
engineer five Grammy's
this year."
-Herb Powers
Mastering Legend

The PS Audio HCA-2
is not another "me, too"
amplifier, but a
revolutionary product.

The HCA-2 was "tubelike" in that it
managed to avoid sterility. It did not
sound neutral to the point of being
overly lean and harmonically thin. The
sound wasn't lean like Jack Sprat, or fat
like Spraes wife. It was nicely balanced
in between.
Ican hardly wait for the matching PS
Audio 8.0 preamp. Paul's preamps have
always been rather special. Meanwhile,
Irecommend the HCA-2 very highly. If
there is any downside to digital switching, Icouldn't hear it in the HCA-2.
The advantages look fairly significant:
relatively low cost, compact size, almost
no heat generated, and, apparently, consistent performance into any speaker
load. Nor did Ihear any significant increase in noise using the amplifier's
unbalanced inputs.
The PS Audio HCA-2 is not another
"me, too" amplifier, but arevolutionary
product. If you're in the market for a
power amplifier at any price, Iurge you
to give it alisten, even if you're abig fan
of tubes. Even if you're thinking of
spending much more money.
It will be interesting to compare PS
Audio's bigger stereo power amplifier,
the Classic 250 Reference Standard,
which was just going into production as
Ifinished this column. That's amore
conventional amplifier: big, big power
supply, large heatsinks, same feedbackfree class-A input stage. Ibet the Classic
250 will sound different — more
authoritative, perhaps, more weighty —
but Idoubt it will sound more musical
than the HCA-2.
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Michael
onathan Carr sat on the
edge of an Ekornes
Stressless chair, polishing
the blades of my system's AC
cords with an almost sexual
fervor and intensity. Carr, the
talented designer of the Lyra
phono cartridges, was on a
mission. First we played "You
Turn Mc On, I'm a Radio,"
from an original white-label
pressing of Joni Mitchell's For
the Roses (Asylum/Atlantic SD
5057). After the polishing —
almost an hour's worth —we
played it again. The difference
was not subtle but enormous —
as if we'd changed an expen(top) Jonathan Carr at work.
sive component. The increase
(right) clean plug, dirty plug.
in clarity and focus and the
price of admission is
diminution of grunge and hash were
easily noticeable, as was the overall richstill steep at $31,000.
(That's for the combo
er, warmer sound.
of $16k line and $15k
Carr's feverish polishing, using Flitz
phono.) I put "stepmetal-cleaner paste (www.flitz.com),
down" in quotes because
Caig DeOxit, and special cloths he'd
Carr assured me that while the 4.0 is not
brought from Japan, is best described in
another column because it might take the equal of the 3.0, the combo does
another column. But it transformed the
sound of my system and, literally, the
Petr Mares' extraordinary
look and feel of the AC plug blades.
When Carr was done, Ialmost needed
Connoisseur 2.0 phono
sunglasses to cut the glare from the
satiny-smooth blades.
section was so much more
"Pretty amazing, isn't it?" Carr
revealing, transparent,
smirked knowingly.
"Had he been really motivated,
dynamic, detailed, and
Carr's Scan-Tech partner Stig Bjorge
assured me, "he would have cut the
rhythmically expressive
power and cleaned the AC receptacles
as well!" Meanwhile, I'd gone to the
than the very best I'd
Flitz website and ordered atube of the
stuff for myself.
heard up to that point.
But Can- and Bjorge hadn't traveled
halfway around the world from Japan just
include circuit upgrades not found in the
to dust my electrical broom. They'd come
3.0. The 4.0's amplifier circuit was
to install the Connoisseur Definitions 4.0
designed by Petr Marcs; Carr is credited
line- and phono-stage preamplifiers, and
for the regulator circuitry, printed circuit
Carr wanted to be sure I'd hear them
board layout, and overall direction, Jim
(and my reference) under the best condiSweeney for the cabinet, and Yoshinori
tions. Sold in Japan since August 2000,
Sasaki for the chassis.
the handbuilt units have been available
for export only since late 2001. Though
Like the Boulder 2008/2010
they're the "step-down" versions of the
line/phono-stage combo Ireviewed in
the July issue, the Connoisseur
Model 3.0 combo, built to order for
about $60,000 apiece, the Definitions'
Definitions 4.0 really deserves a full
Stereophile, October 2002

Fremer
Stereophile review. But I'm
booked many months in
advance,
and
as
the
Definitions became available
on very short notice, I'm covering them here and now.

Based on an Instant Classic
Almost adecade ago, Iheard
Petr Mares' extraordinary
Connoisseur 2.0 phono section in my system. It was so
much more revealing, transparent, dynamic, detailed,
and rhythmically expressive
than the very best I'd heard
up to that point that it
instantly defined for me the
state of the phono-section
art. Until recently, its sonic
performance hadn't come
close to being equaled, let
alone surpassed, and with
so few units in the field and
the fever-pitch word of
mouth, the 2.0 became an almost legendary instant classic.
The problem with the wooden-cabineted-2.0's design, was its "air dielectric" construction, which eschewed
traditional circuit-board architecture in
favor of miniature, hand-wired, impossibly complex three-dimensional circuit
construction. The idea was to keep signal paths as short as possible, and to
eliminate the noise and coloration
caused by stray capacitance, parasitic
induction, and leakage currents of standard circuit-board traces. But while the
results were undeniable, there was no
way the 2.0 could be reliably built in
quantity, so when Mares Designs was
incorporated into Bjorge and Carr's
Scan-Tech of Tokyo, the design was
modified. But it's still handbuilt, and it's
still very hard to make.
Both the phono and line sections use
"sandwiched" air-dielectric circuit
boards in which the signal-path components arc mounted to and through the
boards. This allows them to be soldered
to the board below, which contains
multiple voltage regulators (48 in the
phono section, 24 in the line stage) and
other DC circuitry. Each regulator is
thus less than lcm away from the part of
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Ibegan with both phono secthe circuit it controls. Imagine
tions connected to the Hovland
the near-impossibility of getting
HP100 preamp, and it was easy
every lead to match up with the
enough to switch back and forth
tiny hole in the board below.
to hear the difference. Perhaps it
The circuit design includes
had something to do with the
servo-corrected DC amps and a
Boulder's 1000 ohm default
JFET-based, class-A, distortionmoving-coil loading vs the Concanceling hybrid output stage.
noisseur's wide-open 47k ohms,
The claimed bandwidths are
but the latter should have had
3-4M Hz for the phono section,
the advantage: For most of my
7MHz for the line amp.
listening, Iused both with aLyra
Both versions use the sanie
Helikon SL (022mV) phono
substantial outboard power supcartridge and aprototype top-ofply and both arc no-frills designs
the-line Lyra Titan (0.5mV).
aimed, of course, at connoisBoth phono sections could
seurs. The phono section, fea"slow time" and convey the
turing dual pairs of 36c1B-gain
gravity of musical events while at
boards, offers no external loadthe same time sounding ining or gain options. It's aplugcredibly agile and light on their
and-play design set at 47k ohms
feet, delivering musical tranwith ahigh 70dB of gain (other
sients that were naturally sharp
factory-set loading options are
but not etched or smeared, and
available). The line section
both were musically organized
sports four single-ended RCA
and temporally coherent as are
inputs, two balanced XLRs, and
few other phono sections. They
asingle concentric knob with an
parted musical ways when it
outer source-selector ring and
came to image dimensionality,
an inner volume control that's a
resolution of ultra-low-level amhandmade stepped attenuator.
bient cues, and harmonic richThere arc no Tape Out jacks or
ness. The Boulder produced
Mono button.
three-dimensional images that
Connoisseur
Definitions
blossomed, ripened, and decayed
products are for the audiophile
(top) One of four sandwiched circuit boards in Connoisseur
with impossible precision, while
in search of ultra-simplicity and
phono section.
(bottom) Connoisseur power supply. Phono and line
the
Connoisseur's
images
ultra-high-quality performance
stages each get one.
seemed to burst excitedly, leavand design. Like their input and
ing less in the wake of the event
switching facilities, the Defwhen compared to the Boulder —
initions' superbly finished, curvaceous
though when compared to most other
wooden cases will not float everyone's
phono sections, the Connoisseur's perbar of Lifebuoy, but they did mine. The
formance in this regard was stellar.
workmanship and subtle design of the
The Boulder had an amazing abililine stage's concentric controls include
ty to balance lifelike image precision
adual-mono, 24-pole stepped attenwith delivery of the musical event
uator using leadless, noninductive,
and the space in which that image
custom-made metal-foil resistors,
occurred. The Connoisseur did an
and were exceptionally pleasing to
equally good job on the event while
eye and hand. My only beef was
falling short on the space — but only
with the integral spikes: they'll
when compared to the Boulder. The
scratch wood surfaces, and probably
Connoisseur made most other phono
many others. Iput lead-rosin Walker
sections sound soft, confused, sluggish,
Audio Valid Point discs under the spikes
and distant. That's how good it was, and
to keep from defacing the solid-maple
how exceptional the Boulder is.
shelves of the Finite Elemente Pagode
Sometimes Ihave to drag out the old
stand on which Iplaced both units.
line stage control array
chestnuts to cement my observations. I
Never Follow a Kid or Animal Act,
heard, but the overall difference be- pulled out Classic Records' 45rpm reissue of RCA Living Stereo's Belafinte at
or the Boulder 2008
tween the two was still significant. Take
Canugie Hall and compared "Matilda."
An old show-biz adage wants against every good thing Iwrote in July about
With this superbly recorded track Ican
the Boulder's ability to declare the musihitting the boards directly after animal or
cal event, add it to the Connoisseur's judge dynamics, spatiality, image specikid performers. In our arena, phono preficity and dimensionality, soundstage expresentation, subtract alarge part of the
amps would best avoid being inserted
pansiveness, transparency, depth, you
into any system containing aBoulder Boulder's delivery of the musical event's
name it.
aftermath and ultimate meaning (don't
2008 ($29,000). Next to the Boulder,
try to measure this!), and you have the
In Carnegie Hall afew weeks ago, I
the Connoisseur Definitions 4.0 is, in
watched and listened to Patricia Barber
sound of the Connoisseur.
most ways, the best phono section I've
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and Cassandra Wilson, but part of the
time, as Isat there soaking in the room's
acoustic, it was Belafonte who was on
my mind. Back at home, both the
Boulder and the Connoisseur allowed
me to suspend disbelief and step back in
time 45 years to relive Belafonte's performance, not as acanned recording but
as aliving entity occurring in real time.
To experience this, the physicality of
the hall—the air, space, and boundaries — has to open up before you. The
clusters of musicians on the stage have to
appear in 3D, as does the image of Belafonte walking across the stage and from
front to back; the audience has to be
"seen," heard, and felt — in the orchestra
seats, the dress circle, the upper tiers.
The driving rhythms must be presented
with aspontaneity that incites surprise,
even after 1000 playings.
Both the Boulder and Connoisseur
pulled this off by "stopping time" while
propelling the music forward with
tremendous rhythmic authority, coherence, and continuity. Idon't know how
this is done, or why these two phono
sections did it so well, but they did. And
both did the "build and destroy" trick I
described in the Boulder review, creating solid, monumental images without
etch or zip. But the Boulder does it
somewhat better by carving rounder,
more nuanced images that decay and
fade away with amore natural grandeur,

In Heavy Rotation
» The Stooges, The Stooges,
Elektra/Sundazed
180gm
reissue LP
2) David Bowie, Heathen, ISO/
Sony LP
3) Hank Mobley, Hank Mobley,
Blue Note/Classic 200gm
Quiex SV-P mono reissue LP
4) Curtis Mayfield, Curtis in
Chicago Live!, Get Back 180gm
reissue LP
5) Nick Drake, 'Time Has Told Me
(home recordings & outtakes)
180gm LPs (3)
6) Nina Nastasia, The Blackened
Air, Touch and Go 180gm LP
7) Gary Wilson, You Think You
Really Know Me, Motel LP
8) Mary Tiimony, The Golden
Dove, Matador 180gm LP
9) Uncle Tupelo, 89/93, An
Anthology, Columbia/Legacy/
Sundazed 180gm LPs (2)
10) Varèse, Amériques, Vanguard/
Classic 180gm reissue LP
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and by being abit less brash on top.
The brass, in particular, struck me as
more dimensional, dynamic, and convincing through the Boulder. The dynamic contours ebbed and flowed
with greater ease, and there was less
stiffness and chop. The Boulder delivered the events at the front and back of
the stage, and the audience front and

Boulder is as complex —some might say
unwieldy —a design as you're likely to
see in aphono section, and yet both
achieve arare level of purity, coherence,
harmonic integrity, three-dimensionality, and focus, as well as overall musical
grip and immediacy. If you're lucky
enough to hear a Connoisseur, you'll
know you're hearing something special.
For my final comparison, Ilistened
twice to an original British Decca ffss
pressing of Beethoven's Piano Concerto
The Connoisseur provided
2with Ashkenazy, Solti, and the CSO,
recorded in May 1972 by the great
one of the most
Kenneth Wilkinson in the ICrannert
Center at the University of Illinois
compelling renderings of
(SXLG 6594-7). This is asuperb recordthis Chicago Symphony
ing, especially of the piano. The perspective is decidedly mid-hall, which
recording that I've heard.
can create all sorts of problems for the
piano's image specificity and overall
clarity, but Wilkinson managed to pop
back, with eye- and car-popping accuthe instrument into perfect focus as an
racy. The Connoisseur excelled at appropriately sized image, while capturreproducing events occurring at the
ing the tactile, palpable, percussive senfront of the stage and the part of the
sation of the hammers striking the wires
audience closest to it, but seemed to
and the sounding board's complex hardrop away the sonic subtext faster —
monic response, as well as the reverberbut only compared to the Boulder.
ation throughout the hall.
That said, if you forget about the
It's amost convincing piano recordBoulder —and at $29k, that's not too
ing, and it takes atruly great phono secdifficult to do — the Connoisseur 4.0
tion to sort it all out. Both of these did a
phono section, at about half the price but stunning job, but again, the Boulder's
with none of the Boulder's setup flexirendering of the piano is simply more
bility, delivered alarge portion (don't ask
nuanced and believable, harmonically
me for apercentage) of the Boulder's
and in terms of focus and, especially, its
performance, but with more gain and
ability to deliver low-level transient
noise. Ihad to crank the Connoisseur
detail and decay. Yet without the incommuch higher than I'd ever listen, and only parable Boulder comparison, the
then could Ihear background noise with
Connoisseur provided one of the most
no signal. The noise never intruded on
compelling renderings of this recording
the music, no matter how loud or soft I that I've heard.
played the music (using the higher-output Lyra Titan cartridge). However, its
Connoisseur Definitions 4.0 line
noise floor is still lurking down there,
amplifier &The Combination
and perhaps that affected the ConSwapping out the Hovland HP-100 for
noisseur's ability to retrieve and resolve
the Connoisseur Definitions 4.0 line
ultra-low-level detail —at least in coinamp provided amajor jolt. Going from
parison to the Boulder.
tubes to solid-state will do that. Most
But that's mere speculation. The
changed were bass lines, which became
minimal specs provided with the Confaster and much firmer. The 4.0 really
noisseur didn't include signal/noise
whipped the Avanti III woofers into
ratio. Cranked all the way up, the
line, while leaving the rest of the picture
Boulder was very quiet by comparison.
lush and rich, though with an overall
I wouldn't use a very-low-output emphasis much different than the
(022mV) cartridge like the Helikon SL
Hovland's. The increased bass solidity
with the Connoisseur because of the
extended all the way up the frequency
noise, but then Ihave to wonder why
line, giving images more body. Overall
the designers bothered to offer 70dB of dynamics were also upped, and the
gain in the first place.
entire presentation seemed to accelerate,
What Ifind fascinating is how oppo- producing an exciting, energized picture
site approaches end up in the same sonic
that was more to the front of the stage
terrain. The designers of the Conthan the Hovland's, but without ever
noisseur strove for simplicity and the
sounding like "hi-fi" or intruding on the
shortest possible signal paths. The
music with sonic games.
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SO YOU FINALLY HAVE YOUR GOLDEN SOUND SYSTEM.
IT'S YOUR LISTENING ROOM THAT'S THE PROBLEM.

UNTIL NOW.
Your room is our challenge. Here at Rives Audio,
we offer services and products that evaluate, design and
correct listening room defects ranging from very minor
to the extreme.
By using everything from sophisticated software to
dedicated hardware such as the PARC, we're driven to
solve your toughest problems.
You've put alot of time and expense into your sound
system. Are you ready to give your room the attention it
deserves? Call 800-959-6553, see www.rivesaudio.com
or e-mail info@rivesaudio.com

.
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Rives

Our most versatile product is the PARC (Parametric Adaptive
•
Room Compensation system.) Its the only analog-based
system on the market with adjustable notch filters that
compensate for some common sources of sound degradation. A i)

800-959-6553 www.rivesaudio.com or e-mail info@rivesaudio.com

SENNHEISER AND STEVE GREENE

Steve Greene's fluid style
of jazz guitar covers the
entire

emotional

and

audible range from whisper
to shout. And whether he's

4111.

in the studio or listening

41111b

at home, his only choice
is Sennheiser.

Critics, art.

ists and audiophiles agree

4
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-Sennheiser sounds bener.
See us on the web, or check
us out at your local audio
boutique.
mm1

ifreo

exede*

HD GOO

Our flagship dynamic

a

headphone. Stereophile

GLAS

Class A and afavorite of
music lovers worldwide.

A

Recommended Component

HD 280 PRO

Sealed studio monitor
headphones. Reference
quality with excellent
isolation.

www.sennheiserusa.com

MENNHEINER

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371
Telephone $60-134-9190 •Fm 860-434-1759•Web: http://www.sennheiserusa corn
Sennheiser Memo. At Va 613 PH6. Col. Del Valle 03100. Me‘ica DF Telephone 15251639-0956 Fat 15251639-9482
Sennheiser Canada 221 Leftism, Ave. Pre-Claire PG HdR IA3 Telephone. 514-426-3013. Fax .514-426-3953
Manutamuling Plaid Am Labar I. 30900 Wedemark Germany
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The most memorable aspect of this combination was
its overall coherence. The
picture was cut from whole
cloth, leaving no loose or
dangling edges. And, as with
the Boulder 2010, there
wasn't ahint of transistoritis,
grain, or etch.
Which line-stage sound
you might prefer is amatter
of taste and associated gear. I
was surprised by the difference; when going from the
Hovland to the Boulder
2010 line stage, I hadn't
noted as abrupt achange. I
don't know what that
means, exactly, in tenns of
which is "better," especially because I
couldn't compare the two directly.
Immediacy, excitement, solidity, organization, rhythmic drive — the combination of Connoisseur line and
phono stages was a formidable performer that, with the right cartridge,
amplifier, and speakers, will provide
musical thrills galore without adding
etch, grain, or any of the other supposed
solid-state "baddies." The combo produced aclarity and sense of musical purpose second in my experience only to
the Boulder twins. However, some
might find it too organized and punchy
compared to live music, though Ithink
that response will be system-dependent.
Not acombination for those who want
phono-section flexibility (or who use
very-low-output moving-coil cartridges) and atape loop, and the sound
will probably not appeal to the singleended-triode and Lowther crowd, or to
tube lovers in general.
But Iloved my time with the idiosyncratic, minimalist Connoisseur 4.0
combo. It is among the finest front-ends
I've heard. Both models arc worth considering as separates, if you can live
within their limitations — and, of
course, afford them.

(top) Before steaming.
(bottom) After steaming.

My

verdict: Premièr! is very

useful, especially with
questionable records you
want to audition without
bothering to vacuum them.

recently sent acan of Premier! aerosol
spray-on record cleaner from Micro Care
(www.microcare.com). The company
makes solvents for the electronics and
aerospace industries (their stuff is used on
Spray on Premier! Lift Off Vinyl
the Space Shuttle), and an audiophile
named Tom Lyle somehow discovered
Corns!
Some of you probably thought Iwas
that their Contact Cleaner C works realnuts to recommend that steam machine
ly swell on LPs. In the old days, Freonbased cleaners were often used by
for cleaning LPs afew issues back. Look
audiophiles to clean records. Both Nitty
at the "Before" and "After" photos of an
Gritty and LAST marketed such prodLP afriend brought over that had gotten
ucts, but with the discovery of aso-called
wet and whose surface was now plasdangerous hole in the ozone layer suppostered with bits of paper inner sleeve and
edly caused by CFCs (refrigerants used in
glue. A few steam sprays, alight brushing with the included attachment, and a air-conditioning and refrigeration),
Freon was forced off the market by selfvacuuming took care of it quickly. Good
appointed liberal activists and so-called
as new.
"science experts." Next they'll try to pin
In other record-cleaning news, Iwas
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so-called "global warming"
on carbon dioxide and ban
that too. Give nie a break.
These pink types point to
Alaska, but everyone knows
Alaska is falling into the
ocean because the oil we
should be drilling there is
backing up and over-lubricating the glaciers, causing them
to flow faster into the sea.
Micro Care's Premier! can
be used to clean LPs, CDs,
and DVDs, among other
things. It uses DuPont's
Vertrel CF, which doesn't
cause a hole in the ozone
layer. You're supposed to
"briskly" spray across the
LP surface, then brush
in a circular motion
around the grooves.
Premier! is claimed to
be "plastic-safe," so I
gave it a whirl with
the most expensive
record in my collection
(ha-ha). The product is
said to have unusually
low surface tension and
high specific gravity, so it
flows easily in and through the
grooves, dissolving oils and fingerprints and, especially, mold-release
compounds. It then dries quickly, leaving no residue. A perfect product to use
with the Orbitrac. Vacuum re-cleaning
is suggested for "exceptional" results.
Itook aused and fairly dirty Nina
Simone album I'd picked up recently,
Wild is the Wind (Philips PHS 600-207),
and gave it a spray followed by an
Orbitracing. It ended up looking very
clean and shiny, with no residue whatsoever. But the proof is in the playing.
There was still sonic noise, which asubsequent vacuuming did not remove. But
most important, after that first play the
stylus remained clean, with no residue
or dirt stuck to it.
My verdict: Premier! is very useful,
especially with questionable records you
want to audition without bothering to
vacuum them. You can spray and wipe
such arecord in afew seconds, and then
play it. If it turns out to be trashed,
chuck it. Otherwise, you can vacuum it
or, in sonic cases, leave it as is. Quickly
and easily getting rid of mold-release on
new LPs without vacuuming would be
another use. A can of Premier! should
last along time, but use it in awell-ventilated room —I felt abit weird after
using it. But then, Ifelt weird bdt.
ne
using it.
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Component reviewers often comment on how many high end transistor amplifiers sound
bright, sharp, detailed ... and fatiguing! Please visit our website and see what SIX leading
reviewers say about the SMART 2X150VT amplifiers. Also, our product is one of the
Stereophile recommended components for 2002. Perhaps this is the sweetest sound you will
hear anywhere, and Natural!

The 2X150VT dual channel audio power
amplifier features avacuum tube input (to
add atube sound) and apatented MOSFET
power output stage. Very conservatively rated
at 150 Watts per channel into 8ohms, the
product will develop 500 Watts when run in
mono bridge. Individual certified performance for each amplifier. This amplifier has
the warm sound you expect from atube
amplifier but the power, stability, and high
damping factor of asolid-state amplifier.
Return the amplifier to the factory after the 3
year warranty and we will re-tube, re-certify,
and pay the shipping back to you.

Our newest amplifier is designed for high
quality home theatre installations. The three
channel 3X150 features the same MOSFET
power output stage as our other models. Many
home theatre enthusiasts build their system as
the budget allows. You may have amodest
system now, but will upgrade to premium
components in the future. Since most of the
music, dialog, and effects of aDVD soundtrack are on the front channels, it makes sense
to "put your money" up front. Buy another
3X150 later for your surround channels

".... it wasn't difficult to notice one of the standout signatures of the sound produced by this amplifier. There
was adefinite sense of three-dimensionality, apalpable, compelling perception of "air", or atmosphere
Perry Sun -Widescreen Review Magazine

The 2X150 dual channel audio power amplifier features the same patented MOSFET output circuitry as our other models. This product is ideal for ELECTROSTATIC speakers, or
any speaker systems that require an amplifier
to drive alow impedance, inductive or
capacitive load. Superior technical specifications similar to other high performance
amplifiers. Like the 2X150VT model this
amplifier has astainless steel top cover and
Art Deco styling that fits almost any decor in
your home. A heavy 14 gauge IEC power
cable that is 100% shielded is supplied with
all models of our amplifiers. 3year warranty.
If your dealer does not stock SMART products
please vis tthe SMART-STORE on-line

"The 2X1SOVT is amoderately powerful, warm-sounding tube-MOSFET amplifier that avoids sounding soft
and mushy and certainly does not sound bright, hard, and sterile, as some solid-state amps in this price can.
Michael Fremer Stereophile Magazine
-Despite its modest size, price, and apperance, the Smart Devices 2X150VT is quite apowerhouse. Its sonically benign distortion characteristics and generally unflappable measure behavior indicate solid, conservative
engineering.' lohn Atkinson -Stereophile Magazine

- 5945 Peachtree Corners East -Norcross, GA 30071
(800) 45 SMART or (770) 449 6698
email: HTinfocsmartdev.com

e*asevit'our website at wvvw.smart-cineMá.com for details on these products and many more.
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neer George Stephenson then canhe subject was horses' fannies.
You certainly arc to be fornily added half an inch to allow for
given if you have jumped to
up to V
a"out-of-trueness on each
flanged wheel. Voilà. Caesar's ghost
the conclusion that Jonah Goldberg'
can now go back to sleep.
and Iwere discussing Ted Turner
and Alan Dershowitz, after consolRather than claiming that behind
ing ourselves with overgenerous alevery engineering standard there
lurk acouple of horses' fannies, I'd
lotments of nature's amber-hued
liquids. Strangely enough, that was
prefer to think that behind every
not the case. (I'm not claiming that
engineering standard there probably
is agood story, some of which might
that has never happened, but it is a
different horses'-fannies discussion I
actually be true.
What set me wandering in this
have in mind at present.)
Perhaps someone has forwarded
direction was my pondering the defiantly anti-trendy size and shape of
to you the lengthy e-mail item that
starts out by claiming that the U.S.Harbeth's top-of-the-line Monitor
standard railroad-track gauge of 4' 8
40 loudspeaker ($6949/pair). The
'A" derived from the track width of
past several years have witnessed the
the British-standard railroad car.
development of many loudspeaker
designs that seek to minimize their
British railroad-car track width in
turn (so the story goes) was based on
apparent bulk, while dispensing with
existing coal-mine tramways. That
the need for separate stands. The
usual way this is done is to make a
width came about because the tramway cars were supposed to have
tall, narrow, but deep floorstanding
been built using the same jigs as
column, with the tweeter and midrange at the top of the narrow front
roadgoing wagons and carts. Cartand wagon-track widths had previface, and the woofer or woofers on
the deep side face. The first speaker
ously become roughly standardized
with this configuration that Ican
so the vehicles would not break
recall seeing was the Audio Physic
apart on rutted roads,2 some of
Virgo, a later version of which
which were Roman roads then still
Harbeth Monitor 40 (eucalyptus shown, cherry available)
in use in Britain. 'Those Roman road
Michael Fremer reviewed in the
September 1995 Stereophile (Vol.18 No.9,
ruts were made by Roman carts, which
Britain was imported into the United
www.stereophile.com/showarchives.
were designed to be pulled by aside-by- States in the early 1800s. No, for many
side two-horse team.
years the US. did not have one standard
cgi?147).
railroad gauge. Indeed, one advantage
The punchline being that behind
Iagree with Michael (and his waterevery engineering standard are at least a that the Union had over the Conheater repairman) that the Virgos excel
couple of horses' fannies. Ha ha.
federate States was that in the North,
at imaging, and that they really do not
Some versions of this story have Julius
gauge conflicts were usually between
call attention to themselves as sound
different regions, with the oddball
sources. Some of this, Iam sure, is attribCaesar himself mandating the odd standard of 4' 8 1
/"for -Roman war chari2
gauges confined to places like Maine,
utable to the narrowness of the Virgo's
ots." That is an anachronism. By Caesar's
while in the South, incompatible gauges
front baffle, which is only 63" wide. The
often competed to serve the same im- woofers are positioned on either side of
time, chariots were used almost entirely
for sport and entertainment.3 The tale is
portant centers. After the North won,
the cabinet's 16.3" depth, while the
the South's destroyed rail beds were reVirgo's height is almost 40".
is —to
based on established facts, but selective
be sure —a nonintuitive shape. You can
built to the Northern gauge.
emphasis overstates the case. Yes,
see why it took considerable time before
Stephenson-gauge rolling stock from
Yes, 4' 81/2" is not an intuitive width
to choose. No, Julius Caesar had nothsomeone puzzled it out.
In stark raving contrast, the shape and
ing to do with it. The standard track
1 Jonah is the editor of National Review Online,
width started out from the eminently
bulk of Harbeth's Monitor 40 are close
www.nationalreview.com. I often wonder what
E Buckles; Jr. thinks of Jonah's frequent allureasonable traditional cart-and-wagon
to that of astandard two-drawer filing
sions to Stdr Trek, Budweiser, and low-budget movies.
cabinet. Each speaker is 29.5" high by 17"
track of about 5', and for all we know
2 Circa 1912. the Ford Motor Company offered the
coal trams may have been built on
wide by 15.75" deep, and weighs 86 lbs.
Model T in awide-track (601 "Dixie" version for use
Make that astandard two-drawer filing
coach jigs. But for rail use, you have to
on =ed. unpaved Southern roads.
deduct the width of the two 2"-wide
cabinet full of files. Separate and quite
3The best debunking of this urban legend is found at
www.thecrossing.nc ,railmadgauge.hnn.
rails, which leaves 4' 8". Railroad piosturdy stands are most certainly required.
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You will be shocked —shocked—to
learn that the Monitor 40's dimensions
are not likely to change soon — or ever,
in fact. That is because Harbeth's
Monitor 40 was engineered as adrop-in
replacement for two horses' fannies.
Strike that.
The Monitor 40 was engineered as a
drop-in replacement for the British
Broadcasting
Corporation-standard
LS5/8 recording studio and broadcast
monitor. "BBC-standard monitor" is a
phrase that can make true believers
stand up and begin singing "God Save
the Queen." Iunderstand why.
Istill recall — almost as clearly as if it
were yesterday — the first time Iheard
the BBC-designed LS3/5A, the shoebox-sized (12" by 7" by 7") smallest of
the clan. It was at Nicholson's, in Nashville, Tennessee, in spring 1979. For the
first time, Iheard from a box loudspeaker the clarity and speed Ihad previously heard only from panels. The
punchiness of the sound was arevelation
as well. Ieven recall the first cut Iheard:
an RCA LP of aFasch trumpet concerto
played by Maurice André. McIntosh
electronics, if Irecall correctly.
The LS3/5A was then priced at
$695/pair, at atime when the completely serviceable LM. Fried Q was
$250/pair. To put those figures in awider
perspective, the Dow-Jones Industrial
Average was then hovering around 825.
Seriously. The LS3/5A's 1979 price of
$695/pair would be $1699 in today's dollars. [You can find Stereophile's complete
review coverage of the LS3/5A at maw.
stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?361 —Ed.]
Harbeth's current LS3/5A drop-in substitute is the Monitor 20. Its consumer
version, the HL P3ES, is $1129/pair.
Good show!
Back then, Ihad abad case of acquisitive lust for a pair of LS3/5As, but
could not afford them. In retrospect,
perhaps if I'd bought them, Imight have
kept them instead of spending years on
the "upgrade" merry-go-round. But
probably not. Minimonitors that were
developed to keep track of what news
broadcasters were saying just can't do
justice to Brahms' Ej., deutsches Requiem,
let alone Janeek's Glagolitic Mass.
The BBC minimonitor came about
almost by accident. The BBC's research
department had for many years carried
on aprogram of basic research in acoustical phenomena. One of their research tools (it continues to be used
today) is the three-dimensional scale
modeling of architectural spaces. Constructing a1"-to-1' or even one-eighthscale model of aroom or performance
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space allows you to make "real" acoustical measurements — as distinct from
computational predictions — of the influence of varying room dimensions,
shapes, and surface materials.
But, of course, accurate scale-model
acoustical simulation of areal space requires that the wavelengths of the
sounds being generated and measured
be scaled proportionally to the model.
Shorter wavelengths mean higher frequencies. For example, using an inchscale model to predict room behavior in
response to middle C (about 262Hz)
would require ahighly accurate sound
source at 3144Hz. Concert A (440Hz)
requires accurate reproduction of
5280Hz, and so on.

"BBC-standard monitor"
is aphrase that can make
true believers stand up
and begin singing
"God Save the Queen."
By the mid-1970s, the BBC had
developed a test loudspeaker small
enough to fit inside an architectural
scale model, and with frequency response accurate and extended enough
to model far lower frequencies. Ihave
always wondered whether, in the interest of complete accuracy, they peopled
the architectural scale models with
Weeble-sized figures, the women wearing furs and the men looking bored.
(There do exist data and formulae with
which to predict the acoustical effects of
an audience's being present.)
As fate would have it, acurious soul
wondered how the speaker might sound
outside of the scale model, playing music
rather than test tones. The results were
sufficiently memorable that when the
Outside Broadcast engineering department asked the Research Department to
design asmall nearfield monitor speaker
to be used in remote radio and television
broadcast vans when headphones might
be impractical, "Ah-ha," if not "Eureka!,"
was in the air. The prototypes were
ready within aweek, and the rest is history. It has been estimated that more
than 79,000 pairs of LS3/5As were built
under official BBC license (production
ended in 1998). Who can guess how
many knockoffs, clones, and wannabes
have been sold?
However, it also must be firmly borne
in mind that the BBC intended produc-

tion LS3/5As for broadcast-content
quality control on speech, not as amusic
balance monitor.4For music monitoring,
the BBC developed the medium-sized
(18" by 11" by 11") BBC LS5/9 and the
large LS5/8. The Monitor 40 is Harbeth's LS5/8 for today. 5
Afascinating book could be written —
Ihope someone gets going on it soon —
about the contributions the BBC made
to audio engineering in general and
home playback in particular. Ihave tremendous respect for the dedication and
integrity with which those people carried
out their tasks.
One remarkable aspect of the BBC's
research program was that the BBC
licensed out all speaker manufacturing
to private companies. One such company, Harbeth, was founded in 1977 by
former BBC engineer H.D. (Dudley)
Harwood and his wife. Harwood, M£.
Whatton, and R.W. Mills share the credit for the finished design of the LS3/5A
(BBC Research Department report
number RD 1976/29, October 1976).
Harbeth still services original
LS3/5As, but, under the management of
designer Alan Shaw, refuses to be stuck
in the past — aquick trip to their websitc
(www.harbeth.com), the best of any
speaker manufacturer Ihave seen for
completeness of information, shows this.
Harbeth's "unique selling proposition"
is their claim of significant materials improvements for their best midrange driver over the usual polypropylene —
slightly ironical, in view of the fact that
Harwood himself patented the use of
polypropylene in speaker cones many
years ago. Harbeth not only makes their
own midrange driver, they formulated
and manufacture the patented "Radial"
plastic from which it is molded.
Despite asmall coterie of enthusiastic
owners in the US, reestablishing Harbeth
in the US market after several years of no
official presence has been slow going, in
part due to the BBC's having ordered
large numbers of new speakers to upgrade World Service News facilities
post-September 11. Indeed, inducing
North American agent Garnet Lewis6 to
4You can get the BBC Worid Service Noll on RealAudio
through your Web browser: www.bbc.co.uk/worldser
viceiram/live_news.ram.
5"LS" is the BBC's equipment designation for loudspeaker." The number to the left of tlie slash designates
intended use, "3" being Outside Broadcast and "5" being Studio. The number to the right of the slash designates the model (chnmologically, and not by size),
while the "A" designates arevi: . tinqàurni typesetters, the ':•l" is in upper can btu sethsaipt— Ed"
6 Winter Tree Audio, 6967 Havers Road, Unit 1115,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada BiL 41'2. Tel: (902) 4549253. Fax: (902) 454-0766. Web: wwwwintemee
audio.com.
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LINN

cooling channel with back-up fan assist.

The Klimax Twin is designed to match the
Klimax Solo and sets new standards for single

Inside the Klimax Twin you'll find two isolated

component stereo power amplification.

circuit boards, one the unique Linn Silent

The Klimax Twin delivers unsurpassed signal

second containing the board for the twin

Power Switch Mode Power Supply and the
pitch accuracy, thermal efficiency and reliability
producing 125W into 8ohms and 230W into
4ohms of clean, silent power, all beautifully
housed in a cool running unit that is only 2
inches thick and weighs less than 22 pounds.

LOOKS CAN BE
DECEIVING.

channel audio circuitry.
To experience the outstanding performance
of the Klimax Twin in a stereo music

KLIMAX TWIN.

system or multi-channel audiovisual system visit your nearest

protects,

Linn specialist, which can be

screens and stabilises the sensitive internal

found at www.linninc.com or

electronics and forms a heat exchanger with

call 888-671-LINN. For Linn in

further diffusion being provided by aseparate

Canada call 604-986-5357.

The

stunning

compact

casing

LINN

INTERNATIONALLY
Now performing

in

RENOWNED

world-class destinations

including:

San Francisco • Toronto • New York • Lisbon • London • Paris • Amsterdam • Zurich
Stockholm • Athens • Tel Aviv • Moscow • Jakarta • Bangkok • Hong Kong • Shanghai • Taipei

WWW.SIMAUDIO.COM
877-980-2400

The
part with areview pair has been athreeyear campaign, demand always having
outstripped supply. He ended up shipping me his personal pair.
So, we have adefiantly anti-trendy, relatively inefficient (86d13), expensive
($6949/pair), and unusually large box
loudspeaker that needs robust stands.
Driver complement is a 1" silk-dome
tweeter, an 8" midrange, and a 12"
woofer. The sturdy, handsomely veneered cabinet has two small front ports,
and triwire terminals on the back. Does
the Monitor 40 sound as if it's worth the
money? Should you add it to your audition list? "Yes" and "k depends."
Without question, even the briefest
auditions of favorite recordings tell me
that, true to its heritage, Harbeth's
Monitor 40 combines articulate detail
with context and continuity to fashion a
very engaging and musical presentation.
The high frequencies are all there, but
do not call attention to themselves as
such. The bass is adequate when called
upon, but does not make its presence
known as an overall coloration (the 12"
woofer rolls off above 200Hz).
Playing aCD of high-quality radio
commercials demonstrated enviable
midrange timbral trueness on speaking

Fifth

Element

voices. Female vocals — from Ella
Fitzgerald to Frederica von Stade to
Mary Black to Anita Baker — had natural richness and warmth that soon became addictive. The (human) speaker's
voice on that most English of works,
Vaughan Williams' An Oxford Eke),

itor 40 strikes what feels to me like the
right balance between musical phenomena and epiphenomena — Gould's
piano playing ie his singing.
Is it for you? Ican't say. Pros: Classleading midrange, wonderful overall
musical presentation, quality of craftsmanship, and taking part in agreat tradition. Cons: It's not cheap. Good stands
True to its heritage,
required. The 40 requires at least 100W
of clean power with adequate current
Harbeth's Monitor 40
and damping factor. (I used Plinius'
splendid new SA-102 power amp and
combines articulate detail
CD•LAD line stage, and was captivatwith context and continuity ed.) The Monitor 40s also tend to visually dominate even a large room,
to fashion avery engaging
especially when placed to obtain the
most even bass response.
and musical presentation.
All that said, there's something
organically satisfying about the Monitor
40, especially on classic female vocals
such as Ella Fitzgerald's "Easy to Love."
(EMI 5 67221 2), was spellbinding.
Harbeth claims that the perception of a The Monitor 40 has been the ticket off
the equipment-upgrade merry-govery even power response through the
round for many experienced listeners.
midrange and treble is attributable in
part to making the voice-coils of the
At the end of the day, whether or not it's
the speaker for you may just depend on
tweeter and midrange the same diamewhether or not you're the kind of perter. Fascinating.
son who can take "Yes" for an answer.
Well-recorded orchestral music was
Thumbs up? Thumbs down? jinr
equally involving. Well-recorded piano
was clear but not fatiguing. The Moncds@jmrcds.com

-ssionals.

Join us at
CEDIA
Sept. 25-29,
Minneapolis
Booth 523A

morel
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The Seuen Wonders of the
Audio World
amplifier or the vacuum tube VPA, about twelve
grand buys you Swiss precision, fanatical
engineering, and absolutely staggering audio
performance. And simply touching the controls on
the matching PL series preamplifiers is almost as
sensual as listening to them.

1

dCS CD/SACD Player -S34,000

The dCS Verdi Transport (shown above) is just
one part of the "player." Add the Elgar Ring
DAC and Purcell Upsampler and it's a "player" in all senses of the word. SACD sounds
stunning, dramatically surpassing what you
might have experienced from mass-market
SACD. But the real thrill is hearing how good
your entire CD collection can sound when you
combine the precision of the Verdi Transport,
DSD conversion in the Purcell, and the low level
linearity of a dCS Ring DAC. (And, if you're
willing to live without some of the bells and
whistles, other CD/SACD solutions from dCS start
at under $20,000.)

Nagra -S5,000,000,000

3

Verity Audio Lohengrin Speaker
-S55,000 pair

In some ways it's everything you'd expect in a
flagship speaker. Weighting in at nearly 800
pounds apair, the Lohengrin has afrequency
response of 15Hz to 50kHz and amaximum
linear output of 120dB. In other ways it's like no
other speaker you've ever heard. With an amazing
94dB efficiency, it can easily be driven by the
world's best amplifiers (which, as a lot, tend not to
he of the megawatt variety). And unlike some
"large" speakers that always present a "large"
image (whether playing an entire symphony
orchestra or asimple solo guitar), the sound field
from the Lohengrin always seems to be sized "just
right." Verity attention-to-detail, hand-applied
lacquer finishes, and superior musical performance
starts with the Tamino at under $5,000 apair.

We're not talking
about aproduct;
we're talking about
the entire company.
Now publicly traded
with amarket value
of five billion
dollars, Nagra has a
fifty-year dedication
to audio perfection
and has won three
Oscars and an
Emmy for their
contributions to
state-of-the-art
audio. Whether it's
the sold-state MPA

Audiophile
Systems
ElMffll

Nagra VPA & MPA Amplifiers with Verity Lohengrin Speakers

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy. dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham Analogue & eXpress

5

Nottingham Dais Turntable (with arm)
-S8,798

Probably the best kept secret in audio,
Nottingham has been producing standard-setting
turntables for decades. Typically the only way to
get one was to know somebody who knew
somebody. And all those somebodies would have
told you that nothing else, repeat nothing else,
even comes close. We didn't believe it ourselves until we heard it. Whether it's the new Dais, or
any of their half dozen models (starting at under
$1,000) Nottingham turntables really are
truly something
special.

4

Arcam AV8, P7, DV27 Home Theater
System -sbout S12,000

The recently introduced AV8 Surround Processor
and P7 seven-channel power amp (shown above)
are already garnering rave reviews. Add the
highly acclaimed DV27 DVD Player and you have
acomplete electronics package for what you might
have expected to spend for ahigh-end processor
alone. Individually these products continue the
Arcam tradition of delivering true high-end
performance at surprisingly reasonable prices.
Combined they have few rivals.

6

Acoustic Energy Loudspeakers
-Under S1,000

If we had to pick just one, it would be the Aegis
Evo One at $299 apair -stunning performance,
exceptional build-quality, and astupidly low price.
But we can't. The entire line is an absolute
bargain and truly deserves the title of "best line of
speakers under agrand, period." Imagine real
wood finishes, metal cone bass drivers, alloy
tweeter housings, at under a$1,000.

7

eXpress Bullet Plug
-S50 per set of 4

Ato•

If the Bullet Plug is right, then
every other RCA phono plug is
wrong. The trend has been
towards more and more massive-looking connectors -giving the appearance of quality, but
putting enough metal around the signal path to
change electrical characteristics. The Bullet's
unique design provides an ingenious solution. (By
the way, if you believe the recent reviews, the Bullet
Plug is right, making it possibly the least expensive
improvement you can make to any system.)

8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 •1-888-272-2658 •www.audiophilesystems.com
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DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
TacT M2150
Digital integrated amplifier based on the World
known Millennium Mk. II. DSP-based crossover. 24/
192kHz compatible. 2x300W/4ohms. Optional 24/
192kHz AD converter for analog input. Software &
hardware upgradeable. Available as power-amp S2150.

4I
I
II
I
I
I
III
I
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•

TacT RCS 2.2 X
Digital preamplifier & Room Correction System. 24/
192kHz compatible. DSP-based digital crossovers
for main speakers & subwoofers. Optional 24/192kHz
DA & AD converters. Software and hardware
upgradeable.

TacT MH-1 & W-210
Loudspeakers designed specifically for use with the
TacT digital amplifiers and Room Correction systems. Crossovers and pre-calibration is handled in
the amplifier's DSP which leave only a coil and a
capacitor in the signal path.
MODELS:
LS-1
MH-1
C-1
W210
W410

When TacT Audio introduced the TacT Millennium,
the worlds first true digital amplifier, back in 1998 it
was not only heralded as the most important technological breakthrough in decades, it was also immediately recognized as the greatest sonic improvement in amplification ever.
The audio press was unanimous in its praise: "Without any true competition", "It sounded much
more like live music than anything else I had
heard", "Overwhelming transparency".
Yet another breakthrough was introduced not long
after the Millennium amplifier: the TacT Room Correction System - and again, the audio press praised
the performance: "The walls melted away. I was
transported to the performance. The speakers disappeared. A veil was lifted.", "an almost scaringly clear sound", "for the first time
I could really hear just how good my speakers were".

2-way Floorstanding line source
w/ Ribbon tweeter
2-way Floorstander (left)
2-way Center channel
2x10" Subwoofer (left)
4x10" subwoofer

The latest additions to the line of digital components are the new "digital" loudspeakers, the
RCS2.2X room correction system, and the 2150 digital amplifiers. The loudspeakers are designed to
take full advantage of the room correction system
and the advanced features available in the 2150
digital amplifiers. The amplifiers and the RCS/TCS
correction systems can be used as stand-alone,
together, or in a fully digital setup with the new loudspeakers.
TacT can now deliver a fully digital audio solution
that will satisfy even the most demanding audiophile.
...it is time to finally find out what your music
really sounds like.., it is time to audition the
Digital Solutions from TacT Audio!

www.tactaudio.com
+1 (201) 440 9300

Taff
JEk
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CONVERSATIONS
WITH THREE
OF THE MOST
PROMINENT WOMEN
IN HIGH-END AUDIO

by Steve Guttenberg

o

e
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e all know
that women
generally have
better hearing than men and enjoy music at
least as much as men do, but women are conspicuously absent from every segment of the
high-end audio scene. The vast majority of
high-end companies are owned by men, and
any head count of female designers, retailers,
reviewers, or consumers will yield apitifully
small number. High-end audio is aman's,
man's, man's world.
Yet, among manufacturers, there are
notable exceptions to this all-boys club, and I
thought Imight learn athing or two if Ispent
some time chatting with some of the more
prominent female veterans. John Atkinson
and Iagreed on ashort list of interview candidates in less than aminute — we had to
include Rondi D'Agostino of Krell Industries,
Thiel Audio Products' Kathy Gornik, and
Transparent Audio's head honcho, Karen

Sumner, all of whom have played amajor
role in the growth of high-end audio in the
past 20 years.
My interview topics ran the gamut —
everything from multichannel audio to the
difficulties associated with starting and running abusiness. Ifocused alarge chunk of
the discussions on how to expand the High
End beyond amale-dominated audience. I
also noted aspontaneous consensus that our
industry, to its detriment, devotes too much
energy chasing technology enthusiasts rather
than lovers of music. 'The increasing sway of
the home-theater market over the most steadfast audiophile manufacturers was brought up
again and again.
Finally, Ihope that you guys, the overwhelmingly male readership of Sfrreophik,
will share these views with your wives, girlfriends, moms, sisters, and female friends.
Maybe they'll then feel it's okay to join us in
the pursuit of what could be amutual passion.
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KEF UNI -Q® LOUDSPEAKERS

The
Reference
for a new
generation
What you see here is an approach to pure sound using
technologies found nowhere else.
At the heart of the new Reference Series are completely
new Uni-Q

drivers -the ultimate refinement of KEF's

most acclaimed innovation, providing the perfect point
source to which all speakers aspire.
With superlight double neodymium magnet assemblies
concentrating exceptional power, they comfortably outperform even their illustrious predecessors.

A metal dome Uni -Q tweeter? You bet -one whose elliptical profile has been perfected by Finite Element Analysis.
Check
out the filled polypropylene cone of the first ever Uni -Q
driver dedicated solely to the midrange.
The limited movement required at these frequencies
allows
aperfectly flat new surround that virtually eliminates
intermodulation effects, as well as any discontinuities that
might impair the incredibly smooth HF response.
There's lots more to tell, of course, To get the full picture,
please call the number below and we'll send you an information pack.
The Reference for anew generation. Created by KEF
because only KEF can.

!

KEF

REFERENCE

14

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE (BACK ROW LEFT TO RIGHT) MODELS 201. 203, 205 207 (FRONT ROW LEFT TO RIGHT) MODELS 202c and 2547 KEF AND UNI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US PATENT NO 5.548.657
WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING FOR DETAILS ON KEF NEW REFERENCE SERIES PLEASE CONTACT REF AMERICA INC 10 TIMBER LANE. MARLBORO. NJ 07746 (732) 683 2356 WWW311111LC0111
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factory space, sales expenses, advertising, and the
cost of doing shows like CES [the Consumer
Electronics Show]. Oh, and parts/price
variability can kill your profit if you
don't watch out. Let's just say, it's hard
45 Gumair Road, Orange, CT 06477
to get rich manufacturing high-end
Tel: (203)799-9954
electronics.
Web: wunv.krellonline.com
Guttenberg: So when did Dan
D'Agostino conte into the picture?
Steve
Guttenberg:
Roudi, when did you beD'Agostino: I first
come an audiophile?
met Dan at a CES
while I was working
Rondi D'Agostino: I
for Mitchell Cotter [a
had my first serious
late-1970s
turntable
case of audio lust
tweaker and phono prewhen Iwas 13. Ibabyamp designer—Ed.]. I
sat for acouple with a
had mentioned to
great Fisher system,
Dan that Ihad acciand it totally blew nie
dentally killed my
away. And then Ifell in
old Fisher tube amp,
love with that small KLH
.
and he wound up givrig —you know, the all-ining me a 25W class-A
one system with the turntable
14,
amp as a present. That amp
on top.
turned out to be the genesis of the first Krell, the KSA-100.
Guttenberg: So you Were always into music?
It was an ugly little one-off amp, but when Ihooked it up to
D'Agostino: Oh, sure. Iwent to the first show Bill Graham
my system, Ithought I'd died and gone to heaven! Dan next
put on at the Fillmore Auditorium. It was abenefit to raise
built aSOW version, which we brought over to my friend,
bail for the San Francisco Mime Troop, and the original
[Jefferson] Airplane [then called The Great Society], Quicksilver
Peter Aczel [then editor of 'The Audio Critic], to check out. He
loved it, and his encouragement gave us the confidence to go
Messenger Service, and the Dead, all played there. Idropped
ahead with Krell. Actually, it was Dan's idea to start the busiin on Ken Kcsey's acid tests acouple weeks later and Ialso
ness, and Iwas smart to take him on as apartner.
spent acouple of nights aweek at the local jazz clubs. Yeah,
Guttenberg: 'The name was Dan's idea, nklit?
it was acrazy time and Iwas totally immersed in the music.
D'Agostino: Yes, we decided not to risk using our own
Guttenberg: By some strange coincidena; you hooked up with Mark
names on anew business with uncertain prospects, so Dan
Levinson just alew years after that.
suggested Krell. It came from my favorite old sci-fi flick,
D'Agostino: It turns out my parents were old friends of
Forbidden Planet.
Mark's parents, and that's how we met in
1966. We stayed in touch, and in 1976 Mark
Guttenberg:
Tell me about Krell'sfirst CES.
"I HAD MY FIRST
D'Agostino: We moved into our factory
offered me ajob. This was around the time I
on December 1, 1980, and on January 3we
was trying to decide whether to continue at SERIOUS CASE OF
hit the road for Las
Sarah Lawrence [College] full time or get a
Vegas
in our Saab 900
job. Itook the job and moved to New Haven.
AUDIO LUST
Turbo, loaded down
Guttenberg:
must have
gotten achuckle out oftevinson's new
with three KSA-100
book, Satisfaction: The Art of the Female Orgasm lco-written with
WHEN IWAS 13."
amps, apair of speakhis Oli; Sex and the City's Kim Cattralll
ers Dan whipped up,
D'Agostino: Oh, that didn't surprise me —Mark is avery
— RONDI D'AGOSTINO
alast-second prcamp,
creative person. He always had lots and lots of ideas. He's .1
very good jazz musician, and he loves recording—that's how
aTechnics turntable, demo records, and our clothes. After
two and ahalf days on the road, we drove over Hoover Dam
he got into the audio business. Mark is also the best salesman
at 3am and looked down on the lights of Las Vegas. What a
I've ever known.
sight! Our demonstration/ sleeping room at the Jockey
Guttenberg: He had to be— his stiff was way more expensive
Club had reasonably good sound and cost us something like
than the other hWi-end brands of the time
$1700 for the whole show!
D'Agostino: Mark was never shy about asking for more
Guttenberg: Right firm the get-go, you Walt alter Levinson dealers
money, but as amanufacturer he had no choice but to charge
in abig way.
prices that covered his costs to manufacture and market his
D'Agostino: Absolutely! Our initial marketing plan was to
products. Not long after Istarted working for him, it was dissell Krell as an alternative to Levinson. Mark's ML-2 monocovered the ML-1 wasn't making aprofit! 'The price had to
block 25W class-A amps went for around $4000/pair, and
be raised acouple of times, from something like $1200 to
our 100W class-A amp retailed for $2500 —so we thought it
over $2000 in eight months.
would be acost-effective alternative. Iknew all those dealers
Guttenberg: Wow, that's amazing!
from my time with Levinson, and Imet abunch more when
D'Agostino: You can't just pull the price out of thin air, or
Iworked for Cotter. Hey, you go with what's familiar, and it
rely on aparts-cost-to-retail-price ratio. No, the price has to
seemed like areasonable plan, but we didn't understand the
be based on how the heck much did it cost to bind the prodpolitics. MLAS [Mark Levinson Audio Systems] let their dealuct. You've got to account for every last thing —parts, labor,

RONDI D'AGOSTINO
President, Krell Industries
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D'AGOSTINO

ers know that if they sold Krell they'd lose the Levinson line.
good. Designer's ears are something you have to be aware of
It was no contest—we were nobody, and MLAS had agreat
kind of like believing your own press. We're currently buildtrack record. So we were shut out of all of those dealers.
ing anew sound room at the factory that we'll use as an evalGuttenberg: What sort ofstuffdo you and Dan argue about?
uation and teaching tool.
D'Agostino: [chuckles] I'll play it safe here and go back to
Guttenberg: Are you working on an SACD or DVD-Audio player?
when we were in business for just about ayear. We had been
D'Agostino: Yes, though from where Isit, the tough part is
approached by an investor — and we really needed the
deciding on when to get into these new formats. Back in
money. Dan was all for it, but Iargued that we didn't know
1988, when we produced our first CD player, we had to pay
enough about business; we were mere
Sony-Philips $25,000 for alicense. And
babes in the woods. Iwas afraid that an
"IT'S VER Y HARD TO DVD-Video fees are way more expenexperienced businessman might ny to
sive — the price of admission to that
take our company places we weren't SUCCEED IN BUSINESS,
"club" is very, very steep. Each new forprepared to go. So we didn't accept the
mat brings new
offer. In any case, let's just say it's very hard to succeed in
technical issues and
AND IT'S VERY EASY
business, and it's very easy to put yourself out of business.
challenges. To anYou have to be open to new ideas, flexible, and remain just
swer your question,
TO PUT YOURSELF
alittle bit humble. The minute you begin to believe your
we may have to wait
own press releases, you'll be in trouble.
until we can proOUT OF BUSINESS."
Guttenberg: Trut, but Krell has been ahead ofthe curve on anumduce a machine
ber offronts. You got into digital and home theater before the rest ofthe
that plays SACDs,
— RONDI D'AGOSTINO
high-end industry was up to speed.
DVD-As, and CDs.
D'Agostino: Dan has always been an early adapter, and he
It will, of course, have to sound great on all three formats.
thinks the stuff that appeals to him will sell. He's always lookGuttenberg: Are you feeling any pressure to move production to
ing ahead for the next trend. It made sense to break out of
China?
the preamp-power-amp mold and do other things, like
D'Agostino: No, we've never even contemplated that. As
home theater.
long as we build high-end electronics, we'll do it here,
Guttenberg: Dan handles the visual aspects of his designs. Do you
because that's the only way to exert full control over produceverfeel the look is too macho?
tion — we have spent nearly 22 years honing those skills.
D'Agostino: No, not at all. You know, we patterned our
Parts are another question; if we can source less expensive but
original amp's fittings and gold screws after the Cartier
high-quality bits and pieces, that's all the better for our cusSantos. Ilove that watch. Ialways felt our electronics should
tomers and us.
look like jewelry.
Guttenberg: How's export holding up?
Guttenberg: That'sfunny— 1assume that something like 99% of
D'Agostino: Business goes on, but Europe is flat, and Japan
Krell owners are men. Is there away to reach more women?
isn't moving yet—about 30% of our sales are export. It used
D'Agostino: That's been the big question since day one. I
to hover around 50/50 domestic/export. But you have to
think it's possible, but it'll require simplification. Women's lives
remember that our overall sales have gone up considerably
are complicated —between the kids, the house, the job, and
from the time we were in the 50/50 mode. We're going to
looking good, they don't have time, let alone the desire, to get
redouble our efforts to increase our overseas business.
into the details of audiophilia. It's tough being female. Sure,
Guttenberg: And your home-theater sales are strong?
women can hook up aDVD player to an amp, but the compoD'Agostino: Home theater is our business, because it has
nents would be easier to sell if they were all in one piece. And
allowed the audiophile husband to spend awhole lot more
it's not just women—the whole discovery process of selecting
money on his hi-fi than he used to. Nowadays, you can have
asystem can be aturnoff to non-technically oriented guys.
really great two-channel built into your home-theater system.
Besides, nobody wants to look like afool when they're spendGuttenberg: So you're atotal convert to multichannel!
ing alot of money. Ithink we'll eventually have many more
D'Agostino: Multichannel music recordings? No, Ihate the
female customers, but the gear will have to be easier to set up
thought of that. Idon't want to sit in the middle of arock
and use. That's why single-brand systems, like Bang & Olufsen,
band or an orchestra. Surround is great for movies, but it
arc more attractive to women and non-audiophiles.
sounds like the music-recording folks still have aways to go
Guttenberg: Pardon anon-PC question, but I'd say men and
before they figure out how to do surround.
women listen in different ways.
Guttenberg: 144' have to wrap this up, but Infore Igo, Ihave to ask
D'Agostino: We don't have the time to sit down and listen,
how you've managed to succeed in this male-dominated business.
but we love to listen to music while we're doing five million
D'Agostino: Ending up in audio was just an accident, but I'm
other things. And women buy more music than men.
acompetitive person. Business is fascinating, and I'm up for the
Guttenberg: Does Dan ever sit you down to listen to something he's
problem-solving, tracking the minute details, and growing the
working on?
business. Idon't do any of this by myself—Krell has afabulous
D'stino: Sure, we listen to our new products together, but
staff, and top-tier managers in all of the different departments.
Dan has stupendously good ears—and the ability to translate
They're adedicated group and work their butts off to make it
what he hears into fabulous-sounding circuits. Though there
happen month after month and year after year.
was that one time ...Dan made aphono section he thought was
Guttenberg: You and Dan air divorced now, but yvu're still agreat team.
the cat's pajamas, but Ididn't really like its sound. At first he deD'Agostino: And we'll stay that way until Krell do us part.
fended it, but later he agreed, allowing how it might have been
Ilove the business, and every day there are new challenges. I
his "designer's ears" that threw his judgment off.
don't know if we're ever going to take astab at stuff like car
Guttenberg: "Designer's ewe?
stereo, but it would be fun to branch out to somewhat lowerD'Agostino: Meaning that if you designed it, its got to sound
priced systems. May music rule!
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'MY NAME IS AL. THIS IS MY OFFICE.'

Al Caiati,
Owner/Engineer
Coyote Studios
Williamsburg, NY
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Electronic Labeling Systems

/

n my office, a simple mistake can
cost me plenty - in both time and
money. With all the equipment I've
got, Ican't waste time searching for
the right cable or the last master tape.

That's why Iuse the P-Touch PT-2300
to keep me on track.
It's compact enough to fit in adrawer,
and because the labels come in lots
of colors and sizes, it's versatile
enough to identify everything - like
my sound board, master tapes,
cables, reels, even schedules and
invoices. Ican even connect it to a PC
for fonts and graphics.
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KATHY
KATHY GORNIK
President,
Thiel Audio Products
1026 Nandino Boulevard,
Lexington, KY 40511
Tel: (859) 254-9427
Web: untiwthielaudio.com
Steve
Guttenberg:
Kathy, hotv did you and
Jim Tlziel connect?
Kathy Gornik: Imet
Jim when we were
both attending the
University of Dayton
[in Ohio]. Years later,
Jim was building preamps, amps, and mixers
for studios and stage musidans, but when he wanted to
market something of his own, he thought
he could make the biggest difference in speaker design.
This is when Icame back into the picture, and Jim set about
developing the Model 01, our first equalized two-way bookshelf loudspeaker.
Guttenberg: And you had a
flairfor business?
Gornik: Igrew up in afamily that owned aretail business,
and Ihad osmosed the realities of running asmall business. I
understood cash flow, inventory control, personnel problems,
bank loans, and the like — Ihad agood feel for all of' that.
Guttenberg: There's anatural division of labor between you andJim.
Gornik: Yes. Early on, Jim managed the technical and
design aspects, and Iran everything else — Ithink any successful small business needs that sort of complementary management. As the company evolved and grew, our respective
roles became even more distinct. Jim now focuses exclusively on engineering and production, while Itarget distribution,
sales, and marketing.
Guttenberg: Was there aspecific point in time where you thought,
"Yes, Thiel is going to survive and prosper"?
Gornik: That happened right after the introduction of the
CS3. [The CS3.6 is the current iteration of that model.— Ed.] The
CS3 was our seventh model, and incorporated everything we
had learned about building phase- and time-coherent loudspeakers, but we also added our trademark rounded baffles,
foil capacitors, cast driver chassis, and copper motors. It
sounded fantastic —and sold in greater numbers, and faster,
than any other product in our history.
Guttenberg: And that was agood five years after you started the
company!
Gornik: Right. Like alot of small companies, we started out
undercapitalizrd, but when it turned, it turned with avengeance.
We had some success before, but the CS3 was ahuge hit. Even
before that, all the indicators looked right. It was palpable.
Guttenberg: Fact is, you need more than just great-sounding products
to make ago of it.
Gornik: True, there are lots of very mediocre products from
strong companies that are hugely successful. Remember, in the
mid-'80s the market for high-end audio was booming. We had
strong support from our dealers —they were full of passion for
our speakers. Investing more money into the company
Stereophile, October 2002
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wouldn't have made adifference; we just had to
put in the time and work through the process.
Guttenberg: Sounic like hard mode, Do you guys
ever have anyju.n?
Gornik: There arc those wonderfully
joyous times when Jim says, "I'm ready
for alistening test of anew design —
anybody want to join me in the
listening room?" And then
the whole place shuts
down, and that's always a
lot of fun.
Guttenberg: /'m curious:
How close is thefinal design
to that first prototype?
Gornik: There can be a
tremendous amount of
: dialing-in. Jim's mea'surements can only
take him so far, but
he's an astute listener,
and his listening tests are
crucial to completing the
design. We listen for cabinet resonances, diffraction effects, frequency-response anomalies or
vowel-like colorations, and we've developed an extensive
vocabulary to describe these sounds. The goal is to eliminate
as many of those problems as we can, and to design aspeaker
that doesn't just "sound good." Rather, it should, as much as
possible, preserve the signal that's being fed to the speaker.
Nothing more, nothing less.
Guttenberg: Hou, IzasJim's working method evolved over the years?
Gornik: He now does the bulk of his work on acomputer,
but in the early days he had to first build aprototype, then
measure and listen, and then rebuild and measure again.
Now, if he wants to know what's going to happen when he
changes avoice-coil from copper to aluminum, or change the
shape of the diaphragm, he runs simulations. He's in the ballpark by the time he builds something.
Guttenberg: lizu've been involved with Thiel Audio for over 20
years. How do you maintain your commitment and energy?
Gornik: That's been achallenge. We had to reinvent ourselves, and I'm using the past tense because Ibelieve we've
made it through the process, for the time being. It was less difficult for me and tougher for Jim to move to amultichannel
and custom-design-oriented mindset, but we had to adapt to
achanging market and somehow maintain our core values.
We're very proud of the fact that you can take any of the speakers we designed and "positioned" for the home-theater market and use them in atwo-channel system. We gave up
nothing — zero, nada —in musical terms. Rather, we adapted
to home theater by making smaller, higher-efficiency speakers.
For example, our new CS1.6 is 3dB more efficient than the
model it replaces, the CS1.5. And the impetus to develop coaxial drivers grew out of the need to produce speakers that work
equally well in ahorizontal or vertical orientation. We also had
to increase our speakers' output capability, so Jim started using
short-voice-coil/long-gap drivers, which will raise the retail
price acertain amount.
Guttenberg: Ah yes, price Your cabinets, crossovers, and drivers are
still built in your Kentucky factory. Are you tempted to move production es.hore and save lots of money?
Gornik: We source some high-quality components — such
as driver diaphragms, chassis, and magnets—from China,
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but Idoubt we'll ever move the bulk of our production there.
the High End need to reach beyond the specialist retailer base
Isuppose if we ever wanted to make alow-priced line, that
and connect with the more home-theater-oriented custom
might happen.
installers. Several high-end manufacturers are already on the
Guttenberg: Oh, before Iforget to ask — are you an audiophile
main convention floor, bringing high-end to awider audience.
and amusic-lover?
It's awin-win situation.
Gornik: Listening to and loving music is not the same as beGuttenberg: So the CEA actually gives ahoot about the high-end
ing an audiophile, but yes, I've become an audiophile, though
industry?
that took some time. My interest in audio was first driven by
Gornik: Oh yes, there's ahigh-end audio group...
the desire to own and operate abusiness.
Guttenberg: Which doesn't include any video manufacturers?
Guttenberg: Which leads to my next question: Why aren't there
Gornik: No, just audio; video has aseparate division. The
morefemak audiophiles?
high-end audio group has its own board and budget. Imust
Gornik: Ithink it's because men relate to machines and mechsay that the people from the bigger companies are great menanical things in ways that women do not. Steve, this is really
tors and colleagues. The sense of camaraderie is fantastic.
treacherous territory, and Idon't want to get into trouble here,
We're not competing against each other. No, we're up against
but women don't relate to the "stuff'" the way men do. Then
second homes, vacations, cars — you name it.
again, it's not purely agender-based phenomenon — Ithink
Guttenberg: And that also applies to the Custom Electronic
there are alot of guys out there who don't connect with the gear.
Design &Installation Association show. 1im now have asignyicant
Guttenberg: It seems like the high-end market is moving inexorably
number ofcustom-installer dealers.
toward home theater.
Gornik: Correct. The majority of our CEDIA dealers have
Gornik: Oh my, yes —the vast majority of our new customers
showrooms, and more and more of them are embracing the
arc putting their Thiels in video systems. Our dealers told us
value of doing demos. The showrooms also serve their own
they needed an on-wall speaker, and
selling staff, because they get to listen for
that provided Jim the impetus to "WE HAD TO ADAPT TO themselves and get excited about the proddevelop our coaxial drivers —because
ucts they sell. We're looking for custom
that technology would maintain
A CHANGING MARKET installers who have some passion for good
phase and time coherence for listeners
sound, but
scattered around the room. The PowerPoint on-wall speakers arc
AND SOMEHOW MAINTAIN I'm afraid
our biggest sellers —we can't keep them in stock.
that's not
Guttenberg: The PowerPoint represented amajor paradigm shift
the overarOUR CORE VALUES for acompany that built its reputation producing large floorstanding
ching force
loudspeakers. But your next project was afloorstanding design, the
that drives
- KATHY GORNIK
new CS1.6.
that indusGornik: With the SCS3, MCS1, PowerPoint, PowerPlane,
try. That's ashame, because they have the opportunity to give
and the SW1 sub, we completed acycle of products targeted
their customers great sound. Isuppose it's because they don't
for home-theater-oriented buyers. We began this process
believe their customers care about such things.
about four and ahalf years ago, so Jim was ready to start workGuttenberg: That's sad.
ing on anew floorstanding design. Alot of what he learned —
Gornik: Long ago, high-end dealers proved just the oppoand ive learned, as acompany —about reproducing the sound
site — they can awaken that appreciation for music and film
of movies, such as greater efficiency and output capabilities,
in their customers.
will be applied to our next generation of floorstanding speakGuttenberg: Iagree but right here in New York City, I'd bet there
ers. The CS1.6 is the first of the new breed.
are asign¡ficant number offolks living in multi-million-dollar apartGuttenberg: Kathy, the number of statement-levei $40,000-plus
ments who went out and bought $10,000 plasma TVs—but they're
speakers on the market isgoing out ofsight. Are you working on soindhire?
probably listening to music Over Bose systems. The disconnect between
Gornik: We've always tended to work at the conceptual
audio and video awareness is huge
stage with acost-no-object approach, and we have developed
Gornik: And why is that?
some interesting ideas. But we've never utilized Jim's engiGuttenberg: Ah, that's all part ofthe ber question ofwhy the twoneering skills for such aspeaker because we prioritized more
channel segment ofhigh-end still hasn't broken out ofthe niche market.
real-world products. It's fun to think about, though.
Gornik: Our industry is too focused on appealing to the
Guttenberg: Speaking of the real world, let's talk about your
technology enthusiasts as opposed to music-lovers. Our voinvolvement with the Consumer Electronics Association.
cabulary and presentation exclude the wider public. Idon't
Gornik: Iserve on the Executive Board; it's volunteer work,
want to get into trouble again, but most high-end salespeople
but Ireally enjoy it. Trade associations are there to serve the
are men, and whether they mean to or not, they can be offinterests of their industries. The people are terrific, and by
putting. High-end shops can be intimidating to the uninitiatbeing involved, Ican influence the direction of the group.
ed. Ithink people want high-quality products, but they don't
Guttenberg: I44' should explain that the CEA is the organization
want to become the experts, they just need expert advice.
that hosts the Consumer Electronics Show in Las 14gas each year. I've
Guttenberg: We've got to amuse apassion for sound in the general
heard rumors about inttgratitw the high-end displays with the mainpublic.
stream manufacturers al the Las Vigas Convention Center.
Gornik: Iagree, we have to reach out and grab the souls of
Gornik: Oh, that sort of talk has been there forever, but no,
these people. When given the chance to live with great sound,
we're going to stay with the separate venue at the Alexis Park
most people come to appreciate what it adds to their lives. But
Hotel. The high-end companies need rooms where they can
this passion is difficult, if not impossible, to communicate on a
make some semblance of good sound. Unfortunately, it's
showroom floor unless you have really astute salespeople who
never ideal, but it's definitely better than it would be on the
can demonstrate what great sound is all about.
floor of the Convention Center. On the other hand, we in
Guttenberg: Amen!
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KAREN

SUMNER

President, Transparent Audio
47 Industrial Park Road, Saco, ME 04072
Tel: (207) 284-1100
Web: www.transparentcable.com
Steve Guttenberg: Karen,
you founded Transparent
Audio in 1980, but it must
have taken at least afew
years to tun' aprofit.
Karen Sumner: Yes,
it took five years. Over
the past 20-plus years
I've had three or four
careers. Ipacked boxes,
did the billing, and
coordinated the advertising. My partners — my husband, Jack [Sumner], and Carl
Smith —pitched in on evenings and
weekends to keep the whole thing going. We didn't even
take salaries during those early years.
Guttenberg: I'd guess most Stereophile readers think of Transparent Audio as acable manufacturer, but you started out importing
Electrocompaniet electronics.
Sumner: Right, we built our reputation in the Electrocompaniet days by providing service to our dealers. Many of those
dealers are still with us today, and those relationships are based
on apartnership where we exchange new ideas and solve
problems together. We regularly conduct dealer seminars at
our facility to brainstorm new projects.
Guttenberg: Transparent distributed MIT's cables befive you made
your own cables— I'm abit confused about that.
Sumner: Transparent Audio and MIT had amutually beneficial eight-year relationship, and we parted company in '92.
Guttenberg: Karen, let's get down to probably the most important
question qfthis interview: Why are high-end cables sofreakin' expensive?
Sumner: All Ican say is that most people who have visited
our factory don't ask that question. We're not just pulling
wire off aspool and putting connectors on. You really have
to come on up to our factory and see for yourself. Our website has awealth of information about what we do.
Guttenberg: Thanks, but that invitation isn'tjustfor, ahem, br'e-shot
writers like me—it also extends to Stereophile readers, dght?
Sumner: Yes, of course.
Guttenberg: Ihope we'llfind out what's inside those hulking network boxes.
Sumner: What's in there is no mystery. Just passive parts —
resistors, inductors, and capacitors — the same electrical
properties as the cable itself. It's the way the recipe is formulated that's so secret. Our connectors are pretty special, too.
Our music and film studios are key to the development of
our products.
Guttenberg: Right, those studios let you fine-tune new designs by
listening to them with decent sets of electronics and speakers...
Sumner: We've learned you can only go so far in the lab —
the components' interface requirements are all over the map.
We have to listen to our cables hooked up to awide range of
components to know what's really going on. That's why we
have the latest Krell, Levinson, Conrad-Johnson, Audio
Stereophile, October 2002

Research, and VTL electronics on hand. For
speakers we use Wilsons, Thiels, Revels, Sonus
Fabers, and Aerials. We also have an assortment of front-ends and video gear — it's
ahuge investment. Compatibility is important, so we want to make sure our
cables' sound is consistent and predictable from application to
application.
Guttenberg: And your more
expensive cables?
Sumner: The better
cables deliver an even
higher level of resolution,
refinement, and control.
The price goes up because there's more calibration, longer build
time, and more expensive parts.
Guttenberg: The top(f-the-line, ultra-expensive
Opus cables are optimized for
use tvith specfiic components.
Sumner: Right. We go out and buy or borrow the customer's components and then design each cable specifically
to suit the system's layout.
Guttenberg: Great, but since it's dialed-in so tightly, what happens
when Mr. Jones swaps out his single-ended Audio Note Ongaku .fiv a
Krell Master Reference amp?
Sumner: He returns the cable, and we make the adjustments at no
charge. We also do the same for our Reference XL customers.
Guttenberg: Do men and WOMC71 listen deadly?
Sumner: Idoubt there's any difference in the way they listen to real music, but there may be adifference in the way
hi-fi is perceived, and that is, in fact, the rub. Men are more
likely to be, let's say, involved with the mechanical aspects of
the system. They may be looking for one specific sonic detail,
and just focus on that. Perhaps it's amultitasking issue...
Guttenberg: Wait asec...
Sumner: It's just that sometimes audiophilia is in direct odds
with what music is all about. And Ido agree that women may
listen differently to an audio system, because they don't have
an interest in using the system as atoy to manipulate sound.
They look at it as avehicle that brings them an experience.
Guttenberg: Based on my experiences selling high-014)r 16 years,
Ican tell you that women are not so terribly interested in the process as
much as the result.
Sumner: Yes, and when audio becomes apursuit in and of
itself, asystem's performance may not have any relationship
to musical fidelity. Ido enjoy listening to audio systems with
afew male friends, but they're not audiophiles. Both of our
engineers are men, but they're not looking at their job from
an audiophile perspective. They're musicians and listen to a
lot of live music, and that's their "reference." So we're not just
tweaking the sounds of Transparent cables to suit our liking.
Guttenberg: The old "cables as tone controls" mindset.
Stunner: No, not at all. Ihave no problem with the pursuit
of audio as ahobby, but agreat high-end system should bring
us closer to the musical truth. And if Ididn't believe that, I
wouldn't have any reason to be in this business.
Guttenberg: My, I'm an audiophile, and Itake great pleasure in both
music and sound. Ibelieve that the audiophile Invicon —transparent);
soundstagt; etc.—can raise the listener's awareness and nutsical satilàction.
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Sumner: Iwould have said something like that years ago,
Sumner: Idisagree with you. Idon't believe that soundstaging„
for example, exists in real life the way we hear it in atwobut at this point, by the time the engineering staff have
brought anew design to me, they're long past just achieving
channel audio system.
correct tonal balance. Imight tell them, for example, the
Guttenberg: Really!?!
cable lacks emotional involvement or immediacy, or Iwant
Sumner: Really. We don't hear "soumistaging" at alive conmore dynamics. Then they'll say something like, "Oh Iknow
cert. You don't get pinpoint imaging in three-dimensional space
what that is," and go back to the lab and listening studio and
in aconcert hall — that's arecording artifact, and terms like
take care of it. The engineering staff and Iprefer to listen
"soundstage" are musically irrelevant. In that way of thinking,
over the long term — no one can go for hours conducting
the recording has become the absolute sound, not the music.
A/I3 tests and make any real progress. We make achange and
Yes, the concepts are interesting from an intellectual standpoint,
then live with it over aperiod of time, and then go back to
but those words fixate audiophiles on specific elements of
the original cable. A/B tests nearly always lead you down the
sound, as opposed to the entire musical presentation. Ithink
wrong path, because you invariably focus on asingle or several
audiophile magazines have really done our industry adisservice
specific elements of sound quality.
by defining the High End in terms of a"sound" lexicon. For the
Guttenberg: And you go through this whole rigmarole ivith the
most part, the press seems to have missed the point —that the
lower-priced cables, too?
sound system's ability to reveal the finer musical details of the
Sumner: Well, no. The time-consuming lisperformance, the sound of the
instruments, the venue, are far more
"W HY ARE tening tests are performed only on the more
expensive cables. But they provide us with
relevant to creating afulfilling musical experience than analyzing specifHIGH-END CA BLES SO computer models which we then apply to
our more affordable products. Remember,
ic sonic qualities.
every length of
Guttenberg: Okay, but what about
FREAKIN' EXP ENSIVE?
cable we make has
multichannel? Will SACD or DVDa different netAudio get us closer to hearing the music?
ALL ICAN SAY IS
work, and there's
Sumner: Ireally think that high-resolution multichaimers
something like 500
ability to render full surround ambience can be very appealTHAT MOST PEOPLE
different combinaing from amusical perspective. I've heard some of Peter
tions of lengths and
WHO HAVE VISITED
McGrath's four-channel recordings, and they're riveting.
models in our curGuttenberg: So I
guess you've also embraced home theater.
OUR FACTORY DON'T
rent lineup. If we
Sumner: Iwas ahome theater holdout, although we have
had to listen to
this unbelievable setup here at Transparent [Vidikron Vision
ASK THAT QUESTION." every single one
1projector, Snell & Wilcox interpolator, Stewart screen, etc.].
for days at atime,
But that system didn't connect with me on an emotional
— KAREN SUMNER
we'd
lose
our
level—mostly because it wasn't in my home. Four or five
minds!
months ago, Ibroke down and bought a62" Pioneer Elite
Guttenberg: This may be apolitically incorrect question, but what
rear-projection set with anice surround-sound system, and it
do you think of the tents "Wife Acceptance Factor"? Let'sface it, aguy's
all clicked. Yeah, this is good!! But music still works for me
got to sweet-talk his wife or signecant other into letting him haty big
on many different levels. And there's alot more good music
out there than there are good films. But at least Inow know
fat cables strewn across thefloor.
Sumner: Cosmetic quality has always been important to us.
why home theater is appealing to so many people.
Until recently, our customers have mostly been men who really
Guttenberg: That's good, because ive need something to draw more
like the look of big, blocky networks. With home theater, and
folks to the High End, and communicating sound quality to the average
more women becoming involved in the buying process, the
music listener isn't easy
market is changing. So we are just now introducing asleek
Sumner: Music listening is aright-brain phenomenon. The
new aesthetic, along with some pretty amazing new technology
left side of the brain is the logical, more rational side, and so
The new look is relatively small, "swoopy," and organic.
the analytical audiophile has aleft-brain assessment of music.
Guttenberg: Can you see atime when you produce cables tvithout
That approach has limited our industry's ability to reach a
wit/or/es?
wider audience. I'm not just referring to reaching female lisSumner: We already do that. Our digital and video cables
teners —just as many men have ahard time relating to the
don't have networks — only our audio cables have networks.
typical high-end audio presentation. Until we find away to
demonstrate high-end audio that connects with both sides of
Guttenberg: We haven't mentioned the other part of your business—you still make turntables!
the brain, we're never going to reach awider audience.
Sumner: Yes, they're not going away. We still manufacture
Guttenberg: So Linn's toe-tappitidyl-it-in-your-gut approach is
Well Tempered turntables and tonearnis, and we intend to
on the right track?
continue to provide service and support for our thousands of
Sumner: I'm with them all the way. Years ago, Harvey
Well Tempered customers.
Rosenberg, bless him, wrote The Scald:1;v Musical Ecstasy, areally
Guttenberg: One last thing: What about importing? Any new
lucid book about this very subject Harvey rhapsodized the senlines on the horizon?
sual aspects of the hobby —from the gizmos to the musical
Stunner: We really don't have time to consider other lines. By
experience, and on to the religious experience of it all. Iconsticking with just cables and turntables, we can be totally untributed achapter Harvey entitled "Karen Sumner for President"
biased about what amplifiers and speakers we recommend to
that covered the more Zen aspects of high-end audio.
use with our products. We place ahigh value on our freedom to
Guttenberg: Yes, Iespecially liked the Ihms about hou,you listen as
part 1
the design process. What sort of criticisms would you have... ? coordinate what we do with other companies in the industry.
"This cable's makire the French horns sound like tubas!"
Guttenberg: This was alot offun. Thanks.
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Ity Lanny Guegkitt

ated at asensitivity of 96c113, the Yon Audio Dragon
($19,000 —all prices quoted are per pair) should please owners
of single-ended triode amplifiers. The Dragon uses an AER
full-range driver and arear-mounted 15" woofer, its enclosure
has side ports to help further extend the bass response. Classic
Audio Reproductions was showing the Project T-1.1.1
floorstanding horn speaker ($15,750) and the smaller Project
T-5.5 ($9600).
Dynaudio held apress conference to announce the new
Confidence C4 ($16,000), atall, three-way, full-range floorstander that features a40mm-thick aluminum front baffle on
which is mounted asymmetrical array of pairs of Esotar2 1"
tweeters, 525" midrange divers, and 7" woofers. Iwas totally
won over when Dynaudio played all of"Naris," apiano-anddrums duet from Patricia Barber's Café Blue, on Blue Note.
The C4s had awide dynamic range and massively deep bass
response, and their deep, wide soundstage made them seem to
disappear. While some of this may have been due to felicitous
use of aNaim NAC 552 preamplifier and NAP 500 monoblock power amps, Icouldn't get that sound out of my mind.
Iwent back later to listen to my own CDs, and found that the
(A's sonics were real — seductive and compelling. Iparticularly enjoyed the holographic central image of Norah Jones
singing "Come Away with Mc," Eva Cassidy's stunningly
transparent rendition of "Bridge Over Troubled Water," and
the rich piano timbre of Robert Silverman's cycle of
Beethoven's sonatas. The Dynaudio C4 gave me some of
my best sonic moments at HE2002.
Ensemble presented their handsome Figura loudspeakers ($8900) in the Audio Art display area, and
Impact Technology showed their new five-piece
Air Foil 52 loudspeaker system ($35,000). The Air
Foil includes two separate subwoofers and two
tweeter-midrange towers. The tower's bendingwave driver covers frequencies from 170Hz
to 20kHz, and each subwoofer module has
two 12" woofers in aforce-canceling configuration. The crossover is battery-powered.
Joseph Audio showed their flagship
Pearl full-range speaker ($20,000), which
combines asingle 1" Sonatex tweeter and
6.5" magnesium midrange with two 8"
aluminum-cone woofers. Jeff Joseph
played an LP of Louis Armstrong's "St.
James Infirmary" on aLa Luce by SpJ
turntable with asuite of Manley electronics: Steelhead phono stage, Shrimp line
stage, and 250 monoblocks. The Manleys
sat between the red-veneered Pearls under
a huge American flag. Playing the
Armstrong LP, the system rendered astunningly dynamic, reach-out-and-touch-it
acoustic. Ididn't want to leave that room.
Mission demonstrated the Pilastro floorstander ($35,000). Its enclosure is built of
rock-solid Granitech, which explains why
Joseph Audio's Pearl: voted "Best Sound at the Show!'
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Dynaudio's Confidence C4

each speaker weighs 363 lbs. The Pilastro features a28mm
viscous-laminated ring, ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter and
165mm hemp-cone midrange drivers. Bass is generated by ten
8" low-frequency drivers per side, allowing the overall system
to be rated at 95dB/WInt sensitivity at 6ohms.
North Acoustics demonstrated its use of
the soft-dome ScanSpeak Revelator
tweeter in their two mini-towers, the
Passion ($5200) and the larger
Tempest ($8800). Bass was handled
by 7" ScanSpeak woofers, and the
sound was dynamic and extended in
range. Both models are available in a
Ñ very attractive sapele veneer, at a
e higher price.
PipeDreams was showilig their
new Hemisphere tower system with its
four cylindrical subwoofers ($50,000).
ma vie e
PipeDreams' Craig Oxford explained that
the cabinet's interior is hemispherical, formed under
pressure with aspecial template. Multiple tweeters
and midrange drivers create aline array 7' tall, held
rigidly in alignment by aCNC routed baffle. The
Hemispheres produced asmooth, highly coherent treble register from 36 tweeters and 18 midranges.
Sources included an Audio Aero Capitole Mk.II CI)
player ($8500), or LPs played through an Aesthetics
lo phono stage. The Hemispheres were driven by
two Tenor Audio 75Wpc triode amps ($19,000), the
four subwoofers by aPlinius 250Wpc amp. At first, I
found choral works had abroad soundstage, but were
more flat and blended than Ipreferred. On day two,
the same recording was decisively resolved into individual voices and placements on the soundstage.
Why the difference? Craig Oxford had discovered
that the four subwoofers had been wired in parallel,
creating asub-2 ohm load that drained the Plinius
amp and drew down the voltage level for the rest of
PipeDreams' electronics. Placed on its own 30-amp line
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If there's one thing we at Bryston have learned over the years ...
nothing complements an introduction quite like —

Topless Models...
Dblzuocil
New cosmetics to complement 14B ST and 68 ST
Output power increased by 20%
New output devices
Lower noise and distortion
Increase power supply capacitance (x2)
New ultra—low—noise power transformers
New computer modeled heat—sink design
New Electronic' front panel power switch (no moving parts)
New rear panel circuit breaker switch (no fuses)
Quick connect remote 12 volt trigger
Sensitivity gain switch on both Single Ended (RCA)
and Balanced Inputs

Introducing the new SST SERIES
AMPlIfIERS

...shameless integration
38 SST

The improvements in our new line of amplifiers are the most significant and comprehensive in
the long and distinguished history of Bryston amplifiers. Improving on virtually every aspect
of the award winning ST design, the new 3B SST, 4B SST, 76 SST and 9B SST have been
specifically designed to flawlessly integrate with the new Bryston SP 1.7 Preamp/Processor.

48 SS!

18 SS!

Waal
1.800.632.8217

case closed.

www.bryston.ca

and driving the subwoofers wired in series created a
much more felicitous load for the Plinius and gave
the rest of the driving electronics sufficient voltage,
he explained.
Rockport Technologies' Antares loudspeaker
($41,500) was impressive for its beautiful veneer and
massive 400-lb enclosure, made of molded monocoque material consisting of fiber-reinforced inner and outer shells bonded with acore of high-hysteretic damped epoxy. The Antares
uses aDynaudio Esotar2tweeter, a6" Audio Technologies
midrange, and a13" custom Audio Technologies woofer, and
was driven at the Show by Halcro dm68 monoblocks
($36,990). The Antares' overall frequency response is said to
extend from 25Hz to 20kHz, with avoltage sensitivity of
89dB/W/m.
Viola Audio Laboratories was showing their Allegro
speaker ($18,000) and Basso subwoofer ($12,000/pair), driven
by adCS front-end with their Spiritu preamplifier ($18,000)
and Bravo 350W stereo amplifier ($17,990, bridgeable).
Von Schweikert Audio (USA) prepared the most dramatic demonstration venue, complete with a muscular,
non-English-speaking bouncer at the door, long wait lines, a
pitch-black room, and skull-numbingly high SPLs. Mike
Pappas of American Digital Recordings had captured the
sounds of the University of Michigan Orchestra on a
Seagate Ultra 160 SCSI hard drive using aDirect Stream
Digital (DSD) setup. An Ed Meimer-designed emrn Labs 3
DSD converter fed a Genex Research GX-8500 DSD
recorder. The demonstration featured a7.1-channel setup
with dual VR-S3 subwoofers ($2695 each), VR-5 Hovland
Special Edition speakers ($12,000) for fronts and surrounds,
and an LCR-60 center-channel speaker ($2995 each). Kevin
Malmgren, Von Schweikert's VP, warned the small audience
that it would be loud, but Ididn't expect to hear ahighly
dynamic drum kit explode at high volumes and low distortion into atotally darkened room.
Wilson Audio Specialties presented their new WATT/
Puppy 7speaker system ($22,400). Although the WP7 has the
same tweeter and midrange as the WP6, it features anew,
ceramic-filled methylacrylic enclosure material laminated
with lead ingots and anew proprietary woofer. Through
VTL 750 power amps and 7.5 preamp, Transparent
cable, and an Ed Meitner-designed DAC, arecording
of the Chinese artist Sister Drum was dynamic and
detailed. Then David Wilson switched in his new
287-lb WATCH Dog subwoofer ($7850) to deepen the bass passages. After the demonstration,
three members of the Wilson family —David,
Sheryl Lee, and son Darryl —posed with the
new WATT/Puppy 7. This was meaningful —
Darryl had attended the Tiny Tots nursery
school, which served as his father's inspiration for the name of the original WATT
(Wilson Audio Tiny Tot).
Wilson Benesch caught the attention
of even the most jaded Stereophile writers during our Friday morning "Ask
the Editors" panel discussion. The
Arc, atwo-way minimonitor ($3600
with stands), created a huge, spacious, transparent soundstage, with
a wide dynamic range. When I
stood outside the demonstration room,
the clean, high-volume sound seemed to
be coming from ahuge, floorstanding, fullStereophite, October 2002

The Tenor- and Plinius-driven PipeDreams sounded better on Day 2.

range loudspeaker, not atwo-way. This tiny wonder has trickled down from the company's price-no-object flagships, the
Chimera ($20,900) and Bishop ($29,500). Its efficient energy
transfer is enhanced by the Arc's ultrarigid cabinet of steel and
carbon fiber, and by its proprietary Wilson Benesch drivers,
twin ports, and first-order crossover. The 7" composite-cone
Tactic mid/woofer is chemically treated to be as stiff and light
as an eggshell, while the 1" hand-doped silk-dome tweeter is
just as exotic. Rated to within 3dB from 45Hz to 25IcHz, the
Arcs could be soft and delicate, disappearing when playing
Robert Silverman's performance of Beethoven's Piano Sonata 8,
Two of the best-sounding speakers at
HE2002, Rockport's Antares (left) and
Wilson's WATT/Puppy 7 (right), pay
heroic attention to cabinet construction.

INTRODUCING D EPTH EXPLOSIVE BASS— SMALL PACKAGE
Imagine an eye-catching subwoofer with
explosive power and precision that can
also discretely hide in acorner, under an
end table or behind an easy chair—the new
MartinLogan Depth.
Depth combines MartinLogan's signature
three-driver BalancedForceTM design to nullify
cabinet vibrations that produce loose, fuzzy
bass and aproprietary switching amplifier to
provide outstanding efficiency, explosive
power and accuracy from astriking cabinet
occupying just over two cubic foot.
Depth blends quickly and easily into any
audio system—from two-channel reference
to multi-channel home theaters. Its 25 Hz
control tames standing waves that cause weak
or boomy bass and advanced servo control
continuously analyzes driver performance and
cot reLIS any deviation from the original signal,
resulting in pure, powerful bass everywhere.
Experience the new Depth subwoofer at
your MartinLogan dealer.

à

Three Stereophile reviewers — (rum left to right, Kal Rubinson, Sam Tellig,
and Bob Reina — offer advice to Friday-morning Showgoers.

"Pathétique" —or majestic and forceful when playing an
orchestral suite from the movie The Gladiator. The speakers
can handle 200W peaks while producing 111dB at lm.
Wilson Benesch's driving electronics included aChord
CPM 2600 120Wpc integrated amplifier ($5590) fed by the
beautiful Chord DAC64 ($3040). The DAC64 takes all the
incoming data from aCD transport, dumps it into abuffet
then retimes it and sends it out, ensuring jitter-free local clock
operation. Craig Milnes, WB's designer, then took nie next
door to hear their stand-mounted, 2.5-way Discovery ($8200).
Its two 7" Tactic bass units arc mounted face-to-face in an isobaric configuration, while the midrange is handled by aseparate
7" Tactic driver. Separate port tubes emerge from the bottom of
the cabinet to vent the bass and midrange drivers.
By the end of the second day, my feet were sore and my
back tired. Ihad listened to many loudspeakers, talked with
many designers, and taken many pictures of Show people and
their products. But by the end of HE2002 my thoughts had
returned to the hush that had fallen that Thursday on Ground
Zero —at 10:29am, when HE2002's first press conference
had begun —as "four sets of bell rings (the 5-5-5-5 dead fireman code) resounded across the empty pit. The ringing signaled to firefighters at the WTC ceremony to carry an empty
stretcher to awaiting ambulance, aceremony to honor all the
people lost September 11 and never found." -Larry Greenhill

A«essones
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luj Chip Stout

he aural decathlon that is the annual Home Entertainment Show returned to the New York Hilton in May 2002
with aflurry of activity and what seemed like bigger, more
enthusiastic crowds than in 2001, all psyched up to take
advantage of an extra exhibition day and longer viewing
hours. While shaving my head served to enhance my aerodynamic properties, improve stereo imaging, and elicit favorable
comparisons to Dr. Evil and Spirit's Ed Cassidy, from time to
time this good ol' wagon done broke down while navigating
the never-ending vestibules of audiophile Valhalla.
So practical considerations were certainly piquing my
curiosity when Istumbled on some unique listening chairs
amid the bazaar of small booths populating the north end of
the Hilton's second floor. Having just enjoyed astimulating
audition of XRCD remasterings of classical recordings with
Stereophile, October 2002

The calm (above) before the storm (below): Showgoers patiently stand
on-line for Samsung's screening of Star Wars: The Phantom Menace.

JVC creative consultant Joe Harley, and original audiophile
recordings by auteur and recording engineer Todd Garfinkle
of Aflu% Recordings, Iwandered over to alonely corner in
the next aisle, intent on checking the pulse and vital signs of
agent in athree-piece suit I'd espied hovering over an incongruous pair of movie-theater seats. As it turned out, Lee
Erdman of RC Chairs was acanny veteran of rock'n'roll
sound reinforcement and lighting going back to the halcyon
days of Bill Graham's Fillmore East. Seizing amoment during
Radio City Music Hall's most recent restoration, Erdman and
some investor friends rescued the original red auditorium
chairs sat in by generations of visitors to the Big Apple, and
made them available as collector's items —a little piece of old
New York for the well-heeled home-theater enthusiast
(petrified chewing gum extra).
Farther down the aisle were members of Family Inada
Inc., demonstrating "the world's first chair to synchronize
music with massage." Would that Icould report that the
music was happening, or the existence of hip user-programmable options...However, the remote-controlled, leathercovered H.1 (same as the H.9, sans music), with its adjustable
reclining options and programmable pressure-point detection
system, actually seemed to mimic human touch through a
series of variations on kneading, tapping, and pressing, and
provided such arelaxing massage, from my shoulders all the
way down to my calves, that Iwas able to finish covering the
Show in aShiatsu reverie. Ican't think of amore life-affirming Father's Day present for the audiophile who has everything but afully functioning metabolism.
As for new frontiers in accessories, there wasn't much new
to report on, although Idid get to audition aprime selection
of the world's most sophisticated cables, which functioned as
the neurological epicenter of the Show's finest-sounding rooms.
71
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Rocking out at the Show-long live-music events: Dave's True Story (left) and Stereophile jazz critic Zan Stewart on tenor saxophone (right).
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good their systems are, if they don't address the issues of voltage and current corruption emanating from the power grid
(and fed back into said grid by their own components), then
they're missing out on the big sonic picture. While many
companies have sought to address such issues, one must offer
aspecial nod to Paul McGowan of PS Audio, whose powerregeneration amplifiers have won over many an audiophile
while helping to create anew market — some would say a
whole new category —of audio component.
One of the most interesting contenders in this category is
arelative newcomer to the High End and afirst-time exhibitor at the HE Show, even if he's along-established player
in pro sound, mastering, and recording: Martin Glasband of
Equi=Tech, who holds several patents for balanced power
transformers. His Equi=Tech 2Q and Q650 balanced power
transformers (reviews to come) appeared in three of my
hest-sounding rooms of the Show: the Meadowlark
Audio/ Rogue Audio room, with JPS Labs Superconductor 2, plus Kaptoyator and Aluminata AC cords; the
Joseph Audio/ Manley Labs suite, decked out from top to
bottons in the excellent Cardas Golden Reference cables;
and the Merlin/ JPS Labs room. The Equi=Tech units
demonstrated the organic enhancements in layering, resolution, and frequency extension that atrue balanced power
system can bring to even the best high-end audio
rigs in terms of common-mode rejection. In
each case, the Equi=Techs reduced noise, tightened bass response, and optimized soundstaging
to adegree that surprised even the most jaded,
well-traveled audiophile.
A display rack in front of the Monster Cable
suite showcased one of the company's recent
flagship products from designer Demian
Martin, the AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage
Stabilizer (review to come) —and, just below
that, from power-industry veteran Richard
Marsh, the new top-of-the-line entry in
Monster's Home Power Center line, the
HTRS 7000 Home Theater Reference Source.
The latter is meant to be plugged into the AVS
2000, to offer comprehensive surge protection
and Dual Balanced Pure Power Transformers
for what Monster calls Stage 5Clear Power:
"the highest level of filtration possible."
Finally, Ihappened on some, uh...electro74

chemical technology from the folks at Shunyata Research,
who brought me up to speed, more or less, on the exotic attributes of their Hydra AC Power Distribution Center, apassive, transformerless approach to line conditioning that
employs copper bus bars and God knows what else. They
also talked up the sonic advantages of their popular line of
AC cords, and the patented helical matrix design employed
in their new Pegasus speaker cable.
-Chip Stern

Show Music

bg 9ait Stewed

here was almost always music in the air at Home
Entertainment 2002, often mingled with the enthusiastic
chatter of Show attendees. Icould feel the excitement as they
talked animatedly about what they'd been hearing and seeing. Isensed that most people liked what they heard —and
why not? This was my fifth show —yep, to some of you, I'm
still anewcomer — and to my ears, the exhibitors came up
with generally first-rate combinations of hardware and
recorded sound.
One musical favorite was Dave Bmbeck's "Take
Five," often played via the lime Out SACD
(Columbia Legacy CS 65122). That was the case in
Sutton Parlor South, where, through Dynaudio's
towering Confidence C-4 speakers and Nainis
CDS-II CD playeç SuperCap preamp, NAP 500
power amps, and NACA-5 speaker wire (system
price: ca $60,000), Joe Morello's drums were stark and
airy, his cymbals' decay audible right down to silence.
"Take Five" and Morello also starred at aslightly
smaller but no less authentic and accurate scale in
the Simaudio/Merlin/Cardas room. The feathery
details of his cymbal work were again completely
clear and available, as was alto saxophonist and
"Take Five" composer Paul Desmond's dry-martini
tone. The track was vibrantly reproduced via
Merlin Music VSM Millennium speakers with a
battery-powered Bass Augmentation Module;
Roman Audio's Centurion features aDiaural crossover.
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...Has Just Changed!
With the introclucton of the Showcase Processor
S. Amplifier it is easier than ever to own the best.

Showcase
Processor

• Programmable Digital Room Equalizer insures optimal
performance in any room.
• Smart System Setup has you playing movies in minutes.
• Twin 24-bit processors decode all the latest surround
formats available today.
• 7.1

input for multichannel audio pass through. Eight

channel balanced audio output stage.
• Flash memory enables fast, easy software upgrades
using the bi-directional RS-232 port.
• Three high definition-ready component video inputs.

Showcase
Amplifier

• Available

in 5,6, or 7 channel versions. Add channels

to the Showcase 5 or 6 amplifiers at any time.
• High Current: delivers 125 W
and 250 W

per channel into 8 Ohms

per channel into 4 Ohms.

• Balanced circuitry for the best sound reproduction.
Experience the Krell Showcase Processor & Amplifier—
Your ticket to High End Audio Theater.
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Sirnaudio's Moon Eclipse CD player, P-5 preamp,
W-5 dual-mono power amps, and LF-2 AC line conditioner, and Cardas cables (system price: ca $30,000).
Next door, in the Merlin/Joule Electra/JSP exhibit, the Merlin VSM Millenniums were again
called upon, teamed here with Joule Electra's
LAP-150 line stage and VZN-100 OTL monoblocks, the
Simaudio CD player, and JPS Labs cables (system price: ca
$35,000). Trumpeter Hugh Masekela's big record, "Grazin'
in the Grass," from The Best qlHutI, Masekela (Columbia CK
85759), brought forth anatural sound that showcased his
brassy horn and revealed substantial bass tones, while Linda
Ronstades "Little Girl Blue," with Nelson Riddle's orchestra
(For Sentimental Reasons, Elektra/ Asylum 60474), captured
the singer's inhalations, the release of her notes, and the
strings' rich harmonies.
Two other disparate vocals were among the selections programmed in the large (24' by 40') Gibson Suite. Here, the gear
comprised Wilson Audio's new WATT/Puppy System 7
speakers and WATCH Dog subwoofers, VTL's 7.5 tube preamp and MB-750 power amps, Audio Research's CD-3 CD
player and Reference phono amp, and aWell Tempered
Reference turntable with Lyra Helikon cartridge (system price:
am $75,000). This lineup gave life-sized presence to Guy Clark's
appealing voice on "Stuff That Works," from Old Dog Soup
(Sugar Hill 1063), while atrack of Sarah Vaughan doing "Bali
Ha'i," from a1986 studio cast-recording of South Pacific (Sony
B0000026F0), had outstanding transparency and depth —concert-hall sound in the living room.
Another setup that worked well in abig space was on display in the Lincoln Suite, home to the Rockport Technologies Antares speakers, the Aesthetix Callisto Signature
line stage and lo Signature phono stage, Halcro dm68
monoblocks, and aClearaudio Master Reference turntable
with either aMaster TQI tonearm (with Insider Reference
wood-bodied cartridge) or Graham 22 tonearm (with
Koetsu Onyx Platinum cartridge). System price: ca $130,000.
On "Natty Stick," from Slow Motion (HipPocket HP105),
steel drummer Andy Nardi and hand drummer Kenneth
Nash were boldly front-and-center, their high-and-midrange
propulsions heard in crisp detail. Another close-up-and-vital
aural picture was provided by the amazing Brazilian percussion group Uakti, from its eponymously-titled, hard-to-find
Verve LP (831 705-1), where on Milton Nascimento and

lmmedia's Allen Perkins takes time off from demming Audio Physic
speakers to play some jazz.

Fernando Branes "Promessas Do Sol" traditional instruments
like flute and guitar blend with exotic handmade ones like
pan drums with steel tubes to offer evocative sounds.
I'm always on the lookout for jazz, and so was glad to hear
Bill Holman's big band, one of my favorites, in the Musical
Fidelity room. Ilistened to Holman's brazen arrangement
of Jimmy Rowles' "The Peacocks" (from the XRCD of A
View front the Side, JVC JVCXR-0002) through Musical
Fidelity's CD-Pre24 combo CD player-preamp and M250
monoblocks, Monitor Audio's Silver S-6 speakers, and
Khnber Select cables (system price: ca $8000). The woody,
expressive tone of Bob Efford's bass clarinet was highlighted,
as was the bite of dissonant brass and reed passages.
Drummer Leon Parker provided exciting small-group
jazz in one of the Kora/Gershman Acoustics locations.
Played on Gershman Acoustics' Opera Sauvage speakers;
Kora's Eclipse preamp, Cosmo Reference 100 power amp,
and Hermes DAC; and C.E.C.'s CD transport (system
price: ca $30,000), atrack from Parker's Belief (Columbia CK
67457) was pure music, from the edge of alto saxophonist
Steve Wilson's tone to the whoosh of the leader's cymbals.
At an adjacent exhibit, the remarkable Gershman
Cameleon speakers, Kora Explorer integrated amp, Audio
Note AN-CD2.1 CD player, and SBM cables (system
price: ca $8000) gave asuperb, natural, and open representa-
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The Piega speakers driven by Copulare amps were used to dem DVD-A
in the Sanibel room.
Stereophlle, October 2002

Monitor Audio's Silver S-6 speakers were agood match to
Musical Fidelity electronics.
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tion of Beethoven's Symphony 7, played by the
Chicago Symphony conducted by Fritz Reiner (JVC
XRCD JMCXR-0006).
Two guitarists Ihadn't heard in awhile, Charlie
Byrd and Laurindo Almeida, were given quite a
platform in the Murray Hill B Suite of Sanibel
Sound, where DVD-Audio was the focus. Ilistened to
"Carioca," from Brazilian Soul (DVD-A, Hi-Res Records
HRM 2009), through the Piega P5 Limited speakers, Aloia
15.01 power amp, Meridian 800 DVD/CD player and 861
Reference Digital Surround controller, and Cardas Golden
Reference interconnects (system price: ca $70,000). The
musicians' dulcet acoustic tones, their finger slides on the
strings, and the decay of their notes all came across as if they
were sitting there, afew feet away. Another plectrist, Peppin()
D'Agostino, from an AIX DVD-A (80006), also had remarkable vibrancy and transparency.
Iwas looking forward to visiting the Sound by Singer
rooms, one of which housed the new Audio Physic Virgo
III speakers — Iown apair of the original Virgos (along with
Herron/RPM/Lyra/Hovland gear) and wanted to compare.
Iwas impressed. Iheard the Reiner/CS° version of RimskyKorsakov's Scheherazade (a JVC XRCD JMCXR-0015)
through the Ills, Hovland's HP-100 preamp, Sapphire
power amp, and cables, and the Accuphase DP-85 CD player
(system price: ca $45,000). The performance, from about a
mid-hall seat, was realistic and accurate, capturing the full
range of tonalities. For contrast, there was the intimacy of
singer Norah Jones' "I've Got to See You Again" (from Norah
Jones, Blue Note 2435-32088) — the system revealed Joncs'
vocal nuances and the very way she breathed.
Another winner, musically as well as sonically, was the
Classic Audio/Anna-Sphere setup: Classic Audio Project T-1
speakers; Atma-Sphere's combined MA-1 Mk.I Itube amps
(driving the woofers), S-30 tube amps (driving the tweeters),
and MP-1 preamp; Accuphase's DP-100 SACD/CD transport, DC-101 converter, and F-25 electronic crossover; and
Mogambi cables (system price: ca $75,000). Ilistened to a
sumptuous digital version of Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra by
Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony (High Performance 63309). In amid-hall seat, the sudden entrance of
the violins about two minutes into the fabled work was stunning, such was their clarity and heft. The timpani entered a
few moments later, and were heard appropriately rear-stage
yet with adynamic throb.

Linn's Bill Miller (behind car, white shirt) designed the sound system in
Aston Martin's Vanquish.
Stereophile, October 2002

Great sound: Gershman speakers and Kora amps.

There were choice selections in the Joseph Audio suite,
which spotlit Joseph's Pearl speakers; Manley Labs' 250
monoblocks, Shrimp line stage, and Steelhead phono stage;
the Classé SACD player; DB Technologies' D/A converter;
Equi.Tech's Model 2Q balanced power transformer; La
Luce by SpJ turntable; and aCardas Golden Heart cartridge (system price: ca $60,000). The soundstage was
immense —Tom Waits seemed to be performing his aching
"Take It With Mc When I Go" (CD, Mule Variations,
Anti/Epitaph 86547) in the room, the air around him almost
palpable. Likewise, Louis Armstrong's "St. James Infirmary,"
aClassic Records 45rpm LP, completely captured Louis's
gravelly voice and brazen horn as if from afew feet away.
Ialso liked Totem Acoustic's eclectic offerings. Through
the small, powerful, and inexpensive Totem Model 1Signature speakers, the Plinius 8200 integrated amp, and MSB
Platinum Reference CD player (system price: ca $9000), Trilok
Guras percussion kit (from aCD-R) had amazing slam.
Later, Totem's larger Forest speakers and Amber integrated
amp, plus the Sony XA-777E5 SACD player (system price: ca
$12,000), delivered aresonating, vibrant version of the Eagles'
"Hotel California" (Elektra 103).
The Roman/Plinius site, which spotlit the Roman
Audio Centurion speakers, the above-mentioned Plinius
8200 and MSB Platinum Reference, plus Luminous Audio
Technologies cables (system price: ca $15,000), scored well
with my ears. A stunning track from aBurmester demo
CD-R featured an unknown musician bowing adouble bass,
accompanied by piano and trap drums. The bass sound was
bold and multi-layered. And an early Blue Note CD, TlreJazz
Messengers at the of? Bohemia, Voll, issued in mono (CDP 746521), proved that this system could handle alesser recording, laying out all manner of aural detail, from Art Blakey's
drum kit to Kenny Dorham's signature buzzing tone.
In the Creek/Epos showcase, the percussive theme from
the American Beauty soundtrack (DreamWorks SKG 50210)
rang true and vibrant through the Creek 5350SE power
amp, P53 preamp, and CD53 CD player, and the Epos M15
speakers (system price: ca $8000). Another solid yet valuepriced setup, this one featuring Triangle Celius speakers and
Cairn Audio's 4808-A CD player and Fog integrated amp
(system price: ca $6000), delivered aremarkable picture of
Jan Garbarek's pristine soprano sax tones surrounded by
strings and rhythm on "Red Wind" (from Visible World, ECM
529 086). It was as if Garbarek were in the open, air swirling
about him as he played. Dramatic.
-L., Stewart
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omponents listed here have been formally
reviewed in Stereophile and have been found to
be among the best available in each of four or
five quality classes. Whether acomponent is
listed in Class A or Class E, we highly recommend its purchase.
Each listing — in alphabetical order within
classes —is followed by abrief description of
the product's sonic characteristics and acode
indicating the Stereophde Volume and Issue in
which that product's report appeared. Thus
the September 2002 issue is indicated as
"Vol.25 No.9." Relevant reviews that appeared in our companion Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater are indicated by "SGHT.1 No.r; ie, the component was reviewed in the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Volume 1Number 1, which was published in December 1994.
(Vol.1 No2 of the Guide was published in September '95; Vol2
Nos.! -4 in 1996, Vol3 Nos.1-4 in 1997, Vol.4 Nos.1-10, Issues
11-20, in 1998, Vol.5, Issues 21 through 30 in 1999, Vol.6, Issues
31-40 in 2000, Vol.7, Issues 41 through 50 in 2001.) Please note
that dedicated home-theater products are no longer included
in this listing but are part of Stereophile Guide to Home Theater's
"Recommended Components," the most recent version of
which was published in that magazine's March/April 2002 edition (Issue 53, Vol.8 No3).
Some products listed have not yet been reported on; these
arc marked (NR), for "Not Reviewed." We recommend that
you read any product's entire review before seriously contemplating apurchase (products without reviews should
therefore be treated with more caution) — many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats appear in the reviews, but
not here. To obtain back issues of the magazine, visit our website: www.stereophile.com. We regret that we cannot supply
photocopies or e-mail copies of individual reviews. Some
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reviews are reprinted in our website "Archives" Section: these
are marked "WVJW" More arc added each week, so check the
on-line listing.
In general, components do not remain listed for more than three
years unless at least one of the magazine's writers and editors has had
continued experience with them. Discontinuation of amodel also
precludes its appearance. In addition, though professional components —recorders, amplifiers, monitor speaker systems — can be
obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer performance that
would otherwise guarantee inclusion, we do not generally do so.
Stereophikes "Recommended Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently available in the US
through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.
HOW RECOMMENDATIONS
ARE DETERMINED
The ratings given components included in this listing are based
entirely on performance — je, accuracy of reproduction — and arc
biased to an extent by our feeling that things added to reproduced
sound (cg, flutter, distortion, colorations ofvarious kinds) are of more
concern to the musically oriented listener than are things subtracted
from the sound (tg, deep bass or extreme treble). On the other hand,
components markedly deficient in one or more respects are downrated to the extent that their deficiencies interfere with the full
realization of the program material.
We try to include in "Recommended Components" every product that we have found to be truly excellent or that we feel represents
good value for money. Bear in mind that many different tastes are
represented. The listing is compiled after extensive consultation with
Stern)philès reviewing staff and editors, and takes into account continued experience ofaproduct after the formal review has been published. In partiailar, we take account of unreliability and defects that
show up after extended auditioning. The fact that aproduct received
afavorable review cannot therefore be regarded as aguarantee that
it will continue to appear in this listing.
Stereophiie, October 2002

The prices indicated are those current at the time the listing was
compiled (August 2002). We cannot guarantee that any of these
prices will be the same by the time this issue of Stereophile appears
in print.
Where we have found aproduct to perform much better than
might be expected from its price, we have drawn attention to it with
a$$$ next to its listing. We also indicate, with a*, products that
have been on this list in one incarnation or another since the "Recommended Components" listing in Vo122 No.10 (October 1999).
Longevity in ahi-fi component is rare enough that we think it worth
noting (although it can also indicate that the attention of design
engineers has moved elsewhere).
A note on editorial style is in order. When apassage is quoted
from the original review, the past tense is used. But when the
comment is taken from amore recent private communication
from areviewer, the present tense is used. For example: "Sounded
so good Ihad to cry," said JA of the original version of the Symphonic Bombast A-123 in his review. ST demurs, however, saying
that the current Mk.Vla makes his reference speakers "sound like
the woofers are disconnected!"
We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that the
Symphonic Bombast A-123 that we recommended heartily two
years ago no longer makes it into "Recommended Components."
Where deletions arc made, we endeavor to give reasons (there arc
always reasons). But remember: Deletion ea componentfrom this list
does not invalidate abuying decision you have made
Individual reviewers mentioned by their initials arc: Larry
Archibald, John Atkinson, Paul Bolin, Lonnie Brownell, Martin
Colloms, Brian Damkroger, Robert Deutsch, Shannon Dickson,
Jack English, Michael Fremer, Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill,
Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Larry B. Johnson, Lewis Lipnick,
John Marks, Paul Messenger, Thomas J. Norton, Russell Novak,
Dick Olsher, Wes Phillips, Robert (Bob) J. Reina, Kalman Rubinson, Markus Sauer, Donald A. Scott, Jonathan Scull (J-10), Chip
Stern, Steven Stone, Sam Tellig, and Barry Willis.
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EVERYONE WILL HAVE THIS TECHNOLOGY.
EVENTUALLY.

In every industry, there's a leader that continues to push the limits of what's possible. Further...
and foster than anyone else. In high-end sight and sound, that name is Integra.
Despite our relatively young age, we've developed areputation for giving the world the first look at
the next wave of technology. Take, for example, our Net-Tune audio distribution system. It allows you to
"stream" on entire collection of music to multiple users on anetwork in your home or business. Conned to
Internet radio, instantly access your music library, and more—all with one expandable, yet easy-to-use system.
What else is Integra all about? The most sophisticated home theater receivers on the planet.
Awesome plasma displays. Components with features you won't see elsewhere for years to come. You can
begin to find out why so many people simply won't do without us at www.integrahometheatencom

Basis Debut Mk.V: $8200
This belt-driven table with fluid-damped spring sus'minion "floated abig, three-dimensional soundstage
of well-defined images against asonically black backdrop," says 'table maven 14.4 F."1 finand the tonal balance
of die Debut to be as dead-neutral as I've heard." He
decided that low-frequency extension was not quite as
deep or powerfid as his reference Yorke. but it was still
"
gthe
satisfying I've experienced." As for
the midrange, he found it plush. airy, and liquid. While
the Basis's image focus and transparency were slightly
diminished compared to the Yorke's, MF still declared
it "clearly among ahandfid of the world's great finitables." lince with vacuum holddown (not reviewed)
is $10.600. Basis record clamp costs $250. (Vo123 Nod)
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription System:
$10,000
luis built-to-order belt-drive, suspensionless turn-

HOW

TO

US'

Acoustic Signature Final Tool: $2000
Perhaps the greatest lll i
l
1-priced bargain istanalogtoday,
see M F. Ruggedly built, nith precision-machined,241b
damped aluminum n platter. Should last alifetime or
even two. Sophisticated motor controller. ultra-smooth
running motor, 3-ann/3-motor capable. Muscular
sound, but not for those who like their analog "warm,"
and "lush." (Vo1.24 No.9)

THE

Best attainable sound for acomponent of
its kind, without any practical considerations; "the least musical compromise!' A
Class Asystem is one for which you don't
have to make aleap of faith to believe that
you're hearing the real thing. With the
recent launches of Super Audio CD and
24/96 DAD, and the imminent introduction of DVD-Audio, we have created anew
Class, A+, for the best performance in
those digital categories. Class Anow representsthe bestthat can be obtained from
theconventional 1
6/44.1kHzCDmedium.
We also created aClass A+ category for
turntables, to recognize the achivement
of the Rockport Sirius.
CLASS B
The next best thing to the very best sound
reproduction; Class Bcomponents gen-
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Carefully read our descriptions here, the original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews in other magazines to put together a
short list of components to choose from. Evaluate your room, your source material and front-end(s), your speakers, and your
tastes. VVith luck, you may come up with aselection to audition at your favorite dealer(s). -Recommended Components" will
not tell you what to buy any more than Consumer Reports would presume to tell you whom to marry!
CLASS A

SIA121V3N01
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Rockport Technologies System III Sirius:
$73,750
What can you say about a473.750 'table and ann? The
Sinus Ill is all air-driven, exquisitely constructed, and
550 lbs in its stsx-king feet. with a"captured" lineartracking, high-pressure, low-flow inn and bearing,. It
took all of 30 seconds fir MF to realize that "it was in
every way laughably better than anything else I'd ever
hein!.' Ilow so? "Its overall presentation was so much
bigger. more 6x-used, solid. three -cf msional, surefooted. dyn. •
'• and seamless. that Ilost my footing.
Literally. Iwas flooredr It rotates the LP with utter precision."puts the stylus on astraight and mie path across
the record !indite, while allowing for precise adjustmeut of all parameters. which it then reliably holds
indefinitely." Hey, what's that look in Mikey's eye? "I
have 10» )0 LP, Ill play them all on the Sinus III, that's
only six bucks aplay!" (Vo123 No.8; also see "Letters"
in VoL23 Noto WWVV)

Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power supply:
$3350—$3425, depending on finish /options US
Compared with the Valhalla model, the LIngoequipped version inn l
i
lll izes the LP I2's propensity for
aslightly fat mid-bass, subjectively extending the low
frequencies by another octave. The Litigo upgrade
alone costs $1550. The Trampolin suspension reduces
the effect of the support. Cirkus bearing/subchassis.
fitted .1% standard, costs $645 including labor as an
upgrade kit, and further extends and tightens the
turntable's bass, leading to aborderline Class A rating, according to MC, JA, and LG (as long as agood
support is used, adds MC). -A deeper. nuireprofound
silence," enthuses WP over the Cirkus mod, adding
that what stunned him sits "the extent to which sui:face noise receded into insignificance." Superbly loss.
measured rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of maximum musical involvement
offered by this classic belt-drive turntable. Good isolation from shock and vibration. While the felt mat
doesn't offer the greatest degree of vibration suppression within the vinyl disc, what absorption it does offer
is
form with frequency. Despite flirtations with
other decks, JA remains true to the basic design he has
used now for almost 25 years. Version with internal
Valhalla power supply costs $2275—$2350, gives Class
C sound; with the Basik power supply it costs $2070.
(Vol.7 No2. Vol.13 No.3, Valhalla; Vol.14 No.1, Vol.16
No.I2, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No2, Lingo WWW)
Michell GyroDec SE: $1995 EIS
"I've always found spring-suspended turntables sound
more 'plush' than non-suspended rigs, and the Michell
didn't disappoint," averred M F. This 'table sounded
slightly warm, but bass extension and control were
"very good," he reported, "with just aslight mid-bass
bloom that never obscured fundamentals or transients" and a"fine sense of rhythm and pacing." Luscious, airy nids, good image foetus and soundstaging.
"Very accomplished and, :tore important, well-balanced with no serious sonic blemishes." Price with
Rega R.B300 «swarm is $2195. (Vo123 Nos.7 & 10)
SME Model 10: $6995
lick-drive, polymer-insert suspension. "With its simple
suspensionless construction, you can have this 'table up
and
Igin just akw minutes," reported M F.

erally cost less than those in Class A, but
most Class Bcomponents are still quite
expensive.
CLASS C

Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more
musically natural than average homecomponent high fidelity; products in this
class are of high quality but still affordable.
CLASS D
Satisfying musical sound, but these
components are either of significantly
lower fidelity than the best available, or
exhibit major compromises in performance —limited dynamic range, for
example. Bear in mind that appearance
in Class D still means that we recommend this product —it's possible to put
together a musically satisfying system
exclusively from Class D components.

CLASS E

Applying only to loudspeakers, this "Entry
Level" classification includes productsthat
may have obvious defects, but are both
inexpensive and much better than most
products in their mid -fi price category.
CLASS K
"Keep your eye on this product." Class Kis
forcomponentsthatwe have not reviewed
(or have not finished testing), but that we
have reason to believe may be excellent
performers. We are not actually recommending these components, only suggesting you give them alisten. Though the
report has yet to be published in certain
cases, the reviewer and editor sometimes
feel confident enough that the reviewer's
opinion is sufficiently well formed to
include what otherwise would be an entry
in one of the other classes, marked (NR).
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table is M F's current rek
—and that ofthe Library
of Congress. MF: "
Me complete system .is afiunnidable analog playback system, amasterful work of
visual and sonic art that's hard to indt. It provides a
glo r
i
ttt islycohesive,alwaysmusical sound —asuperbly
balanced sonic picture that combines deep, tightly
focused bass ... with extended, detailed edge- and
etch-free high frequencies devoid of brightness or
exaggeration.... There's nothing "hi-fi" about the
Yorke combo; it just sounds musically 'right' whether
handed hard rock or Heifetz." Stereophilis "Analog
Component of 1998." Package including Active Vibraplane: $11,500. (Vol.21 No.6)
VPI TNT Mk.V: $6000
Modulardesignallowsownersofolderancxlelstoupgrade
easily and inexpensively. or lets the impecunious start
with the TNT Jr. and upgrade as (munces allow. Slightly
on the warm side ofneutralit'..isserted MF. burbig, full.
weighty, and rich." The 111:1SNIVC 'table's speed stability
and ultra-low noise floor —floated' the sound s
of
ar kyonc l
the reality of astylus in agroove, it liberated it from the
mechanical world to the living. breathing. real musical
world." WE. along-time Limit% feels the current iteration finally swings realistically and concurs with LA. By.
and MF: I
)efinite Class A. Includes air suspension, flywheel. and bearing attic uncut. Mk3 upgrade is 51400:
bearing attachment upgrade is $400 Ousts's' bearing.The
Hot Rcx.1 version of the TNT V(S8000) comes equipped
uith JMW- 12.5 toneann and SDS, but drops the threepulley subehassis .and removable anulmard. Fans of the
TNT Vshouldnothealannedbythechanges,131).ussured
us. The soundstage was deep and nide, the tonal balance
slightly warm, and the lxittom end exceptionally tight
and fast. (Vol.19 No.11. Vo122 Nos.2
Vii124 No.12
WWW)
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[TURNTABLES

TONEARMS

"Absolutely magnificent piece of gleaming industrial
architecture," he called it. "If you value tight focus,
slam, bass control and weight, cleanly sharpened
'edge,' black backgrounds, and relentlessly 'right'
rhythmic performance. and arc willing to give up a
bit of the cushy, floaty lushness and richness in the
midrange...." then this is the 'table for you. Price is
with SME Model 10 tonearm; with SME IV.Vi toneami (see -Tonearms"). 58250. (Vo123 No.4 WV/VV)
VP! Extended Aries: $5400 including
JMW-12.5 tonearm
MF advised: "You can save agreat deal of money by
buying the Aries instead of the TNT and I
bet you the
sound is very, very close. But if you're not super-careful about what you place it on, and if you don't level it
precisely, you won't get what you paid for." The Aries
rests on four cones that used to Ise hard-mounted to
the plinth but are now attached with aNeopnwe sandwich to permit some horizontal give. Even so, the VPI
turntable is fussy about the support it is placed on. MF
found that "The sonic picture the Aries/JMW-12.5
painted was still big, assured, and relaxed, but far more
detailed overall, with faster transients and lar greater
rhythmic excitement than the original atm delivered
with my TNT The sound was compelling, the presentation substantial. with form and rhydunic solidarity -all things I'd had trouble finding with the original
design." He did warn against using softer, mellower
cartridges, however. (Vo125 No.3)

Music Hall MMF-7: $999, with toncarm and
cartridge
With the MMF-7's split plinth. freestanding motor.
Pro-Jeer 9tonearm, and Goldring Eroica H cartridge.
"Roy Hall has painted his masterpiece," MF declared.
Though he fo lllll Ithe overall sonic presentation to be
abit too wami and rich, it was "a fine all-around perIoniser.... The kind of reasonably priced, well-balanced product that will deceive you into thinking
you're getting it all." He recommended using aRingmat an place ola felt mat to gain greater midbass control and tonal neutrality. Abonus:Setup takes no longer
than 15 minutes. (Vo124 No.11)
Rega Planar 25: $1275 with tonearm SSS
Sam's favorite 'table! "A beautiful, brilliant piece of
engineering." he says. "The same goes for the 011600
ami, which is usually installed on the 'table. Once you
set it up, you can forget it. Nothing twcaky here. llega
turntables have an exceptional reputation for reliability." In fact, he thinks this will be the last turntable
he ever buys. MF adds "Dynamic, exciting sound.
Compact and easy to use." Stereo/the. "Joint Analog
Source of 1999." MF reported that the llega P25 and
P9 turntables can now be upgraded with "stunning"
custom-made, exotic-wood frames from Lauerman
Audio Imports for $200, or S135 if you mum the standard, factory-supplied plinth. (Vol.22 Nos.3 & 5,
Vo124 No.1 WWW)

D
Music Hall MMF5: $499, with
tonearm/cartridge
Split-plinth design with visco-elastic cones and discs
to isolate bearing/platter/ami from motor. Plug'n'play, says MF, offering azimuth and VTA adjustment
that the Regs Planar 2and 3don't have, even if their
overall build is slightly better. MF called it a"pleasant"
design, both aesthetically and sonically. "It'll make an
analog believer out of the most doctrinaire digital
fanatic." Warm, sweet, open, and coherent,"a gateway
drug into the intoxicating world of analog...Get
hooked. You'll never go back." Price includes toneamt
and Goldring 1012GX MM cartridge. (Vo123 No.7)

IC
llega P9 and P3.
Deletions
Forsell Air Force One Mk.I I, Kuzma Stabi S,

Spotheim La Luce, Well Tempered Reference all
not auditioned in awhile.

lack of any overhang adjusnnent dictates careful cartridge matching or the ability to drill new annIxurds
with different radii from the spindle for each new transducer. Additional ann tops cost S1350. (Vol.16 No.6,
Vol.19 No.2 WWW)
Rega RB900: $995 $$$
TONEARMS
Upscale version of the 1111300 with superior bearings
and mounting scheme. MF felt the '900 performed as
A
well as toile:inns costing twice the price when mated to
Graham 2.2: $3200, depending on options 4
.
the right cartridge -said mating being constrained by
Ile most significant difference between the original 1.5
the llegas lack of:provision for VTA adjusnnent, which
and the 2.0 is the latter's rigid mounting platform. "A
MF considers problematic depending upon the choice
major improvement sonically (in the bass) and mechanof cartridge. V'TA raising spacers may alleviate the probically," writes M F. "The Graham 2.0 is one of the most
lem with some cartridges. Regis own Exact cartridge is
neutral, revealing cartridge carriers you can bu ythough
&signetl to mate with the anit, thus benefiting from the
Iwouldn't mind abit more bloom and richness -abit
ann's added rigidity. When PM auditioned the RI3900,
more generosity -in the mids and upper mitts." Purmounted on aPlanar 9, he was impressed by the FIF
chasers should experiment with anti cables. which can
tidiness. coherence, and detail. (Vo120 No.8)
make big difference. EINC of setup and removable arm
SME IV.Vi: $2995
wand"make Mina nnfix- those with multiple cartridges."
Very similar in character to the extraordinarily neuThe Graham 2.0 is appropriate for use on Linn Sois- tral SME V. Raised the level of perfomiance on the
sick LP12 -the Graham LP12 three-layer annboard
SME Model 10 even further, exclaimed MF. "Noticecosts $150. A 2.0 adapter plate is now available for the
able impnwement in low-level resolution, retrieval of
SME Model 10 for less than $100, as well as armboards
inner detail, and. not surprisingly, soundstage depth,
and adapter plates for the VP', Linn. Clearaudio, and
with back-of-hall events coming into finer focus."
SME Model 20 and 30 'tables. The upgrade kit to the
Overall, asmoother picture "that bettered in every
latest 2.2 spec. costs $325. Although the physical alterway an already impressive performance" from the
ations are subtle -asew bearing system, small changes
"stock" M 10 tonearm. A first-class perfomer that
to the annwand support block, and anew one-piece
forced MF to reassess his opinion of SME arms. (Vol.9
mounting base -the sonic improvements are not. The
No.6, Vol.14 No.8, Vol.16 No.6, SME V; Vo123 No.4,
midbass is "fleshed out," and the very top is "sweeter"
Vo124 No.1, SME IV.Vi)
and "somewhat less analytical." Overall, the 2.2 sounded
Tri-Planar Mk.VI Ultimate: $3250
"far mom supple, rich, and inviting while retaining all
This venerable toneann maker has anew owner (see
of the transient speed and resolution of inner derail that
"Analog Cornet" March 2001). The Mk.VI Ultimate
had already placed it in the top echelon of tonearms."
builds on earlier versions, "with alarger-tliameter headCompared to an upgraded 2.0, the all-new 2.2 had
shell tube, alarger damping trough, and mtlesigned bear"slightly more solidity and weight on lxittom, and
ings, feantring handmade hardened and polished needle
greater richness and harmonic development in the
cones. Many of the am's parts are still made by Papier's
midratige." However, MF advised: "Should you trade in
machinist in Maryland. "Right out of the box," MF said,
your oui 2.0 for an all-new 22, orjust upgrade the bear"it was obvious that the Tri-Pbutar's build quality is still
ing cap? I'd upgrade; the difterences were not major."
topnotch." But MF still has abeef with the heackhell
Also now available are the 2.1 Basic ($1995) and the 2.1
screw slots -"way too wide." Still, "the Tri-Planar was
Basic Ceramic ($2495). both upgradable to 2.2 status.
one of the first...captured-bearing tonean its to offer eas(VoI21 No2. Vo124 Nos.1 & 10, Vo125 No.7 WWW)
ily adjustable VTA and azimuth adjustment." MF:
Immedia RPM-2: $2995 e
sound °file Tri-Planar had notchanged appreciably since
This medium/high-mass damped unipivot tonearm is
Ilast auditioned it: It offered wetting, nick-solid image
one of MF.. favorites; WI». too, is abig admirer. Scz
and soundstage stabili ty.lise bass was extended antl lithe,
Mike; "It is ... brilliantly designed awl executed, and it
and high-frequency transients were cleanly presented.
sounds 'Meitner Not for everyone, however. It must be
The picture was airy and big... lui any case. The Tri-Plamounted on awell-isolated annboard. Some will find
nar's ability to resolve low-level detail was superb, and its
the RPM-2's"just the ficts" delivery lean. but WP thinks
tonal balance and frequency extension were exemplary.
ies just reporting what's there, adding next to nothing of
Price includes luis cable/RCA plug termination or 10"
its own. Others may find it abit too "fiddly" -changing
wire to RCA-jack junction lxsx. (Vol.18 No2, Vd.21
V'I'A also involves changing VTF and damping. New
No.3, earlier versions: Vo124 No.7, Mk.VI Ultimate)
six-nines copper wiring harness and grounding
VPIJMW-12.5: $2800
scheme, improves low-level resolution, increases spaUnipivot toneann features vestigial antiskating, which
ciousness, and quiets background even further, adds
disconcerted MF. Nonetheless, he enthused over its lush
MF. (Vo1.20 No.5)
midrange, ultra-smooth top end, and rock-solid imagLinn Ekos: $2695 e
ing and soundstaging. "Subjectively," he observed, "it
Cleaner-sounding dun the earlier husk (upon which it's
seemed to have lower distortion than any other pivoted
loosely based), the Res rivals the SME ill overall neutralarm I've heard, bust part of that might be the result of its
ity while offering asomewhat brighter, mom energetic
sm0000th frequency balance. Inner detail was outpresentation of the music. The treble is nevertheless
standing." However, he added. "I think there's aslight
superbly transparou. The Ekos also provides alllll ch betmid-bass exaggeration that may be pan of the spreadter match mith the Linn LPL2 than the English anis, which
ing warmth above this range, and which ffives this arm
loses control of the bass when mounted on the Scottish
its inviting midrange." BD says of the 12" version, "lowturntable. MC also fisund the Ekos's bass to be more tuneers the original's already low distortion. The background
ful and -open" dims that of the original husk. Azimuth adis blacker and the ami seems to float an infinite well of
jusmient is not possible. Some users have reported
inner- and low-level details. The tonal balance is more
long-term problems svith the bearings; the sample JA
neutral, but combined with the TNT Ill or IV, is still
knight in 1989 has been okay in this respect. (Vo1.12 Nos3
warm and inviting." With the 12.5,Harry Weisfeld made
& 4, Vol.13 No3, Vol.16 No.6 WWW)
small but important modifications to the 12" JMW that
Naito ARO: $2350 u
resulted in heightened rigidity, areduced center of mass,
"An inner balance and harmony consistent with the
and impnwed damping. What BD found most impresmusical message," says MC of this unipivot design. MS
sive was the "obvious-once-you-see-it" touch of the
found the ARO to offer superb timbral accuracy, soundsmall V groove that has been machined into tile top of
staging. dynam ics. and rhythmic integrity. He also fisund
the headshell. This allows the user to more easily gauge
it less bright than the Linn Ekos, and better balanced in
headshell tilt while setting azimuth. "Neat!" MF adds:
the bass than the SME V. WP concurs, ranking it high
"Luxurious midrange, low distortion, and ease of set-up
among the anus he's auditioned, but cautions dut the
and use inaki• this avery attractive anis if your 'table can
Stereophile, October 2002
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Rear of NAO 552 shows user-configurable
inputs, including WBT's finest RCA
sockets for your choice of premium
interconnects. Isolated in a separate
chassis, an 800VA power supply with
14 power regulators feed extreme
low-noise DC current into the preamp
via a special 19-pin Bundy connector.

Each channel employs eight of
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for the fastest high-current
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handle the length." Additional anti assembliescost$40a
(Vo120 No.l. Vo124 No.12, Vo125 No3 WWW)

Rep RB300: $425 US
Rega FtB600: $695
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging,
llll st
creeping into Class A. Works well with the Reg.' and
Roksan 'tables. Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage with the VI'l I
IW-19 Mk.111 and Jr. turntables.
Lacks any form of height adjustment, however —VTA
can be adjusted only lw adding spacers under the base.
Similar but dose r-toleranced RB600 is -diebudget arm
for now, worth spending the extra over the RB300 to
get die better cabling, etc.," sez Mikey. (Vol.7 No.7,
Volt( iNti.1,V01.19 No.12,R13300:Vo122 No3,R13600)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class C or I)
unlearns listed.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A
Audio Note Kondo 10-J/silver: $15,000
ne -silver -10-J has an al ttttt i
ll um cantilever and body.
an elliptical diamond stylus, and pure-silver coil wire
that's been sitting idle on the shelf for 20 years, according to the literature, wound over agold-plated iron
yoke. The motor uses two alnico magnets and outputs
amere 1501AV —you'll need alot of gain. Comes hardwired with cartridge-shell leads. "The 10-J/silver into
the AN-S6CZ step-up transhemer was big. dyn.
rich yet detailed, velvet-smooth, clean. and robust:
says ME. Easy to listen to, said The Analog One, "yet
extremely exciting and enveloping. Nothing polite
about the Rondo 10!" Tremendous mid- and deepbass slam, with superb control and focus, he noted.
-The top and bottom were ever so slightly tipped up,"
which added to the "excitement factor." No edge on
top. no boominew below. The midrange? "Absolutely
lust'
quoth MI:. Also available direct from Sounds
of Silence for $10,000. (Vo123 No.11)
Clearaudio Discovery: $3300
The moving-coil I
›sciwery features ucustom magnesium Isuds' and aboron cantilever with two ultra-smalldiameter gold coils wound directly onto it. Relatively
heavy At 9.8gm. the Discovery does hAIN Atapped top
plate. but the unusual threads require use of the manufacturer-supplied screws. Healthy 650nV output at welided-17k ohm loadine,..ind tracked well at 2.5gm.
"Sounded Unliniis out of the tube (it didn't conic in a
box)." deadpanned MF. "and only improved as it broke
in." Liquid and open, with a"big, generous, voluminous
picture that's well-focused but not lllll uturally st,." Natural transient perhmnance, plenty of bite and snap —
,11Ave as Mikey characterized it. "Bass was hill-bodied. almost voluptuous, but without losing its form or
rIwthinic integrity: and he liked its silky-smooth harmonic balance. -Agreat cartridge: he concluded, "if not
up to the Insider's magical spell. but poswssing the same
liquidity and ease." Trade-in/package price is $2640;
retip exchange costs S1650 (Vo12-1 No.3)
Koetsu Urushi: $4000
Anothergood look erin the Koetsuline,withcoilswtn lllll
from six-nines copper and aprice that makes potential
buyers think at least twice. But, as MF said, those who
value "image solidity and three d" •nsionality, liarmonic richness, liquidity, and tonal opulence... will
gravitate toward the Koetsu —lush, yet revealing, harmonically suave. - Retip and refurbish: $1800. (Vo121
No.I0; Vo124 No.10)
Lyra Helikon: $1995
Lyra Helikon SL: $2195
MF says that, even at the price, the ahn ll i
llll m-clussis
Flelikon front Scan-Tech is asteal. "A well-balanced
performer with little character of its own compared to
Stereophile, October 2002

most other cartridges.... Not as fast and exciting as
some. but smooth, transparent, and ultra-detailed." He
also noted "an addictive, plush, creamy midband and
total freedom from edge, grain, and 'inechanicalness.'"
I
ktailed and seamlessly articulate, with unrivaled palpability. Mono version (Vo124 No.6) opened MPs eyes
to what treasures liad been captured on single-channel
recordings. A high-gain, low-noise phono section is
mandatory for the high-resolution, low-output (220µV)
SL version of the Helikon. "Offers more detail, spatiality
alit! I'ticits than the original," says Mikey. -but all will be
lost if your phono section isn't up to the job." With the
IIclikon, Scan-Tech has come up with its most cleverly
balanced cartridge yet. Not the ultimate, but for most
analog lovers, and with most associated equipment
ultimate enough! Retipping costs $1995. (Vo123 Nos.8
& 11, Vo124 Nos.6 & 12)
Transfiguration Temper Supreme: $3800
MF and WI' considered the original Temper the best
they'd yet heard. Supreme update includes silver coil
windings and the filmier/coil assembly now sitsdirectly
1111ilie the core of aring magnet for "accurate, efficient
coupling," meaning fewer windings and lower moving
maw. MF found it "still the most neutral-sounding,
'characterless' MC cartridge I've yet encountered," notig greater dynamics, punch, and "overall sonic exlite
111rIlt" without edginess or "hi-fi" colorations. Blacker
backgrounds and improved image dimensionality too.
"You get the outstanding detail of agreat MC with the
relaxed feel ofthe finest MM and moving-iron designs."
The 2500/ output mandates aquiet, high-gain phono
preamp. The differences aren't "profound" but are easily audible, said Mikey. (Vol.19 No.7, Vol.23 No2)
Tubophone TU-3: $3200
ne coils are hand-wound. Price is with SuperFineline
stylus; price with Geyger Sstylus is $2995. The TU-3
almost doubles the Class BTU-25's output, to 210µV,
and the printouts showed that both versions were somewhat flatter. "the 1d13 dip falling between 2kHz and
6k Ila, 3d13 up between 15 and 20k Hz." Still, MF found
neither to be bright, a
nil both sounded "like more refined
versi llll sof the TLI-2S, with greater mid-bass solidity,
overall three-dimensionality, and high-frequency clarity without added edge." lie also thought the Geyger S
was "a sonic knockout right out of the box... In either
VePA011, but especially the Geyger S, it ended up being
among the most enjoyable cartridges I've had the pleasure of auditioning." Reviewed under the "EMT"
naine.(Vo123 No2)
van den Hid Colibri: $6000
-Ultra-lightweight design is spectacularly fast and detailed without sounding hard or overly etched," said MF,
"but for some the midrange will not be as fully fleshed
out as they'd like." He ft lllll dit "rhythmically assured,
with fantastic transient response and high-frequency
resolution." He called it the] cartridge for percussionWing audiophiles." Dial it in exactly or fawgedaboudit,
he warned. "It's not the Cadillac of cartridges, it's the
Lunlmrghinir Adept, -overhang-free" bass, with explosive dynamics from top to bottom, plus"superb" control.
Excelled in st lllll &stage re-creation, aneutral and open
midband, and "seat-of-the-pants drive." Some question
aliout unit-to-unit variation in build quality and sound.
New. higher-mass versions of the Colibri are minored.
(Vo123 No.8)

Clearaudio Aurum Beta Mk.II: $350 $5$
I110i-output moving-magnet with 3.4mV output. 'Tite
lost iutural midrange ofany cartridge I've auditioned,"
prod.
•1.1 DJ R. Then he went out on alimb: "Articulation and resolution of transients and microdynamics
in the league of the best moving-coils: with a"timbrally
accurate extension of high frequencies" and "nice
midrange." Somewhat limited definition and extension
in the bass, SOIlle compression of high-level dynamics —
but hey, it's only $350! "Extraordinary," BJR
up. The current lead-bodied iteration of the Sversion
of this excellent cartridge retains the detail resolution,
transparencyanidrange naturalness, ansl high frequency

extension of the older plastic-bodied Atirum Beta but
without the high level dynamic compression and bass
extension limitations of that cartridge. Trade-in/package price is $280; retip/exchange costs $175. (Vo123
No.4, Vo124 No.6)
Dynavector XX-2: $1650
A-high-tech piece of machinery," the XX-2 sports an
alnico-5 magnet, apatented Magnetic Flux Damper, a
solid-bonm cantilever, aPathfinder line-contact stylus,
and Pure Copper Ohno Continuous Ca.sting coil wire.
MF found it a"fine tracker" but it "seemed rus emphasize the aftermath of the musical event rather than the
event itself." It leaned ever so slightly toward -rich,"
MF summarized, "with astrong, lithe bass line and
asweet yet extended top end, but never sounded soft,
clogged, or boring." The XX-2 "excelled at portraying harmonic nuance, especially in the midband."
(Vo125 No.7)
Dynavector 20X L: $525 SSE
MF prefers thisreasonably priced cartridgetothe twigMal, more expensive XX-1L The medium-compliance 20X features amide elliptical diamond and
outputs 250p.V. (A high-output version, not auditioned, puts ma 10 times as much.) Well-engineered,
thought MF, and it sounded really good —no serious
sonic bunions, and itdid afew things eery well. Tonally
very smooth, overall abit dry, not as lush or "tactile"
as premium cartridges, and the bite on top didn't take
his head off. Bottom-end control was "somewhat hollow as opposed to rock-solid:but by no means "blubbery." Good extension, very good dynamics, slightly
"fused"detailsintheupperoctaves.The2OXimpressed
MF with its overall balance and "musical excitement
without brightness." (Vo123 No.11)
Grado Reference Sonata: $500 SSS
-Represents a
leap ofperfonnance beyond the 1Gradoi
Platinum, and hints at what an expensive MC cati do."
said MR listing its advantages as "less upper-midrange
forwardness and a more seductive midrange."
"Improved detail, transient speed, and decay, and
improved hall sound were very noticeable... No cartridge reproduces afemale voice better than this... It
may be difficult to rationalize spending much more
for acartridge." He adds that "it competes with all but
the best of today's moving-coils" On some turntables,
I
may be audible at the end of records —check
before buying. (VoI21 No.6, Vo123 No.4)
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B: $950
With its stainless steel Imtly, the 11 weighs lOgni and
specifies ahigher-than-usual reco llllll ended tracking
force of 2.5gm. Ruby cantilever is mounted with a
"super-polished Nude FG 80 stylus." Coils are wound
with six.s silver wire to give an output of 470µV.
The B had ST on the edge of his seat: 'l was astonished by how much musical infomution the KontrapunktB retrieved from record to record... I
could hear
better what individual instruments were doing." ST
also found that the Kontrapunkt Bmay have accentuated surface noise, clicks, and pops. Thus, he advised:
"For super recordings in pristing condition, Igive the
tux1 to the Kontrapunkt B." Knocking on the door of
Class Aand"pmofthat vinyl and analog still rule," Sam
sums up. (Vo125 No.8)
Ortofon Kontrapunkt A: $600 $SS
Though it can't quite match up to more expensive
cartridges when it comes to depth and resolution of
low-level details. MF said, "lite Kontrapunkt A
exhibited none of the bright, thin, hashy sound you
sometimes get" from other cartridges in this price
range. What you do get is acartridge that offers "rich,
extended bass that is very well-controlled and nineful as hell." Even at twice the price, MF would call
this "a superbly musical performer" and "a ge llll ine
bargain." (Vo124 No.11)
Sumiko Celebration: $1500
As MF succiitctly said about this pearwood-bodied cartridge with an alnico magnet, astiff boron cantilever,
and an elliptical stylus: "With its 0.5mV output, the
Cdebration joins the Lyra Helikon anula few other cartridges in what seem to be recent attempts by design87

A

classic Swiss timepiece, an antique roadster, avintage wooden runabout—

ownership sets you apart from the crowd. Over the years, Accuphase products
have attained the same reverence among the audio elite. A leading audio
reviewer stated of the DP-100/DC-101, "...the Accuphase combo delivered
ambience like nothing I've ever heard in our system before. Totally
remarkable."
The DP-85 continues the tradition. The Super Audio CD player is aseparate
CD transport and processor in one elegant cabinet. It features a single
lens/twin pick-up, high-speed access mechanism, as well as the most
advanced digital processor designed to allow use of future formats, and four
option board slots for added versatility. The unit utilizes the H5-Link ultra highquality digital audio interface designed and developed by Accuphase
engineers. Employing a low voltage differential signaling principle allows a
single dedicated HS-Link cable to transmit signals between components using
complex formats such as 2.8224 MHz/1 bit or 192 kHz/24 bit.
The true test of aproduct's place in history is the ability to maintain its value

The
Accuphase
DP-85

while delivering the same outstanding performance year after year. Perhaps
more important is the ability, upon seeing, hearing or touching, to emit adeep
emotional reaction that engenders genuine pride of ownership.

Digital
Audio at
its Best

›rccupliase
AXISS Distribution, Inc. Gardena, CA 90248
310.329.0187

info@axiss-usa.com

ers to give vinyl lovers MC cartridges with sufficient output to yield great sound when used with less-than-topshelf moving-coil phono sections." Tricked best for
Mikey in the Graham 2.0 ann at the recommended 2gin
VTF. His final analysis: "Remarkably well-balanced and
easy to listen to. With its rich harmonic presentation. its
fine transient response. Its robust bass, and its bold imaging. it should easily win over many analog lovers." The
price. too, is something to celebrate. "A real sweets," he
chortled. adding that the Celebration might even sneak
intoClass Aunder the right circumstances. (Vo124 No2)
Transfiguration Spirit Mk.3: $1500
Yokeless magnet red
logy. boron cantilever, silver
coil wires. and 400µV output make anice. user-friendly
package, suggested MF. Though the original Spirit had
"spirited" or "spotlit" top-end performance. this was not
the case with the Mk.3. MF determined the the Mk3
did retain the original's "clarity, focus, dynamic authority,
and superb tracking abilities while achinig ahigher level
of frequency neutrality." Now distributed by Joe 1)e
Phillips oil )iscovery Cable. (Vo123 No.5, Vo125 No.7)
Tubophone TU-2S: $2195
Tubophone TU-2: $1795
Based on the classic Ortofon SPU, the handmade
nude" Tubophones from Germany (called "EMTs" in
the review) use across-coil, soft-iron-magnet generator wound with copper wire and adie-cast al
"generator-carrier." Mounting flanges are untapped, so
get your nuts out. The TU-2 has amedium output of
150µV. aSuperFineline stylus, and arecommended
VTF of 2-3gm. Licked the detail and resolution MF
considers essential. but he also noted alush frequency
balance and a"really Mg" soundstage. Ultra-low-output
"S" version with van den Ilid stylus (SuperFineline also
available) shows "greatly improved" detail and resolution, per M F. while "maintaining the big stage." Output is only I10p.V: you need lots of clean, quiet gain, lie
warned. Supplied response graph shows adip of 1dB
from around 500Hz to 5kHz with then a"typical MC
boost"toalmost
above that at 15k! lz. Yet MF found
it sounded neither warm and soft nor bright," but
had"deep. full-bodied, very solid bass; lush sweet mids;
and outstanding detail and snap on top without brightness or edge." All this with a"deep and airy st
dstage"
and "an overall feeling ofliquidity and asoothing background quiet." Trades abit of analytical perfection for
"intoxicating" musicality with inner detail from complex arrangements. (Vo123 No2)
ZYX RIOOFS: $1995
ZYX R100: $995
Both versions of the RRK) weigh only 4.2gm, which
may result in balance problems with some arms. The
cantilever is boron and the coils are wound with sixies copper to give alow specified output of 2400/.
The R100 "struck nie as more forgiving and more
romantic 'than the Kontrapunkt4"feltST."The soun_
it produced was not nearly as revealing, but was less
involving, less exciting ... In my setup, the ZYX tended
to richness and ripeness. The cartridge seemed to
smooth-over rough edges With less-than-sublime
Ll's Ifound the ZYX's presentation easier to take." Big
soundstage, warm. full, sound. M Ffelt the inure expensive R10()FS had "the least mechanical sound from a
cartridge." with "almost magical background silence...
its high-frequency performance was extended and
revealing." It was also very tolerant of chewed-up Li's.
Nevertheless, over the long haul, MF found the R100's
sound to be "curiously bland, and lacking in excitement
and involvement." which keep it from Class A. (V0125
No.7, It 100FS. Vo125 No.8, It 100)

Benz Micro Glider L2: $795 SU
Improvements to the original (Ill- include alow-mass
stylus, ahigh-tech 0-ring damper. and changes to the
rear pole-piece assembly and tracking angle. MF: "The
original Glider was competent. sweet-sounding. and
reasonably detailed... The Glider L2 is so much better
overall that it wouldn't have been out of line ti, have
renamed it altogether." He went on. "The L2 proved a
Stereophile, October 2002

far more interesting cartridge dun the original Glider.
The top end was ntttttt extended and I
note derided. with
inure shimmer to cymbals and bite to brass It was still
on the smooth, slightly warm side,but this balance stmck
me as ideal for the kinds of systems and turntables it's
like's to be used with." Body-less design makes installation abit tricky, however, and no stylus guard means
unwanted fingers have an easy way in. (Vol.19
original version: Vo125 No.3)
Grado Reference Platinum: $300 US
"The new Grado 'sound' is more neutral" than the
old. By said. Tendency to "push the upper midran ge
forward during high-level passages," sud BJR, "but
nice midrange." Lively, somewhat ripe mid-bass
dynamics, less high-level compression than the Clearaudio Aunun Beta. but not as resolving and pure. he
decided. "The cartridge of choice for the most costconstrained." On some turntables, hum may be audible at the end of records - check before buying.
(Vo121 No.6, Vo123 No.4)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class I
)phono
cartodgc ,

Bel I-Micri, Ruby Two. (:tad° Statement.
Deletions
Linn Arkiv B replaced by New Arkiv, not yet auditioned:Lyra Parnassus 1).C.t.„ van den Hid Grasshopper
IV and van den Ilid Black Beauty, all not auditioned in
along tinte.

PHONO ACCESSORIES
& RECORD CLEANERS
Allsop Orbitrac 2(model #77500) record
cleaner: $49.99 •
MF considers this indispensible for optimum vinyl
hygiene -he uses it to clean records bif ,re using avacuum-opc•rated cleaning machine. Otherwise, he maintains the machine's intake pads become contaminated
and, in turn, coma' ll i
ll ate every finure record cleaned
upon it. Refills (model 422923) cost 5799. (Vo120
Nos.I & 4)
Benz/Aesthetix MC demagnetizer: $199
Battery powered. reasonably priced. moons to do the job
as well as any of them. decided M F. (V,,125 No.7)
Clearaudio Outer Limit Turntable Ring: $700
Heavy, stainless-steel ring acts as aspeed-stabilizing flywheel. damps the record, and Battens oilier-groove
warps. However, MF cautioned, its weight means that
you can use it only with turntables veldt massive planers
and/or very powerful motors. MF also noted that acentering template would be ahappy addition to the package.
The Outer Limit was "a pain to center." Nonetheless it
"blackened backgrounds, solidified images. and made
them 'pop' in three dimensions." (Vo124 No.10)
DB Systems DBP-10 protractor: $49
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangeiny
INs preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
'Extreme Phono None-Felt Mat: $22;
the Donut version, $28
Both Versions of the None-Felt Mat (with and without
center cut out) are made of the saine rubbery muesli
are said to be washable. Unlike %%id' felt mats, ST did
not find the sound to be warm or fuzzy. Nor was it lacking definition or detail: "Compared to the Rinpnat I'd
been using. I
heanl aricher, hiller sound, with less emphasis of detail and less surface noise." lit addition. there
was almost no tweaking to be done. ST was relieved:
"For lazy me, the Extreme Plum° None-Felt Mat just
did it -the mat sounded very, very right in my setup
with aminimum of fuss." (Vo125 Nuit))
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph
Speed Readout: $99.95
Easy-to-use stiohe ills, simplifies precision eliusnuent

of turntable speeds from 33 13to all of the variations on
"78.""It'sjust fantastic," eftusedJ-10. "It looks cool and
it's asnap to perfectly set the speed." (Vol.19 No2)
LAST Power Cleaner for LPs: $34.50/ 1
/-oz
4
bottle with applicators
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to
treat 75 LPs. JE found just three drops sufficient to
remove dimdusta nd grime from garage-sa le records,
though lie discovered that asubsequent wash with
his Yin FIW- 17 was still required to reduce groove
noise to acceptable levels. "A worthwhile companion to LAST', wonderful Record Preservative."
(Vol.17 No.3)
LAST Record Preservative: $35.50/2-oz
bottle
Significantly improves the sound of even new records
and is claimed to make them last longer. A2-oz bottle
contains 60 treannents. (Vol.5 No.3)
LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment:
528.50/1/4-oz bottle ei
Stylus treatment designed to reduce friction between
groove and phono cartridge. Slime manufacturers
caution aping it, clai lll ing it migrates up the cantilever
and attracts dust -thus clogging the armature. One
readersuggestsapplying treatment to brush rather than
stylu s which would reduce the possibility of overapplying. MF has found STYLAST effective, but
expresses Concern over possible cartridge damage.
(V01.18 No.12)
Loricrafi record-cleaning machine: $3200
"Speaking of expensive ... how 'bout a53200 vacuum record-cleaning machine?" MF smacked his
kirehead."It's basically aKeith Monks machine that
uses avacuum and athread to clean the record."
Splash cleaning fluid on the disc, bnish, set the ann
to the end of the record, switch on the vacuum, and
let 'er rip. Runs quiet, but takes about aminute to
traverse the LP. When done, the ann lifts, and afew
millimeters of string are advanced so the next record
is uncontaminated. Leaves aclean. dry, sparkling surface with no gunk to be later troweled up hy the stylus. A bit fidgety in operation, but "an attractive,
viable alternative to 'velvet-lip' record cleaners."
"Watch it in action and you'll either fall in love and
immediately want one, or you'll go running back to
your VI'l/Nitty Gritty in aheartbeat," sums up
Mikey. (Vo123 No.11)
Lyra SPI': $40/5m1 bottle
Includes asmall, wedge-shaped applicator with
which MF bnished adrop of this fluid rari:fiilly. back
to front along the stylus. Don't get any on the cantilever, lie warned, and wait 10 seconds before playing arecord. Pricey fluid said to lubricate the stylus,
to improve S/N ratio and trackability, and to last for
one side's playing time. Mikes,thinks he noted a
slight sound softe
geffect but wouldn't het the
farm on it. (Vo123 No.11)
May Audio CA 22D2 record brush: $25
Properly used (held vetch the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off
the record). these are the most effective dry recordcleaners available. "When used in aconscientiously
applied program of regular vinyl hygiene," MF
asserted, "these brushes... arc very useful for manicuring loose. dry dust from already cleaned records.
I
recommend giving even the cleanest record in your
collection aonce-over." No substitute for an occasional wet wash. Originally called the "Decca,"
"Hunt-EDA; "Goldring," or "Statibrush" brush.
(Vol.10 No.K. Voll9 No.11)
Mozno Zero Dust: $70
"A circular mound of wini-gelatinous goop in abox.
onto which you gently lower your stylus." said MF.
Use is simple: "After afew seconds, you lift the stylus. and it's as clean and residue-free as the proverbial whistle... Upside: no potentially dangerous
brushing, and no fluids. I
)ownside: if you like to leave
your platter spin ll i
ll g, you'll have to stop it each time,
or find another steady surface upon which to perform die operation." (Vo125 No.3)
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Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2 record-cleaning
machine: $877 çà
Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi Vacuum record-cleaning
machine: $625
Nitty Gritty 1.5Fi record-cleaning machine:
$555
The Mini Pro is awmiautomatic machine that cleans
both disc sides simultaneously. The 1.5 is identical to
the 23 but substitutes black-Vinyl woodgrain for the
latter's genuine oak side panels. Instead of avacuuming "tonearm," as on the professional Keith Monks
machine, the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot, with the
record cleaned lw fixed, chassis-mounted lips." Gunkladen fluid is vacuumed off. Cleaning is efficient and as
good as Nitty Gritty's I'm at asignificantly lower price,
though it takes twice as long, cleaning each side of an
LP in turn. Don't smear the schmutz front one record
to another. MF warned; he counsels manual pre-cleaning of records for best results. While the vac-mini-cleaning Nitty Gritty does anearly equivalent job on dusty
albums as the similarly priced VP1 HW-16.5, CG felt
that the VPI's hard-bristled bmsh did better with really
dirty Ll's than did NG's velvet one. He found the effect
of both was to produce aless colored, more detailed
midband sou nd from Ll's,as we 1
I
as provide the expected
reduction in surface noise. (Vol.8 No.1, Mini Pro; Vol.7
No.5, Vo1.8 No.1, Vol 23 No.6,2.5Fi; Vol.17
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning
machine: $282 US
Audio Advisor Record Doctor 11: $199.95
Both of these machines (the latter is manufactured for
Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that
offer the least-expensive way to effectively clean LPs.
Record 1
kx-tor 11 differs front the original in that it has
aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the
vacuum-cleaning motor is on. The earlier model can
be fitted with aroller-bearing accessory -available for
$17 including S&H front K-A-13 Electro-Acoustics, P.O.
Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922 -which fits
beneath the existing platter. lise Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also
available as the oak-finished 2.0 for $329. (NR)
Premier! record cleaner
Great for re llll mold-release compound front new
records, says MF of this spray-on cleaner from
wwwanicrocare.cont and for quick cleaning of used
Ll's to see if they're worth afull-blown vacuum cleaning. Contains DuPont's Vertrel CF, which is said to be
ozone-friendly. (Vo1.25 No.10)
Rega cartridge torque wrench: $125
Expensive, but amust. MF felt, "tor serious analog
addicts and professional installers." Agreed, scz ST but
"for God's sake be careful with this thing, especially
with the new Grado wooden-bodied cartridges...best
used with very strong-bodied cartridges - such as
Rega's." (Vol. 19 No.11)
The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record Cleaner:
523.50/pint plus S&H
The Disc Doctor's Stylus Cleaner: $25/16tn1
inc. S&H
Chemist Duane Goldman. the Disc Doctor, claims
that his Stylus Cleaner -amixture of sub-micron filteredwaterandseparatelysub-micronfiltered+99.5%
1
-propanol alcohol - leaves no residue on the stylus
or cantilever. Conies with astiff brush for the first
cleaning of the stylus. After that, the good Doctor recommends anatural bristle artist's brush that's been
cut down at an angle or been given acrew cut, as
Mikey put it. One pint of Record Cleaner: $23.50
plus $5.95 S&H; quart of fluid: $362546.50 S&H;
half gallon: $58.7547.00 S&H; size A for LP brushes:
$38.95/pair/ $4.75 S&H; size Bfor 45s: $28.25/pair;
replacement pads for brushes: S12.95/4. MF also uses
non-alcoholic Tonmut TM 7-XH Record Cleaner
Solution mostly to clean noisy or scratched LPs,
"which seem to benefit from its slight lubricating
action." (Vol.20 No.3. Vol.23 No.11, Vo124 No.7)
VP! HW-17 record-cleaning machine: $1100 e
VP! H9V-163 record-cleaning machine:
$485
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
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quality, the VI'l '17 cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty "Best I've
used," says LA. Latest version has aheavier-duty vacuum
system. lite '16.5 is.. manually operated version with a
noisier motor. Adjusts automatically to thickness of
record; gets hot quickly. Of the 11W-17F, MF says,"Fast
convenient, beautifully consmicted, and can be used
indefinitely without overheating, the fan version of the
17 is well worth the extra money for those post garage
sale/record convention, analog orgies when only cleaning
the whole pile will do." "The I7F is probably the best
record-cleaning machine available," MF concluded; "a
mie workhorse." (Vol.8 No.1, Vol.19 No.6, Vol23 No.6,
11W-17F; Vo1.5 Nos.7 &9,origi na I
1
1W-16; Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.19 No.(», 11W-16.5.)
VPI VTA adjuster for Rega toneartn: $150
-Seems to maintain the desired rigidity while allowing
for about afull inch of vertical athustability. It's nicely
machined Mutt aluminum and has asturdy mounting
collar." its only Inviiside, reported MF, is that it won't
fit into astandard Rep opening. I it out yourself or
send your ant iboard to VP1. (Vo123 No.6)
Walker AC motor turntable drive: $1500
This conditioner comprises atransformer, two sets ttf
ultra-high-speed diodes, asinewavc generator and
wave-shaping circuit, a25W power amplifier, and a
second transformer to prevent any residual motor hash
from coming back down the line. It "made anoticeable improvement in bass dynamics, image solidity. and
focus, and especially in transient speed and purity not earthshaking. but not subtle either," MF deduced.
But "icing on the analog cake for the finest 'tables."
(VoI21 No.11)
Wally Phono Tools *
Makes cartridge installation in these "do it yourself"
days, fast, easy. and ultra reliable, sys M F. Custom lasercut Wally Tracktor is indispcnsible. Other tools for
V'I'A, anti-skating and azimuth are merely supremely
useful. "My job has been 100 times easier since Wally
came on the scene," sums up the Analog Gum. (Vo120
No.11, VoI21 No.5, Vo125 No.5)
Winds ALM-1 stylus downforce gauge: $599 e
Winds ALM-01 stylus downforce gauge:
$799 *
There are two models of this electronic stylus-pressure
gauge: one 111C•ISUTCS ill tenths of agram; the more
expensive one in hundredths. Built-in spirit-level aplus.
"Absurdly expensive, but the last word in accuracy especially the model that measures to the hundredth of
agram," MF tez. "If you can afford either. get one."
(Vo120 No.1)

Record Research Labs LP419, Clearaudio Diamond
Cleaner stylus cleaning fluids.
Deletions
Audio Physic cartridge demagnetizer, Cardas Sweep
Record, Express Machining "Ile Lift," Lyle Cartridges
alignment tool, Nairn Armageddon L1'12 turntable
power supply, QR/DNM 1
ksign Itingnat Mk.I1XLIt
turntable mat, Shun Mook record clamp, all not tried in
awhile.

PHONO PREAMPSi
MOVING-COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES
A+
Boulder 2008: $29,000
)e,pitc everything else he had ever heard or reviewed.
MF could never have been prepared for what the 2008
offered. He was taken to ahigher level:"What the 2008
delivered was the music's nteanite. .
It was like analog
on acid. Every note, every musical gesture became the
most important, most profound note ever struck until the next one ...The 2008 gripped. mesmerized.

suspended time, and communicated profoundly."
The sound, MF raved on, was "faultless in every area
of performance: soundstaging, imaging, dynamics,
harmonics, frequency extension. solidity. 'bloom' you name it." MF had no complaints. He summed
up:"As with the Rockport System III Sirius turntable,
the 2008 belongs in Class A+ by itself- the single
most impressive electronic audio component I've
heard." (Vol.25 No.7 WWW)

A
Acoustech PH-1P: $1500 555
AcousTech PH-1: $1200
The PI I-1 has been ST's reference phono stage since
1997. WI' called this Ron Sutherland-designed solidstate M M /MC phono preamp "a winner when it came
to producing dynamic shadings ...11t1 conceded little
to the best in the areas of pace and rhythm... never
imposed its own rhythmic signature on the music ...
land] had incredible bass extension." The Premium
version has hand-soldered parts and agold-plated circuit board; Sant found the differences Ix-met:it the
basic mid Premium versioi is to be subtle. yet significant
raising the rating to Class A. "The PI l_Il gave me a
%wk. lllll eand worthwhile sonic improvement. Ilse
sound opened up. Highs became initie extended. I
heard more spatial resolution. 1noted asmall gain in
overall transparency. including better-defined bass."
ST is, however, devoted to his reference: "1 probably
wouldn't run out and sell my standanl PI I-I in order
to upgrade, but Iwould plunk down the extra cash for
the 1' if Iwere buying aPII- Inow." (VoI21 No.6,
Vo125 No.8 WWW)
Audio Note AN-SFZ: $7500
"Aside from being the best-sounding transformer I've
heard, the Audio Note is the most flexible," averred
M F. One can precisely match its input with the internal impedance of the associated cartridge, load the output, or select abypass input with alow (1 ohm) internal
impedance for Audio Note's 10 cartridges, which
allows adjusnnent for balanced or unbalanced signal
input. While this transformer isn't priced in the real
ss-itt-id of most people, MF pointed out that it sounded
rea/good with AN's 10-J/silver cartridge. When used
with more familiar cartridges, MF said, "it produced
amazing dynamic range. tubelike tonal richness (particularly in the midrange), and an overall purity and
freedom from grain and edge that set it apart from any
other !cartridge] I've heard." One downside: "It can
induce unbelievable hum in your preamplifier if you
don't position it properly." Also sold direct via Sounds
of:Silence for $5000. (Vo123 No.11)
Audio Research Reference Phono: $6995
Eleven 6922/6DJ85 power the music, with a5AR4
for tube regulation. Premium Jensen transformers
boost the output to 69dB with no transistors in the
signal pads. Low-gain input optional. MF stood his
ground: "If you waiit 'bloomy' and 'lush,' you'll have
to look elsewhere. If you want 'plush,' you'll get
plenty of that with the Ref." Fast and detailed, he
called it, without sounding hard or etched. Also:
relaxed top-to-bottom ease, neutral tonal balance.
rich harmonics, clarity, background quiet, and unrestricted bass response and dynamics. "...among the
most effectively balanced products I've ever heard,"
he decreed, and one that set "new performance standards." Another of our reviewers who hides his true
feelings! (Vo123 No2)
Connoisseur Definitions 4.0: 515,000
(See M Fs review in this issue.)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15: $4795
A yam lllll -tube phono preamp with switchable subsonic filter that MF said is as "rich and seductive as CJ tutted products tend to be, yet detailed and
rhythmically organized." Few preamps will be as
"well-balanced and musically satisfying... It was neither sluggish nor 'speedy:didn't sound syrupy or clinical, and didn't suffer from any obvious tonal
anomalieslAfekthe'15hadobviouslybeendesigned
by engineers "who know what they're doing." Do be
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careful what you place it on. Series 2contains faster
diodes, improved regulators, and upgraded resistors
and internal wiring. J-10 found the bass to be "tighter,
more articulated, more harmonic, more palpable," the
midrange to be "more detailed and textural," and the
upper midrange and highs to be "more extended and
linear." While the Series 2wasjust as quiet as the original, it seemed to lack the original's bloom front top
to bottom, he decided. Original 15s can be upgraded
to Series 2status for 5575, which includes afresh set
of tubes. (Vo122 No.7, Vo125 No) WWW)
Herron Audio VTPH-IMC: $3250
Stparate versions for MC and MM applications to
avoid sonic compromise; higher-gain model aFET/
tube hybrid. Star grounding, a"rigid" power supply,
separate regulated tube bias supply, four levels of
high-voltage regulation, and aregulated soft-start
DC filament supply all bespeak the VTPH-1MC's
careful design. Mitch like the Audio Research Reference Phono, it "threaded the needle between the
analytical... and the lush." Not as pinpoint, pristine,
and finely layered as the Pass Ono, or as lush as the
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15. Forthright and direct,
and at its best when matched to Hermit's VTSP-1
line stage, said MF, when it achieves mie Class A
performance. Price is for MC version; MM-only version costs 52750. (Vo123 No) WWW)
Linn Limo: $1600 $U e
This solid-state, direct-coupled MC phono preamp,
aJA lave, doesn't offer aloading network —your sole
input impedance choice is 150 ohms. Nor does it offer
much in the way of gain matching —54dB and 64dB
are your only options. But WP thought it was about
the quietest phono section he's heard to date. and raved
about its natural timbre and powerful bass. PM cites
its "sheer emotional impact" and comments, "It really
does sound 'direct-coupled,' with an im nwdiacy that's
quite different front in-yer-face exaggeration, and it's
super-quiet too." Even so, he reports, he'll stick with
his reference Naim. (Vol.21 No.6 WWW)
Manley Steelhead: $7300
The transformer-coupled Steelhead's multiplicity of
gain, loadi ng. and other options prompted M Fto deem
it"the most flexible. user-friendly phono section" he'd
ever encountered. While it's almost impossible to categorize the specific sound of die Steclhead. MF noted
afewconstants: "unusually low noise, spectacular transient speed, rhythmic certainty, clarity of musical line,
breathtaking transparency, and positively astounding
dynamics." Though its flexibility is perhaps its mou
striking feature, it might also be the Steelhead's flaw:
Some audiophiles might be left forever wondering
whether heir chosen setting is the correct one. Nevertheless, the "fast fast, fast, ultra-quiet" Steelhead is now
M F's reference. (Vo124 No.12)
Pass Labs Xono: $4200
For MF, listening to great recordings through the Pass
Labs Xono became "an overwhelming experience."
While retaining the saute basic design, the 76dli-gain
Xono excels in areas in which its predecessor,the Aleph
Ono, faltered. Ille Ono's soft bass is now firm, and a
threadbare midrange has been fleshed out nicely."One
ofthemostaccomplished-soundingphonostages"MF
had ever heard. Its ultra-low noise floor, transparency,
resolution of detail, ambience retrieval, and tonal neutrality weir "absolutely Class A." (Vo125 No.1)
Zanden Model 1200: $15,000
MF deemed the MC version of Zandcn's tubed 1200
(oriffinally called the MC 1000 and designed and lundbuilt by K.azutoshi Yamada) one of the top
vingcoilphonostagesintheworld,offeringtwotransfomier
taps, three equalization curves, and "an absolutely
mesmerizing presentation front the midrange to the
high frequencies." Though it could not achieve the
bass dynamics and solidity of the Manley Steelhead,
it "exuded liquidity, delicacy, air, and transparency
while delivering sharp and fast transients free of
mechanical residue." While it sounded "equally convincing on the hardest rock and the most delicate violin solos," Michael recommended it especially to those
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who listen mostly to classical and jazz. ("Looking sleek,
solid, and unique, it's aimed at the coimoisseur of vintage vinyl who owns awide selection of monophonic
LPs pressed before the RIA Acurve was adapted worldwide in the mid-1950s," explained All Things Vinyl Mr.
Fremer. (Vo123 No.10, Vo125 No.6)

Camelot Technology Lancelot Pro: $995 SU
I
ksigned by 1)oug Goldberg of Audio Alchemy fame,
the l'ro features internal DIP switches for MM/MC
setup. Rechargeable battery pack links dual phono
boards in separate aluminum chassis. The battery pack
plays for 10 hours, but MF "never ran out of enthusiasm for the sound." In some ways, the l'ro mimicked
the best he's heard: "Big, wide soundstage, on which it
placed believably solid, three-dimensional images."
Original version had only 44dB of gain in MC mode,
barely enough for 50011V cartridges. However, aresistor change in production increases the Pro's MC output to 54dli, bringing this longtime favorite of ME's
even closer to his heart. Compared to the Musical Surroundings Phonomena. he found the Pro to be "more
coherent, more refined. and easier to listen to." (Vo123
No.10, Vo125 No.1)
Coph Nia: $1295
MF was blown away by this mysterious MC-only
phono section: "While its bass response was somewhat
soft (but well-extended), its mids and highs exhibited
agorgeously intoxicating tube-like liquidity.TheCoph
Nia's overall presentation came closest to the extraordinary sound of the Zanden 1200." Michael explained,
"I )on't get the wrong idea —the Coph Nia's not even
in the Zanden's league —but it won my vote as 'the
poor man's Zanden.'" (Vo125 No.6)
Final Laboratory Music-4: $3700
In order to get "the most delicately drawn, nonmechanical, yet perfectly focused, almost effervescent sonic picru re ever to tickle you r
tympanic nerve,"
MF suggested coupling the Music-4 with amoderate-gain low-output MC like the Helikon. Michael
raved about the purity of sound generated front the
Music-4. Nevertheless, its modest MC gain (40dB)
was just too much of ablemish to be overlooked.
Large-scale dynamic swings and realistic SPLs were
missing. "Very quirky product with barely sufficient
gain for low output MCs, but very pure sound," he
summits up.Requires either tubed ($2750) or C-ce II outboard power supply ($450), which makes it very
expensive for the sound quality. (Vo125 No.1)
GSP Audio Gram Amp Jazz Club: $999
Based on the more expensive Era Gold MM/R1AA, the
Jazz Club adds two switches that "allow you to select 15
different LP playback curves, including RIAA,NAlie,
and EMI, plus several curves for proper 71irpin playback." The Jazz Club proved to be versatile, exciting,
and fun to use, "Whether you just want adedicated,
high-quality MM piton° section, or play or digitize 78s,
or just want to hear what various LP EQ curves sound
like, the Graham Slec Projects Jazz Club is well worth
considering. Mikey loved it!" (Vo125 No.6)
JA. Micbell/Trichord Delphini: $1295
For those who need lots of (selectable) gain and highquality sonic perMnnance, advised M F. Sounded similar to but in most respects better than the Lehmann
Black Cube, said MF: "More dynamic, with better
depth, instrumental layering, three-dimensionality, and
harmonic development." But not twice as good as the
Cube, even though its price is. Perfect for ultra-lowoutput cartridges. Time l'ro power supply adds $1195, or
buy the whole package for $2395. (Vo123 No.10)
Lehmann Black Cube (Improved): $595 US e
"The improved Cube is one of the High End's greatest values," Mikey says firmly. "It's as good as most
phono sections costing twice as touch —but don't expect miracles. It doesn't reach the exalted levels of the
best in Class A, especially in terms of dynamics and resolution of miter detail. But what do you want for [the
pried? Quiet? Harmonic riches? Flexibility? You got
it. In MM mode at least. Michael found the Cube

offered more pleasing sound than both the Dino and
the Gram 2SE: "There was greater image solidity, and
better rhythmic authority without added harshness.
There were soundstage depth and the beginnings of
the kind of picture you get with far more expensive
phono sections, especially with classical music." PWX
power supply raises price to $874. (Vo121 No.10, Vol.22
No.9, Vo123 No.10, Vol.25 No.6)
McCormack
ossrmsack Audio Micro Phono Drive:
$
This well-made unit uses awall-wart power supply and
is somewhat load-sensitive; MF thought 100 ohms was
best with his preferred cartridges when "it retained its
impressive speed and detail, and everything else
improved. Image specificity. focus, and three-di llllllll
sionality were noticeably enhanced, and, most important, music seemed infused with arich harmonic
'righmess: "Gain 55dB with high-gain setting, but
Mikey liked it better in MM mode. Awell-balanced allaround perfonner. (Vo123 No.10)
Musical Surroundings Phonomena: $600
Michael 'tee's Phonomena design offils "a reasonably
satisfying amount of the main event while glossing over
the subtle spatial, harmonic, and texmral details that
make music sound alive." Nevertheless, what M Ff d
insist important was the fine balance between its
strengths and weaknesses. Asoft. opaque tonal balance
was offset by areasonably fast and clean transient
response. Extended listening left him with a"slight wnse
of cardboardiness, and of arestriction of the liquidity
and flow of live music." Adding the Phonomena's battery pack doubles its price, but replaces the cardboardy
quality with a"relaxed musical flow." (Vo125 No.1)
Naitn Stageline: $1250 with Flatcap 2
power supply
Solid, invi ti lig- sounding S350 phono section with choice
of power supplies. Smooth yet detailed uiiind quality
has the wamith and richness of tubes with the control,
resolution and rhythmic aptitude of solid-state. "Th reedimensional imaging, quiet, no hardness, edge or glare."
according to MF. Lick of user adjustments may be an
obstacle to some. but for those who want to "get it :gild
forget it," the Stageline fills the bill. HiCap power supply ($1900) is claimed to bive higher performance, while
MF noted improved tip umic performance, bass exmnsion, and control with the SuperCap supply (54450).111
addition, everything the original did well was repeated.
"only more emplutically," said M F. Still, the Stageline
is not characterized by lots of air. fast transients, or soundstage width. Nor is it known for flexibility in resistive
load, gain. or capacitance. (Vol.24 No.6, Vo125 No.1)

B&K Phono 10: $698
Competently engineered, fully configurable phono
preamplifier, with A/D converter for both recording
and playing analog in ahome-theater environment.
Lacks "magic," however, concluded MF. Solid Class
C. (Vo124 No.6)
GSP Audio Gram Amp 2SE: $219.95
Built into aplastic box and with stick-on lettering
spelling out its name, the Gram Amp 2SE's looks say
nothing about how good it actually sounds. It delivered "genuine weight and solidity in the initiband and
'Indium. It was quiet, and free of the thinness, edge,
and grain you ti sually get at this price."M Fsummarized:
"Looking Mr away into analog on the cheap? Here it
is. Don't expect miracles, just pleasun listening." You
can't go wrong. (Vo125 No.6)
J.A. Michell/Trichord Research MM/MC
Dino: 5595
While it's smaller and half the price tithe Michell/Trichord Delphini, the Dino uses a
lar circuit and
many of the same high-quality parts. It comes equipped
with "unusually flexible resistive and capacitive loading and gain (up to 74-dB) DIP switches. anti asubstantial power supply based on atoroidal transformer."
Between the D. and the Gram Amp 2SE. it was a
tossup: "The Dino in MM mode was asubstantial step
up fr
he Grant Amp 2SE in speed. LP extension
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and resolution ofinnerdetail but it alsosounded harder.
more tOrward, and somewhat less engaging in either
MM gain position." For Michael's purposes, he would
not spend die difference between the two. He looks
forward, however, to hearing the I
)ino in MC mode.
The I
hno+ power supply adds $450. (Vo125 No.6)
Regis Fono MC: $395
Unimpressive appearance. plastic- construction, and a
wall-wan power supply, but wait till you plug it in. chortied M F: -A$295 MC phono section has no right sounding this good." Quiet, no user adjustments. 63ciliofgain.
pre-loadedat 100ohms. l_ackedthegrainandedge"commostly found in inexpensive, higher-gain phono stages,"
he said, Soute softness and loss attend, but"damn good
for the money.... You could live with this happily for
longer than you might think!" (Vo123 No.10)

D
QED DS-1 Discsaver: $79
ixtx with wall-wart power supply is strictly for
those who find themselves -financially strapped and
need the money to buy anuntable and cartridge." MF
decreed. -1
htesi it do anything too wrong, but don't expect too nitwit," he adds. (Vo123 No.10)

Lamm LP2., Tom Evans Audio I
ksign -The Groove,"
lagerman Technology Tiumpet.
Deletions
Jett Rowland I
ksign Group Cadence, Sonic Frontiers
Phono 1. not auditioned in along time:MonolithicSound
PS- 1/11C- 1replaced by new v'ersion not yet auditioned.

three me
buffers and three layers of error correction; the back-plane topology has room Mr another
drive and multiple plug-in cards for audio and video.
as well as provision for analog inputs (A/I)) and outputs (1)/A), gain/system control, upsampling. and
suultici
-I audio and I
)S1' nxim • -ction.
KR used it lllll stly as asource for the Reference 861
)igital Sum lllll dController in his Meridian surroundfor-music exposé: -Via the analog outputs from the
1)/A plug-in, it was as good is digital gets today." Ciarin. and impact were beyond reproach, with notable
bass definition and treble purity. Superior with 24/96
discs, its882k1 lz upsamplingof-Red Book" CI )s puts
other players at adisadvantage, feels JA. Also has both
in-the-clear and encrypted 96k data output. But as KR
s
lllll med up: "In consideration of its perh llll unce as
aplayer and its configurability is asystem controller.
the 800 can be considered areally attractive value.
superb As t transport; why look elsewhere for the
)A(:?" (Vol.23 No2 WWW)
Sony SCD-XA777ES: $3000
XA777ES is atop-class CI) player whose price
might be justified without regard to its SACI )capabilities," enthused KR, who appreciated its -ability to coin11111111Cdte
staggering dynamic range without apparent
distortion of the lllll steal illusion." The XA777ES presented itself as "transparent. uncolored. and even ruthless in exposing detail in every disc," and "increased the
claritv and opc:nness to an almost startling degree." KR
went on, "lite XA777ES's uncompromising minim
could Ix-disadvantageous -brighmess in the source was
not curable with either Cl) filter.. Iltl WAN defillittly uit
'ac .curate' rather than the 'euphonic' camp." Nevertheless KRMond the XA777ES to"establish IICW standard thr SACI) reproduction... The step from Cl) to
two-channel SACI) was rewarding. the step up to multichannel was
And I. 01Ar17.1112,... 1low could I
have been so happy with less'?" (Vo12:5 Nod WWW)
•

,

SACD, DVD-A, & CD
PLAYERS
Editor's Note: SACI) and 1
)VI )-A player ratings arc
based on how they sound with their respective hi-rez
media, not CI ).

A+
Accuphase DP-85: $16,500
1:xpensive but SACI) playback dropped MFsjaw:"The
Ate upluse is astunning SACI )player
bitting excitMg, rhythm and pacingdidi hannonic development. high
resolution. and precise imaging and soundstaging...The
I
W-85 's SACI )perfomunce set anew standard for digital
.. It produced the eaw, relaxation, tramparency, air. bloom, space -midmost important -plain
old mitsiwl pliature Ilud heretofore associated only with
fine analog playback." Both MF and JA were disappointed with the DP-85's performance on CI )s. however. it was almost as if the I
W-85 was so interested in
keeping my fixtt tapping that it was more concerned
with musical flow than scith letting the harmonics ripen
and develop." said M F. (Vo125 No.9 WWW)
Classe Omega: $12,000
Separate signal paths are used in this two-channel
SACI )player for standard -Red Book" CI >and SACI)
datastreams so dut the best possible Kid
ance can
be extracted from either meditun.J-10 found both that
the ()mega performed well with "Red Ilcxik" CDs and
that SACI swere communicated with an exquisite
"superiority of playback." In SACI) modeJ-10 noted
a
hang,: lusciousness -while Cl ), were played with
-slurp focus" and -dyna lll ics up the litio-hab." Characteristic ofboth fonnats was Nllll nd that remained -big.
full, dramatic, colorful, detailed, and airy." J-10 recommended running the Omega balanced for best
results in cadi Mrinat. -If Ididn't already have the
Accuphase middle Linn middle JCS. the Classé would
be my choice for the one machine that does it all."
(Vol.24 No.11 WWW)
Meridian Reference 800: $17,000-519,000,
depending on options
The transport is acomputer I
WD-ROM drive with
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Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5SE: $6000
This straight 16-bit/44.1 kHz machine uses 6H30
SuperTubes instead of the OAT VK-1)5's 6922s, an
upgraded power supply, and a24-bit 1
)AC section and
digital filter. While J-10 noted that the VK-D5SE's
highs -bumped up against the limitations of 16/44.1,"
its bass had -excellent definition. leading-edge snap.
roundness, fullness of tone. and afine integration of
the entire bass region into the soundscape." The
midrange, too, was "very detailed, warm, flowing,
attractive. alluring." J-10 concluded. "It was more than
fine. For inv. however, it was alittle opaque and somewhat less pellucid up top than what I've become accustomed to." Nevertheless,"If dropping abazillion bucks
on much IllOrC expensive up-over-Around-andthrough overumplers isn't an option he you, Ihighly
recommendlialancedAudioTechnologyWK-1)5SE."
(Vol.21 No.5,originalversion:Vol.25No.3.SEWWW)
Linn Sondek CD12: $20,000
-Sonkhow. this Cl) player just seems to exalt the
music -easily the finest
)player I've had in my
system." says WP. "But melt is it ever expensive!" Not,
perhaps. asane purchase, but aplayer good enough to
drive )ou more than abit crazy. Its measurements were
"about as good is I
have seen from A C:1 )playcr," understated JA, who deems the Linn the finest-sounding CD
source he has had in his system. Stereoplille's "Digital
Source of 1999." (Vo122 No2 WWW)
Naim CD5: $2250 SSS
Mr. Analog felt that while -the Cl )5 had akw shortcomings it proved an easy player to enjoy because it
made lllll sic without apology 'lite CI )5 may not have
sounded as 'exciting' as the CDX, but its more relaxed
sound made listening to music more inviting and coinpe
less:There was more texture antic-dot nithin
the notes. and the sonic picture was more fleshed-out
harmonically. giving MUSIC:1 %AVM riC1111C, I'd notpreviously associated with Nairn players." Slightly dry on
top. with ahint of transient softness, this offset by atotal
lack of grain, edge, and glare. However. the CD5 does

Naim 's "rhythm and pacing- thing as well as you'd
expect. No digital out in the era of Ci )-R might be a
stopper for some, but Naim contends that aS/PDIF
output degrades sound. The Mahal, 2powcr supply
adds$900.but MI:decided you get your money'sworth
with it. -The Flatcap 2didn't fundamentally change
the CI )5's winning, personality. but reinhirced it in
ways not so subtle and very useful. - (Vo124 No.4)
Oracle CD 2500: $9845
Remote-controlled Cl) player/transport that's less a
machine than awork of art. BD: -Equal thirds Buck
Rogers James Bond, and MoMA. with an attention
to detail and fith'finish that scream exquisite handcraftsmanship. - Suspended main chassis is built with
resuuui.iuitt'tuuiit rlil tui mind. "This thing's a
chameleon!
Every time Ithink Ihave afix on it and change asurrounding component to make sure, whatever character I'd associated with it vanishes!" reported the usually
unruffled Mr. D. The Oracle had slightly foreshortened soundstage depth and was abit less dimensional
than other top'players he's auditioned. Still, "the bottom bile is that it did just about everything so well that
it simply faded illt0 the MUSiC.... A unique blend of
superb perfiwinance and incredible style that, in nw
opinion. it Mc ,
.
it ,price," s
llllll tied up MCI )2000
transpoi
$7645. (Vol.23 No.10)
Pioneer DV .AX 10: $6000
With onboard I
I
heital and 1
)TS decoding and
Ili-Bit Legato lank Con;ersion. the DV-AX 10 is the
first of Pioneer's -universal" disc players launched in
the US. It plas, two-channel SACD, multichannel
DVD-Auclio, I
WD-Video, Cl), and CD-R discs.
Intrinsic to all modes %WIC transparency, tonal balance...and palpability, though SACI )perfiinnance was
not as good as either I
)Vi -A or SACI )sound from
tither players* it u
was struck by asc llllll huge marked
by -linearity, bass authoriw, sweet and open highs. and
. irange to make the average audiophile plotz with
pleasure. - Nonetheless, this was offset by a-slightly
forward treble region. - (Vo125 No.2 WWW)
Simaudio Moon Eclipse: $5295
The Moon Eclipse is Simaudio's first -statement" digital product. -Everything about it -technology, build
quality, user interface, cosmetics -reflects carefid
thought and lavish attention to detail," declared BD.
Has an external 24-bit/96kHz digital input. Why?
Jumpering the digital output and input bypasses the
H
)Jigit.ul filter, the data being passed instead to
aBurr-liniwn filter. "Although the market demands
HI C1) capability. the filter degrades the Eclipse's
playback ofnon-ei coded discssfightly decreasing resolution and focus, -said 131). -Ifyou want to twat what
this player can do, take my -and Simaudio's -advice:
Bypass the
)CI )chip." S
gup, 111) thought
that the Eclipse's perfomunce was"excellent in nearly
every regard, and truly exceptional in N4/111e... While
it wasn't perfectly neutral, it was awfully close, and its
deviations -aslight lack of loss-buss power and a
slightly cool overall tonal balance -were lll i
ll or and
very cas', to live with." (Vo124 No.4 WWW)
Sony SCD-0555ES: $800
U; found this five-disc carousel changer for SACDs
and Ci )s to be "competent, fast, dynamic, and forceful," with outstanding "punch and rhythmic drive."
He loved it in two-channel SAC1) mode. noting a
"width and depth not heard before... There was an
open. extended. and effortless quality that had a
remarkable smoothness and liquidity." Multichannel
sound WA, "
wandess, extremely clear and effortless...
very seductive." Built-in multichannel bass management provided only rudimentary mom interaction
adjustments, however. LG swooned: "The SCD0555ES rendered timbre and musical color with far
greater depth than I've ever heard from atwo-channel system... The musical values Iheard were notjust
good, but brouhrakinjz."(Vo124 No.10 WWW)
Toshiba SD-9200: $1499
Listening to this DVD-Audio/Video player in twochannel CI )mode, CS found that the SI )-920(t's laidback presentation and snuxith treble -pnwed just as
95
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inviting" as his reference CAL DVD-20. "Given the
quality of this sleek, sexy, straightforward performer,
the attention Toshiba has devoted to details under the
hood,and the SD-9200's DVD-A capability, there exists
apalpable appeal for audiophiles." Examining the
'9200's DVD-A performance, KR karped about the
complex control and menu systems found in multichannel components. But the Toshiba was "superb with
multichannel DVI )-Audio discs... Perhaps because of
its a
gulag outputs, two-chan girl or six-channel were significantly smoother.. That it also did such nice jobs
with movies, CDs. HDCDs. and everything else made
the Toshiba SD-9200 an all-around winner." "All in all,
this is impressive measured performance," intoned JA.
(Vol.24 No.6, Vol.24 No.7 WWW)
Wadia 861: 17950
With its premium components and its painstaking
attention to detail. Me 861 was adelight to use and listen to, found BD. The sound was incredibly clean and
clear, with a"precise reproduction of dynamic transients." "71w piano and cymbal didn't seem louder with
the Wadia than with other players; they were simply
more vivid and lifelike." B1) noted. however, aslightly
forward presentation that slid not always complement
the music. Though images were "more three-dimensional. and their edges were more clearly defined," the
Wadia sometimes created aperspective that "didn't
quite match the venue." Along with the Wadia's warns
tonal balance, this characteristic established a"vivid,
engaging presentation." (Vo125 No3 WWW)

Adcom GCD-750: $1400 $U
Fourdisal-diffetentia120-bit Burr-Brown PCM-1702P
I
)ACs are at work in this cost-effective machine, along
with the PM D-100 HDC1) decoder/filter. BD found
it "a solid, consistent perfimner" with "good overall
balance and superb dynamics... It extends its excel
lence much further toward the frequency extremes
than does its competition." Ois the minus side. "it doesn'tquite match the best in tennsoftransparency,dimensionality, and reproduction of low-level and inner
detail." Nevertheless, he'd "unhesitatingly recommend
it to someone shopping for aCD player in the subS2000 range." 1999 Stereophile "Joint Budget Component oldie Year." (Vo123 No.1)
Arcam FMJ CD23: $2199 US
Tisis repackaged Full Metal Jacket version of the wellregarded Alpha 9has new features that are more than
skin-deep, reported LB as he 1
sd over the vibration-damping, upgraded power supply and redesigned
analog output stage. The Cl 23's 24-bit Ring DAC is
vimully identical to that of the $12k Elgar. Gets the lowleveldetailsrightsez LB:outstandingperformance with
more detail and less tizz. "Your last Cl) player? You
betcha," lie quipped, scoping the rapidly changing digital landscape. "Which is why I'm buying the review
sample. Ineed akiller Cl) player min" (Vo122 Nos.1,
2. & 4, Alpha 9; Vol.23 No.7 WWW. FMJ CD23)
Cairn Fog v2.0: $1095 SU
The optional upsampling card ($500) uses an Analog
Devices AD1896 upsampling chip, boosting the signal to 24/192. Despite its name, the Cairn Fog offered
only crystalline playback: "Noise -digital artifacts are summed and canceled, sending avery clean, clear
signal to the player's analog output stage." ST raved,
"This was surely one of the most exquisitely detailed
Cl) players Ihave heard, for any price." While he
found the midrange and treble to be "exceptionally
smooth, sweet, and extended," the top end was marked
by "delicacy, definition, and detail." ST checked his
wallet, and pondered, "Would Ibuy this player at this
price? illisoh 00000 ne" (Vo125 No.6)
Integra DPS-9.1: $1800
In two-channel mode, CS "was impressed by this DVI
Audio player's speed. transparency, clarity and bass extension." Throughout the review, phrases popped up
such as, "gave avery good account of itself' and "pleauntlysurprised bythe DPS-9.1'sfirst-rateperfonnance."
CS pointed to the way the Integra handled "orchestral
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swells and transients, its resolution of low-level information and illumination of individual images, and the
overall clarity and depth of its soundstage." And don't
forget the "resounding low-end slam and ease of presentation, and its open, airy soundstage and vivid depiction of images as both localized acoustic events and AN
pans ola greater blend," which he fo llllll "most satisfYing." A "Follow-Up" ois the 1)PS-9.1's performance in
surround mode for music is in the works. (Vol.24 No.9)
Musical Fidelity A3.2: $1495 $U
Costing S300 more than the teem lllll ended A3. the A32
adds the "magic bullet." upsampling. With the saine
mechanism. control electronics. DA('. and filter as the
no-longer-available. three-times- the price Nu-Vista 31 ).
the solid-state A32 is claimed to reaches 85% of the formiser's sound. Excellent retrieval of low-level information. sweetly extended treble, good dynamics, found ST.
"One of my top recommendations in aCD player," Sans
stints up. (Vo123 No.10, A.3; Vo125 No.7. A3.2)
Philips SACD1000: $1000 $55
The first multichannel SACI )player, the SAL:1)1005 ,
impressed CS in 2-channel mode with its slightly Jai,' back balance. forgiving nature, and very good retrieval
of i
llll er detail. Does everything well, decided KR,
but ultimately Class II for its CDperformance. (Vol.24
No.4, Vol.24 No.6 WWW)
Rega Jupiter: $1895
The Rega Jupiter has the same chassis and top-loading
design as the Planet 2000, but costs twice as munch due
to its using seven separate supplies. compared to the
Planet's three, and two Wolfson DAC chips in dual-differential mode. In side-by-side comparisons
Tellig.
the Jupiter provided a'note powerfid, more dynamic
sound than the Planet. "The Joui DACs delivered superior low-level resolution... There was more detail, hut
it was presented in arelaxetl, natural way. The Jupiter
was harmonically rich - Rega's sonic signature." He
Jup, "Maylw $1895 is snore than you want to
spend on aplayer. Maybe the Planet is the bigger bargain. But the Jupiter shines in its own right. by Jove; I'm
must sure any other player for less than 13.000 can top its
overall pc-Mu-manes.: (Vol.24 No.5)
Rega Planet 2000: 5950 SU
A top-loader with pitfy new looks and anew DAC,
along with other improvements, plus acase "made in
Switzerland and Iseautihilly finished," reported ST. "lise
player had "The hill. rids Rega sound -with lots ofbotly,
like me!" and "could be just the thing to flesh out stringquartet recordings," Sail] surmised. "I loved the Planet
in whatever system h
tried, and h
tried lots of stuff... The
old Planet offered less low-level resolution than the
sew The bottom end was exceptismal, rise midrange
was so neutral, so smooth and sweet, that the Planet was
one of the least-fatiguingC1) players I
have heard. There
was abeguiling sweemess of tone regardless of the amp
or speakers hused. If your present system sounds aggressively hard, dies lacking in body and wannth, if the bass
doesn't boogie, then the Rega Planet may bejust the CI )
player you're looking for. Isee no need to pay more for
aplayer -but you know mycheapskatetendencies.Most
warmly recommended!" (Vol.24 No.4)
Rote! RCD-991: $1299
Roters flagship player features HDCI) decoding, balanced outputs, and adjustable dither. ST found dither
"softens the sound." making it "rounder, smoother more analog-like, if you will." Dithering around, lie
observed: "Even without da ditha, this was one smoothsounding player." The RCI)-991
the most
exciting players ST had ever heard, and was abit laidback for his tastes, but he appreciated its "very good lowlevel rez" even as he longed for more top-end extension.
airiness, and ambient detail. (Vo123 No.9)

Cambridge Audio D500SE: $479 555
Ilse Special Edition replaces the 1)500 and features a
new Crystal CD4391 24-bit/192kFlz dual-differential
stereo DAC, and innards sourced from Sony for lower
levels ofjitter. ST found impnwements in low-level resolution wins "clean, clear sound" and "particularly good

bass, with definition and drive." "No harshness, and
very strong dynamic performance -not alittle 10 lb
weakling like most inexpensive players." he sums tip.
(Vo123 No.9, original version; Vol.24 No.11)
Editor's Note: There
rently listed.
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Class D (1) players cur-

Ayre 1)-1x. Gamut (:1 )-2. Krell KPS 28C, McIntosh
MCI )205
Deletions
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 31) no longer in pmduction; Naim CI )X and Rotel RCD-971 not auditioned
in along time.

DIGITAL PRO4SSORS
Editor's Note: Ihe sound of any particu lam CI)
transport digital processor combination will be
dependent smut the datalink used -see "Bits is Bits?"
by Christopher I
>mum and Malcolm Omar Hawksford,
Stereophile, March 1996, Vol. 19 No3. Unless mentioned, processors are limited to 32/44.1/48k1 I. sample rates. To be included in Class A+, adigital processor
must be capableolhandling )SI )or24/96LPCM data.

A+
Accuphase DC-101: $14,995
With the suite
mums built' quality as Accuphase's
DP-100 transport, the I
)C-101 WA processor accepts
slide-in boanls that permit avariety of ittput and output options and processing capabilities, not the least
being SACI )playback. If DVD-Audio makes it big,
they'll supply ahalal for that too. Digitalia include six
single-hit Multiple Delta Sigma 1)ACs per channel
and, in ansxl towartl independence from aprcamp
(J-10 preferred using one), adigital volume control.
"Ilse hest way to give you an idea of its overall SACD
presentation is to talk about ambience... The
Accuphase combo delivered it like nothing I've ever
heanl in our system before. Totally remarkable." Gendy,
naturally, rektaiiily,SACI) nxsk over the acoustics of)10's listening room. Such words as "liquid," "voluptuous," and "innuersive" pepper his review. The
Marantz SA-1 sounded more fast and transpares nwith
SACDs,but the DC-101 was more refined and sletail ed
than the already musically engagingSony SCD- I. Playback of 16/44.1 CDs was ultimately somewhat misty
and obscured, avictim of the worlds-ahead-in-quality
st
1of SA(:I), decided J-10. (Vol.24 No2 WWW)
Burmester Reference Line 970: $33,000
KR described it thusly: Clad like abattleship. with
licas-y metal plates glistening in chnune and brushed
metal. the 970 leatu res 24-bit/96kHz DACs,1 II )CD,
and five digital and two analog filters. For that price,
it'll cook your d ttoo! "The sound was dynamic
and smooth, with asense of great relaxation and ease."
lie misused. Consistently neutral and enjoyable with all
source material, it offered "a heap of technology -the
nudriple filters, slopes, and memories offer the flexibility to 'rime' the 970 for various sources." The variable outputs are more for convenience. KR posits. and
the 970 works best with an active use stage. "I )espute
the 970's small but consistent advantages in detail,
andsience, and tonal iiitegrity it's hard for me to justify
its cost over the dCS Elgar, or even the Mark Levinson
No360. But that's my problem." The 970 is only recommended if used with die clock-Iiidsed 969 transport. due to high measured jitter when used with
conventional sources. Current version offers %kHz
upsampling. (Vo122 No.12)
dCS 972: $6995 e
J-10 labeled this the "Swiss Army Knife of dCS's pro
audio line" because of its many easy-to-navigate
options. \When used to upsample 16-bit/44.1 kHz Cl)
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data to a24/192 datastream, he loved what it did in
combination with the dCS Elgar. The pairing turned
out to be "extremely balanced" and "absolutely re-platformed digital playback chez I0."JA agrees with J-10
about the sonic improvement when the 972 is used to
upsample CD data, and both nude it his "Editor's
Choice" for 1999 and boughtonc. With the latestv2.3.1
software. the 972 is capable of producing DSI )output
from l'CM sources. Using it to drive the Elgar Plus, J10 found the sound to "come in avery slight second
lin comparison to the dCS Purcell' in the Ultimate
Sound Sweepstakes." Most audiophiles will prefer the
Purcell's simpler interface and slightly better sound,
he decided. (Vo122 No2, Vo124 No.I WWW)
dCS Elgar Plus: $13,995
A remote-control MA processor with digital volume
control that's future-proof in that it will decode twochannel DSI )and 24-bit recordings (although it does
lack HDCI) decoding). "The Elgar sounds sine
superb and has ameasured performance to match," JA
gushed about the original version. While there were
differences between the two units, Our Fearless Leader
felt the Elgar was within striking distance of his longtime reference, the Mark Levinson No.30.5.1 lowever,
he added."d lc sound of 96k Hztapes recommitted by
the Elgar was simply more real. And that is what the
High End is all about." Compared with the original,
Elgar, the Plus adds support of DSD. SDIF-2, and
IEEE-1394 interfaces, the ability to slave to an outside
word clock. adigital output, and asubstantially expanded function menu. With these upgrades. J-10
found the best sound to be km into the amps (no
active line-stage necessary), fine-tuned with achoice
of four filter settings. "In away, the elegance of the
Elgar Plus is all about the highs," he decided. The rest
of the frequency spectrum is aknockout as well: very
liquid and
.
• I. "For those who appreciate refinement, art, watches, wines, classic cars, and, of course,
music, then paying S11,995 for such an admittedly
great-sounding digital filter may be just the ticket."
(VoI20Nos.7& 12, Vol.22 No2,Vol.24 No.1 WWW:
see .also the Sony SCI)-1 review in Vo122 No.11.)
dCS Purcell: $6995
Audiophile version of the dCS 972 digital/digital
processor accepts sample rates of 32-96kHz and outputs 32-192kllz at 16-24 bits in avariety of digital
formats. Noiseshaping and dither options are switchselectable. J-10 found the Purcell's sound, in conjunction with the Elgar Pius DAC, to be "smooth,
liquid, very natural, yet fast and revealing." You can
save some scratch by pairing it with the less expensive
dCS 1
klitas, which uses the Sallie Ring DAC technology as the Elgar. In any case, J-10 points out, the
combo gives new and exquisitely musical life to existing 16/44.1 CI )s. "For nie." he concluded, "the Purcell/Elgar Plus is an upsunpling digital reference of
the first order." Now includes IEEE-1394 interface as
standard. (Vo124 No.I WWW)
Mark Levinson No.30.6: $17,500
The No.30.6 carries Mark Levinson's "Reference"
label..ind they're not kidding: Madrigal intends to support the unit no matter what data sources lie in our
future. Uses dual-differential 24-bit DACs, accepts
data rates up to 96kHz. and does HI WI). JA bought
the 1992 review sample, had all the upgrades done,
and loved 'cul. "I)on't infer.., that the No.30.6 'blew
away' the '30.5. It didn't. In absolute menus, the differences were small -but they were still important. I
recommend'30.5ownersupgradetheirprocessorsassoon
as budget and the factory's schedule allow," he counsels.Upgrades:$4995 from No..30or'30.5, S4495uithout new front panel. (Vol.15 No2, Vol.16 No.6, No30:
Vol.17 No.10, Vol.18 Nos.3 &4,No30.5; Vo122 Nos.I0
& 11, No.30.6. WWW)
Muse Model 296: $3000
96k1 lz capable. With Muse's $3500 Model Eight
DVI )/C1) transport, this was one of the first two-box
DVD-Audio/-Video solutions to hit the High End.
"This system is here to stay," SI )decided, citing its "relatively modest $6500 price tag, robust 1
2Sinterface,
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modular flexibility, and compatibility with awide variety of two-channel software." He also gave the Muse the
nod for "accurate transient definition, image focus, resolution of harmonics, and hwalization of instruments."
JA found the 296 to be very smooth-sounding. III )and
MC are less impressed, however, the latter finding the
presentation to lw too smooth. According to SI), anew
and improved power supply, among other updates,
"solidifies its topflight ranking" and justifies its inclusion
in the highest class. (Vo122 Nos.4 & 10)
Wadia 27ix: $8950 SU
RH found that the original No27 "presented apalpability and immediacy I
hadn't heard in my system before
[omits to its] extraordinary transparency, resolution, and
natural reproduction oft-indite." The 27's adjustable output -controlled in the digital domain -allows you to
drive apower amplifier directly from the 27 without the
need for apreamplifier. RH concluded that "numing
straight into the amplifier took me asignificant step
closer to the music -the last step between great sound
and goosebump- raising magic."Currenrif version can
handle 96kHz data and can be slaved to aWadia 270
processor via aseparate clocklink connection -"Class
A with abullet!" exclaimed John Atkinson about this
combination, which produced asound that was "jawdropping" when hooked up directly to his Levinson
monoblocks. "Mids were snmoth, textured, sexy, and
delightfid," J-10 wrote of a2001 sample driven lw a
ClockLitiked Wadia 270. Wadia is now owned by Audio
Video Research. Upgrade from 27 to 27ix, $450 plus
shipping and handling. (Vol.19 No.10, Vo122 Nos.4 &
10, Vo125 No.1 WWW)

A
Camelot Technology Uther v2.0 Mk.3: $2995
e
"Simply the best DAC I've used to date: said KR in
1998.11e elaborates: "When used without preamp and
with its own analog gain control, the sound quality (not
the cx. ties or the user interface) of this DAC qualifies it for Class A. In this twilight of the Red Book standard, Ihaven't heard aDAC that gets more from it."
Latest Mk.3 version offers improved remote control
(the rest of the circuitry is the sanie). "A remarkably
sweet and musical 20-bit DAC, as well as afull digital
controller with an excellent stepped analog volume contml," sums up Mr. R. Owners of Mk.1 or Mk2 versions
may upgrade to Mk.3 at no cost by wilding their unit
in with an RA#. The Uther v2.0 is now shipped with
the nesv remote at the sanie price. Tile 24/192 Mk.4
(not yet auditioned) costs $3995. For Mk.1-3 owners.
Mk.4 upgrade available factory-direct for $995. (Vol2
No.4, Vo122 No.12)
Chord DAC64: $3040
JA decided that the sound of the "eye-poppingly gorgeous" I
)AC64 was "fairly ordinary" without its RAM
buffer engaged.1 lowever, "switching die buffer in circuit both sweetened the tonal balance and made the
perceived stage deeper," he found. Compared to the
Musical Fidelity A3 24 ,"The Chord had an overall more
laid-back presentation and agreater degree of lowermidrange bloom... Ile Chord's bass was fatter, with
less-well-defined leading edges to bass guitar and double bass." Still, JA was impressed: "The I
)AC64 should
be ranked highly... Many listeners should find its silkysmooth highs seductive, as well as its slightly la rgerthan-life lows. (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.360: $5000
Class A, says Klt, "ceding by only the finest of margins
to the SlOk+ DACs. The 360 is at the point of inflection of the price/performance curve: 24/96. HDCI),
and all that jazz." KR continued: "ne staggering
dynamic range seemed absolutely effortless.. .. Middle
and top notes had aglorious ring to them... The music
just seemed to be there in my room." 1
lis final word on
die matter: "no obvious defining character." (Vo122
No.I2 WWW)
Musical Fidelity A3 24 :
$1195 US
One of the great digital bargains available today, ST feels.
"It's an astonishing bargain that belongs in Class A of

'Recommended Components." Like the Nu-Vista 31),
the A3 24 uses the Crystal CS8420 sample-rate converter
chip to upsample to 96kHz, but adds usecond chip to
go all the way up to 192kHz. Power supply is smoothed
with chokes. ST "heard more space and air, more lowlevel resolu tion,and, subjective' y.ssider dynamic range."
He went on: "hie sound opened up and bloomed almost the way it does with SACD. Iheard han lllll tic
delicacy -an e"xtension and sweetness to the treble that
reminded nie of analog at its best, the way that SAO)
does.""Superbmeasuredperfiirmance,"addeMA,"viith
no indication that Musical Fidelity's A3 24 has been compromised in any way to get its price down to lwlow
$1200." (Vo125 Nos.4 & 7WWW)
Perpetual Technologies P-IA: $1099
The P-IA digital/digital processor can enhance resolufion to 96kHz and 24 bits now, and eventually will output 1921(11z. It will also correct loudspeaker amplitude
and phase (and the acoustics of your room as well). RI),
once he figured out the P-1A's multi-function buttons
and myriad flashing lights, found tharthe timbrai qualities of instmments seemed more mie to life, with less
of the synthetic 'digital' character that many audiophiles
dislike about CD sound...11c much preferred the sound
of the lu-1A/l'-3A together dun the l'-3A alone (see
"Digital Processors"), finding the pairing more detailed,
with greater clarity and asmoother, more grain-free
upper midrange and treble. "Enabling Resolution
Enhancement (Output Bit 1)ensity set to 24) took performance to ahigher level still," he enthused, voting for
Class A for the combo, despite the apparent and significant worsening of the measured performance compared with the P-3A alone, particularly with respect to
jitter. This worsening was even apparent with the theoretically better 1
2Sconnection lwrween the It IA and
P-3A. Another sample has been requested for further
technical probing. This recommendation is therefore
provisional. (Vo124 No.I WWW)

Apogee Electronics PSX-I00 SE: $3995
This 24-bit pro-audio, two-channel, A/ D-D/A «inverter features up to 96kHz sampling, with 24-bit data
outputs and UV22 pnwessing to 16 bits fin- archiving Ll's
and other analog sources. Extensive input and output
switching and format conversion. A "reasonably priced
high-quality A/I) for archiving to 24/96 using inexixusive AI
TASCAM MI )M recorders, or 24-bit
WAV files on ahard drive," said MF, who thought it even
made agcxxl standalone 1)/A converter. "I kg,. wellfixosed kiss, snappy pacing. detailed transient perfie111.111CC, and tonal balance the is, overall, neutral if
somewhat clinical." said Ile Analog One. Nor was he
absolutelycrazy about the results of UV22 processing, his
reservations being mostly timbral and textural. Review
sample suffered from interaction Iwtween the A/I )and
D/A clocks when set to different frequencies: current
pmduction said to be fixed in this regard. (Vo123 No.6)
GW Labs DSP Sample Converter: $399
Using Crystal's "fourth generation" CS8420 sampleconverter chip, the I I' Sample Converter upsamples
and recloas the 44.IkHz datastream from your CI)
player or transport. Upsampling revealed "more space,
more air, and smoother. sweeter treble." Si' summarized, "hie (;W Labs I
)SP is way recommended. You
can't go wnmg." (Vol.25 No2)
Monarchy Audio Digital Interface Processor
24/96: $249 En
This jitter-reducing device uses aI'LL to recover the
master clock, suppress as c(llll as possible.encxxle
the new data, and clock into afresh datastream. The
Mk.I1 1)11' handles 24/96 signals and passes all digital
surround formats. including AC-3 and DTS, and
includes anew AC line filter. ST liked the added
smoothness and freed
from edginess. as well as the
more dynamic so
1. "Takes your Class C player and
turns it into aClass A transport? Well, maybe not but agreat way to get gox1 sound from an ordinary,
player, maybe even a(:I) changer with only aTosLink
digital output." he adds. (Vol.24 No.2 WWW)
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MSB Link DAC III: $499-$995 $SS
The Link III ofters user-installed upgrades, including
upumpling (S199), 111)CD decoding ($199). and the
MSB 192k Network (includes upsampling .and
AES/EBU input, $285). Full Nelson version ($899, factory-only) adds 2% Wilma PP caps. low- i uctance Caddock ceramic resistors. ultra-high-speed op-amps.
Roderstein I% helical metal-film resistors in the signalpath. an improved power supply .is well as the NISH 192k
Network. K
channsofthe original's transparency
and inunediac-y Were retained, joined by anewfound
smoothness and seine of ease in the upper frequencies."
No downside to upsampling. KR felt: "The obvious
upgrade route for all tue aged but ftinctional CD players
still doing yeoman's dun.." The P1000 Power Base ($299)
extendsand reinforcesthenetherregionsandAES/EBU
(when it worked properly) earned adouble Wow for its
"musical and impressive" performance over S/P1)IF.
"Unbeatable value," summed up KR. Si' tried the Link
I
)AC Ill without the Full Nelson upgrade, but was more
positive about the upsampling option (realized with the
Crystal chip):"With upsampling. the overall tonality was
richer, riper. fuller.. Iheard cellos take on more body.
more bloom.The sound had more weight -like ine.This
added richness was accompanied lw more apparent lowlevel detail." He thought every recording. when 'iliumpled. seemed "more natural. often spectacularly so." RI )
is also an MSB fan but ultimately prefers the Perpetual
combo. (Vo122 Nos.I & 12 WWVV, original version;
Vo123 Nos.9
12, Vo124 No2 WWW,
Perpetual Technologies P-3A: $799 SU
This high-performance 24. 96 MA converter is based
on the latest Crystal CS4397 MC chip and C94420
simple-rate
iverter."One ofthe best-measuring 1
)/A
converters Ihave encountered: declared JA, while RI)
warned that the l'-3A, in combination with the P- IA.
reached alevel of playback "that must have manufacfirers of multi-kilobuck digital processors hoping that
not too many customers find out about it."
)found
that the le Power Plant power supply, available for $349
from Monolithic Sound, improved the sound. ModWright's I
)an Wright wrings Class A sound from the
P-3A by substituting parts in its analog stage and power
supply. The changes are billy endorsed by irr. who
extend their warranty to the modified units. RI) noted
"a drop in background noise. which resulted in music
emergiiig from the backgrouiiiml with greater clarity. The
treble bee:
more open. detailed, and airy, with no
added edge or hardness. There ssasalsoaiteitiiaticeiiient
of dynamics." New unit direct from ModWright costs
$1099; upgrade only costs 5300, plus return shipping
and insurance. (Vo124 Nos.I & 10 WWW)

Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe: $399
PCI-interitce computer soundcanl that JA described
as "smashing the boundaries between component categories." Ilandles two channels of balanced I/0 on
TRS la" phone jacks and two channels of S/PD1F digital on RCAs. Offers up to 24-bit word lengths and unipie rates of up to 96k1 lz, and has extension port to sync
with other Cardl kluxe cards to assemble ahi-rez, inexpensive multi-track digital recorder. Saves music data as
two-cha lllllll PCM WAV files, so use Lst, big-gig hard
drives. IA thought it sounded full-bodied, with good
low-fn:quency extension and definition. Astonishing
pemnance for the money (especially:mite new lower
price): "the most cost-effective way of making aPC an
integral part of ahigh-end system." Ultimate sound
quality will very snitch depend on the host PC. Optional
AES/EBU adapter costs $50, but lowestjitter and noise
floor with external DACs will be achieved with a
TosLink connection. (Vo123 Nos.9 & 11 WWW)
RME Digi%/8 PAD: $635
The original Pro, no longer available. was acomputer
soundcard with PC1-bus interface fie Macs and PCs. It
offered one pair of unbalanced analog outputs On a
TRS jack. digital input and outputs (S/PI )1F coax and
optical. AES/EBU, AI )AT optical), and useful bundled
software. Supports 32. 441 48. 64. and 96kHz, and up
l "
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to 24-bit resolution. The Digi96/8 PAD (see Vo125
No.3) is essentially the saute as the Pro, but with an An)
input, which worked "marvelously." according to WP.
"For what really counts -accurate and easy recording
and playback of you r
own music." he concluded. (Vo123
No.11, Vo124 No.1, Pro; Vo125 No.3 WWW)

Onkyo MSE-U33HB USB: $199
'This iMac-like plastic box hooks up to your Mac or PC
and includes "built-in I-bit A/I) and MA converters
and apreamplifier, as well as three convenient frontUSB ports.... Onkyo bundles [al with BIAS,
Inc.'s Peak LE, which allows easy and very convenient
CD-quality (or lower) hard-disk recording from analog
systems. Peak LE can also read and encode M1 13. Sin
wave. and RealAudio files.... You can digitize LIN or cassettes. and there's even amicrophone input." HOwever,
said ME"The MSE-U33H II is worth gettingjust for die
impnwement in sound." The only drawback is that it
does' it include digital inputs and outputs. (Vo124 Nit.10)

Sutherland I2dAX7 USli 1
)AC, Weiss Medea
Deletions
Bel Canto I
ksign DAC Ireplaced by I
)AC 2, not yet
auditioned; Creek OBI 1-14 discontinued.

CD, DVD, & SACD
TRANSPORTS
AiAccuphase DP-100: $12,995
Built like agolden tank, this impressive transport plays
CD. CD-R, and SAC1) single-layer, dual-layer, and
hybrid (SACI)/CD) discs. S/PI )1F output is for CI )s
only, with SAC1) signals appearing on the proprietary
RJ-45-based HS-Link. Use of aSony mechanism
means the sanie long disc-read times as the SCI)- I. This
suave performer has become Mr. Ten's reference transport beating out even the i
p-driven, air-bearing
Forwll Air Reference. 1
lis usual setup nuts HS-Link to
the Accuphase I
)C-I01 processor for SACI )playback,
and the S/ PI )1F output to the dC S972 or Purcell/ Elgar
Plus combo for the Very Best of All Possible Worlds.
(Vo124 No2 WWW)
Meridian Reference 800: $17,000-$19,000,
depending on options
As well as playit
WI )s amid CI )s. it upumples its output to 882kHz (CI)) or 96k Hz (I)Vl)). See "SACI
DVD-A, & CI) Players." (Vo123 No2 www)

A
47 Laboratory PiTracer: $25,000, with one
Power Humpty
ldiosyiicratuc
)transport from Japan where the entire
laser pickup housing moves over the rotating disc. You
can nut the PiTracer with one 47 Lab 4700 Power
H pty power supply, or ust. asecond H pty (51800
each) to run the two sections separately. J-10 gushed:
"My immediate impression of the PiTracer, later backed
up by many hours of contented listening, was of sonic
clarity... Eve heard this kind of presentation so far only
&tun SAW: Tite backgrounds were blacker than black,
resulting in an enhanced sense of imaging. And running
it directly into the Elgar Plus, then to the Krells, gave nie
more of that special ease Icrave, and which Iassociate
with high-bit-rate, high-sampling-rate machines."
(VoL24 No.9 WWW)
Burmester Reference Line 969: $27,500
Why abelt drive? For amore precise and quiet bearing.
Bunnester says. "The rear panel lus every sort of digital
output imaginable in aconsumer machine: KR effused.
While the 969 was"beyond reproach: its singular advantage over other transports was in its sync-locked clock
mode with the 970 DAC. "1 feel alittle queasy suggest-

ing that adding aens', [CD-cmly) transport to a$33k
DAC is gtxxl idea, but that's the only way to get all
of the best out of the 969." (Vo122 No.12)
Mark Levinson No.31.5: $10,000 .
c
Upgrade to the original No31. "A 'reference' component if ever Iheard one," insisted JA. ... asupreme
example of ,u state-of-the-art, potentially finure-pnxi
CI) transport: lite improvement offered over the
No31 transport was substantial, he said. "With the
'31.5 recovering the hits...1 theardj the best Ihave yet
to hear from the 16-bit digital standard." "Ilowever."
he cautioned, "even the cheapest upgrade to '31.5 stat
replacing as it does everything other than the chassis mid
half the power supply, is quite expensive ata hair under
530(10." (Vol.16 No.6: see also RH's response to a
reader's letterin Vol.16 No.9,p25, No31; Vol.19 No.10
W\VVV. No31.5.)
Mark Levinson No.37: $4500
1J N compared this transport to the firmly ensconced
Class A No31.5 .ind found the less expensive Levinson "a little mitote open and .tiry. WIth more apparent
depth and alittle tighter bass... It sounded better. To
nie." However, he pointed out that others !night prefer the more relaxed presentation of the '31.5. The
important thing, as he saw it. is "the price of state-ofthe-CI )-art is coming down." (VoI20 No.1 WWW)
mbl 1621: $15,500
-1
just couldn't keep my hands off it!" KR crowed.
"Operating the lid was strangely and deeply satisfyingSutherland 12dAX7 USB DAC ...I kept on
choosing the 1621 when Iwanted to play music
rather than audition equipment." Although hard to
single omit on the basis of sonic performance in cotnparison to other heavy-hitter transports, it allowed
"all the wonderful characteristics"ofthe nib' 151 I
IiR
DAC to shine through. "Draw your own conclusions," he counsels. (Vo122 No.12)
Wadia 270: $7950 e
The 270 is physically identical to Wadia's 850 and
860x CI) players, hut has an updated Cl) transport
mechanism, adigital output, and aMode button on
the remote that steps the pair through three states of
"resolution enhancement." "lite sheer vividness of
the Wadia 270's presentation driving the Wadia 27ix.
coupled with laid-back high frequencies that resembled nothing so much as the real thing, nude this ill.
best Ihave ever heard from any digital audio t,
nology: JA concluded. With the ClockLinked 271i
and 27ix together, J-10 found that "bass was extraordinary. the transitions upward smooth, the midluss to
midrange easy, the midrange itself-quite tasty and texnwal. For the most pan the highs were sweet and
engaging, offset by only the tiniest hint of digititis on
top." I'mewl-, J-10 warned, without the ClockLink
engaged, "everythingjust collapsed and got strident."
(Vo122 No.4. Vo125 No.1 WWW)

Linn IGvor Tunboks hard-disk music server:
$20,000, in typical setup
See -Complete Music Systems." (Vo124 No.12
WWW)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class C or 1)
Ch) transports listed.
Deletions
Muse Model Eight not auditioned in along time.

CD ACCESSORIES
Auric Ill
dot $39.95
According to LB, "It's two (:I) tweaks in one, midi a
black felt pen that you apply to the edges and agooey
fluid that that you spread on the playing surface and
buff off with the supplied cloth. The fluid is claimed
to impnwe the optical properties of the surface. Maybe
99

VIENNA ACOUSTICS REFERENCE CLASS
Experienced observers of the art have oft noted that it is frequently the second-from-the-top
that offers the optimal balance of performance and value. So it is with the all new Strauss",
derived from the award winning Mahler. At slightly more than half the price, Strauss looks,
sounds, and is built like aMahler but is tuned for optimal performance in standard-sized rooms.
Designed as the perfect match for Mahler and Strauss when used in areference-caliber theater, Oratorio's'
brings true reference quality in acenter channel. While indisputably grand in scale, its performance
justifies its size with profound bass extension more common to
better subwoofers. These two new additions form the basis of
aWorld Class theater or music system. Strauss and Oratorio,
from Vienna Acoustics.

auss at $5995 the pair
in beech or black,

95 in rosewood (shown)
Oratorio Reference
Channel at $2995
or black, $3295
(shown)

•
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so, given that treated CI )s have greater focus and clarity (sonically. that is)." (NR)
Compact Dynamics Optrix: $16.95/2-oz
bottle, treats 100 CDs
CD-I
)disc cleaner and antistatic spray that does a
great job of eliminating fine dust and dirt, says SI),
while preventing the return of dust with its long lasting antistatic properties. Even makes most new CDs
sound subtly better, perhaps by removing molding
pi
leftover from disc manufacture. (NR)
Furutech RD-2 CD "demagnetizer": $349
-In every case," declared RD, "after the dernagnetizati011 OC.11111ellt the CI )sr
led fresher, with cleaner
highs and abetter sense of space." (V0123 NO.4)
Nordost Eco 3antistatic spray: $39.99/8-oz
bottle
"Spray it on. wipe it off: ashot of this on CDs, electronic
equipment. and cables will clean up asurprising amount
of sonic smog," claims BW.
and BM concur. WP
adds, "Frustratingly audible when applied to the label
side of Cl )‘.." Ile lutes when that happens. (NR)
Deletions
Compact Dynamics CI) Magic and Cl) Clean! no
longer available.

MUSIC SURROUNDSOUND COMPONENTS
A
Bryston 9B-SST: $4295
Five channels, 120Wpc into 8ohms, see "Power Amplifiers." (hunnerly 91i-TI IX) (Vo123 No.9 WWW)
Meridian Reference 861 surround controller:
$16,000—$19,000, depending on options
Multimedia controller with video, 1)SP-based decoding
for matrixed and discrete lllll Whaling:1 audio sources.
See "Preamplifiers." (Vo123 No2 WWW)
Myryad MDP 500: $2995
As wdl as nine pairs of analog stereo inputs and six digital inputs, this multichannel puxessor has a"71-channel"
analog input that is fed directly to the analog volume
control and output stage. "The general impression was
one of clarity without glare or brightness," said KR, who
preferred feeding the Myryad with digital signals, when
it was elevated into "an entirely glorious realm of transparency and openness... It also offered consistent power
and warmth from all the players Itried, even though
each of these had more 'personality' when fed to the
MI W's '7.1' input via their 1
)ACs." With DTS or Dolby
Digital CDs and DVDs, "the Myryad's decoding was
stable and clean." Slllllll ling up, KR "found little to criticize about the Myryad M DP 500's performance. It's a
bang-up multichannel preamp-processor with all the
digital and analog inputs and modes needed for almost
any audio and/or video source out there. (Dolby-EX
and 1)TS-ES capabilities are in the works)" lis addition,
purists can use the bypass capability of the "7.1-channel"
input/output, which Kal felt was the equal of the highest-quality analog components. "As an analog passthrough controller, it is thoroughly transparent and in
the A class." But as atwo-channel digital preamp or a
DAC, it probably deserves.' I
Ile decided. (Vo124 No.6)
Sony TA-P9000ES: $700 $$$
Sony describes the TA-P9(810ES as "a pure audio multichannel prea mpli fier equipped with two sets ofinputs
for 5.1 analog multichannel audio sources, enabling
scies'
,volume control, and amplification." LC;
wrote. "The TA-P9000ES's fien'finish are tops — I
loved it." Ile was especially pleased by all of its many
ossutrisi fink-WHIN. "rarely found on preamplifiers three
times the price." KR was also impressed. He felt the
Sony to be only slightly less transparent than the best
preamps on its two active (multichannel) inputs. "It
easily compensates for that with the blandishments of
arock-solid soundstage courtesy of the best SACD and
DVD-A sources." he explains adding that the bypass
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(MCH or stereo) inputs are above reproach. "In fact,
if it had akw 'note active inputs, it would be aformidable preamp as well as afonnidable value." He did
wrestle aresponse from Sony in regards to the TAP9000ES' mysterious hum pickup: "If thisoccurs, Sony
recommends taking the TA-1'9000ES to an authorized
dealer rut service center, where this can be remedied
by repositioning awire located on the main board."
Sony claims that all production as of May 2002 includes
this change. (Vo124 No.10. Vo125 No.7 wvi\x/)

Lexicon MC-1: $5995
Remote-controlled digital audio/video controller that'll
do 1)olby AC-3, THX, ITS, surround-sound synthesis, and 24-bit A/I )and 1)/A conversion. The MC-1
digitizes the two-channel analog inputs, there are no
multichannel analog pass-through inputs for multichannel I )-A or SACD and video fans will find no
video switching for component video inputs. But how
did it sound? LG: "It delivered aclean, pundw audio signal that remained dynamic at both moderate and high
volumes.. I'm convinced —surround sound is here to
stay." The MC-1 brought out the very best from DV1)Audio and DT'S 5.1 surround musical sources, he felt.
I'M, however, found the MC-1 to sound too "digital,"
which may correlate with the high level ofjitterJA found
on the testbench. Use TiusLink rather than electrical connections. he advised: and shut off the front-panel display, whirls apparently sprays RN around the cha.ssis and
worsens the measurements significantly! (Vo124 No.3)
Theta Digital Intrepid: $3500
Five channels,100Wpc into 8ohms, see "Power Amplifiers." (Vo125 No.7 WWW)

PREAMPLIFIERS
Editor's Note: Apart from the Blue Circle, Connoisseur, Con rad-Johnsons, Herron, Hovland, and
CAT, all the Class A preamplifiers offer balanced outputs. And unless noted, the preamplifiers listed do not
have phono stages. Note that the Z-Systems rdp-1 only
accepts digital sources.

A
Ayre K-1X: $6750
Upgrades to the original K-1 include acompletely
reworked ground-partitio ll i
ll gscheme, additional RF
filtering, and new high-density polymer feet. Owners
of the original can upgrade to the latest refinements for
$450. Pli hllll ul that low-level details emerged effortlessly, transients were tracked like radar, and the overall
presentation was sharp and deep-focused. Due to the
.uhseuiceust uuussse.iuuddistusmois.Pllwashronghrfarcluiser
to the midi of the music than he ever imagined possible:
"The K-1 xprovided arather disturbing exhibition of
how much subliminal-level gunge, hash, and noise is
taken for granted as apart of the sound of even top-level
high-end
ponents." Ile quipped."Does the Ayr(' K1
xbelong in Class A? Are there bears in the woods?"
Remote adds 5.150. dual-mono phono Kurds add S1600.
(Vol.20 No.3, K-1; Vol.25 N0.6., K-1 xWWW)
Ayre K-3x: $3700 $$$
The K-3 solid-state preamp with optional phono board.
MF said, "is avery dose cousin to the K-1 ... [It] was
dead quiet
"But what really got the analog kid'sjuices
flowing was the optional plush. section: "The K-3's
vinyl playback perknnance was among the finest I've
ever heard
ha, pe diurmance was as good as I've heard
...But what was more important than any one facet of
the K-3's phono perkonance was the overall picture,
which held together seamlessly and effortlessly from
top to bottom." Upgrading from the K-3 to the "x" version (5450) brings nuxlifications in the outboard power
supply (including RE filtering). atotal reconfiguration
ofthe g,rounding scheme. and new feet. M Fwrote."The
K-3's basic character remained aconstant. but almost

every perfonnance parameter was improved... There
was greater clarity, focus. image specificity, transient
speed.and —especially —transparency...The Ayre K3x is aclear improvement over the K-3." Remote control adds $250; phono stage adds $1000. (Vo121 No.7.
K-3; Vol.24 No.I I, K-3x)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-40: 84000
Like all BAT preamps, the solid-state VK-40 features
asingle pin stage. an electronic-shunt volume control, zero negative feedback, and no buffers, followers, or op-an ips in the signal path. An optional phono
board is available. "Getting ahandle on the VK-40's
sound was fairly tricky, according to RD. "When I
look back at the totality of my experience with the
VK-40, the word that for me captures its most salient
sonic characteristic is 'dynamic.' In fact. Ithink of this
characteristic as amajor part of the BAT 'sound.'" At
the end of the day, the VK-40 "had power, tautness.
and the type ofquickness that mssakesimstenmngtossuuisus
acompelling experience... Allied with the dynamic
quality was ahigh degree of resolution and transparency." lie thought the $500 price for the internal
VK-1 ,20 phono stage was very reasonable. and called
it "a smooth, assured performer." Winding up, "It
sounds abit soft and laid-back. forgiving rather than
hyper-detailed, harm llll i
llllll rich with plenty of
wanuth."Optionalremotecontroladds$500mptional
Six-Pak capacitors, $500. (Vo124 No.7)
Blue Circle BC3 Galatea: $4650
This class-A triode dual-mono design has point-topoint wiring, five line-level inputs, and atape loop —
all in achassis that impressed CS with its understated
elegance and red-cherry hardwood knobs. Each channel's vol
control is a31-step true-mono resistor
ladder. CS: "faim, laid-back musicality... sweet and
silky ... yet quick and slammingr The midrange was
"warm and glowing." yet never shortchanged resolution. rhythm, or paring. Excellent soundstage depth
and layering. The Effulgent One also found it airy and
extended —
rsive," as he put it. "Supremely
musical and non-fatiguing" about sums it up. It's a
keeper. Inverts absolute phase. Price includes BCG3.I
power supply. (Vo123 No.8 WWW)
Boulder 2010: $36,000
Used with the 2008 phono stage, the 2010 had MF
enraptured: 'the 2010 provided abit more of everything that was great about the phono stage... I've
heard nothing Ilene rilia', what this combination provided. Its dynamic perk', nance was cathedral-like."
MF raved, "lise 2010 is fubsilusuisly built and provides
the luxurious acco lllll iodations well-heeled audiophiles demand and deserve when they spend $36,000
on apreamplifier... It was open, transparent, endlessly resolving harmonically, awl free of grain, glare,
or any other audible or fatigue-inducing detritus."
(Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Boulder 1012: $16,000
This all-in-one line-level preamplifier and DAC
achieves amaximum sampling rate of 768kHz. J-10
advised: "You want it fast and furious? Mate the Boulder 1012 with afast amp like the Linn Klimax. Want
something aluit niore sensual? Go for amps like the
Krell FI'li monoblocks." The Boulder's sound via its
analog, inputs was "all about the good side of descriptors like 'clarity.' transparency,"speed,"W leadingedge transients launched with strebynirri detail," J-10
raved, muting that its analog section outclassed the digital section. "The Boulder 1012 sounds great through
its own very special high-speed DACs [but] sounds
clear, transparent, and colorful through its line-level
inputs. Find away to feed it low-jitter 24/96 data and
it'll give s'unir system A little more of that wonderfulness we're all searching fuse." (Vo124 No.I2 NVWW)
Classé Omega: $11,000
This line-level preamp is dual-mono, hilly balanced.
hillysymmetricaLand fully remote-contmlled."While
it does have an identifiable character, lit) doesn't have
much of3 voice of its own." said JS. "Thaes exactly as
it should be. Open. üst. transparent. and extended, it
101

always controlled the associated amp with alinear, fullrange signal." TJN declared that the measured performance indicated "impeccable operation." A
synergisticpartnerfortheCanadiancompany'sOmega
power amp. (Vol.22 No.7 WWW)
Connoisseur Definitions 4.0: $16,000
(Sec M F's review in this issue.)
Conrad-Johnson ART Series 2: $15,995
This limited-edition, dual-chassis, remote-controlled
tubed line stage uses five dual triodes per side, these
running in parallel to construct asingle high-transconductance triode that can be run without abuffer stage
or negative feedback. The downside is that things like
channel balance arc controlled by the performance of
the individual tubes used —our sample had adifference between channels of some 0.3dli. This in no way
bothered WI', who called the ARTs sound "A whole
new ball gaine.., involving, rich in timbre and nuance,
and staggeringly clear... It is without compromise."
Of the Series 2J-10 gasped, "It was the kind of sound
that makes everyone hold their breath... Iwas overtaken... Air, quickness, colorful harmonics, timing,
defining leading-edge transients —all served up an
acoustic pleasure almost beyond description.... Class
Aall the way!" Older ARTs can be upgraded for $1950,
including faster rectifier diodes in the power supply,
improved DC regulators with lower impedance, new
resistors for better sound,and enhanced internal wiring
and AC cords. (VoI21 No.5, Vol25 No.6 WWW)
Conrad-JohnsonPremierl6LSSeries2:$8293
The single-ended 16LS uses six 6922s to fonn its"cornposite triode" circuit, and C-J says the 16LS is "very
nearly asingle-chassis stereo version of the ART."
Attention must he paid to how-capacitance cables and
keeping them as short as possible (no longer than 3m,
they suggest). No cathode followers means output
impedance is alittle on the high side, and it also inverts
polarity. It all sounded just terrific to J-10: "Presented
asonic meldingofthe long-promoted butrarely heard
'best of both worlds' scenario... A paragon of solidstate and tube sound transmogrified into one whole
musical presentation." He noted "fine extension at
top and bottom, good control down deep, alovely and
attractive midrange, and sometimes sweet but never
euphonic highs. Good depth, nice air, easeful in presentation —in that way, SACD-like —with tremendouspalpability,acertainroundnessoffinagingusually
associated with tubes, and alovely, slightly smoldering, lit-from-within quality that was less easy to define,
but was perhaps best heard on female vocals." And
noteuphonic in the PV-5 way —"the information was
there, deep down in the noise floor —which, as mentioned, is mighty low in level." Startling palpability,
but perhaps ahair more restrained dynamically than
some more expensive preamps. A certain "organic
bloom" was present, as J-10 put it. "Transparency to
the source," he decided. The changes to the 16LS
include faster diodes in the main power-supply,
upgraded resistors, and higher-current main regulators. J-10 found the Series 2to be more linear and
detailed than the original, while sounding "slightly
more quiet and cool, and perhaps atad less lush in the
midrange." (Vo124 No.8, Vo125 No.4 \IVWW)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS: $4495
The 17LS's circuit is configured as asingle mode stage
using four paralleled 6922s with no global or local negative feedback. There's also no cathode follower, BD
therefore keptcable runsasshortaspossible and avoided
high-capacitance wires."The 17LS never seemed tow
in the way of what Iwas listening to, or for," he said.
"It was not overly lush, vivid, or forward... lit was]
sweet in the captivating ways that alive instrument is
or awonderful acoustic space can be, with rich, dense
tones and exquisitely, intricately layered harmonic
structures." Soundstage was very slightly recessed and
the 17LS didn't have quite the punch and impact of
other preamps he'd reviewed, "but there was definitely
more and finer inner detail with the I7LS in the system." It also seemed to have better resolution of tonal
nuances. Overall, BD found, "the C-J's top end was
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lovely... Sweet, luscious, clean, defined, detailed, coherent, and clear." "Sensible engineering, in my opinion,"
added JA. (Vol.24 No.5 WWW)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Ultimate:
$5950 e.
JE found the Mk.I version of the tubed CAT both harmonically accurate and able to endow music with "glorious midrange splendor." J-10 called it vividly balanced
and "ruthlessly revealing." Phono stage is quiet enough
to work with the AuditiQuest 700Onsx. Mk.III upgrade
clungestubecomplementmakingirdefinitelyquicter,"
said RD. "More lively, yet better behaved than in its previous incarnation. The Ultimate is the Mk.III with more
capacitors, more components, and anew circuit board.
RD said the Ultimate -sounds more relaxed, more liquid, and draws me more into the music. There is also an
improvementindynamics,themusicseemingto'breathe
withgreaterfreedom."BDdeinurs,however.(Vol.9No.7,
SL-1; Vol.15 No.12, Vol.17 Nos.1, 9, & II, Vol.18 No.12,
Signature; Vol.19 No.12, Signature Mk.II; VoI21 No3,
Mk.III; Vo122 No.8, Ultimate, Vo124 No.7)
Herron Audio VTSP-1: 83995
Line-level preamplifier using four 6922s, systemmatched to VTPH-1MC phono preamp. Trick "downshifting" attenuator offers wide range ofvolume settings
withshunt-circuit balance control,six inputs,anda mono
switch. MF found it "sweet yet detailed right out of the
box, with no trace of glare, edge, or grain." He shivered
with pleasure at the "silky-simmth controls," noting that
the switches had a-solid, reassuring feel," and found the
VTSP- 1dead quiet even when cranked up. its tonal balance "impressively neutral" from the lower midrange
up, "particularly on top, where it sounded liquid and
effortlessly open and natural, yet extended." Impressive
bass and dynamics, although abit softened, and perhaps
atad more liquid and less sparkly on top in comparison
to his reference Ayre K- 1. The mids were "harmonically
rich and full-bodied.. not artificially 'bloomy' or overly
lush." He summed it up as "an organized" preamp,
focused and three-dimensional., serious and well
thought-out." BJR praises it for encompassing a"seductive holographic midrange and grain-free, pure, and
extended high frequencies —more so than any preamp
I've heard." Ilolds itsown against thc cost-no-objectcontenders, he says. (Vo123 No3 WWW)
Hovland HP-I00: $6495 with MC phono stage
Vacuum-tube full-function preamp with built-in phono
stage and MC step-up transformer. No remote but Lbimbus looks and amonocoque chassis ffl that "exudes
tasteful luxury and authoritative si mplicity," gurgled M F,
who bought the review sample. Three separate cornpamnents contain the three-tube phono section, the
three-tube fine stage, and the solid-state power supply.
"Tube sound? Not here —unless by 'tube' you mean luxurious liquidity, sensuous liquidity, wrap-around-youreardru ms liquidity, all accomplished seemingly without
politeness, sluggishness, or high-frequency rolloff." Plus
-Seemingly limitless high-frequency extension, supple
and airy delicacy, and previously unheard-of transient
resolution." Only downside: ahit of hum MF couldn't
get rid of, this turned out to be sample-specific and the
sample MF boughtdoesnothave the pmblern.Linestage
alone costs $4995; price with MM phono stage is
$5995.(Vo123 No.11, Vo125 No3 WWW)
JeffRowland Design Group Synergy Ili: 85500
The original Synergy was an RD favorite. The Ili was
deemed "beyond reproach" by Pli, who was most
impressed by the Ili's ability to communicate the beauty
of the musical experience in its entirety: "It combined a
free-flowing and light-footed musicality with excellent
resolution and afull-bodied harmonic presentation, and
did afinejob of keeping everything in order... The Synergy did an excellent job of bringing an effortless focus
to the whole rather than the individual parts." Music
emerged from asilky-silent backigound... "Its tonal
character, Pli assessed, was "refined and atad warm, but
never slid into rose-tinted romanticism." However, itdid
prove to be forgiving: "By focusing on the music instead
of the sound per se, it didn't draw as much attention to
the recordings' some flaws." JA and Pl) agree: "By any

measure, the Rowland Synergy Ili is awinner." (Vo120
No.12, Vo125 No.8 WWW)
Lamm Industries L2 Reference: $13,690
Dual-mono, tubed, line-level preamplifier with separate, choke-filtered power supply and specially selected,
superlineathigh-voltage MOSFETsand noovcrall negative feedback. Both chassis were rather resonant, meaning that J-10 insisted that attention be paid to damping.
"The extension and sweemess, plus the dynamics, detail,
and tonal color, mesmerized me... It seemed to give the
music passing through its circuits that extra sense of
roundness that tubes do so well." He even called the
midrange "flawless." The mid-bass was controlled and
detailed, yet rich and resonant with harmonics and overtones. If acomplaint could be leveled, it would be that
the L2 sounded abit light in the bass. Nevertheless, -the
L2 has soul, baby, and lots of it —but without being obvious or euphonic about it." JA: "A well-engineered preamplifier with asensibly arranged gaiedistortion
strucnire." (Vo124 No.5 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.32 Reference: $15,950
HO loyal this line-level preamp with optional phono
modules,the firstone tocarry M Us -Reference" moniker.
Future-forward design stuffs the power supply, control
circuitry, and display into one chassis, with the ultra-sensitive audio circuits in aseparate, "clean" box. AC power
regeneration feeds the voltage gain stages, microprocessor controls offer lotsofflexibility,and anew hightech attenuator and awonderfully ergonomic user
interface nuke life easy. You can change cartridge loading on the fly! "The totality of music as presented... was
astonishing...engaging,richeife,extended,airy,smooth,
and oh so palpable." He was also "floored by...the enormous amount of unforced information passing through
its circuits... The enormous level of utterly natural detail
was evident throughout the audible frequency range."
He went on (he does go on): "the sound was not analytic, you understand, or dry, just there." It "delivers on
that promise of More and Better like nothing I've heard
to date.... Bravo." LG breathlessly adds,"The sonics with
aLevinson reference system on the Dynaudio Evidence
was tops." JA was sorry when he liad to bid adieu to the
review sample. Optional piton° modules add $2500.
(Vo123 No.1 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.380S: $7000 e
While die circuit, pc-bmaterial, and remote-controlled,
MI /AC-based, 0.1dIi-step, balanced volume control are
the saine as those in the earlier No38S (as is the price),
the substitution of 106 passive components leftJA searching for words. "How do you describe something that's
superficially identical to your reference, but better?...
There was amusical rightness to the sound of the '380S
dut Iconsistently preferred. Stereo images seemed better defined, and individual sonic objects within those
images had more of arounded, fleshed-out character."
But even he had to admit that compared with die groundbreaking No32, the '380S "sounded less informative,
more 'gray' —as if afine screen was washing out some of
the sound picture's inherent contrast as if the system's
color-saturation control had been backed off anotch...
I
hin't genie wrong," (heaven forbiethe '380S still does
almost everything hneed from afine-stage control preamplifier" —such as, he noted, its sigiuture expansive,
enveloping soundstage. "Yep. the No.32 is aspoiler,"
admits J-10. (Vo120 No.11, Vo123 No.1 WWW)
McIntosh C2200: $4500
ST waited 40 years for McIntosh to introduce this new
tube preamp. Though its line-stage performance was
"superb," ST found the MM phono stage to he "less
than stellar." However, he advised, "If LPs are asecondary, occasional source, then the C2200's phono
stage might be all you need." ST was most impressed
by how quiet the C2200 was. "The C2200 seemed
neutral without being clinical [and] did not impart any
tumbe glare." ST reveled, "McIntosh has made atube
preamp that exceeds what, for $4500, would have been
possible in asolid-state design...[Itl was one of the
finest line-stage prcamps hhave ever used, and far and
away the most user-friendly." "A Mac masterpiece!" he
adds. (Vo125 No.5 WWW)
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What do Thomas Edison, Dr. Jonas Salk, The Wright Brothers
and Paul Wilbur Klipsci have in common?
They all share space in the Engineering and Science Hall of
Fame. Space set aside for only those who in one way or
another changed our lives and improved the quality of life
for all humanity.
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original
personality, especially
advanced degree in electrical
encapsulated in the special bond
engineering, unorthodox ideas
he has with his wife, Valerie. Their
about acoustics, and a worklively relationship is the foundation
shop so tiny that two people
for
many of the anecdotes that
could barely squeeze inside,
Barrett and Klementovich use to illuPaul W. Klipsch founded acomminate
Klipsch's distinctive way of
pany to make loudspeakers in
thinking about the world around
1946. Today, Klipschorns are
him.
among the most prized state-ofPaul Klipsch's achievements
the-art speaker systems, primarily
have
been
honored with awards too
due to the vision and rigorous
numerous to name; he has multiple
scientific standards of Klipsch
honorary degrees and has been
himself. In Paul Wilbur Klipsch:
enshrined into the Engineering and
The Life. ..The Legend, authors
Science Hall of Fame for his
Maureen Barrett and Michael
idti ree n Barrett
contributions to the fields of
Klementovich have created
.\ ichiel Klementovich
acoustics,
ballistics, and geoan in-depth exploration of this
physics. Additionally, he has been
American visionary in the only
a generous benefactor, contributing his time, energy,
authorized biography of Klipsch to date.
and money to better educate America's youth, and to
Klipsch has been aballistics expert, serving his
further scientific understanding. Most of all, he has crecountry in World War II, ageophysicist, an amateur
ated an enduring legacy in the minds of grateful audiopilot, and a determined suitor. In this biography,
philes. Paul Wilbur Klipsch: The Life. .. The Legend capwe get not only awindow to his scientific genius,
tures the essence of a unique intellect: a pioneer, an
through original articles, transcribed lectures with
inventor, ahusband—a modern Renaissance man.
original drawings, notes, and the text of his twenty-

Paul Wilbur Klipsch The Life. ..The Legend can be ordered by calling
the publisher, Rutledge Books, Inc., at 1-800-278-8533.
Retailers: Available through Ingram and/or Baker and Taylor.
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Meridian Reference 861 surround controller:
$16,000-$19,000, depending on options
Multimedia controller with video, 1)SP-bawd decoding fin matri xedanddiscretemultichannelaudiosources.
Functions as analog preamplifier/controller, digital and
video controller, and A/1)-D/A converter. Built-in, reprogrammabledecodingofmultichannelsourcesPolby
Pro Logic, 1)olby Digital, Ins. Ambisonic, etc.), plus
11-IX and TrifleId output from two-channel sources. All
inputs digitally processed. Of Trifleld's synthesized
front-three-channels output, KR observed, "I came to
regard the loss of air and the narrower soundstage as
acceptable concomitants of the richer, tighter, betterdefined central images. Audiophile air' began to seem
an artifact rather than an enhancement." DTS and Dolby
1)igita15.1 musicrecordings"iujected"ambiences whose
acoustics superseded his room's. Multichannel is immersive, but our KR would rather not sit in the middle ola
string quartet or orchestra. For two-channel, "equal to
the best... beyond significant reproach." Multichannel,
he declared, is the future, and Meridian is ready now!
Complicated if local setup and option procedures
entered via PC; heavy dealer involvement is key to gettingthe best from this ultimate component.(Vo123 No2
WWW)
Simaudio Moon P-5: $3995 cr
"Should be considered among the finest line preamps
available today," KR said resolutely. It "worked well
with every source and system" and had "transparency,
very low noise, and flexibility of control." Class A if
combined with the appropriate components/systems,
those that are alittle bit assertive, he warns. Whereas
the old P-5 could "make voices seem recessed," KR
found the overall sound of the new P-5 to be "absolutely
grain-free, spacious, and open." Midrange, bass, imaging, and soundstage "remained state-of-the-art," he
decided. Upgrade to the new version necessitates changing the main circuit board. "The new one was subtly
better, primarily in its more open and revealing treble,
but if your older P-5 is agood match for your system,
an upgrade could be astep in the wrong direction," KR
recommends. However, he added, "It's clear that the
new version is amore evolved preamplifier." Conies
with an "imposing" remote-control wand .(Vo122
No.3, Vo125 No.7 WWW)
VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.2: $13,000
Phono stage adds $4000. (See 131)'s review in this issue.)
Z-Systems rdp-I reference: $5000 rr
"The tone control for the digital age," KR insists. "A
fully transparent digital preamp, the rdp- 1is also aflexible and friendly parametric equalizer. The best way to
correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source material." Only accepts digital inputs. Current production
will handle 96k sources. "Editor's Choice" for 1998.
(Vol.21 Nos.7 & 12 WWW)

Blue Circle BC21: $1500
Tubed line preamp uses two 6SN7 tubes and matched
well with companion B2 amp, said KR, but also complemented the Sonic Frontiers Power-3 and McCormack
I
)NA-1 to create "a big, macho sound." Great power and
depth in the sub-100Hz range: tight, clean, extended.
Throughout therestofthe frequency rangeit had"dynamics, clarity, and soundstaging far beyond my expectations...an excellent and satisfying performer." As good as
KR's heard from asub-52000 line stage, but remember
the rich bass when matching it to apower amp. Its technical performance impressed JA. (Vo124 No2)
Rogue Audio 66LSR: $1295 SSS
Tube line stage with two 12AU7 tubes in ceramic sockets, separate power supply, and audiophile-quality parts.
Two versions available for the same price: choose atubed
phono section or remote-control operation. CS claimed
that you can have your cake and cat it, too. A real sense
of ease and musicality, he said; not "slobbering triode
my-fi, but tautly focused hi-fi." Extraordinary layering
and soundstage depth. Proved "a supple, compliant silent
partner for every amp Ihad on hand." If you're in the
market for a"good, modern, cost-effective tube preStereophile, October 2002

amplifier, the Rogue is asuperb team player." (Vo123
No.10 WWW)
YBA 2: $2750 *
With its MC transformer module (5650), this ultraquict
French preamp gave the best sound from vinyl JA had
experienced in his system since he retired his Audio
Research SP-10. The line-stage is merely good. While
it has great clarity, aliquid-soundm:g midrange, and excellent low-frequency weight and definition, it sounds abit
lean overall and has less image depth than, for example.
the Classe Six. Both line and phono stages invert polarity. meaning that what will be an optimum setup for LP
playback will require an additional polarity inversion for
CDs. (Vol.17 No.7, Vo123 No.10 WWW)

Quicksilver Line Stage: $1095
"Like its power amplifiers, Quicksilver's Line Stage preamplifier embodies the company's philosophy of simplicity: only one 12AX7 tube per channel," said ST. The
parts quality is high, he noted, but no remote. Inverts
phase, which must be accounted for elsewhere in the
system. Considering the price. an excellent little preamp, he thought, if not as quiet as he might have liked
and not the last word in transparency, "but it did sound
very neutral, avoiding the excessive warmth of sonic
tube preamps and the hardness of many inexpensive
solid-state units.... The choke-regulated power supply
undoubtedly helped." ST sur lllll cd up:"I don't know of
abetter line-stage preamp for around akilobuck," even
if it wasn't -the last word in transparency." (Vo124 No))
Editor's Note: There arc currently no Class I) preamplifiers listed.

Nagra PL-L, Plinius CI )-LAI),VT'LTL-5.5.Krell KCT.
Deletions
Adcom GFP-750, Creek Audio OBH-12, Nagra PL-P,
not auditioned iir along time; Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE replaced by VK-51SE,Musical Fidelity
A3c* replaced by A3.2a, not yet auditioned;Sonic Frontiers Line 3no longer in production.

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Editor's Note: Because of the disparity between typical tube and solid-state "sounds," we have split Class A
for separate power amplifiers into two subclasses. Nevertheless, even within each subclass, Class A amplifiers
differ sufficiently in character that each will shine in an
appropriate system. Careful auditioning with your own
loudspeakers is therefore essential. Except where stated,
output powers are not the specified powers but rather
those we measured into an 8ohm resistive load. All
amplifiers are stereo models, except where designated.

A (SOLID -STATE)
Accuphase M-2000 monoblock: $33,000/pair
Powerhouse monoblocks good for 250W into 8ohms,
500W into 4, and 1000W into 2. Run thesis bridged for
four times the power. J-10 thought they'd best serve a
listener with "an appreciation of nuance, elegance, and
style -most emphatically not aheadbanger." Natural,
unforced detail in the mids; and above, the "crown jcweh": the sweet upper mids and treble. His bottons line?
Expensive, sleek, seductive, capable, civilized -"re finementpersonified" -the M-2000scoalescedinany finely
crafted smaller events into alarger whole. BD demurs.
(Vo123 No2)
Boulder 1060: $19,000
"Can [a $19,0001 power amplifier lw ahatpin?" unused
ST.
a$19,000 wristwatch?" He then paraphrased
George Orwelrs Animal hum "All amps are neutral, but
the Boulder 1060 is more neutral than others.""Detailed,
drcunic, controlled, with aharmonic presentation that

rivaled tubes at their best," said ST about the 300Wpc
1060, but also "breathtakingly fast, bracingly clean, and
harmonicully pure... You can have itall: awesome power,
headroom, dynamic drive, control, detail, sweetness,
sensuality." "I have not heard solid-state get better than
this -effortless power combined with superb transparency... Class Afor sure," he sums up. (Vo123 No.11)
Bryston 9B-SST: $4295
The 9B-THX (now 9B-SST) boasts five channels,
120Wpc into 8ohms, and is built like pro gear, ie, like
atank. Hand-soldered double-sided glass-epoxy
boards and elaborate grounding scheme front specialgrade steel toroidal transformers. According to JA,
"the excellent setofmeasurementsindicatessolid,reliable engineering." LG was impressed by this amp's
speed, power, extension, its tightness and definition
in the bass, and its "excellent" midrange. Fully the
equal of more costly amps with wide dynamic contrasts and "involving" vocals, and sonically similar to
previous Bryston ST amps. THX capability, a20-year
(
.1) warranty, and areasonable price make this beefy,
reliable amp an attractive package-a perfect choice,
suggests LG, for home-theater and multichannel
music systems. (Vo123 No.9 WWW)
Classé CAM 350 monoblock: $7000/pair
Handsome solid-state monoblock putting out ahefty
350W. BD described it as a"smooth, highly sophisticated design incorporating the very latest in circuit and
device developments... The execution is enough to
take an audiophile/engineer's breath away." Resolution of detail was also "staggeringly good, as was their
retrieval of ambience cues." Fast, clean, precise, transparent, open, effortless, dynamic, and harmonically
rich -all tripped off 141)'s tongue as he described their
sound. "A superb amplifier -pretty much everything
Iwanted when Iwished for my ideal 'really good, big
solid-state amp:' he concluded. (Vol 24 No.1WWW)
Classé Omega: $17,000
If you cari carry the price -asid the amp (it weighs 250
lbs) -you've got yourself two separate amplifiers in a
single chassis that can run class-A up to 110Wpc and
class-Ali up to frighteningly high power levels:
506Wpc into 8ohms, 3425Wpc into 1olun! It's also
capable of delivering a"musical depth," as J-10 put ir,
"one born ofbeautifully developed fundamentals coupled with full, rich harmonics." JA said that, when
bridged and driving the JMIab Utopias. the Omega's
"bass quality was among the best I've ever heard." J10 thought that though the bridged amps "sounded
awesome." the Omega was "sweeter, and closer to its
true nature" when used singly. (Vo122 No.3 WWW)
EAR/Yoshino Paravicini M100A
monoblock: 535,000/pai'r
"All through my auditioning," wrote J-10,1 wound up
riding the gain, setting the volume for the point just
before distortion set in, all at asurprisingly low level basically, anything over 5W!" 'Mrs, of course, was
before it was discovered that the 100W amps were
damaged. A new pair were sent, and J-10 was struck
by the "immediate intimacy, engendered by their
extreme transparency and speed, with an unencumbered, unvarnished sense of musical reproduction."
JA's measurements concurred: "Judging by the second
sample, this is an amplifier that delivers excellent measured performance, especially since it's asingle-ended
design." The only grievance J-10 had was with the
transformer-coupled low end: "Not the most slammin' I've heard in the bass." (Vo125 No.1)
Halcro dm58 monoblock: $25,000/pair
Provisional rating. JM and l'B are trying to persuade
JA to create anew A+ rating to recognize the Halcro's
achievement. (See PB's review in this issue.)
Linn !Climax 500 Solo: $19,000/pair
J-10 fell deep and hard for these neat'n'petite switchmode power-supply monoblocks. They're rated at
290W into 8ohms and ahefty 500Wpc into 4. What
does aKlimax mean to J-10? "Ease, power, transpa wircy, speed, focus, air, tonal color, liquidity, control,
and awesome, awesome bass." Explosive dynamics and
slam, plus a"yummy" midrange and highs that were
105
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"I have to tell you that Iam absolutely blown away with the improvement in sound quality that we experienced
when we installed the WBT-0660 Cu... We replaced high quality banana plugs soldered with silver solder. There
is no comparison. It was shocking and the speakers are twice as musical as they were."
Jim Engondela
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"Quads can deliver a sublime experience. They still
lake my breath away with their profound revelation."
-Noel Keywood (HA World)
"Ely any measure, the 989 is a triumph, as
well as a bargain in high-end terms. --Ken
Kessler (HiFi News)
"Al the price I've heard nothing that
I'd prefer. In fact, even if price
weren't an issue I'd be hard
pushed to find speakers that
better the 988s' combination of
talents in my listening room.
Ican't recommend them
too highly"Gramophone
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"revealing, open, fast, illuminated, sweet and extended"
make us woi ider yet again —how does he really fecl?One
ofstemplii/e's"1999 Amplification Products ofthe Year."
(Vo122 No.1(1 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.334: $6400 *
Its "superb sonic," and "ability to deliver the tremendous bass control and depth previously heard only in
much-higher-powered monoblocks" led LG to adopt
the 125 Wpc baby of Levinson's No33 series as his reference. For larger rooms, he warns, the power provided
by the 250Wpc No335 or 350Wpc 336 might be neeesmry —or "get another 334 and mis them in avertical
biamplification configuration." Definitely read the manual before trying to install this heavy, sharp-finned creature. Of the more powerful No335 ($7900), MF found
that, compared to the Ayre V- l, the No335 "excelled
at controlling the presentation, focusing the picture, and
achieving asense of seamless sonic stability, though its a
somewhat cool and reserved way." He summed up that
the Levinson was an amp that"went for the head" rather
than the heart. (Vo122 No.9 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock:
521,000/pair *
-If I
go on at length about how great the [150W] '33H
'sounds,' I'm forced to admit it has asound," kvetched
WP. "Soundstaging ... was phenomenal —deep, detailed, holographic. Tonal balance was natural, and
possessed purity and clarity galore. Low-level detail
never leapt out at me, but existed naturally within the
musical gestalt... Paradoxically, the No.33H exists on
aplane where the news isn't about more, it's about
less. It had no grain, iso grit, no electronic character
that Icould detect. It had no 'warmth.' ...no MOSFET blur, no transistor etch, no tubey euphony... It
was practically nonexistent —except that it did what
it did better than anything else I've ever heard." JA's
reference (he bought apair). (VoI21 No.1 WWW)
McIntosh MCI201: $15,000/pair
Hugesolid-state monoblock using Mac's patented output transformers is rated at astartling 1200W. Very
much the Harley-Davidson of power amps, thought
J-10, transfixed by their huge, blue, backlit meters,
which look pretty dramatic in adarkened room. "147
gut-busting pounds of stainless-steel chassis and beautifully finished, black-shrouded transformers and
heatsinks," he whistled in admiration. "They made a
BIG sound in our loft... .
I'm talking gobs of bass,
effortless power and dynamics... and ahuge, floaty,
billowing soundstage." The highs did sound "slightly
tipped up at the top," but "Ni' overhang in the highs
at all, aclean and detailed midrange tilting toward the
lush side, and addinitely big, lush bottom end with
heavy-hitting grunt, power, and sweep," he summed
up. JA was agog at the "humongous gobs of low-distortion power it can deliver." (Vo124 No.3 WWW)
PS Audio HCA-2: $1695 En
(See ST's review in this issue.)
Simaudio Moon W-5: $4995 US er
"Steadfast bass control and tightness," KR declared. "For
speakers that benefit from such control — ie, most
domestic speakers that behave in anonlinear fashion at
very low frequencies —the Moon W-5 is the perfect
inste." if you have Apogees or Manies, this is the amplifier. With conventional dynamic speakers, its laid-back
demeanor is aconsideration. Although the measured
output power was 190Wpc, the Moon's power capability seemed enormous. 2001 production features
increased power-supply capacitance, extended HE
extension from 80kHz to 270kHz, and 10 rather than
8bipolar output transistors per channel. "Auditioned
on the Revel Studios, the W-5 was impressive: There
was no shortage of power and control, large dynamic
shifts were handled with aplomb, and microdynamic
shadings —so important to the subtle communicative
powers of great vocalists —were true." Capable of driving anything with power and panache, KR declared.
(Vo122 No.3, Vo124 No.5 WWW)
Theta Citadel monoblock: $15,800/pair
J-10actuall f", 'flu,' these 110 lb, 400W, towers ofpower
to have .1 "feminine" quality: the sound was "delicate,
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detailed, intricate, articulate, and sweet —not warns, but
musical and airy, especial ly iii the highs... .
Elegant, that's
what it was. Elegant." Though the soundstage did present a"beautiful bloom to music, with no artificial aftertaste," J-10 noticed that the bass was abit light and loose
at lower volumes. However, "With the volume turned
up, the bass was incredibly detailed and taut, if not the
most powerful and balanced alittle ois the light side. The
mids were true to life, and the highs were as sweet as
could be." He raved."Refi nement, detail, spatiality, truth
oftimbre, timing, huge soundstagcs ... all these elements
are what you get with the Citadel. Highly enjoyable.
highly recommended." RS-232 option adds $300.
(Vo125 No.5 WWW)
YBA 2HC: $3900
*
Well-engineered, slim-line 110Wpc dual-mono amplifier from France features short signal paths, high parts
quality, and "a superbly transparent view into the soundstage," finindJA. Lows sound alittle soft in absolute rem's,
but well defined, combined with an excellent sense of
pace. Overall, amusically natural presentation —"ultra
fidèle," according to JA. (Vol.17 No.1, Vo123 No.I0
WWW)

A (TUBE)
Air Tight ATM-211 monoblock: $9800/pair
(See RD's review in this issue.)
Audio Research VTM200 monoblock:
$14,990/pair
I
lybridtransistor-inputitube-outputdesign usingthree
pairs of 6550Cs for 200Wpc continuous power. Balanced input and very fussy about cables, only warned
M F. When it was properly matched, he found it "musically generous, powerful, rhythmically forceful, and
'fast,' "and not warm or mellow at all. The right cable
produced a"very coherent" sound with "tremendous
drive and authority," ois top of asolid, well-controlled
bottons end. The lower midrange through the mids had
the "airy give of agood tube amp," while the upper
mids and lower highs were "slightly opaque and somewhat lacking in liquidity." The top end was "dead quiet,
airy, open, and detailed, with aslight bit of dryness."
Still. MF was never entirely comfortable with string
sound, which was "frequently thin and rarely sensuous." He was somewhat troubled by a"bright zone"
that was not ameliorated by using ais all ARC front end
and various brands of interconnect and speaker cable.
Careful system matching amust, he concluded, if you
are to get Class A sound frons the '200. (Vo124 No.1)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-75: $6000
Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE
monoblock: $17,000/pair
The VK-75 is a75Wpc update of the classic VK-60 with
"smooth, easy-oil-the-ears quality," decided RD. VK75SE ($8500) uses the 6H30 "Supemibe" and improves
on the standard amplifier in midrange and mid-treble
smoothness, as well as dynamics and bass definition.
About the wired-for-mono VK-150SE version,J-10 reveled, "BAT has reached the pinnacle of nuance and
finesse and mom." He noted abass presentation characterized by "deep, delicious, powerful, strong fundamentals going way the heck down to the deck," and a
transition Irons the upper bass to the lower midrange
that was "tuneful," "tight," and "full." As for the soundstage, "The cushions of air around each performer, the
utter truth of timbre, the glow from within, the swing
and timing that tubes do so well —all were pet:WI),rendered." Simply put, "This is afirst-rank amplifier... Do
Ithink the 1150W] VK-150SE is worth the price? In
every single way there is to judge such amplifiers, the
resounding and unequivocal conclusion is: yes." (Vo124
No.Z '75 & 75SE; Vo125 No.3, '150SE WWW)
Cary Audio Design CAD-280SA VI2: $4000
The CAD-280SA V12 is reallyffur single-ended classAamplifiers operating on asingle chassis its acombined
balanced configuration using EL34s, zero feedback, and
big, hot-running transformers! It's switchablc from alltriode (best sounding at 50Wpc) to ultralincar running
(most powerful at 100Wpc). With the Cary running in
nsode, J-10 thought one recording of Ray

M

Brown's bass sounded wonderfully rich, full, and deep,
with an enormous soundstage. Fabulous midrange, he
decided, with ais airy soundstage draped over deep and
colorful images. "The V12 is areal nuance-grabber,
and the speakers completely disappear." Need some
oomph for aparty? Flip the switches over to ultralincar
operation for ahealthy kick-ass 100Wpc. Got your
slippers ois and anice rich cabernet next to you? Go
all-triode and feel the love. "Performed quite well ois
the test bench," said JA. (Vol.24 No.6)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805C monoblock:
$8995/pair ,
Single-ended triode 50W design. Driver tube and output tube have changed since DO's 1994 review (driver
was EL34, now 30013; output was 211, now 853).
"Power ratingscan be misleading,"Srsaid."The CAD805C sounds big. Humongous, in fact... It's about
beauty ... the palpable presence of the musicians. The
exquisite low-level detail. The perfect timing of the
attack and decay of each note. Above all, the truth of
timbre and the sheer beauty of the music." Bass could
be better, and the "top end may be atad rolled-off. But
so what? The magic of the music is there." Particularly
with zero feedback, adds MC. "Ile space champ!"
sums up Mr.T. Current production features aCzechmade KR300B,a PhilipsJAN (JointAnny Navy) 6SL7,
and aChinese 845 output, with capacitor and powersupply upgrades. Improves ois the earlier model in a
number of important ways, thought ST: "The latest
version sounded more powerful: more dynamic, with
deeper, better-defined bass... There was more of the
stunning immediacy Ilove with low-powered SET
amps, amore pristine sound with apurer hamsonic
presentation." Earlier "C" versions can be upgraded
for $250 per chassis. (Vol.17 No.1, VoI21 No-3, Vo124
No.1; see also MC's article ois feedback in Vo121No.1.)
Conrad-Johnson MV60: $2795 $5$
Rated at 55Wpc into 4ohms and using two EL34s,
the MV60 is now the only stereo tube power amp
made by Conrad-Johnson. ST found the MV60 to be
"a step up fions the MV55 without being astep down
fions the Premier Eleven A... Compared to the MV55,
the highs were extended and the amp got atighter grip
on the bottom end_ I
also noted greater resolution of
low-level detail and ambient infomution. Especially
when used with the Premier 17LS line stage, the MV60
gave wonderful layeringand depth to the soundstagc
The MV60 was far more revealing —mostly for the
better, but occasionally, with certain recordings, for the
worse." ST summed up: "I)o he careful about your
source equipment. If you have the money, it wouldn't
be foolish to mate the MV60 with the Premier 171.S
line stage." (Vo125 No.1)
Hovland Sapphire: $7800
MF couldn't stop himself from staring incessantly at
this blue-lit,40Wpc two-channel tube amplifier.Aside
from its gorgeous looks, MF found it to be "one of the
best-balanced amplifiers" he's ever heard. Its overall
presentation was "velvety yet detailed," marked by a
"lush, full-bodied sound" that seemed "complete, and
nearly ideal." Though listening was "always compelling and never boring," it "lacked the last word in air,
ambience, and openness." Indeed, the most unnerving weakness was in the depth of its soundstage. MF:
"While it produced exquisitely three-dimensional
images, its soundstaging depth was anything but 31).
The amp's ability to separate images depth-wise and
to portray depth of field was limited." Nonetheless.
"The Sapphire got the music right —its hamsonic and
textural presentations were world-class." JA's measurements, however, revealed flaws: "Just because an
amplifier uses tubes doesn't meals it also has to have
hum, an ultrasonic resonance, or fairly high levels of
distortion." (Vo125 No.3 WWW)
Joule Electra Stargate monoblock:
$5500/pair
This 30W SET mesa Balanced Differential Mu Stage —
the same driver found in Joule Electra's OTLs —and
the Soviet-era 6C33CB output tube. ST found dwir
harmonic presentation to be "wonderfully alive," with
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"superb resolution" and "no softening of the sound." In
STs opinion, the Stargate represents the essence of highend audio: "Small companies nuking superior, handbuilt products based on belief and passion rather than
marketing." (Vo125 No3)
Kora Cosmos monoblock: $5900/pair
The 100W, fully balanced Cosmos uses eight Stwtek or
Svetlana 6AS7G output tubes. MF raved: "While the
Kota Cosmos' seamless sonic presentation was ahigh
point, the pinnacle was the amp's very top end. Here
was airy, incredibly detailed high-frequency extension
and fast transient response, delivered free of grain, grit,
edge, or mechanicalness." However, for all the Cosmos
offered in the top end, it lacked abitdown helow:"There
was just anoticeable lack of bass dynamics compared
to awell-damped solid-state amplifier, or ahybrid one
like the Nu-Vista 300... The Cosmos lacked the last
word in bass oomph and drive." Still. MF felt other amps
could not surpass the Cosmos in their ability to communicate music's inevitable flow with arelaxed precision that was "so seductive, revealing, surprising, and
comforting." (Vo124 No.12)
Lamm Industries MLI monoblock:
519,990/pair
These 90Wpc class-A/AB tube monoblocks use Russian 6C33C-B output tubes and premium parts. "Went
about their inimical business with acertain and deliberate noneditorial purity," decided J-10, who thought
their "overall mien was one of subtlety and refinement." Nagra-like clarity and neutrality with quick,
open highs. Midrange unpolluted, transparent, and
very ambient, says Mr. Ten, adding that the Latium
were more expressive of nuance than of pomp and
bombast: "For discerning listeners, the connoisseurs
among us." (Vo123 No.5)
Manley 250 Neo-Classic monoblock:
$9000/pair
PB:"The 250 Neo-Classic had that hard-to-define quality that is instantly apparent when heard: afimdamental fidelity to the music... It's sonic personality was
honest to the core and completely unfussy, treating music
as athing to be loved and cherished not as acollection
of sounds to be picked apart and analyzed to death."
With a"slightly laid-back" presentation and a"vast"
soundstage, the 250s were great at giving PB not only
the sound but also the feel of all the music lie played
through them. Switching between 100W triode and
250i/ termite modes didn't change the 250's character
much. F13 noted, but "Triode mode gave awonderfully
intimate sound, more rich and luscious than tetrode
mode, but exacted aslight tradeoff, with slightly reduced
back-of-the-stage resolution.... With big rock and
orchestral recordings, diere was abit more transient snap
and immediacy in cerium& but with jazz, folk, and sniall
ensembles recorded in less imposing spaces, the triode
glow was the way to go." (Vo125 No.9 WV/NW)
McIntosh MC2IO2: $6000
It's big, it's got meters, and it retails less than half the
price of the MC.2000 50th Anniversary Special Edition
so overwhelmingly lauded by ST and J-I0. Four Svetlana KT88s —6550s can also be used —provide the
power for each channel: 100Wpc into 8. 4, or 2ohms.
ST said the MC2102 produced aslightly soften gentler
it than its sibling; "less dynamic, less dramatic, but
easier on the ear." But he "warmed to the gentler, less
immediately impressive, possibly less insistent sound of
the MC2IO2." Our Sam concluded that the M(2102
had "tube magic" without its bass sounding loose or
soggy. It gave nie Illdistosh bass: extended, tight, and
above all. tuneful. He summed up: "For the first time.
the Mac circuit has appeared in afilly modern stateof-the-art design, delivering clean, clear sound, natural
harmonics, extended highs, and bass with balls." Go
Mac Go! (Vol.24 No.5 WWW)
Music Reference RM-200: $3800 $$$
Fully balanced, 100Wpc hybrid design uses abipolar
transistor input stage with tube driver and output stages.
In terms of overall presentation. MF was greatly
impressed by how close the RM-200 came to his reference Nu-Vista 300. He raved, "Its spatial presentation
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and overall transparency were exemplary. ... It was espedaily adept at layering 31) images in three-dimensional
space without spotlighting or tacking on artificial 'edge
definition'... It's areal sleeper at areal-world price." Si'
concurs: "Class Afor this baby. I
wish I
had got my hands
on it first. Abeautifully built, beautiful-looking amp that
sounds as good as it looks." (Vo125 No.4 WWW)
Sun Audio SV-2A3: $1250
3.5Wpc! "Underpowered or not, there's amagic about
this amp," gurgled ST. The SV-2A3 is self-biasing, with
no loop negative feedback and asound that's "Glorious!
Superb resolution of low-level details. Spacious soundstage and pinpoint imagi
... great bass... hannonic presentation «idle for ... alovely liquidity that I
can describe
only as ravishing, especially with woodwinds and female
vocalists." You get the idea. Price is for kir, assembled
version costs $2199.80. (Vo123 No.6)
VTL MB-450 Signature monoblock:
$9000/pair
MF compared apair of MB-450s to Conrad-Johnson
Premier Twelves and found they "created abigger
soundstage and did abetter job of giving the listener
the sense of being in alarge space —when that was the
vernie ... Overall, the 450s sounded warmer, riper, and
more laid-back, particularly in the inid-bass." The
monoblock for those who need "lots ofclean tube power
to drive large speakers." summed up MF, "and want a
dependable pair of amps that deliver abig, rich, threedimensional sound at a(relatively) bargain price.""Slam,
slam, and still more slam!" cries CS. (Vol.19 No.7, Vo122
Nos2 & 4; see CS's -Follow-Up" in this issue. WWW)
Wavelength Gemini monoblock: $5000/pair
Low-powered —2W-5W depending mi single output
tube —single-ended triode with zero negative feedback.
so needs to be paired with high-sensitivity speakers for
the best sound, said RD. Hum must be minimized with
pott-inionneter on the monoblock's base. Tube rectification .incl AC tube heaters arc said to result in more
realistic sound. However. RD found that "The noise ...
was considerably higher than I've been used to, and
tweaking the hum pots didn't help." The solution
required changing the ground hookup inside the amplifier. which will be incorporated into future production.
Some reliability problems with the NOS 45 tubes but
not viith any ofthe 2A3s."The 45 tube may be an antique,
but its sound in the context of the Wavelength Gemini
was anything but," said RD. "Apart from the limitation
of output level, the sound with the Sylvania 45s was
wide-ranging, with open, extended highs dut minimized high-frequency nasties while allowing both detail
and the overtones of treble instruments to be presented
in anatural manner. Bass was deep and well-controlled,
with hardly atrace of the added wartuth/mid-bass
emphasis and softness that many people think of as 'tube
sound.' "(Vo124 No.5 WWW)

A (INTEGRATED)
Cary Audio Design CAD 300-SEI: $3995
RH regarded the ultra-smooth, liquid sound of the
300SE1 to be world-class. manifesting awarmth and
beauty unmatched by any electronics he's had in his system. "It's actually atone control, and an unpredictable
one at that." JA grumps (though he will admit under
pressure that the sound of his li&W Silver Signatures
driven by the Cary was first-rite). WP also got great
sound using it to drive ProAc Response One SCs. When
writing his reviews, the ever-spoiled J-10 now uses the
11Wpc Cary CA1) 300-SEI —with aset of Western
Electric 30011 output tumbes, of course! —to drive
Sennheiser HI) 600 headphones. Classic tube sound, if
not the most dynamic Mr. Scull has heard; good bass, a
bit plump overall, with "everything grand in the midband. Only aglutton could ask for more."(Vol.18 No.9.
Vo123 No.12 WWW)
Chord CPM 3300: $8950
This really hut-running 290Wpc model with aswitching
power supply had a"high-end heart and home-theater
brain," according to MF. Lousy instructions made Mikey
cranky. MF found the British Chord's sonic presentation
big, vivid, and exhilarating. Compared to his reference. it

sounded "somewhat sandier, while offering up more
body and solidity to images and greater transient snap."
The Chord was fast, sporting"an intense rhydunic drive
and alean, taut bass that added excitement to very familiar recordings.... The CPM 3300 reproduced it all without sounding mechanical, bright, harmonically
bleached, or antiseptic. Did it deliver the warmth and
harmonic tidiness of agood tube amp? No. Do most
tube amps deliver the Chord's transient speed, dynamic
drive, and taut, well-damped bass? No. If you like your
musical present-it:ion big, drainatic, dynamic, fast, and
exciting, the Chord will give it to you without adding
the usual negatives. Integra leg option —essential for
optimal cooling —adds $550. (Vo124 No7)
Creek 5350SE: $1500 $$$
Solid-state. remote-controlled 85Wpc integrated with
passive preamp stage and extensive switching capability Headphone output, but no balance control. MR
found the SE neutral throughout the frequency range,
with "lifelike, delicate, yet forceful transient articulation... organic reproduction of low-level dynamic
nuances and subtle ambient cues," and "a degree of
bass definition, articulation, clarity, and bottom-end
extension unlike any I've heard from any amplifier in
this price range and/or power rating." ST thinks the
little integrated is just as transparent and, subjectively,
almost as powerful as the Musical Fidelity A3c7.
NonSE version lus 75Wpc and some lower-quality parts
for $250 less. Four optional plug-in phono boards available: MM for $95 or S60 (SE and non-SE, respectively),
MC for $120 or $95. (Vo124 Nos.3 & 4WWW)
EAR V20: $4595 tt
The V20 knocks out 24Wpc into 4, 8, or 16 ohms
using ten 12AX7s per channel in push-pull configuration in "enhanced triode" mode. Lush, rich, textured, and bloomy, per CS, and not abit lugubrious
about it either. He found its control oflow-level information effortless and detailed. Best used with coherent, high-sensitivity,two-ways. CS said it compared
favorably with some of the finest tube separates."Slam
factor and concert-level volume are less important
issues than purity of expression, and such listeners will
be more than satisfied with the V20's laid-back yet
solid bottons end and smooth, natural portrayal of the
top end." (Vol.22 No.10)
Magnum Dynalab MD 208: $2975
Itemote-controlled 100Wpc solid-state receiver with
all-analog FM tuner sections, five line-level inputs, and
separate record and preamp outputs. The MD 208
tookfmrever to burn inn and opens up, said CS, but once
it had warmed to its task it was "a no-compromise
high-end design that Icould easily live with over the
long haul." Accommodated "any number of musical
styles, though it really shone on acoustic music." He
also noted a"stseemess and grace" to its "laid-back
style of music reproduction —smooth and refined,
though not without guts and gusto." A lot of bang for
die buck, he decided. LC; checked out its RF performance: "Its FM tuner section was surprisingly sensitive and quite selective." though it didn't handle
multipath in the upper part of the FM hand as well as
some more expensive tuners, without quite their transparency and bass response. Thoroughly musical performance nonetheless, he decided, and "an excellent
value." (Vo124 Nos.1 & 3WWW)
Mark Levinson No.383: $6500
Talk about attractive and unique —ML's comprehensively equipped integrated does 100Wpc into 8ohms
and 200W "minimum continuous" into 4olun loads,
and is controlled via an elegant, sophisticated remote:
"For the first time... from my listening chair ...I had
command over source selection, system volume,
channel balance, polarity, and mute," LG crowed.
Includes: RCA and balanced XLRs, 1)C triggers, RJ11RS-232 ports for upgrades and external control
units, and 12 bipolar output devices per channel like
ML's 300-series dual-mono amps. LG noted "clarity,
transparency, liquid raids and highs, and.. dynamic
contrasts second only to the No.334." The No.383
was solid and dynamic, he found, with no edge, and
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contmlled,detailedbass.Vocalsandjazzsounded"precise, defined, and smooth." The only thing missing
was the sense of ultimate power you get from separates. (Vo123 No.7 WWW)
McIntosh MA6900: $4500
The 200 WK MA6900 takes it% phono stage from the
C42 and its output transfonners from the M(202.
"Comparedtotheseseparates,"wtoteST,"theMA6900
economizes without sacrificing performance." The
sound was "anything but harmonically threadbare, yet
the presentation was not overly warm. liass was tight,
fast, deeply extended, never muddy. There were
authority and control, never aggression. The MA6900
did not strike me as an audiophile's detail-retrieval
machine. There was excellent resolution, but what
impressed me was that the sound had fullness, body,
warmth —like atube :imp!" (Vo125 No2)
Musical Fidelity M3 Nu-Vista: $4995
MF thinks this hybrid, 275Wpc integrated amp has
style. but "Appearance aside, there's no mistaking its
build quality: beefy and substantial inside, with circuit
boards stacked like floors in ahigh-rise." Impressively
neat and orderly. MF pronounced. Dual-mono output stage, minianur nuvistor tubes in the preamp stage,
and choke power-supply regulation. "Tended toward
the smooth," MF wrote about the M3 in comparison
with the Nu-Vista power amp, "but it had the power,
dynamic presentation, and finesse to rock hard and
reproduce lush massed strings and female vocal, with
equal aplomb." Ile was less sanguine about the phono
section, however, which he regarded as "serviceable."
Still, "1 don't know how arelatively small company
like Musical Fidelity can offer this level of power, perfomunce, flexibility, superb build quality,and aesthetic
refinement at such areasonable price." (Vo124 No2)
Sharp SM-SX100: $15,999.95
"New technology is always fun to cover," observes MF
of Sharp's digital integrated. "What got me going was
the 1-bit/2.82M Hz sampling rate of the SM-SX100's
A/I 'converter and the 2.82MHz 1)irect Stream I
)igital input for SAC) playback." Cool, sleek, solid feel
matchesthegold-platedwire-bnishcha.ssis,gold-plated
connectors, metal-film resistors, and gold-plated, oxygen-free-copper PCI3 traces. How did it sound? "In a
word, amazing" averred ME "Even digitizing analog?
Yes. There was nothing digital-sounding about it." He
also thought it fast, delicate, rhythmically lithe, harmonicallypmperandconvincing,withefffirdessextension. A high-tech, high-cost image statement, he
concluded, up there with anything he's experienced.
JA's measurements revealed alimited dynamic range,
however. (Vo123 No.7 WWW)
YBA Integré DT Delta: $2500
Introduced in 1991 the 50Wpc !melee continues to
he YBA's top-selling model, though very few changes
have been made since its debut. Current models come
equipped with optional dual transformers, apower
switch its the rear rather than hidden under the faceplate, and enhanced capacitors. RD found the [metes sonic character to be cool, but not forward or
aggressive, :and lively, but not hard or clinical. There
was an "open, detailed, transparent quality that made
listeningtoreproduced lllll sicapleasurc."RDsummed
up: "Beautifully built, with alongevity that speaks to
ts quality and value, the YliA Integré DT Delta is most
definitely a'Recommended Component.'" Remote
adds $150. (Vol.19 No.12, Vo125 No.6 WWW)

47 Laboratory4706Gaineard:$3300, with one
Power Humpty
RI Ysinitialimpressionwasofanamplifiertharseemed
to exemplify many of the virtues of solid-state equipment, but also its vices.The sound was clean, dynamic,
and wide-ranging —but also had ahardness or glare in
the upper midrange and treble." The 22Wpc Gaincard was also "extraordinatily demanding in the choice
of associated equiptnent." However, with the Gaincard ffilly broken-in, there was"a crystalline clarity that
seemed to extend limn the lowest bass to the highest
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treble. The resolution of fuse detail was quite extraordinary... Ilse sound had adirectness, afeeling that music
was being reproduced with aminimum of artifacts getting in the way." Yet, RI )had to qualify his enthusiasm:
"Given asufficiently long break-in period and associatcd equipment that matches the C;aincard's pristine clarity without being tots bright, the results can be
outstanding." \VP points out that choosing aspeaker
will be critical with the Gaillard. Price includes one
Power H pry, hut measured performance suffers
unless two II
umpry supplies are used. Some QA problems with the review samples. (Vo124 No.12)
Audio Electronic Supply AE-25 Superamp:
$1200
"Dennis Had has designed one of his more astonishing
creations," declared ST of this 25Wpc push-pull design
using two KT8tts per side. ST found it had aspecial quality of "palpable presence." Instruments floated in space
"as in real life" on a"generous and spacious" soundstagc.
Sounded "like agood SET amp —specifically, agreat
deal like the CAD-1610-SE! This amp's not being returned!" ST sums up: "This kind of stuff is what highend audio is all about." Kit mns $1000, XLR inputs add
$125. Generic Chinese tubes standard. (Vo123 No.7)
Audio Electronic Supply SE-1 2M: $1280 e
Audio Electronic Supply,the direct-sales division ofCary
Audio Design, has greatly improved the SE-1 with
upgraded transformers and the addition of afilter choke
in the power supply. ST claimed that whets it's used with
KR 2A3 output tubes, this amplifier is firmly in Class B
anti sounds much mom powerful than its 5Wpc rating
would suggest. "Better to have 5great watts than 100
crappy ones." says he. He noted, however, that it's best
to avoid 4ohm speakers, any speaker with awidely varying impedance curve, and any speaker that "needs" to
be played loud. Price is for kir. assembled version costs
$1480. Prices plus shipping; many options available.
(Vol.17 No.11, VoI21 No.5, Vo122 No.9)
Belles 150A Hot Rod: $1495
Chet lot Itod version of this 125Wpc class-Ali classic adds
oxygen-free copper wiring, gold-plated binding posts,
more elaborate mounting of the power-supply transformer, trcannent of all connections and joints, and an
easy-to-drive, low-noise input. "Not ocactly tubelike, it
slightly accentuated the mids," said ST, "imparting alive[less and inunediacy ... that reminded me ofsingle-ended
triode designs." Frotn ST, that's high praise indeed. Sam
found the amp "exceptionally easy to listen to" and was
captivated by its liquidity" and "easy-flowing quality"
Not at all dry, isard. or sterile, he noted, tnaking this agotsd
solid-state choice for those who want plenty of body and
bloom but may not want the expense or hassle of tubes.
Pair the 150A with atubed preamp and you'll almost be
in "tube heaven," he noted. Mr. T praised the amp's harmonic presentation, but did hear atouch of"transistory
hardness" and aslight lack of ultimate extension and clarity, neither of which disturbed him at the price. "Truth of
timbre is the main thing for me," said Sans, who could
"live happily with this amp." (Vo123 No.12)
Blue Circle BC22: $2150
Solid-state, 125 Wpc, class-AB design with both singleended and balanced inputs. "Their products share a
cleats. stainless-steel front-panel design, small size relative to function, and, of course, that soothing illuminated blue circle indicator," said KR. A clean and
intuitive design, he decided, with "a tonal sweetness and
purity its the midrange well beyond what Iexpected at
the price."Soundstaging, resolution,and dynamics were
very good, and highs were tube-like and extended, with
"quite sufficient bass for decent musical balances," he
noted. Lacked the last bit of gut-punching impact when
not used with the snatching BC21 preamp. "A no-nonsense, dynamic, sweet-sounding power amp that Irecommend to anyone shopping in the S3000-and-under
range," KR declared, though JA didn't much like the
way it measured. (Vo124 No2)
Conrad-Johnson MF2500: $3695
Good for 240Wpc into 8ohms in class-AB. MC found
that,"along with its even-tempered if slightly sweet tonal
balance, it was the very absence of aforced or excitable

character, false haniness, or excessive attack that endeared
the MF2500 to me. There was asense of ease... tonal
colors were natural, never strident or hard." This solidstate design's bass, he noted, was "articulate of both detail
andtune-playing,"whilethemidrangehadethennionic"
tonal balance, with "even-tempered, well-balanced, and
even quite delicately resolved" highs. Extended break-in
required, he cautioned. (Vo122 No.12)
Herron Audio M150 monoblock: $5895/pair
C:ool-running, bipolar solid-state design rated at
150Wpc. MF thought they drew "a modest and tidy
sonic picture" without excess bloom or wannth. He
continued to tick off their merits: Rhythmically coherent. creating acorrect sense of musical organization,
neutral and well-focused without etch or grain...
designed to be listened into, not to blow you away its
your scat." Review samples had output stage bias set too
low, which may have led to M Fs finding the amps alittle lackluster. Auditioning asecond pair with the bias
set properly. MF marveled that "the sensation that I
complained about in the original review—of three
groundless images, left, center, and right, hovering like
halls —was gone, replaced by more normal soundstaging and imaging, if still on the compact and tidy side...
What you might lose in bloom and warmth is more
than made up for by the M150's resolution of low-level
detail —something the original review samples only
hinted at." Ile predicted that "If you like your presentation lush and relaxed, you probably won't go for it. If
you lean toward detail and 'event' and demand clarity,
apair of the rather homely-looking M 150s might find
ahome in your system." (Vo124 Nos38( No.11 WWW)
McCormack DNA-125: $1695
Same Distributed Node Amplifier topology as the
DNA-225, but 125Wpc rating. "Superb," ST said of
the DNA-125's authoritative bass control, good resolution, and excellent overall tonal quality. "A bracing
purity of sound, abell-like clarity, without fogginess,
fuzziness,phasiness,orsogginess."Apleasingmidrange,
he noted, not overly rich or lush, and anicely extended
treble. 1
)on't expect the "voluptuous sensuous liquidity of agreat tube amp"; nevertheless, "highly recommended!" (Vo123 No.12)
McCormack DNA-225: $2795
McCormack's Distributed Node Amplifier topology
features aseries of "sonically superior" smaller capacitors positioned close to the output devices. The complex DC servo used in earlier DNA designs has been
deleted in favor of static trim of DC. "It's abeat" roared
KR. "Not since the pricier Simaudio W-5 had Iused a
sitigle-chassis amp ofsuch seemingly unlimited power."
The DNA-225 produced clean sound "at unconscionable, painful, downright unneighborly levels" well
beyond those of the original DNA-1. Large dynamic
shifts could he enormous, he noted. None of the midbass warmth of the DNA-1 and ahit lean in comparison, but also more accurate, with taut power and slam
in the bass. The upper range, fluid and clear, was "laid
bare," eliminating the DNA-1's tizziness. "There's no
question the DNA-225 is abetter amp... One of the
best big amps around." A classic reborn, declared KR.
McConnack Audio Corp. is now owned by Conrad
and Johnson. (Vo123 No.11 WWW)
Quicksilver Horn Mono monoblodt:
$1595/pair
Mike Sanders proved that SETs are not the only type of
amplifier that can sound exxl with horns, decided 813
of this 25W, push-pull rnonoblock that utilizes two
EL34s. RI) immediately noticed its uncanny lack of
noise: "I had to go right up to the speaker to hear any
noise at all." JA agreed, "The Quicksilver is enormously
quiet... In terms of its gain and noise architecture, the
Quicksilver is the best amplifier Ihave encountered for
use with high-sensitivity speakers like bonus." RI )found
the I
lorn Mono to be "smooth, engaging, with little in
the way of adistinctive characteristic that could be
described as coloration or lack of faithfulness to the
source... in the classic tube amplifier tradition of being
just abut soft and forgiving rather than clinicil or hyperdetailed." RD summarized,"Intended primarily for use
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with high-sensitivity loudspeakers... the Horn Mono
can also work well with speakers ofjust slightly higher
than normal sensitivity." However, he also noted that
SETs are still superior in providing"a kind ofsee-thmugh
quality." (Vo125 No.5 WWW)
Quicksilver Mini Mono: 5998/pair US
This update oldie original 8417 monoblext sports asimple topology with solid-sate rectification and only two
gain stages, and is rated at 25W. "Chrome-plated tenistonner covers which transtitrin each amp from drab to
jewel-like, will set you back an extra $100/pair." tempted
Styleineister Tellig.STdidn't recall the8417monossounding as transparent or as resolving as the new Minis, and
"the new amp's bottom end seemed tighter (unless I
pushed them into clipping), the top end more extended
and crystalline." And "Tube-rollers will be in heaven!"
hooted ST."You can use KT88,6550,or 6L6output mbes
without doing anything to each amp besides putting in a
new matched pair. Hell, you can also use KT66 or KT77
output mks, if you can scare up any" I
ktailed, transparent. reasonably ilynanuc,"withjust atouch °idle warmth
and sweetness so twically provided by tubes.Could I
lave
used more power? Yes, but Iwasn't seriously underpowered," said Power Ranger Sain. (Vo124 No3)
Rotel RB-1090: $1999
Rated at 380Wpc into 8ohms but when asked, this
bruiser Call put out 700Wpc into 4. RI >felt it sounded
best single-ended. where "the level of listening fatigue
engendered...is one of the lowest I've encountered in
asolid-state amp." Its other major strength, he found,
was its "harmonic accuracy." 1
)etail was "good without being overly analytical." with adeep, wide soundstage. Its .ippeal goes beyond its reasonable price, RD
mused. (Vol.23 No.1)
Smart Devices 2X150VT: $2250
"A moderately powerful. warm-sounding, tube-MOSFET amplifier that avoids sounding soft and mushy and
certainly doesn't sound bright, hard, and sterile, as some
solid-state amps at this price can." MF nude it clear that
though this 150Wpc amp may look very much like an
old IWet I
)H-200, similarities between the two go no
further than cosmetics: "There was no comparison: The
1)H-200 sounded constricted, threadbare, and cloudy.
It se
led soft and dry, while the 2X 1501FT gave afar
more generous impression of musical flow and overall
liquidity." MI' noted, I ever, that the Smarrmushedtogether instrumental lines occurring in the saine tonal
space... If you crave crystalline clarity, razor-sharp transients,and an'exeiting' presentation. the2X 150VTprobably isn't for you." (Vo125 No.I WWW)
Theta Digital Intrepid: $3500
"The Intrepid is an absolutely silky and open-sounding
5-channel 100Wpc amp which is ideal for multichannel systems. especially those with an active subwoofer,"
says KR. In two-channel mode. the Intrepid sounded
"sweet .tnel smooth but seemed abit lightweight, even
thenigh there was no overt tonal imbalance... The lows
never demanded my attention." Nonetheless,
"midrange and highs were essentially pure and free of
grain." with all five channels fired up in his surround
system, KR found that the Intrepid "made every
Iti
channel mix seem more alive, with more ()fa feeling of
the real event." KR was impressed: "The Intrepid's clarity anel liquidity, particularly from the midrange up, are
world-class
It is one of the most subtly transparent
powe r
amplifiers 1
have auditioned."JA.luoss ever. 'Lind
more distortion at mexlerate power levels than he would
have liked. Owners need to ensure that their AC
grounding is up to code. (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
VTL ST-85: $1950
Need astereo amplifier with awell-defined upgrade
path? If so, "step right up," said L13, who backed this
command with: "The VTL ST-85 is solidly built and
abreeze to use.. .PI offers outstanding performance
driving real-world speakers...rand if imparts a3-1)
sense of the original event while retaining truth of timbre. acombination that very few components can
snatch, at this or ally price." Measured output power
was ahealthy 64 Wpc. Used as monoblocks, the ST85 jumps into Class 13, decided LB, as did CS. Now
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includes triode/tetrode switch. (Vo122 No2, Vo124
No2 WWW)

B (INTEGRATED)
Arcam DiVA A85: $1499
The A85 II., discrete bipolar output devices. Whereas
older Arcam slips used MOSFETs. The A85 uses discrete bipolar output devices. It took about 200 hours of
break-in for the A85 to give signs of its nue potential. CS:
"Once the A85 was well along in the burn-in process, I
found it exceptionally musical... Iltj was cool, quiet,
refined, and rather neutral am character. its overall sonic signature defined Ilya beguiling midrange quality." While its
presentation may seem too polite for some. CS reminded
us that "Politeness shouldn't be ntistakeil for reticence....
Ultimately, it is the epic opeumess, transparency. and lowlevel detail of the midrange that would inspire nie to seriously consider this integrated amp as the steam emetic for
my .iudiet chito-chito." (Vo125 No2 WWW)
Arcam FMJ A22: $1999
Solid-state. remote-contmlled.Full Metal Jacket update
of Arcam's Alpha 10 with snrrmuuiid-sonmid processor.
multi-re llllll controller. and seven line-level inputs.
Same basic sound and perMonance AS Alpha 10, but
with updated cosmetics and sturdier build. Li) reported.
"The design is simple, dealt amid elegal it. The EMI says
'classic,' whereas the Alpha chirps 'trendy.' ...I don't
think you'd go wrong with either." Optional phono
board adds $100. (Vo123 No.4)
Cairn 4808: $1595
It came as no surprise to ST to find that the 30Wpc
4808's sound complemented the Cairn Fog C )player's.
beinecleancleattquick,perhaps slightly lean, but never
austere. The upper midrange anel treble were superbly
delineated —delicate and sweet, without the slightest
hint of hardness or grain... It achieved smoothness in
the midrange and treble without robbing music of its
life, sparkle, or energy." ST could have made use of more
than 30W of power. however, citing, "If Icranked the
volume. Iran out of power: the sound congested .end
compressed." Nevertheless, he declared,
not sure
you'll find abetter-sounding iiitegrated .mntp,overall. for
under S2k... Within its power capabilities. this is among
the finest solid-state integrated amplifiers I've heard,
regardless of price." (VoL25 No.7)
LED Mistral LE: $1495
The original version of this 50Wpc solid-state integrated
was "proof that sin ipler is better." according to ST "The
opeumess and airiness is the fills here. Gexxl resolution.
too. The story here is si lll plicity. Get asit nple circuit that
works :Ind tweak it to death. then QC the production
like crazy. WP heard it at Sam's place and was also smitten. The Limited Edition features new capacitors and
resistors, alarger mains transformer, and areduction of
global feedback by 4d13. A refuted, delicate sound with
very good loss-level resolution. Sam said, "I found the
LEI )Mistral LE simple and delightful to use. As I
did the
standard edition's, Iloved the LE's harmonic presentation, which had an almost SET-like quality of being 'lit
from within: As for PRAT (pace, rhythm, acceleration,
timing), this amp is probably not the champ. But so what?
The music sounded so right —from one pair of output
MOSFETs per side." (VoI21 No.9; Vo124 No.11, LE)
Linn Classik K: $1500
Remote-controlled 75Wpc (into 4ohms)
)receiver
with MOSF ET output stage, clock, AM/FM tuner,
three line-level inputs. tape loop, anel headphone jack.
A"neat and complete all-in-one Linn systeni" enthused
CS. High-density surface-mount PC boards keep it
petite as well. On FM, CS fo lllll I
"very good stereo separation and imaging, freedom from crosstalk, avers.
musical depiction of dynamics, awarm and open
midrange, alack of top-end sibilance. and no apparent
honkiness mii humaitvoices."The (:I) section impressed
with "a vers. clear, deep midrange, with remarkable kiss
extension and asmooth, open top end —very detailed
without being edgy or italicized." Little to gripe about
he summed up: In combo with .a decent power cord,
some better speaker cables, and agood pair of loudspeakers, for S3000-44000 you have aserious, um-con

promise high-end system." Price is for black finish; colors add $45. JA is working on a"Follow-Up" of the
current multizone version; he shares the Chipster's
enthusiasm. (VoL23 No.11 WWW)
Manley Stingray: $2250
of this petite, 50Wpc tubed integrated, CS
"There's an aesthetic dimension to the Stingray that
transcends high-end audio and borders on modern
sculpture." He was knocked exit by "the gain and
dynamic range" produced by the quartet of EL84s per
side. The Stingray is "carefully thought-out, lovingly
designed ... with abig, open ,ound.r.,g,.,hinuncring. crystalli ne top end,a clear. rich ly detailed niidrange,
anel alean. focused. articulate bass." (Vo122 No.12)
Rega Mira: $950
Sam Sez:"The Rep Mira integrated amplifier matches
Rega's Planet 2(KX)in size, styling,and price.Same Swiss
case —smooth as atine watch. Rega really has improved
the fit and finish uf their electronics: outstanding without being ostenations. Goocl taste, dammit!" Remote
control. of course, autel mtwing-magnet phone) stage
as standard equipment. The 61Wpc Mira is apurist
design: no tone or balance controls, no speaker selector switch, no headphone output. Warm, rich, hillbodied sound, with lots of dynamic drive, reported SE
and very smooth and sweet through the midrange, with
no grain. "Gad, I
loved it" he gushed. He felt the phono
stage W.IN killer. considering the price: "excellent detail,
great dynamics." Ile wound it up with "It's something
of asmall miracle!" (Vo124 No.4)
Simaudio Moon i-5: $2595
CS found that the 70Wpc Muxmui i-5 had an inordinately" long break-in time —"at least 300 to 500
hours." Yet when it was all warmed up, Chip was not
disappointed: "I was quite taken by its clarity, coherence, and realism. the elemental purity and neutrality
with which it conveyed the emotional experience of
minutie. Its presentation was warm yet neutral and
natural, faithful and nonfatiguing.... Its top end was
smooth, sweet, and bilsomely detailed, while its controlofbassfrequemieswasswiftptinchy.andextended.
with oodles of harmonic detail." Though the i-5 may
be "too laid-back" for some, CS argued that at what
might be considered an entry-level price, "You'll be
hard-pressed to fund something that Wows the Moon
i-5 out of the water." (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Unison Research Unico: $1295
Marked by an "astonishing" build quality and "luxurious" looks that contradict its modest price, the
80Wpc Unico had ST ranting:1 could scarcely believe
Iwas listening to a$1295 integrated amp." Tubed
input stage with MOSF ET output stage prexhice a
very smooth midrange and sweetly extended treble.
"'There was asmoothness, sweetness, and rightness to
the harmonic presentation that had me thinking I
was
listening to an ah -tumbe' design. Then abass note would
along to remind me that the output devices were
solid-state and capable of delivering some ctimmt."
ST did get the feeling that the protection circuitry
reined in the amp. making it safe but alittle boring.
Nevetherless ST :
xl up,"The Unico isAritusPhono card adds 5100. (Vol.25 No.9)
VAC Avatar: $4000, with remote
Push-pullelesignmithselectableultralinear/trXxleoKration.liorderlineClassAsound,saysCS:"nmsicalinviting midrange, crystalline top end, and taut, rounded
bass." Crank the Avaur's volume past midnight and
noise becomes .111 ISSUC. bin it "still drove the Joseph
KM7si with plenty of balls at 10:30 or so, with acceptable luises in the noise floor." Very seductive sound, he
chortled: "a supple, supremely assured perfonner." His
sample blew up big-time on the test bench, alas. When
tile's' got the unit back, VAC claimed that ahad mbe luid
taken down ascreen resistor. When CS listened tei the
repaired tanit he found its sound "every hit as intoxicating arid invoking as befisre." (Vo123 Nos.4 & 11)
VTL IT-85: $2750
Remote-controllecl (veil
/mute), va
tube,
80Wpc integrated amp with push-pull tetrode output
stage and active preamp and headphone output. "I was
1II
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struck by Ithe IT-85'1 midrange sweemess and smooth
top-end extension," said CS, who also admired its "surprising level of rhythmic authority." It delivered "a convincingly deep soundstage, realistic dynamics, and
rock-stable images, with the kind of aged-in-oak Balsamic midrange bouquet that fans of EL34s and coherent two-ways hanker after." CS recommends using
VTIL:s gain-matched ST-85 power amp (S1750 -see
"Power Amplifiers -)in anifty biamp setup with the IT85. "Always wanted atine tube rig?" asked Stern. "Look
your retailer in the eye. say Hit me,' and draw 21 on the
nose by throwing down for the IT-85/ST-85 combo.
Then walk away from the table flush with the glow of
good sound, found money, and the inner contentment
that comes front knowing you really don't need much
more than this." (Vo124 No2 WWW)

1610-SE, Lamm Industries M1.1, NAD 218THX,
Nagra VPA, Pass Labs X1000, Red Rose Model I
Reference,Valve Amplification Company Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III, and VTL MB-750 Signature all
not auditioned in along time; Bel Canto Design eVo
200.2 replaced by eVo2. Bryston 4B-ST and 7B-ST
replaced by 413-SST and 711-SST, Lamm Industries
M L2 by M L2.1, and Musical Fidelity A3cr replaced
by A3.2cT all not yet auditioned; McIntosh MC2000,
Musical Fidelity A 3met, Sonographe SA-250, Sonic
Frontiers Power 3, and Yamaha RP-U100 all no
longer in production.

Rotel FtB 1080: $999
KR was impressed by how thislx)Wpcsolid-state stereo
power amp was able to drive speakers even 10 times its
price: -With everything Imatched it with -whether
fairly or unfairly -the Rote' did adequately to superbly:
Though the lUI 1080 lacked soundstagc openness and
remained slightly withdrawn in the mid- to upper-treble range, sheer power was tot alin Marion. And though,
at low volumes, its overall presentation was lacking in
dynamics and presence. at high volumes "the Rotel was
capable oftruly impressive performance." KRconcludes,
"Only the nth degrees of treble grain and reticence separate it from the very best power amplifiers. I
can't think
of an amp for even twice its price that id prefer." JA's
measurements concurred: "Considering its modest
price, this is one powerhouse of an amplifier. But lonel
best used with speakers whose impedances don't drop
much below 2ohms." (Vo125 No3 WWW)

Editor's Note: Class A -Loudspeakers - are sufficiently idiosyncratic and differ enough from one
another that prospective customers should read
Siereophde'soriginal reviews in their entirety fordescriptions of the sounds. Ihave therefore just listed every
system or combination that at least one of Stereophile's
reviewers feels, as aresult of his or her experience.
approaches the current state of the art in loudspeaker
design. (Note that, tithe eligible for inclusion in Class
A, the system mug be full-range — ie, feature bassextension to 20Hz. It must also be capable of reaching realisticsound-pressure levelswithoutanyfeelingofstrain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz of
low-bass extension, we have created "Classes A, B, and
C (Restricted Extreme LF)" for those speakers that are
state of the art in every other way. Candidates for inclusion in this class insist still reach down to at least 40Hz,
below the lowest notes of the four-string double-bass
and bass guitar.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we have
an extra class: E, for "Entry Level." Someone once asked
me why Sterrophile bothers to review inexpensive loudspeakers at all: In effect, aren't we insulting our readership by recommending that they buy inexpensive
models? Remember: It's possible to put together amusically satisfying, truly high-end system around any of Om
Class D and E recommendations. That's why they're
listed — and why you should consider buying them.

C (INTEGRATED)
Cambridge Audio A500: $450 US
The A500's appearance is deceptively plain. Its 85Wpc
into 6ohms, four line-level inputs (one of them aMM
RIAA phono card), two sets of speaker binding posts, and
defeatable tone controls make for a-good buy" at the
price, said ST. "I instantly liked the A500's sound," he
enthused. Clean, detailed. dynamic sound with a"lifelike
but not overly lush harmonic presentation: very smooth
and free of harshness and gain." 11e found its bottom end
"especially impressive:* Not for difficult speaker loads or
big rooms, he cautioned, with aphono stage "as good as
it needs to be." ST figures the A500 aims to ingratiate,
"but not at the expense of being abore." (Vo123 No.9)
Legend Audio Design Starlet: $2995
Striking looks, an active prcamp section, and aclass-A
triode output stage powered by four 6550s, yield
40Wpc. CS was "immediately captivated by its quiet
backgrounds and exceptional tonal balance" and "solid
overall resolution at very low volumes." He also found
asweet, airy soundstage, and sound that was lush and
euphonic "without being syrupy..." Measurements
revealed extreme levels of volume control-dependent
distortion -the manufacturer claims that abad preamp tube was to blame. Recommendation provisional,
therefore, depending on the results of the forthcoming "Follow-Up". (Vo123 No.12 WWW)
NAD C370: $699
"A real blue-collar champion offering an honest day's
work for an honest day's pay" CS found this 120Wpc
amp to offer smooth, authoritative, solid-state sound.
delivered with conviction: "warm, dry, and solid, never
edgy or fatiguing." (Vo125 No.1 WWW)
Editor's Note: There are no Class 1) amplifiers listed.

Bel Canto eVo2, Classé Omega monoblock, GW Labs
270, Unison Research 52K. Lamm M L2.1 monoblock,
Plinius SA-102, TL Reference MB-750
Deletions
Assemblage SET-30013, Cary Audio Design CADStereophile, October 2002

LOUDSPEAKE

SYSTEMS

A
Acarian Systems Alón Circe: 512,000/pair
(Vo122 No.5. Vo123 No.4. Vo124 No.10 WWW)
Avantgarde Uno 3.0: 510,970412,970/pair,
depending on finish
IncludesSUB225powered woofer modules.SremtphiPs
"Joint Loudspeaker of 2000." (Vo123 No.9, Vol25 No.8
WWW)
B&W Signature 800: 520,000/pair
(Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Burmester Audiosystems B99: $47,780/pair
(Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Dynaudio Evidence Master: 585,000/pai'r
Srereophift's "Joint Loudspeaker of 2000." (Vo123 No.5
WWW)
DynaudioEvidence Temptation: 530,000/pair
(Vo124 No.12 WWW)
Infinity Prelude MTS: 510,000/pair $SS
(Vo123 No.5 WWW)
Linn Komri: 540,000/pair
(Vo125 No.4 WWW)
Meridian 8000 digital active: 549,000/pair
(Vo124 No.I IWWW)
Meridian DSP6000 digital active: 519,950/pair
Center-channel versioncosts$10,495each.(Vol.23No2
WWW)
RevelUltima Studio: 510,995-511,995,depending on finish $$$
Sauvphile's "Joint Loudspeaker of 2001." (Vo12-3 No.12,
Vo124 No.l, Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Rockport Technologies Antares: 541,500/pair
(Vo125 No.8 VVWW)

Snell XA Reference: $25,000-530,000/pair,
depending on finish
(Vo125 No.4 WWW)
Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX:
538,900/pair *
(Vol.22 No.5 WWW)

A —RESTRICTED EXTREME LF
Audio Physic Avanti
510,995/pair
The floorstanding Avanti III sports anon-femifluid,
dual-concentric ring-radiator tweeter developed by Vila
that is speed all the way out to 40kHz. Two pairs of
side-mounted, 6' 2"woofers -four units per side -in
push-push configuration allow anarrow front baffle.
The III sits on apair of metal stabilizer cross-braces
and setup is critical. MF emphasized, to getting best
results. "If cleanliness is next to godliness, the Avantis
were next to godlike -so clean, so detailed, so revealing." he noted, yet, when everything (including the
source material) was right, they sounded "so rich, so
fundamentallycorrectandsatisfying."Tonalcoloration
was impressively low and the Avanti II offcred"superb
dynamics at both ends of the scale and never sounded
compressed, even when played at ultra-high SPLs."
Aside front aslight but very noticeable leanness in the
mid-bass -this will be offputting for those needing
warmth and richness, he cautions -the Avanti ranks
with the Infinity Pœlude as,subjectively,the least-colored
speaker MF has reviewed.Price is for bLick finish, veneers
add 51000/pair. (Vo124 No.8 WWW)
B&W Nautilus 803: $5000/pair
"Ever notice that middle children tend to get the least
attention?" inquired Papa Tellig. Same with hi-fi, he
avowed. Enter the "smack in the iniddle" N-803s:
90dB sensitivity with anominal 8ohm impedance
that drops to 3ohms, so SETs need not apply. Minimum, 50W per 803; ST doubts 50 tube watts wouM
do it. "hut you don't have to spend afortuite on amplificatMn." Ovular shape and Matrix bracing avoid boxy
sound, explained ST. -Alt, what asound... neutral
from top to bottom," he sighed. "Massed strings are
handled with weight and authority ... excellent definition...bass delicate and beautifully delineated... I
don't think you'll find aspeaker for less money that's
this refined, this beauti fully voiced,and this seamlessly
integrated from top to bottom." (Vo123 No3)
Infinity Intermezzo 2.6: 52200/pair US
(stands necessary)
Stylish two-way satellite with powered woofer and a
single-band. variable-frequency parametric equalizer
that can attenuate the "room bump" that most listening spaces have between 20 and 8011z. MF proffered
that, once set up properly, the Intermezzos offered
"outstanding bass response without mucking up or
slowing down the midband." Overall performance, he
decided. "was so satisfying that Icould live with them.
at least for pop and small-combo jazz. But for full
orchestral weight and the suggestion of the hall space,
you do need those bottom few octaves." Top-end response sounded "free of grain, natural, and not at all
bright or sizzly. In fact, listeners used to peaky tweeters might find the sound lacking in detail and transient
snap until their ears adjust, at which point the enormous amount of inner and low-level detail the Intermezzo's tweeter is capable of revealing will become
apparent." JA decreed "This is yet another in aseries
of superbly engineered, high-quality loudspeaker designs emanating front Harman's Northridge plant. It
is atribute to its designers, and to the research and testing facility set up there by Floyd Toole." Matching
stands cost S199/pair. (Vo124 No.6 WWW)
JMIab Micro Utopia: $5000/pair
(stands necessary)
Bass-reflex, two-way mini featuring the same inverted
Tioxid (black-oxide-coated) tweeter as the Utopia.
"Think tubes, perhaps. Or very-high-quality solidstate," said Sam. Great transparency, he noted; "somewhat lean, exquisitely detailed and open through the
midrange," but never hard or harsh. "A frast for the eye
as well as the ear," he concluded, adding "Class A (lint113
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lard bass extension) for surer I'M endorses ST's enthusiasm. "Perhaps abit bright. but I've added it to my handlid ofcore rekrences -it'sdown tothatexceptional Utopia
tweeter." Matching stands cost $1000,pair. (Vo124 Nod)
Joseph RM33si Signature: 87499-V799/pair,
depending on finish (Sound Anchor stands
included)
CS raved, "Jeff Joseph and Richard Mixlaferri have
achieved something special with the RM33si," an "Infinite Slope" design' that allows the woofer to roll off
quickly while the tweeter comes on gradually. CS was
impressed: "the RM33si suggested acomplex flavor like afine old Bordeaux revealing layer on layer of body
and bouquet... to reveal aweb of heretofore ull i
ll L'Onable sensations." However. JA NUN bothered by finding
the '33si's sensitivity significantly lower than the specified 88dIf. and was concerned by ameasured lack of
integration between the midrange unit and the woofer.
both which might have been due to acomponent being
damaged dun aigCS's listening sessions. However. where
Chip said that "It's easy to misconstrue the ItM33si's
extraordinary levels of clarity and resolution as being
cool, dry. bright, or analytical." JA decided that "In my
room with my ancillaries. there was simply too much
treble energy." But JA did agree with CS that "The
RM33sis did present an astonishing wealth of recorded
detail, and their soundstaging was simply. superb!" "Not
awarm speaker to be sure, but lay civil nid revealing and
involving; adds CS. arguing Mr .1 Class A ranking.
(Vo124 No.10, Vo125 No.I WWW)
Krell LAT-I: 837,500/pair
Krills first loudspeaker is asix-driver, three-way floorsunder in a250 lb, all-alumit llllll enclosure. The LAT's rated sensitivity is above average at 91.5d11. After he'd
put pedal to metal. LG was moved to label the LAT-1 a
topnotch performer: "its bass response had plenty of
speed power, and draina." but deeper bass "was not as
prominent." L(; found the midrange "transparent and
timbrally accurate. with no smearing or congestion: the
treble "clear and extended, with no brightness, hardness,
or edge." The LAT-1's lack of compression or distortortion allowed LC; to enjoy "the greatest musical
dynamic range I've experienced in my liste
groom
to date." The Krell is for "Anyone who demands the
absolute peak of midrange clarity and bass speed; L(;
summed up.JA's measurements revealed that abig, beefy
amp is best to drive it. JA: "It appears that, with his first
speaker design. Krell's 1
)an 1
rAgostinclas worked hard
at achieving asuccessfid kalaiwe." (Vol.24 No.8 WWW)
Lumen White Whitefiame: 824,000/pair
Pure diamond tweeters add $6000/pair. (See M F's review in this issue.)
Magnepan Magneplanar MG3.6/R:
84200/pair $$$
)declared this three-way planar dipole "sensational,"
and that it met all his expectations with its huge soundstage and superb front-to-back layering midi "continuOM ambience field." The MG3.6 It's Ixetom end is an
improvement over the MG3.5's. BD noted, with no
obvious transition from its excellent upper midrange to
the ribbon tweeter. "Pure. articulate upper-bass and
midrange, airy detailed highs and explosive dynamics." Slightly less forgiving than earlier models but with
ahigh level of transparency; and best driven by apowerful amplifier. "In some respects, it's the best speaker
I've beard period!" I,, ii hr oak finish; cherry veneer
adds S3(/0/pin (V, ' . •WWW)
MartinLogan Ascent: S4195/poir
"Greatengineerin i
t.
n. world-claw
fit and finish. excel],n Ii-i.,tl and 1.- ,,
,
lotion," summed
up ST who found this electrostatic to have a"nearly
seamless" sound. However. "don't assume that the
Ascents will work best where other. conventional speakers have worked well for you. Try to place them in a
room like my listening mom, which allows for lots of
placement options." Best matched with tube amps. Price
dependent on finish. (Vo124 No.12)
MartinLogan Prodigy: 810,995/pair
hie "imposing" Prodigy couples aproprietary electrostatic panel with achunky kiss module. using technology that is ti aLIj down from the company's flagship
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$70,000/pair Statement Evolution2. The "ForceForward" woofer array is intended to reduce LF axsan
interactions. Stereophile webinaster Jon Iverson agrees
with LG that the Prodigy requires asignificant amount
of break-in. "Sure; said LG, "overall Iwas swayed by
the usual electrostatic attributes -loss. distortion, timbrai accuracy, arid deep, wide soundstaging that tax* nw
breath away -but
sic l'if always loved came alive in
abrand-new way. Instrumental timbres and colors
became
hmore vivid, intense. and startlingly realistic." Ile also noted that "Its bass bl.sssomed w hen driven hard," sounding "forceful and taut, the instruments
separated and more distinct... Solid, clean bass extended
down to 31.51-1z." The woofer meshed well with the
electrostatic panels, he felt, and the midrange was"transparent, ambrait) accurate, and free of congestion and
distortion. The treble spectrum W.LS smooth and beguililig, with no brightness, steeliness, or metallic edge. The
Prodigy's were also able, LG reponed, to manual image
stability at high vol
•s. What impressed him the most?
The PnxIii.w,'s Big Time Dynamics. .Stereophi/e's "Joint
Loudspeaker of 2001." (Vo124 No.7 WWW)
Merlin VSM Millennium: $8150/system
"Strip aWay its eX0fie ACCOUUS:111e111S: suggested ME
"like the dllt01110t1VC clear-coat finish and the metal inlay
strips, and the VSM Millennium is your basic two-way
vented box -aflocustanding minimonitor." Outboard
HAM bass equalizer. available in both single-ended and
balanced configurations, applies 52dli boost at 3511z.
A dumber at the bottom of the cabinet is filled at the
factory with 23 lbs of sand, and unusually an outboard
sbel network, consisting of aseries Hovland capacitor and aresistor, is placed across the speaker terminals.
Millennium Edition VSM isdistinguished by the buyer's
choice of wiring harnesses and alllll idler of other
changes designed to maximize its performance with
solid-state ("S" version) or tube ("T" version) electronics.Sound? MF: "Whatdrew me in first was Idle VSM's1
smooth, airy, graechal top end, delicate yet detailed. It
sounded downright luxurious without being syrupy or
unctuous." The VSM's retrieval of microdetails "was
among the best I've ever heard Wan nw speaker at any
price." And with no glare or congestion.1)yna lll i
llll "It
conveyed plenty of macrodynamic
h. though it
didn't pack areally big wallop," decided M F. Price is
for premium finish and single-ended liAM with
rechargeable battery (Vo124 No.9 WWW)
PBN Montana EPS: $'7995/pair
BW found this92dli-calcient,threr-way.reflcx-loaded
floorstander's midrange ro be its 1110St 11 llllllllllllll
strength. I
le described the midband as"cool rather than
wan n," but thought the Montuus "consistently kicked
celestial bun." The ultra-low bass, he found, wasn't the
speaker's strong suit, but he gavel(' [taxi to the irdynamics power handling, frequency extension. and image
size and depth. Many custom finishes available for abit
extra. (Vol.22 No.I I)
ProAc Response 3.8: $7200/pair
Thew reflex-loaded three-way floorstanders raised LG's
eyebrows with their"incredible spaciousness and openness." Ile found the frequency balance free of anomalies
,iind colorations, rich but natural. The Response 3.8 is
possessed of a"phenomenally clean" midrange over
"outstanding" bass, lie noted, along with effortless
dynamic range. Demanding of associated components,
with atouch of compression -but only in comparison
to
1 more expensive speakers. That didn't prevent
LG front nominating it for inclusion in Class A. "Am I
bewitched?" Yes, he is. I'M is not so impressed with the
3.8's lnamics, but :adds, "Unlike the vast ina_jority of
col llllllllllll speakers, it remains beautifully open
through the presence region." (Vol.23 No.I WWW)
Quad ESL-988: $6000/pair
Full-range electrostatic that, for the most part, is 311
updated version of the classic Quad ESL-63 (WWW).
Wrote ST, "What more could an audiophile want than
apair of ESL-988s? You get world-class resolution.
Superb, stable soundstaging. Spectacular transient
response. And sound as neutral as it gets. The only things
you don't get are very deep bass, the ability to play crazy
loud. and sexy styling." Improvements over the ESL-

63 include astiffer, more rigid frame, better-quality
wiring in the delay lines, and higher-quality copper
in the electrodes. ST found that thew changes resulted
in more top-end extension and better bass. Nonetheless, he felt that these are not speakers for hard rockers. But those who enjoyed the ESL-63 will surely be
fond of the '988. Larger 989 (NR) felt to be not as
integrated across the band. (Vo124 No.11)
Revel Pedorma M20: $2000/pair $85
(stands necessary)
Two-way, reflex-loaded loudstseaker. Although "the
M20 didn't have that last vestige of bass definition that
you get from anoptimally aliped orevenslightly ove rdamped sealed-box design," JA still found that "the
M20 offered enough bass extension to sound bigger
than it really is." Bass reproduction wasclean, free from
overtones and overhang:the midrange was "free from
coloration and exceptionally revealing of recorded
detail." While the top treble octaves were "as character-free as its midrange," JA noticed that some high
piano notes were "presented alittle more forward in
the soundstage, and the overall balance was on the
slightly bright side." StillJA misted them so much for
their clarity and stereo imaging that he decided to use
them for most of the monitoring during the mixing
and mastering of Cantos' Let 1:sur Isice Be Heard CD.
l'amwred with high-quality components and set up
in not too large aroom. the Performa M20 offers virmany Class A performance at mii affordable price."
Matchingstandscost $200 pair. (Vo125 No.1 WWW)
Sony ES SS-M9ED: 816,000/pair
JA: "Other dun the addition of aball-duped supertweeter module and ahigh-gloss lacquer finish, Idle SSM9EI )1 looked very similar to the SS-M9, which Ihad
favorably reviewed in the September 1996 Shrearhde"
Budsothcabinetanddrive-unitsaredifferentredesigned
to get the most fit« SACD. "Coherent" was his first
impression of the big Sony "and it Myth:Tend:billy
auditioning proceeded." "Superbly clean-sounding
treble register overall," he thought, "completely free
from grain." Summing up, he said. "Oilier dun its limdamentally lean balance, The Sony's' level ofcoloration
is vanishingly loss, and its performance at the frequency
extremes is almost lxyond criticism, especially in the
treble. Its lunatic range is enormous, aided lw imperceptible levels of grain and distortion. Its stereo imaging is accurate .ind precisely defined, and the result is
deep. stable ,,, ,undstages. The sonic window the tsair
opened up onto the recorded acoustic is one oile most
transparent Ihave experienced from amoving-coil box
design." (Vo124 No.8 WWW)
Thiel CS'7.2: 813,500/pair
Although, with its luscious veneer" the (very similar to the C57. according to BI ). al
vers and crossovers are different and now mad.
Thie1.131) felt the C572 emphasized the very Iv
bass relative to the upper-bass and lower mid,:
but still, bass drums had "breathtaking drive
impact," mids were "outstanding," and "the top end
was clear, sweet, and detailed." Imaging was outstanding: dense and focused, the presentation "precise and accurate." Quibbles? "Dynamic contrasts
weren't quite as large in the treble as in the midrange
or bass." amid the speaker lacked"the last bit ofdynamic
resolution at its very loudest levels." (Vol.18 No.10.
Vol.19 No.l, C57; Vo123 No.2. C572 WWW,)
Triangle Celius: 81995/pair $U
The only drawbacks ST could come up with were the
Cells' looks, its long break-in time. and the tendency
of its somewhat lightweight balance to become lurd
and congested at very high volumes. Other than these
lll i
l
aor details, he was
ply overwhelmed lu this
four-driver, three-way speaker. "Great dynamics,
open, fast, almost electrostatic sound, superior lowlevel resolution," he writes. "A $2000/pair speaker
should know its place -which is to sound much less
good than a$5000/pair speaker. The Cells did not
know its place... Its sound was, in aword, breathtaking." Takes kindly to tubes. (Vo124 No.10)
Verity Audio Fidelio: $8000-$9000/pair
ST effused that the "glory" of the three-way Fidelio
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lay in its "electrostatic-like" midrange: "smooth,
uncolored, and coherent. Remarkably so." A nominal impedanceof8ohnis —droppingonly to 5.7 ohms,
with 9.5 ohms from 35Hz to 100Hz —means abenign,
easy-to-drive load at 89dB sensitivity. Essentially neutral, Sans averred —and what counts is amplifier quality,notquantity.Priceisforpiano-black finish;optional
makore finish adds $750/pair. (Vo122 No.10)
Vienna Acoustics Mahler: $9800/pair
This three-way, reflex-loaded floorstander has two
side-mounted 10" honeycomb woofers per side, plus
two 7" pulp-cone midranges and a 1.2" silk-dome
tweeter. It's "gorgeous," purred RI), with excellent
power handling and exceptional dyiumic capability.
It's easy and smooth, but also expert at tracking transient peaks, al id large-scale orchestral works are its best
friend, RI )enthused. The souncIstage is exceptionally
wide and deep, focused, transparent, with high resolution and precise imaging. The midrange balance was
just about ideal, said he, despite aroom-related peak
at 50Hz. "In every other respect, the perfomunce of
the Mahler is state-of-the-art." (Vo123 NoA WWW)
MBL 111B: 517,000/pair
This four-way, omnidirectional, floorsunding loudspeaker may be "very strange-looking," but the sound
it emitted was "pu re magic." That is, with its perforated
metal grilles removed. With them on. JA found the
sound was anything but magical, marred by "hunimy"
and "hashy" qualities. The 111B was highly insensitive,
though with powerful amplification and the grilles
removed, the 111Bs provided "seamless" balance,
"addictive" clarity, and a"well-defined" soundstage. Indeed. JA was assured that the Ill Bs could reach the
goals all high-quality loudspeakers strive for —"wide
dynamic range; superb extension at both frequency
extremes:a neutral, musical conununicative midrange;
clean, grain-free highs; and stable, accurately defined
imagining" —but only at acertain price: "The speaker
looks drop-dead gorgeous with the grille in place, but
you need to remove it to get the sound quality you've
paid for." (Vo125 No.8 WWW)
WilsonAudioSpecialtiesSophia:$11,700/pair
JA had great expectations for die Sophia right from the
start, and in no way was he disappointed. The threeway, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker, had.' way
of"reprcxlucingthc wide dynamic sweep ofa symphony
orchestra in full measure" that left JA captivated: "I felt
there were no dynamic limits, that there was almost
nothing between me and the event captured."The wide
dynamic range was complemented by extended lows
thatallowed the listener to easily "fidlow the tune," making it so that individual instruments "never descended
into undifferentiated mush." High frequencies were
"delicate," the midrange was "neutral," and the bass
region "laid bare every little inflection."JA only had one
minor criticism:The speaker's tonal balance was slightly
forward in die mid-treble, leading to asoundstage that
was not as deep as he might have liked. The mid-bass
might also be abit excessive in souse rooms, he warned.
Neverthelesse extolled, "The Sophia is the best value
for money speaker to come from Wilson Audio.... [It]
raises the bar for the almost twice-the-price
WATT/Puppy." (Vo125 No.7 WWW)

Editor's Note: Note that all the full-range Class B
recommendations, with die exception of the Totem
Acoustic Mani-2, are floorstanding models.

B-FULL-RANGE
Dunlavy SC-N/A: 58995/pair
Athree-way, dynamic improvement on the SC-1V that
RD said "has readied the point where —with die best
source materials and associated equipment —it sounds
less like aspeaker and more like die music that's being
reproduced." It had, lie added, "timbrai accurac-y,"
"tremendous WhellICC, "exceptional top-to-bottom
integration," and "stupendous" bass. Both I)unlavy and
Ri) suggest placing these speakers along along wall,
widely separated. The SC-1V/A's in-room power
"
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response cite:: JA showed abroad depression in the lower
tuidrai ige, "the result of the complex interactions an song
the four widely spaced woofers and the room boundaries," he explained. JA did come to appreciate the
Dtudavy's superbly defined, extended bass, but noted that
"there was simply too much treble energy apparel it." Ile
thought the cipixi raids and lughs "somewhat shelvedup," precluding aClass Arating. (Vol.17 No.4, Vol.18 No3,
original version;Vo121 No.11,Vo123 No.8,IV/A WWW)
JMIab Electra 926: 53995/pair
lise Electra 926, afrill-nuse flootstuider, gives "a taste of
Utopia for alot less inoncy" lise woofers and midrange
driverusetheproptietarywaxiferconedeveloix•dtist[Mlab's
Utopia series. It all nude Sain quite hutigy:"Themidr.usge
and treble were exceedingly smooth and very extended.
This speaker did not soften or sweetest the xxind... [kJ 1151Y
revealing, yet not nithlessly so: (Yo125 No.6)
Joseph Audio R6,
122si Mk.2: S2499—$2899/
pair, depending on finish S55 e
Chip Stern first encountered this "sweet, clear, articulate floorstanding design" at the 1998 CES; since then
he has added to his description the phrases"airy,dynamic,
asid uncolored" and "holographic, precise, and nonfatiguing." He warned that those who like alusher sound
may find the RM22si "kind of dry at first," but also said
it "should provide plenty of thrills and chills to fans of
acoustic music searching for the ultimate in two-way
coherence, but who don't require slam speakers." (VoI21
No.11; see CS's "Follow-Up" in this issue. WWW)
Meridian DSP5000 digital active: 56950/pair
Two-way active design taking adirect digital input up
to 96kHz sample rates. Sounded much like die Class A
I)SP6000 to KR, but the bottom end was not as "profound and impressive" as the more expensive speaker.
No evidence of any upper-bass deficiency, but abit less
airy and open. Nonetheless, he thoroughly enjoyed them
when used as astereo pair, and suggests that five of them
may be easier to accommodate in many rooms than the
'6000s, while ceding "little to the bigger system except
at the very bottom end." (A Meridian active sub would
take care of that) (Vo123 Nos2 & 3WWW)
Nains NBL: 510,750/pair
Three-way, floorstanding, near-rear-wall design. Elegant
enclosure features "nested" and decoupled driver boxes
with avariation on sealed-box hiss loading and two separate bass enclosures. Extra setup care required. PM: "Ir
pnwedanastonishinglygoodloudspeakerinmanyrespects,
most notably its wonderfully wide dynamic range and a
renurkalsle freedom from 'boxy' effects." Acertain leatsness and forwardness made for alack of warmth, which
will be num., of aproblem in large or absorbent rooms.
Nevertheless, very articulate and dynamic, he concluded,
adding dut "despite die tad wayward balance, the NBL
would probably be my personal choice at the price." Price
is withoutcrossovers for use with Naim line-level crossover
and tri-amping. Optional outboard passive crossover networks cost SL200/pair. (Vo123 No.10 WWW)
OLS Kharma Ceramique CE-2.10:
510,799/pair
Three-way reflex-loaded floorstander with series-type
crossover. concave cerasnic-cone midrange, and
Nomex/Kevlar woofer. KR was impressed with the
"Wistening, nearly crystalline" lacquer finish and heavily braced, rear-ported design. The Ceramiques induced
him to "just relax and enjoy the perfomunce." Pure, unforced treble with "respectable" bass produced a"warns
and reticent" sound that, KR observed, slightly emphasized the ceramic cone's 200-500Hz range. "Tonal bias
at the expense of presence," concluded KR; "the performance is superb despite die slight lack of liveliness."
(Vo123 No.10)
Opera Super Pavarotti: $1695—$1895/pair SSS
The floorstanding Super Pavarotti lucid all the characteristics of fine, careful Italian craftsmanship. ST went
into detail: "Superb finish. High-quality drivers. Civilized sound dut I, for one. could live with for years. And
reasonable sellingprices.A loudspeaker is furniture,after
all. You have to look at it, not just listen." lite upper
midrange and treble were "sweet, smooth, nicely extended," the bass was "very dynamic, quite tight, and

extended, without bloat," and the soundstage was "very
wide, deep and sea ni less." ST did cautionlowever,"The
Super Pavarom us tot for those who crave hi-li excitesnent.... This speaker sang; it didn't zing." (Vo125 No.9)
Paradigm Reference Studio/I00 v.2:
51900—$2400/pair, depending on finish 555
"There's much more to the 'v.2' designation than meets
the eye," RI) discovered of this redesign of Paradigm's
three-way, four-driver, reflex-loaded floorstander. lise
v.2 has new tweeter and midrange drivers, curved side
panels, changes in cabinet construction and bracing, and
is 23 lbs heavier. "Exceptionally unfussy to set up," RI)
finind, and "top-to-bottom tonal balance is exceptionally even." The midrange is neutral and the top end is
on apar with others at the price. The v.2 fixes the slight
edge in the earlier version's mid-treble, as reported by
TJN, and its first-rate bass approaches that of the
$8995/pair Dunlavy SC-IV/A, declared RD. Good
power handling and other Audiophile Family Values,
noted RI). JA concurs: "excellent measured perfornunceataverycompetitiveprice."(Vo123No.6WWW)
ProAc Future One: $9800/pair
Biwirable three-way, flcxsrstanding, "next-generation"
technology with ribbon tweeter, open-baffle midrange
driver, and ported bass lcuding. Needs loua break-in, and
toe-in is important; MF found it best when the tweeter
axes converged just behind his ears More lean, fast, and
nimble than previous big ProAcs, Ile suggested, while still
managing to sound sweet and rich. Overall balance "on
the rosis side," with superb bottom-end pitch definition.
Midrange rich with"electrostatic- like clarity," said Mikey;
the only minor glitch was a"cuppy" sound in the upper
mids due to ablend problem with the open-air midrange
cone driver. "A speaker that draws you in with its smooth
detail and overall finesse. Seemingly expensive for what
you get until you examine the cabinetry and sit down for
alisten," sums up Mike): (Vo123 No.10)
Revel Perfonna F30: $3500/pair
This three-way floorstuider is "gemmerons but slot imposing in size," KR reported. Its wide dispersion requires
careful setup and room matching, but the result can be
awide, stable soundstage, good imaging, and amidrange
that was among the best KR has heard. The F30 had no
grain and ahigh degree of clarity and transparency, but
lacked some heft in the bass unless pushed. Kal said:
"Dynamic and detailed; offers aClass A midrange at a
Gentlemen'sCpricc."Superbmeasuredresults,reported
JA. (Vo123 No.5 WWW)
Snell XA9Ops: $7000/pair
LGdescribestheStiell asa"superblyengincered,temotecontrolled, full-range floorstander, appropriately
priced." Mellow-balanced, thought JA. While LG
"highly recommends it," the powered subwoofer failed
to reach down to 20Hz in his listening mom. "Misses
(lass A by ahandful of Hertz," he concludes. (Vo122
No.Z SGHT.5 No.6 WWW)
Totem Acoustic Forest: $3000/pair
Two-way, 3'-high tower loudspeaker. The Claw is standard: aself-centering ball-bearing support is available
separately for S395/set of 6,as is the optional Beak Tuning Pod ($100/pair). LG found that the Forest produced
clean bass down to 40Hz in his room. The sound was
generally"solid,transparentanddynamicwidiout being
edgy, and die bass response was controlled and eminentlydetailed." F
le also thought the midrange was"very
seductive; it excelled with vocal, clarinet, and piano
recordings, voices and instruments floating free of the
speaker positions... land] provided awealth of musical
detail, making it easier to delineate spatial positions."
The Forests' imaging, LG found, was first-rate with a
wide and deep sotandstage, even though thc sweet spot
was small. (Vo124 No.4 WWW)
Totem Acoustic Mani-2: 53995/pair e
(stands necessary)
JA's effusive encomium noted that the Mani-2's "combination of clean treble, transparent midrange, natural
dynamics, and powerful extended bass allowed the
speakers to step to one side, allowing the music to communicate in amost effective manner." While $4000 for
apair of small stand-mounted speakers may not appear
Stereophile. October 2002

good value, JA iuointed out that the Mani-2 produced a
sound that belied price try/size. noting that it would perform admirably in rooms unsuitable for more physically
imposing speakers. 2001 samples of the Mani-2 were
marked by acombination ofclean treble, natural dynamics, and powerfUl. extended bass. Again reminiscent of
the earlier sample, however, was alow sensitivity and a
forward-balanced midrange resulting in "some veryhigh-frequency 'wispiness' on some recordings." Nevertheless, wrote JA, "The overall balance was expansive
and grain-free, aided by an enormous but still welldefined soundstage... A solid Class 13 loudspeaker."
(Vol.19 No2. Vo124 No.10 WWW)
Triangle Antal: $1545/pair $$$
Thisfour-driverthree-way,popularwith Frenchreviewers, has no crossover in the midrange/tweeter handcuff.
Designer de Vergnette. ST reported, "likes to keep
crossovers out of this critical area." "Cellulose" (doped
paper) bassand mid-driversdesignedandbuiltin-house.
Give 'em tinte to break in, warned Sam; after he did so,
the bass was "full, rich, generous, and dynamic." For
those who want "speed, delicacy, and finesse," ST
intoned, these speakers proved "agile" and "let the notes
go exceptionally well." SET-friendly, too. He liked 'ern
and he bought 'cm. -A fume sounding speaker at asurprisingly affordable price," agrees PM. "It's not the
sweetest, smoothest or prettiest contender around, but
it has bags of headroom and an involving dynamic
expressiveness that's rare at any price." (Vo123 No.8)
Vandersteen 2Ce Signature: $1549/pair 555
(stands optional)
To CS, the current version of Richard Vandersteen's
bestselling three-way design suggested "the bloomy
barley scent of sturdy Guinness Stout; the deep earth
tones of heavy brown bread dipped in honey; your
grandmother's meadoaf accompa 'tied by mashed potatoes with rusted garlic, caramelized onions, gobs of
butter, and heavy cream -in aword, comfort foods."
The laid-kick top end isn't for everyone, he thought,
and errs tun the side of bass and midrange. Bass "believable and musical:even door the most linear or focused
CS had ever heard. -Timbres were lifelike and true, if
slightly sweetened, and big orchestral swells were handled with enormous poWer and conviction." Some
compression at lease-busting levels. The key is the
matching equipment, Chip revealed. Bottom line: a
warm, deeply extended, musically engaging presentation. Optional stands add $125/pair. (Vol.16 Nos.4 &
9WWW. 2Ce: Vol.23 No.10 WWW.2Ce Signature)

B - RESTRICTED LF
Audio Physic Spark III: 52495/pair $55
At 39" high with anarrow batile,the snmallest,leastexpemisise floorstander in the Audio Physic line is best suited
for small- to medium-size moins. "No one could say
that the Spark is topped-off!" chortled Sain. "Yet the
highs were not tipped-up,either." With abalance slightly
on the dry side, it worked best with the liquidity of tubes,
found ST -If possible, listen with the speakers in front
of y011f mom's long wall," ST advised. ILawry into his
room. -the bass firmed up and dynamics greatly
improved," with especially dynamic (but not overdone)
inid- to upper-bass. No stridency or peaky quality in the
treble, but it wasn't the most refined treble ST's heard.
"I could have done with greater definition, more delicacy -but I'd probably have to pay more.... The big
things were the soundstaging and imaging, of course nothing short of spectacular." (Vol.24 No.7)
B&W.CDMI NT: $1200/pair
(stands necessary)
B&W's earlier Ci M IMid Cl M 1SE designs were
longtime favorites of STs. This latest version adds an
NT (Nautilus Technology) tweeter in aproprietary
teardrop enclosure. ST thought the NT had greater topend openness. airiness. mid clarity than the SE. "Its
midrange and lower treble voiced very sweetly, in dw
li&W manner" making dwindle thought, agt.xud choice
for classical titiste, Ile also heard -surprisingly gol.xl"
bass for such asmall enclosure. bass that extended -well
below 60Hz in our living room. I
kep bass, obviously,
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was absent you might want to use asubwoofer." A tad
slow rhythmically, until he switched front a125Wpc to
a300Wpc power amp. -71wn it sprang to life in aquick,
explosive dynamic way." Impressive performance for
the money. -Self-elfacing,delicatelytransparent,audiree
front unwanted 'bœciness,'" adds PM. Matching stands
cost $350/pair. (Vo123
I)
B&W Nautilus 805: $2000/pair
lz
(stands necessary)
The drivers ofthe two-way 805 are derived directly from
the N-801, with alower 120W system power rating. LG
loved'em. -The N-805 quickly swept me into the music,
and Ifound myself listening with my eyes closed. It yeas
is if aspecial light had been switched on in my mind:
wswooned. "This is aterrific loudspeaker, and an example ofwhat I
really love about high-end audio." LG found
taut, punchy mid-bass and "stunningly transparent"
highs, plus asweet, dynamitic midrange "nude for afirstrate listening experience." Powered subs reco llllll ended
for sustained, very deep bass. but otherwise not required.
One of LG's "all-time favorites." ST weighs in with "Ill
second LG's recommendation!" PM +.1
it has a
"wickedly dean treble, alovely lack of boxi lies', loads
ofdetai I, and looks very stylish indeed." Co-wi liner, 1999
Sremphile"JointBudgetComponentoftheYear."Matching stands cost $600/pair. Original Class A rating abit
optimistic, feels ST, compared with the Nautilus 803.
(Vo122 No.10 WWW)
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Special Edition:
53499/pair
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk.II: 52399/pair $U
(both stands necessary)
The "Special Edition" is aluxury edition of Dynaudio's
classic 1_3 Mk.II two-way. ST recommend: avoiding tiny
single-ended triodes for power -the SE is only 85dI3 sensitive at anominal 6olm "WWII patmered with ahefty
amplifier. this little speaker can do big bass," ST averted.
The sound was -authoritative"; he felt it played loud while
remaining refuted, natural, and hill-bodied. He reveled
in their -ability nu deliver afull, rich tonal balance" when
played well out into the mom. Voiced -beautifully: they
"deal with den unding dynamics on arecording" with no
trouble. Of the orignul 1.3, RN exhorted, "Among the
very few louthiwakers at am price that are, as near as I
could tell, totally unctalortml."Oftlic less-expensive Mk.1 I,
JA thought its driver integration sensitive to ear height
and its tonal balance on the cool side, with abit too much
energy in the 4-10kHz octave. -But ok what ahuge, stable soundstage with ahigh degree of transparency and
refinement" PM agrees: "combines ahigh standard of
neutrality with surprising power, weight, and drive,"
d gh he cautions that areasonably powerfid amplifier
isadvised.MasterStandsadd$399/pait UltimaStandsadd
5699/pair. (Vol.19 No.11, Mk.1; Vo123 No.8 WWW,
Mk.II; Vo122 No.12 WWW, SE.)
Triangle Titus:$495/pair $55(stands necessary)
This stand-mounted minimonitor has the saute basic
"house" sound as Triangle's Amiral and now-discontinued Zephyr, and hit our ST "COMIC WI coup defondre like aclap of thunder. No 5500/pair speaker should
resolve like this." The Titus had definition, delicacy, and
detail -ST has heard more expensive speakers sound
more constipated! Could use asub, he counsels. but
offers "nearfield magic" in "soundstage city." Minimalist crossover makes it mbe- and even SET-friendly. Next
to the full-range Antal and Celius, this is ST's favorite
Triangle. Add $295 for stylish Boomerang stands.
(Vo123 No.8, Vo124 No.5)

C-FULL-RANGE
Athena Technologies S3/P3: 51800/pair
"Flexibmlmtvofcomif'igumr.unomuustheide.u,"expl.mumiedST.Youm
can litix'n'match between three monitors and three posyered subs (plus aco ner-cha [isle» in the Atilt, ia iic.cvcrythingshidded.TheP3sublia,aninregra1150WMOSFET
.tinp. Patent-pending "docking system" for attaching S3
satellite to P3 sub is "devilishly clever, sez ST, who noted
the system's elegant looks. Check full review for Sam's
miring tips and sensitivity issues.The S3 and P3 integrated
well, ST declared: no hiss, no muss, just seainless sound
"

with deep bass. Sweet, maybe nulled-off:it the very top.
but "smooth, nonaggressive: said he. Upper midrange
is alittle rough but "not aserum flaw," he decided. S3
lacked ultimaw refinement. but then, it only costs
$600/pairwhen sold on itsowed P3powered subwoofer
costs 51200/pair when sold separately. (Vo123 No.4)
B&W CDM9 NT: $2600/pair
The largest model in B&W's CDM hume, the '9 NT was
felt by ST to lack alittle spark, "but it was asound I
could easily live with." Arich, full bottom end, asomewhat liquid, full-bodied sound overall, and asweet
upper midrange and treble. "A slight luit of high-frequency peakiness, though." he noted. "I ku give them
enough amplifierpower:STwarned,summingupthat
the '9 has -rather asafe, corporate sou nd." (Vo124 No.7)
Meadowlark HotRod Shearwater:
$3195/pair
Hoe sit too close to the Shearwaters, with their firstorder crossovers, wanted CS. However, sitting back
7-9' mated asua cet spot that blossomed and bloomed:
"Soundstagii ig snapped into focus with commensurate
levels of depth. lateral coherence, and inner illumination that were realistic. involving, and utterly magical."
CS was "captivated by the quality and quantity of the
Shearwater's bass: extraorditurily taut and snappy, yet
richly detailed and wamtly focused," and noted, "the
Shearwater's low-end perfonnance was neither lean
nor lacking, but atad laid-back." While "rhydun and
pacing were exceptional," the Shearwaters "lacked
some of the requisite pop needed to satisfy hard-core
rockers." While Chip "rarely found the Shearwater
wanting in its presentation of raw rock or R&D recording,s," he did wareinnightbe too mannerly and refined
for some tastes." (Vo125 No.9 WWW)
Mirage MR.M-1: $2500/pair
(stands necessary)
The M RM- Iis designer 1.11% Paisley's sutement in the
high-perfonnance, two-way, stand-mounted, reflexloaded minimonitor stakes. "The drive-units are hi-tech
in conception and construction," said JA, who commented on its considerable but clean top-octave nine:
"not brighmess as such. but more high-frequency air."
The MR/v1-1 was "surprisingly big-bottomed." "excelling" in the all-inertant lll i
l
lunge:Ind lacking grain
"or anr kind ofgritty edge." Ile also noted its stable, precise imaging but was concerned by the laid-back midtreble and lack (If ultimate dynamic tinge. Price is for
black ash veneer; cherry veneer, add $100/pair; tigerwoodadd$200/pair. Matchingstands$500-$600, pris
depending on finish. (Vo123 No.6 WV/W)
Mirage 0M7: $2200/pair
Lli found that the soundsuge created by the doorstanding. reflex-bailed, Omnipolar 0M-7s was solid: "The
soundstage didn't change uuutuciiss-mthchautgesumi my pt
tion in the listening scat -or even as I
moved around the
mom." He was most impressed by the depth and power
of the 0M-Ts bass: "True, concussive, feel-it-in-yourchest winimps were not unusual." Ilis recommendatitur
"If you've got aroom dut can handle deep bass and isn't
too lively, and you like amow tuntial, relaxed take oil
the stereophonic inuging thing„' then the 0M-7 is definitely worth alisten: (Vo124 No.11)
Monsoon FPF 1000: 51199/pair $5$
Three-way, reflex-loaded, floorstanding loudspeaker
with low-compression port. KR marveled,"So please u
was the overall spaciousness and imaging that only rarely
was I
aware ofthe spetificpresence ofthe speakers themselves." JA found, however, that the tweeter was alittle
isolated, which contributed to KR sensing the sound of
small bells emanating directly from the tweeter positions. The major difficulty KR had with the FPF-1000s
concerned their midbass tinge, but this was mom than
matieupforbytheirpoweriundlingandspatioussoundstage. With carefid positioning and attention to room
interactions, the FPF-1000s can pnwide "a genuine
glimpse of high-end sound in agruel:tit, inexpensive,
and easy-to-use package." (Vo124 No.10)
RBH 641-SE: $1499/pair
Wooden veneer finish adds $3(N)/pair. (SeeJA's review
in this issue.)
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Rega Jura: $995/pair
Small Mr afloorstander at just over 32" high, reported
ST, "But don't let its size fix,' you; this speaker is capable
of putting out some adult bass -well below 401Iz in my
listening mom." "As is usually the caw with Reg?, simplicity is the Jura's thing: said Sans. A wide variance in
inmedance may make fi abad match with single-ended
triode .unps. The sound, said ST, featured a"sn tooth but
slightly recessed midrange and very genentus bass... The
treble was nicely extended, in asoft-dome sort of way."
The midrange was excellent, he said, with "natural
warmth and an apiwaling sweemess of tone on up into
the treble. Easy on the ear." "A fair measure of dynamic
grip and tension: adds PM. "though the bass is alittle
too hill. and the treble arid strong." (Vo124 No.4)
Thiel CS1.6: $1990-$2390/pair, depending
on finish
JA had to work hard to get these speakers to sound their
best in his listening room, balancing low-frequency
weight against residual hardness w the low treble. With
the speakers optimally set up, JA found that "the overall
sound was still alittle bright." This was complicated by
the CS1.6's long break-in tinte: "At the end of amonth
of everyday listening, Iwas still not sure they reached
equilibrium." Nevertheless. the Thick shone as highly
sensitive speakers veal,"astonishilai resolution. matched
by equally superb stereo imaging." JA determined the
CS1.6s to be bestsuited fin- LP playback in rooms of sit tall
to medi llll size. I
le Aso okled up regarding d
+piton al
outrigger supports ($200) as mandatory to place the listener's ears on the optimal axis. (Vo125 No.9 WWW)

C— RESTRICTED LF
Joseph Audio RM7si Signature Mk.2:
51799-$1999/pair, depending on finish
(stands necessary)
IA thought theoriginal 7n was amellow-balanced 'but naturally detailed -mini lllll nitor that represents
good value. Of the Signature version, the word that
popped up itiimst often in JA's notes during auditioning
was "sweet." Ile also noted that the RM7si's "rich. bighearted balance" and "smooth treille., laid bare all mailnet of recorded detail without spotlighting." Excellent
dynamics and imaging, if abit plump down below -but
not "one-notes'," our Ed. noted. CS chimes in about one
of his longterm references: "Pinpoint resolution and
dctai 1: excellent transparency and soundstaging remarkable bass extension; adeep, articulate, uncolored midrange: asmooth top end: accurate without being
analytical, non-fatiguing- perhaps alittle dry for some
tastes -and relative to the clarity of the lull-range
RM33si, perhaps atouch laidback in the tnidbass."
(Vo123 No.8; see CS's"Fol
thisissue.WWW)
ParadigneeferenceStudio/20:$6304900/pair,
depending on finish US ç• (stands necessary)
"From the upper-bass to the upper midrange. the har1110111C srnictures Of sounds, their timbres, Were as natural
as I'd heard from tin' speaker." Ity said. "The repnxItiction of vocals, woodsvinds, and bra, instruments on wellengineered acoustic recordings was spooky in its realism."
Minor quibbles: "lib range was slightly highlighted, giving the sound arather crisp presentation," mil. while the
bass was "extended. natural, quick. dynamic, runelid." it
had"a slight roundness or warmth the60-80ilz range."
Still,"byawidemargin.thefinestspeakerunder$1000/pair
I've ever heard." Kit is uso afan: "The Studio/20 v2 is a
benchmark loudspeaker: Eve not heard anything smaller
and/or cheaper that is such superb e
llll sic-maker," he
adds. Matching Premier stands cost 5179/pair. (VoI21
No2, VoL24 No2, Vo125 No.5 WWW)
ProAc Tablette 2000 Signature: $1700/pair
(stands necessary)
"Ina nutshell, very dynamic sound -lots of punch, even
when driven with a33W amp!" declares ST "A lively
sound midi adelicate. sweet and smoothly extended treble that lacked the midrange refinement of the attire
costly Response ankle's." The 20(X) Signamres rocked
and kicked butt, but were "a bit brash: he concluded.
The imaging was less outstanding but still quite good.
Regular Tablette 2000 costs S1100/pair. (Vo123 No.5)
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Thiel PCS: $3000/pair (stands necessary)
Athree-way, stand-mom lied, re Ilex-loaded design with
anodizedalumintundrivers(includinga coaxial tweetermidrange unit using asingle motor and mechanical
crossover). JA heard no deep bass, and the upper-bass
didn't have the "rounded" quality he prefers. Some doubling at lower frequencies and "port chuffing" that can
sound"gruff: he wa mcd,"11u t
it was higherin frequency
that the PCS lived up to its pedigree." He found it "easy,
open. natural and unforced, and oh, the soundstagingr
The extreme highs were less well-defined dull the lower
frequencies, he felt, and the tonal balance was somewhat
forward. "The PCS is handsome and beautifully made,
JA pointed out, but sensitive to cables and really needs
to be used with asubwookr for full-range satisfaction.
West Coast price is $3030/pair. (Vo123 No.6 WWW)
Triangle Zerius 202: $1095/pair
"The Ze ri us worked the customary Triangle magic:very
good low-herd resolution and avery tight. fast, controlled sound overall." Compared to the more expensive Celius, however, ST found the three-way Zerius
lacking refinement in the tipper midrange and treble.
Nor did it handle power quite as well. Nonetheless, the
low-level resolution was about as good as Si' lus heard
for under $1500, and imaging and soundstaging were
excellent. He recommends tulw amplification for best
results. (Vo125 No3)
Westlake Audio Lc5.75F: $1799/pair (stands
necessary)
This two-way stand-mounted, reflex-loaded speaker
had MF pleasantly surprised by its sound. He found it
"relaxing and easy on the ears, lite Lc5.75Fs combine
apleasing, open frequency balance, fine low-level resolution. :in authoritative and coherma rhythmic- presentation, and superb imaging and soundstaging.... The
key to its success was abalance of strengths unmarred
by such serious deficiencies as consistently audible frequency Wen ashes, dot tilling or other gross forms of distortion at high SPLs, or dynamic compression." JA
agreed: "As MF Maud, the Lc5.75F may appear to have
son le nwasured blemishes, but these have been arranged
not to interfere with the manner in which the speaker
reproduces music." MF: "As long as you don't press the
Lc5.751's beyond reasonable 1
you'll be amazed by
what these well-engineered little speakers can do-so
long as you provide theism with clean et wironment and
appmpriate associated equipment, including the right
stands." (Vo124 No.11 WWW)

D
Acoustic Energy Aegis One: $299/pair SSS
(stands necessary)
Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded, 1" silk-dome
VIFA tweeter and 5" alloy-cone woofer. Soinevehat
more refined-sounding than PSI1 Alpha A/V. thought
JA, with deeper. more defined bass, if less rich. The highs
are clean but lacked some air -whaddaya want for $299?
Excelled in the midrange.with precise imaging and good
detail, but lacking in ultimate dynamics. PM: "an easy
neutrality that demands respect." JA: "Its problems are
1111110r, its vutues many." (Vo123 No.5 WWW)
Athena Technologies AS-F2: $399/pair
Right out of the box, BJR was taken by the sound of the
AS-F2: "The AS-F2 presented an open. detailed, coherent, and neutral fa
Idiot reminded me of much mom
expensive ffoorstanding speakers." Though high frequencies were "a bit forward" and "in-your-face," the
AS-F2 was marked by a"detailed and iutural midrange,"
with "frircefill, dynamic midbass." BJR. was especially
impressed by the AS-F2's low-bass extension and delininon. His only real complaint was that the speakers outperformed their price range, needing"to be mated with
electronics of higher quality and price than one would
normally associate with aS599/pair speaker." (Vo125
No.8 WWW)
Athena Technologies S2: 5375/pair (stands
necessary if used without subwoofers) $$$
"In many respects, the S2" -with its more precise,
focused imaging and amore seamless transition between
drivers -"pleased me even more than the S3," reponed

Monsieur Tellig. But he recommends the S3 if you
want abugger sound; the 52 ain't much for being overdriven. The 52 has good looks, resolution. neutrality;
.incl tonal balance, but it's bass-shy on stands suie' subwoofer, with (like the S3) asomewhat attenuated
extreme treble.ST:"Good sound. (lever eip,n netting.
Terrific value." (Vo123 No.6)
B&W LM-1 Leisure Monitor: $350/pair SES
These cute li'l guys are available in an array of attractive colors, and sport a1" polyester-dome, ferrofluidcooled tweeter and a5" polypropylene bass-midrange
unit. The tweeter sits up top, partially exposed, and the
cabinet is heavily braced, 11w base can be adjusted to
allow for vertical or wall-mounting. The LM-I
delighted ST right out of the box: "lite sound was
absolutely gorgeous!" he bubbled.B&W reco llllll ends
at least 25W, "but ignorance is bliss." proclaims ST,
grooving along with 5W Audio Electronic Supply SEI
s. "What sound! So smooth, so sweet, so able to fill
the room... Ile treble extension was retnarkable, as
was the openness and airiness of the presentation....
You don't need stands. Thaes audiophile stuff: Just
place the speakers atop afiling cabinet or bolt them to
the wall." SI) uses them as PC speakers and seconds
Sauts enthusiastic recommendation for their clarity,
tonal balance,ancl"surprising-dynarnics.(Vol23 No.1)
JBL Studio S38 II: 5599/pair
(stands necessary)
Front the start, it was clear to BJR dut the three-way,
ixtrted S38 was afar cry from JI1Ls of yore. "Vocals and
piano highlighted the speaker's superb irpnaluction of
lower and middle midrange timbres, which were as natural and as transparent as those °fatty speaker I've heard
for under $8$10/pair." However, the JBL exhibited an
emphasis in the upper midrange and lower high frequencies that nuniksted itself differently, he found,
&Tending uni the instrument involved. -All percussion
sounded iu,ttlurai, but on well-recorded lazz discs ride
cymbals sounded more closely liked than dies actuallywere."Thespeakeesemphasisinthetippermidnuse
and lower highs may not be to everyone's te,re, IIJR
comments, but he was less equivocal about the lows:
"The S38's ha...perform:awe was mighty impressi vein
my large listening ntom, 1
wasable to adlicve tight, clean
bass extension chwiii to 35Hz, although Inoted slight
emphases at mound 50Hz and 100Hz... Then. were
two areas in which tlw 538 perforated better than any
speaker under $2000/pair I've ever heard: First was its
ability to play at extremely loud volumes without coloration or strain... Second, the 538 liad the widest
dynamic contrasts of any budget speaker I've heard."
(Vo124 No.(u, SGHT7 No2 WWW)
JMIab Chorus 706: $450/paii
(stands necessary)
The two-way, reflex-loaded 706 had "the most intriguing and paradoxical tonal It.Aance of any inexpensive
speaker I've lward: said 13)12. Though he noted that the
"lower high frequencies were somewhat sweetened,"
this was offset by its "glorious" midrange. Overall. "its
minor colorations were consonant with the musical experience." BJR was most impressed by its "sophisticated
and involving character." (Vo125 No.1 WWW)
PSB Alpha B: $249/pair $SE
(stands necessary)
With this, the third and latest version of the Alpha, a
long-recommended two-way bass-reflex bookshelf,
Paul Bartell has trickled down sonic of the design and
manufacturing innovations of his more expensive
Image Series. BJR was thrilled: "The PSII is aclassic
example of the benefits of trickle-down technology in
aserious high-end speaker design." He found tlut the
Alpha li "excelled with vocals: presented "excellent
articulation of subtle transients and microdynamic
inflections," and showcased superb detail resolution
and low-level dynamic resolution. One caveat "The
PMI's only iral shortcoming was its limitations in highlevel dynamics on passages that lud considerably coinplothighlymodulatedcomentsignificantbassenergy,
or both." Nonetheless. BJR was pleasantly shocked:
"Even now, considering again the quality of construe119
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tion and sound of these remarkable little boxes and
checking the price yet again. I'm still shaking my head."
(Vo125 No.5 WWW)
PSB Image 4T: $649/pair
Video-shielded, front-ported floorstmder with metalcone/dome drive-units.A lot oftcchnology for the price,
declared BJR, who found asmooth, natural tonal balance that sounded superb with vocals: lots of body and
no colorations. A transparent midrange revealed inner
transient detail, and Bob says the Image loved woodwinds. "Its bass performance was uncanny, with abottom-end extension I
didn't think possible from aspeaker
of this size and price." The upper treble could get atad
ragged on some higher-frequency passages, but dynamics were astrong suit. "Kicked major butt," as By put
it. The speakers didn't call attention to themselves, the
PSBs disappearing into the wide, deep soundstage. They
also did little wrong, offering acoherent and neutral
sonic presentation, summed up 13JR. Borderline Class
C. (VoL24 No2 WWW)

E
Acoustic Energy AEG02: $399
MF shook his head in wonder at this neat'n'petite, simply extraordinary-sounding powered sub and satellite
speaker system that you can hook up directly to your
Cl) player. "Every so often aproduct shows up that surprises the hell out of me ...What poured forth was what
Iwould have to call high-end audio. It wasn't perfect,
but it was way superior to any other mull sat-sub system I'd heard -particularly in terms of low coloration,
but in every other sonic department as well." He found
"an absolutely stu
g. detailed, and believable midband" and asurprisingly large soundstage that was "free
from the constraintsof the tiny boxes."J-10, too,is mightily impressed. "Hey, where're you hidin' the awl speakers?" he only half-jokes, looking for the man
the
curtain. (Vo124 No3)
Mission m71: $250/pair $$$ (stands necessary)
Two-way reflex-loaded miniature loudspeaker that
replaces the Mission 731i but at alower price, and, in
BJR'sopinion,withgreaterperflomunce.BJR enthused,
"The in71 exhibited levels of detail resolution, transparency, and low-level dynamic articulation in the timbratty natural midrange beyond anything I've heard thus
far from any speaker costing less than 51000/pair... The
m7I's bass definition, extension, and dynamic bloom
exceeded the performance of any other bookshelf
speaker I've tested." But"Be careful to pair it with highquality electronics; otherwise, its midrange resolution
and bass reproduction will not be fully realized." PM
agrees that the ru71 is impressively free from "boxiness,"
but its weakness, in his view, is alack of dynamic "grip"
and drive which keep it from Class 1). Mission Stance
stands cost $200/pair. (Vol.25 No2 WWW)
Paradigm Atom v.3: $189/pair
(stands necessary)
Though he was abit put off by its very low price and very
small size, BJR was quickly set at ease by the Atom v.3's
sound. He noted, "The entire midbass region, although
atouch warm and rounded, was well-defined and uncolored.... The Atom's convincing reproduction extended
into the midbass retóon with no loss ofdefin Mon, weight.
or impact." Asecond strength: "a level of transient articulation, clarity, and naturalness in the upper midrange
and lower highs that reproduced percussion with startling realism." However. By confessed, "Although the
lower high frequencies were impressive, the extreme top
end seemed abit rolled off" He also because aware of "a
thickchestiness"inanarrowregionofthelowermidrange.
Nevertheless, he applauded: "Congratulations to Paradigm for setting anew benchmark for true audiophile
performance that anyone can afford." Magnetic shielding adds $20/pair. (Vo125 No.9 WWW)

Audio Physic Virgo 3. Eg,glestonWorks Andra II, Getshman Opera Sauvage, KirksacterSilverline 60, Mission
Pirastro, NUT SI13, Quad 989, Somas Faber Cremona,
Totem Model 1Signature, Wilson Benesch Discovery.
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Deletions
Aerial Acoustics Model 711, B&W Nautilus 801. JMIab
Utopia and Mezzo Utopia, Magnepan Magneplanar
MG1.6/QR, Revel Ultima Salon, Soliloquy 5.3, Sonus
Faber Amati Homage, and Thiel CS23, all not auditioned in too long atime:Monitor Audio Silver 9i, NHT
2.9, PSB Alpha Mini and discontinued.

SUBWOOFERS
& CROSSOVERS
A
Velodyne HGS-18: $2999 er
The HGS-18 runs $400 more than the (positively
reviewed) FSR-18 powered subwoofer it replaces. You
get aclassier, piano-black finish and ase that stil/ goes
down to 15Hz.Aclosed-loop-accelemmeerservocontrol and built-in 1250W RMS class-Damp do the trick,
with single-ended and balanced inputs, selectable phase
and volume controls, multiple staggered low-pass
crossovers, and ahuge (18") dual-voice-coil driver. LG's
judgment: "lise sonic equal of the discontinued FS818... unsurpassed in dynamics, control, weight, pitch,
slam, and pace." (Vo122 No.10)

Paradigm Reference Servo-15: $1500-51750,
depending on finish
This compact.self-powe red servo-corrected .L11,wooter
has multiple control settings, and so otkrs numerous
setup options. LC; says it is well-engineered and "gives
no sip of the distortion, overload, or bloat that is heard
with so many subwoofer units." He also says, "Coinbilled with dynamic loudspeakers or dynastic satellite
speakers, it delivers borderline Class A sonics: Class B
with electrostatics." Price is for black ash laminate; light
cherry or rosewood adds $250. (Vo122 No.8)

Hsu Research TN1225HO: $359 $U et
MF said, "While the liso is impressive at providing
deep, room-shaking bass at areasonable price, it doesn't perform miracles. Even with the crossover set to
40Hz -the lowest setting -Iwas able to identify the
sub's location with greater ease than with any of the
other subs I've liad in the room._ For this reason, I
think the Hsu is better suited as a'last two octaves' subwoofer coupled with... speakers extending down to
40Hz or so. (SGHT4 No.5)
PSB Alpha SubSonic 5subwoofer: $449
This self-powered sub with a10" poly-coated fiber cone
and variable crossover in abass-reflex enclosure is costeffective, quick, and articulate, said CS, with more
dynamic control than the old SubSonic 1-and it costs
the same! Helped "snap" the soundstage of the Alpha
Minis into sharp focus, adding to their presentation more
"live" ruons cues, and greater detail and stability. "Musically involving and eminently affordable." lie s
ttttt med
up. (Vo123 No.6)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class I) sub'
woofers listed.

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A
Cary Audio Design CAD 300-SEI: $3995 *
'his' ultimate (tube) headphone amplifier. See "Power
Amplifiers." (Vol.18 No.9, Vo123 No.12 WWW)
Headroom Blockhead: $3333
Using Sennheiser 111)-6(0, with custom balanced
cables. J-10 found intimacy: "My involvement was
total... Through the Block Head. there Via, ail absolute

intimate sound delivered via awarm but acutely
dynamic, speedy, and hugely transparent delivery
that rocked my world... The sound was dynamic,
with temfic timing, great bass, afabulous, rich, textured midrange, and extended, sweet highs. The
acoustic bass was smashing, powe rful, and deep, seeming to define the musical space in away that few
components can... The Headroom BlockHead
reached, for mise, total and absolute headphone reference quality." JA agrees, and bought aBlockHead
to monitor his recording sessions. (Vo125 No.7
WWW)
HeadRoom Max: $1599 tr
Designed to take advantage of new surface-mount
parts, Max is the finest headphone amp yet from
HeadRoom, WP maintains. While he found it fast,
transparent. articulate, and unusually capable of
exploiting the frequency extremes, he praised above
all itecoherent articulation ofthe essence ofmusic....
With this amplifier and astate-of-the-art headphone
such as the Sennheiser HD 600, dynamic headphone
technology has cotise of age," and "Electrostats no
longer outperfonn their competition." Same circuit,
employing adifferent volume control, is available in
more utilitarian chassis as the Maxed-Out Home
HeadRoom nfor $999. Spring 2002 auditioning by JA
continues the recommendation. (Vo120 Nos2 & 12,
Vol.21 No2 WWVV)
Sennheiser HD 600: $449.95 tr
WI', KR, and ST are unanimous in calling these the
best dynamic headphones they've ever heard. "The
only ones with which Ihave ever been physically or
sonically comfortable." says KR. "Sennheiser has kept
all of the qualities that made the HD 580 among the
best of its breed, and in several areas has even managed
to better it impressively," according to \Tin Sin ST,
"The ina0cofthe HI )600s is thei r
midrange -apurity
of tone. especially when driven by rubes, that is quite
special." Astonishingly transpare it when driven in balanced mode by aHeadRoom BlockHead, found J-10
in July 2002. (VoI21 No2 WWW)
Stax Omega 007 System II: $6265
Stax Omega 717 System II: $6140
The $4030 SR-007 Omega II Earspeaker electrostatic headphones can be powered with either of two
"energizers":thenewetsolid-stateSRM-717($2875)
or the similar-looking tubed SRM-007t ($2945).
The 007t was"a bit more immediately colorful, with
softer and rounder bass and not as extended atop or
bottons -but was sweeter and more engaging. The
solid-state 717 also displayed afull tonal palette: its
bass was tighter, its highs more extended and, yes, less
sweet. But it was quite good in the midband, which
was something of awelcome surprise. J-10 summed
up: "The Omega II headphone system is an outstanding choice for those who want clean, clear, fast,
revealing sound. If Ihave to go through life with only
one of the Stax amps, give me the tubed SRM-007t."
Soften the sound slightly by going for the tubes, or
keep the greater extension and lovely midrange of the
solid-state SRM-717. (Vol.18 No3, original Omega;
Vo124 No.Z System II)

Grado SR125: $150 $$$
RJR: "Ilse 511125 is aneutral, detailed, and warmsounding headphone...with extended frequency
extremes, wide dynamic range,and the ability to sound
natural ata wide range of volume levels." It was in their
use as playback monitors that RJR found how truly
special they could be: "Not for one instant were they
aurally or physically fatiguing. They were simultaneously musical and revealing ofevery nuance I
recorded,
but were amazingly comfortable ou my head -more
so than any headphone I've ever used." In BJR's opinion, the highest bang for the buck in the Grado line.
(Vo125 No.6)
HeadRoom Supreme: $449 US *
Small. beautifully made, battery-powered solid-state
amplifier based on aproprietary surface-mount mod121
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Me and featuring switcluble intrachannel cross-feeding
and time delay to render headphone listening to stereo
pmgrams less artificial-munding. The effect of this is
surprisingly subtle in A/11 comparisons. but pnwes much
less Ltigun iii long-term listening sessions. Includes a
treble-boost switch.] hives dynamic headjuhm ws to high
levels with authority and excellent clarity. without this
being associated with any brightness. JA bought a
Supreme to drive his Sennheiscr HI) 580s, with which
it makes.' very musicalling combination. His subsequent auslitioning of the 5549 Cosmic version suggests that it is, indeed, cosmic. (Vol.17 Nos.I & 2, Vol.19
No.7, VoI21 No2; we also WP's review of the 5129
leaditoom Traveler Bag in Vol.18 No.10 WWW.)
Sennheiser HD 580: $259.95 SES
UItra-smooth. ultra-detailed open-back dynamic headphones with frill, extended low frequencies. Alvin Gold
found the HI) 580s to be -too civilized." and WI' comments that some audiophiles miss the grim and other
"hi-fi" signifiers that the Sennheisers simply do not
exhibit. ConMurtable. JA's dynamic headphone reference till he heard the Sennheiser '600. (Vol.17 No.12;
also We 11111,47y Update," Vol.17 No.1, p.4I; TJN's
headphone review in Vol.17 No2, p.I 14; and SS's review
oldie Sennheiser IS 850 headphones in Vol.18 No.10.)

Grado SR60: $69 US o
The SR60 offers arather dark-toned balance, with ahill
bass and excellent resolution olds:tail. A more forward
hangs. however. Uncointimable. (Vol.17 Nos.6 & 10
WWW)

expensive tuners. He found agood balance of bass,
midrange, and treble. with no "undue colorations" or
SCA birdies. LG's final assessment? Adefinite thumbsup. (Vo122 Noll)

Tivoli Audio Model One table radio: $99.99
"The Tivoli Model One is aradio stripped to its essentials: no stereo, no station memories, no trniote control,
no tone controls," said ST. This design from the late
Henry Kloss didn't like being played very loud. ST discovered, but was -plenty loud for atypical office, and,
ultimately, loud enough for me." He heard "a richness,
awarmth. agenerosity' of tone, and aclarity that made
for enjoyable listening. Iwas never fatigued." -A bit
boomy," decided JA, "but pleasantly so." (Vo124 No.3)
Tivoli Audio Model Two stereo table radio:
$159.99
Just like (lie Model One, but sui -stereo-oids,"the Model
Two USCS the same 3" speaker and the same vernier runing dial, but adds adedicated Aux position. Its AM reception is slightly better than the orinal, though still not
great. ST advised, "If you want the best AM radio possible, you should probably nine elsewhere." Ile sums
up: "Non-fatiguing -perhaps contoured to boost the
upper bass alittle old null edit: treble, but okay by nie.
>hits nu neutrality, esix-cially in what is basically aradio."
Ile admires the Model Two for what it is, and for not
pretending to be what it isn't. (Vo125 No.4)

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D headphones listed.

Sony MDR-7506 headphones. Musical Fidelity XCans2 headphone amplifier.
Deletions
Creek 01111- 11 headphone amp not auditioned in a
long oinc.

FM TUNERS

Myryad MT 100: $1095
LÁ:enjoyedthisremote.controlledtuner's"sleek,snazzy,
art deco design and huntional and elepso construction."
It "sorted out" the stronger stations and. using its automated circuitry, pulled in weaker signals (when there
wasn't too much multipath), making it agood choice for
suburban areas with medimmstrength signals. If you're
out in the sticks. you night need Waturcs found in more
Stereophile, October 2002

Deletions
NAI )Music System discontinued.

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
A
TacT Audio RCS 2.0 digital equalizer/preamplifier: $4248
See "Room Acoustics Treatments." (Vo1.24 No.9
WWW)
Z-Systems rdp-I reference: MOO c
A digital preamp, but us KIi. points out. "a flexible
and friendly parametric equalizer" as well. "The best
way to correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source
material. Mc tone control for the digital age." Ilowever. he cautioned, it is not auniversal Band-Aid.
"While tlic rdp-1 can modify the amplitude response
of
speaker. it cannot correct phase interactions
between drivers, nor can it change the radiation pattern of laj speaker." liut used judiciously. "it is avaluable tool." After making it his 1998 "Editor's Choice,"
JA bought one of the review samples and uses it to
apply judicious EQ when he toasters the Stereo/41de
recordings. (Vo121 No.7 WWW)

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Editor's Note: No indo‘ ,1antenna can compete with
agood roof or mast-mounwd outdoor antenna, but
because apartment dwellers often don't have achoice,
we list the following indoor inside's that we have found
to work well: AudisuPrism 8500 ($499. Vol.14 No.6).
AudioPrism7500($299,Vol.12No.5),Magnund )ynalab
205FM Booster($350, VoLIONo.6),RadioShack amplified indoor FM antenna ($29.99,Vol.19No.11),and FanLw FM-2G ($89.95,1/0120 No.12). Outdoor antennae
we have reviewed and recommended are the Antenna
Performance Specialties Sniper (S595) and Antenna PerMnnance Specialties APS- 13 FM ($199), the original
versions of which were reviewed in Vold() No.3.

A
Fanfare FT-1A: $1595
The FT-IA improves on the earlier FT-1 in its ability
to scan both up ansl down the FM dial in stereo mode
by remote, and its use of firmware that allows easy field
upgrades. Like the previous model, the tuner is an analog-tuned model with digital frequency display .ind a
choice of wide or narrow I
Fbandwidths. Listening tests
revealed that the FI'- IA gave up none of the FT-Es
strengths. including excellent sensitivity, good quieting, and thoroughly musical lollies. (V0124 No.10)
Magnum Dynalab MD 108: $5850
-( ;et, Indio stations' even after they've signed off,"111;irveical I)AS. Tuner offers balanced mode, the sound of
which, he thought. -did justice to the finest FM stations.
In unbalanced mode, the audio quality had less refinement but Will still very good." 1.5dli capone ratio is"adequate for all but the most stubborn cases," although
sensitisity in Super-Narrow bandwidth position was
lower than spec. Stereophilt's "Analog Source of 1997"
(Vo120 No.5)

system, he found that the Tunbolcsoffered both"access
'mil quality." (Vo124 No.12 WWW)

COMPLETE AUDIO
SYSTEMS
A
Linn Knekt Kivor hard-disk multizone music
system: custom pricing dependent upon
configuration
The Kivor comprises the Tunboks hard-disk server and
the Oktal multichannel DAC. Like the Tunboks. the
Oktal can be used in standalone Lshion in asingle system or in conjunctimi with the Linn Kivor Tunboks and
Intersektcomml center in acomplete Linn Kock
hizone system. A slightly lightweight balance but afreedom from treble grain and asoundstage that was wide
and deep. JA found. However. there were acouple of
inconveniences: "The only way Icould get the Oktal to
recopize an S/PDIF input VUS to unplug the RJ-45
jack... Icouldn't get it to lock on to adatastream with a
96kliz sample rate." The Tunboks can store an astounding 57 days,7 hours of uncompressed CI )-quality music.
"In theory," noted JA."it should be possible to pon those
tiles from my PC to the Tunboks via its US II or Ethernet Ucks. In practice -at least for now -the mls• nix h
cotrid get those files into the Tunboks was to burn them
as uncompressed WAV files on to CD-Rs, then rip them
with the Tunboks, subjecting them to asecond round
of M P3 encoding... ansl potentially further degrading
the sound quality." Nevertheless, as pan of the Knekt

AlesisMasterfink ML-9600 hard-disk/CD-R
recorder: $1699
With the ML-9600. MF was thrilled to be able to
record to its hard drive at .IIIV combination of 44.1,48,
88.2, or 961:117 sample rates and 16-, 20-, and 24-bit
word lengths, create his owu specialized Playlist, and
record 16-bit/44.I kl lz "Red Book" Cl )s at his choice
of speed. As areviewer's tool, the M L-9600 proved
to be invaluable: "LPs as played through different
piton° sections, turntables, and cartridges can be
archived to 24/96 discs and be compared later with
new products being reviewed -the MasterLink's
fidelity is that good." But its functions nui far 1)ey
that oldie audio reviewer, and for only $1699 (street
price as low as MOO). it's abargain:"The MasterLink
has to be one of the greatest values in audio as aCl
burner, an archival tool, or amixdown recorder
Once you understand how to use it, it makes creating CD compilations ablast. Highly recommended."
(Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Apogee Electronics PSX-100: $2995
24/96-capable two-channel, A/D-D/A converter,
with UV22 processing for optimizing resolution with
output word lengths of less than 24 bits. See -Digital
Processors." (Vol.23 No.(,)
Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe: S399
Pt:I-One:flee computer soundcard with analog and
digital inputs and outputs. See "Digital Processors."
(Vo123 Nos.9 & 11 WWW)
RME Digi%/8 PAD: $635
PCI-interLce computer soundcard with analog and
digital inputs and outputs. See "Digital Processors."
(Vo123 No.11, Vo124 No.1, Pm; Vo125 No.3 WWW)

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES
Audiodharma Cable Cooker v.2.5: $649
Breaks in vimully every kind of cable there is in order
to "enrich and warm up" its sound. MF found the
Cable Cooker to alleviate new cables of their "objec123

tionable constriction and brittleness." He said, "I don't
know how many audiophiles would be willing to drop
$649 on acable break-in device, but any audiophile
club ought to consider it. For areviewer, the Cable
Cooker is essential." (Vo124 No.12)
Audio Research Tube Damping Rings:
$3.95 each
I
kunping rings for all Alt products are now available
to the public at large. They're made of aproprietary
polymer material that converts kinetic energy to heat.
and their improvements are not subtle, exclaims BJR:
tighter, cleaner, deeper, more dynamic bass; more
coherent transient attacks; crisper, more extended
highs; plus "improvements in the reproduction of
subtle gradations of low-level dynamics." Give 'em a
whirl -the cost is minimal. (Vol.23 No2)
AudioPrism Noise Sniffer RFI /EMI
detector: $199.95 *
An "electronic detective in the campaign to eliminate
noise." said Chief Willis. "Simply plug it in and turn
up the volume -its small built-in loudspeaker will
reveal where your problem outlets are. Then you can
turn to AudioPrism's QuietLine Parallel AC line filter for acure. "A must-own product, period," says BD.
adds .1-10. (V0121 No.12)
AudioQuest binding-post wrench: $9.95 *
Agreat idea impnwed -sin situ- ti >the Posn militia with
ametal sleeve reinforcing the sockets. (Vo120 No.9)
AudioQuest RF Stoppers: $49/8 Or.); $69/4
(Sr.) *.
ST found these ferrite rime to impnwe the sound fium
CI )whencbmpedoverdieintenunnecobetweenplayer
and preany. 1
le also found the sound improved -less
ten -when aring was clamped over the coaxial dati lead
between transport and processor, though we would have
thought dut this would increasejitter. Best used with AC
power cud% JA feels. Equivalents can also be obtained
Win RadioShack. (Vol.14 Not, TDK version)
Digital Recordings Audio-CD Hearing Test:
$24.95
This system permits useful evaluation of hearing
thresholds with only aCD player and apair of headphones. KR reported that it reveals any significant gaps
in your hearing. (His own results were "close to ideal.
especially considering my age and usual haunts."
Whew.) "Ever wonder why others don't hear what
you do? This simple test will tell you, even though you
may not like the answer." Suds acard. (Vo123 Not)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $99 *
Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation for
those whose video systems have hum problems. A
splitter version is available for $149. (Vo1.15 No2,
Vo124 No.6)
Shakti electromagnetic stabilizer: $230 e
Passive component «inclining passive circuits intended
toabsorbanddissipate the EMFgenerated byactive audio
gra4-10andWPfoundthemedectivetovaryingdewees,
depending on the components they were used mith. J10 discovered that "focus
isparency, clarity..ind speed
were better, aS NUS tite %el Itie Of pace." RI )Mtn id that the
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.I Isounded better -less
upper-midrange gain -with die Shakti placed on the
chassisabovethetransformer.Wl'usesdlemonhispower
amps. but CalltiOnti dut using too many in asystem will
close it down and make it sound dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 &4;
see also "Industry Update" in VoI21 No.4)
Sound Alignment Systems by Checkpoint P770 laser alignment tool: $189.95 t,
"The ideal device for positioning speakers," RD said
energetically, agreeing with LB that it should belts the
tool chest of every audiophile who wants to get the best
sinind from loudspeakers." It's easy to use -just tum it
on, hold it against the speaker's font panel then adjust
the speaker's position until the "appropriate toe-in and
vertical orientation are obtained" -and is much more
effective than "eyeballing the speaker from the listening position." (Vo121 Nos.1 & 11, Vo124 No.8)
Thor Audio The Phono-Burn: $350 *
An MF fave. "ltiirns in phono stage and entire systemsfor those whocan't waitandespecially forreview124

ers of analoggear." Just plug it into aCI) player and your
phono section. set the player on "repeat" for either the
MM or MC CI) track, and let it cycle for aday or so. If
the phono section is connected to your system, it can
also "burn in" your entire system, lie pointed out. "No
audiophile club should be without one." (Vo121 No.10)
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: $93.80/4 or $22.40 cads *
The best although the original steel locking collett, now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. WIIT 0144 RCA
plugscost$80/4.Distributed in the USby Kimber Kahle.
Both now include acomplete set of strain-relief femdes
and alength of WBT 4% silver solder, hence the price
change. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.12 No.9.)

Caig PmGold contact enhalicer,Jensen Isolation in-line
transformers.
Deletions
Dynaclear Postman discontinued.

POWER-LINE
ACCESSORIES
Accuphase PS-1200V Clean Power Supply:
$8900
The 82 lb PS-1200 regenerates clean 60Hz AC from
the wall. Six outlets arc: provided, but J-10 used it as a
dedicated conditioner for the Accuphase M-2000
monoblocks. He noted that, as aresult, the big mottos
sounded more quiet,exprimsive, su tile. and refined, nith
tighterandmoretransparentbass;"theiniclsglowedeven
more invitingly than before, the highs were that much
more sweet."There were slight reductiot is in punch and
dynamics, but the sound was "definitely less sweet and
refined" going straight into the wall. (V°123 No2)
Audience powerChord: $379/6'
"lily wonderfully flexible powerChord, too, was awinner, sipificantly cleaning up the sound by lowering the
noise floor, opening up the space between instruments,
and significantly impnwing the system's resolution of
low-level and inner detail."Though 111 )'s reference,Synergistic Research's AC Master Couplers °Weird better
senses of space and ambience. the Audience was very
nearly as good, .snd much easier to use. (Vo125 No.8)
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Ultra 116
power conditioner: $1589
Wes Phillips described this balanced AC line conditioner
as a"well-huilt, intelligently thought-out solution to the
problems of power-line-bome noise and the vagaries of
ground-loop hum." Though he cautioned dut you
shouldn't look for any line filter to compensate for alagging component, if your system is refined enough, the
116 "can take it to an even greater resolution." lus this CORItext. it got his emphatic recommendation. (Vo122 No.4)
AudioPrism LF-1 Mk.ul Quiedine Parallel AC
line filter: $224.95/8
An important step in the war against noise. According
to 11W. these devices look like AC adapters minus the
wires, and contain "extremely effective noise-suppression circuitry that works lw shunting all the noise to the
'neutral' side of the power line." lus his house, all noise
"vanished instantlyassoon as the QuietLine wasplueed
in." Use the filter on the same circuit as the offending
device for liest results. (VoI21 No.12)
Electra Glide Fatboy AC cable: $2000
"That a6' length of cord from wall socket to component
should make stadia big difference don't make no sense!"
mused M F. "Don't ask nie why AC cords should make
any kind of significant sonic differences. But they do!"
While reviewing the Chord integrated amp, MF noted
"the expensive and very stiff Fatboy proved best overall
in showcasing the Chord's astonishing speed and delivery of detail and transients... Bottom line: With arichsounding tube amp. I'll bet the Fatboy would singCaig
ProGold contact enhancer.. If you're addicted to speed
and detail and can drop two grand, you'll appreciate its
performance." Of the less expensive Electra Glide Ref-

entice Glide AC cord ($1100) MF said it "increased
blackness, focus, bass solidity, detail, and dynamics."
(VoI21 No.11, Reference; Vol24 No.7, Fatboy)
Kimber PowerKord 10: $10/ft, plus $120
for tennination
ST USCS KimIxt Kords throughout his system, and noted
tremendous differences with aJadis Defy-7. But try
before you buy, he warns. (NR)
PS Audio Lab Cable: $399
Lush, thought MF of RI )'s reference AC callle, noting
how similar it sounded to Wireworld's Silver Electra
Series 1h 1+. "It tamped down hiss and noise while creating ablacker background behind plush images. While
the picture was somewhat softer overall, the transients
of Earl Wild's piano still sounded impressively fast and
natural, and overall three-dimensionality and image
depth were superb. The differences these cords nude to
the overall sound of my system were not subtle." (Vo123
No.12. Vo124 No.7 WWW)
PS Audio P300 Power Plant: $1245
Described as a"regenerative AC synthesizer," the Power
Plant isa two-channetclass-A/Bbipolar balanced desip
with twin transformers -essennally,an audio posse ramp
with a(variable) single-frequency output and aregulated
output voltage. It is intended for use with source components at amaximum load of 200W. RD was much
sinitten:"The benefits... weresuchthatittook realeflert
of will.. .to take it out of the system." The most striking
effect was in the upper núdrange and above, which was
"stripped of 'electronic' overlay.... Recordinp old and
new sounded fresher, more inunediate more like real
music."Otherpluses:enhanceclresolution,greawrdepth,
better pace'airhythm. Raising the AC: frequency (50 to
1201-1z available) produced "a startling sonic improvement" that improved the sound of every component Itl)
tried with the P30(1. Runs hot, he warned, but gets his
vote fortirerniphi/e"PnxisicroftheYear2000."JAisequally
impressed, finding that the P300 illuminated the slighdy
gray presentation of the Mark Levinson No.380S (which
the No.32 Reference avoids with internal AC: regeneranon). "I can now live with the '380S for awhile longer,"
he sighed. Ease and liquidity seduced his car and backgrounds were more black. RI) says of die Multi Wave
update that it "makes such adifference that Iconsickt it
amandatory option well worth the extra $250." (Vo122
No.12. Vo123 Nos.5 & 12 WWW)
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet: $299
"For those unfommate soumis whose audio systems are
still powered by AC as it comes out of the wall socket,"
wrote RI ),"I recommend l'S Audio's Standard Ultimate
Outlet as the least expensive procluc-tthat demonstrates
the audible benefits of PSA's approach to power-line
conditioning." With the Standard Ut), transient crispness was heightenect dynamics were increased, the focus
of images within the sounctstage was improved, and the
music, in general, became more involving. Upgrading
to the $399 High Current UO brought greater impnwements to dynamics, deepened the souncIstage. and
increased bass clarity. (Vo124 No.12 WWW)
Synergistic Research Reference AC Master
CouplerX-Series:$650/5ft, with Mini-Power
Coupler
"Brim sgs out the best in whatever components you hook
it up with," declaresJ-10 tithe AC: cord. "Lets the music
through moreeffortlessly." Moreexpensive MasterCoupler Squared -$1800 for 51- is stiff and unwieldy, but
tine of the best out there, says J-10. Particularly suited to
amplifiers and for other high-current applications. The
more expensive Designers' Reference2 Master Coupler
(S2000/5fi) is aJ-I0 favorite. (Vo124 No.11)
Wireworld Silver Electra Series III+ AC cable:
$750
Lush, with lots of midband delicacy, f dMF of his
current favorite all-ansund power cord] le noted its similarity of sound to I'S Audio's Lab ('.able. "1 feel foolish
writing that an AC cord is 'intoxicating,'" he writes, "but
diere you go!" (Vo124 No.7)
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"Why ICried When the Music Ended"
Icouldn't help it. The song was so

Yes, but what do "real people" say?

sad. Ilooked over at my wife. Sure

For lots of information, including what owners and

enough, there were tears streaming

listeners say about the Avantgarde experience, please

down Pam's face as well. In my 30

visit our website—ww-w.avantgarde-usa.com.

years as an audiophile, Icouldn't remember this ever happening to me.

While you're there, check out the photographs of
owners' installations. And don't miss the reviews and
awards section—the incredible saga of what might

Why real men cry...
The Avantgarde Hornspeakers, per-

be the most highly reviewed "high-end" speaker line
in recent memory. Isn't it time you found out why?

haps alone among speakers, communicate better than anything else I've ever

Get your FREE InfoPak, including 31 Secrets

heard. You'll hear your music with all

to Better Sound

the emotional impact the composers and
performers meant for you to have.
Why? It's the effortless dynamics.
The music has afreedom, aquality
of just "floating" over to you.
A composer or performer intends

Everyone seems to like the inside tips they're getting from our acclaimed 16 page 31 Secrets. In it, you'll
find out how to make ANY system sound better.
To get yours, e-mail us, or call our InfoPak request
line. You'll also receive our Top 130 CD List, Avantgarde literature, and more (in all, over 65 pages!).

to speak to you through the music.

In ahurry to hear the Avantgardes? Call 770-777-

The way that happens most often is

2095 or e-mail us to find your nearest dealer. Or, if

through dynamic shifts, sometimes

you live in the New York City area, turn the page...

extremely slight in nature.

Best regards,

Listen, most speakers need at least 30-50 watts
just to "come alive." By comparison to the Avantgardes (that need just mete/ails to speak to you),
some high-end speakers are almost deaf to the gen-

afr

cçfre

Jim Smith

/

tlest subtleties in phrasing, tone, and emotion.
They're simply unable to convey the intended message of the music.
Never spend another boring night at home
As one respected reviewer recently told me, "With

It's About the Music...

other high-end speakers, it's as if the performance is
in abubble over by the speakers.
"But, with the Avantgardes, you're in that bubble!
It's amuch more intense and involving experience."
With your Avantgardes, you'll always be eager to
get home and listen. And the effect doesn't wear off.
In fact, it grows on you...
Plus, the Avantgardes are the ultimate stress fighter.
You'll look forward to playing some music and letting its therapeutic effects adjust your attitude...

Avantgarde-USA Lux
YE- 6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537
E-mail: hornguys

aol.com

wvvw.avantgarde-usa.com

and FICFi, Equi=-Tech 2Q Balanced Power Transformer, JPS Labs Aluminata, Monster Cable Power
AVS2000 Automatic Voltage Stabilizer.

STANDS, SPIKES, FEET,
& RACKS
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities. but, briefly, agood
stand has the following characteristics: good rigidity;
spikes on which to rest the speaker, or sonic secure
clamping, mechanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand to
avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height when
combined with your particular speakers (correct height
can be anything from what you like hest to the manufacturer's design height for best drive-unit integration).
Though Siereophdc hasn't reviewed speaker stands, it's
not because we think they're unimportant -for speakers that need stands, every dollar spent on good stands
is worth $5 when it comes to sound quality. Brands we
have fisund to offer excellent performance are Arcici
Rigid Riser, Merrill (we Vol.18 Nod, p.39), Sound
Anchor, Santis Systems Steel and Reference, and Linn.
(Sound Anchor also nukes an excellent turntable stand,
reports TJN) Interface material between the speaker
and the stand top plate is critical: Inexpensive Blu-Tack
seems to reduce the amplimde of cabinet resonances
the most (see Vol.15 No.9. p.162).
Arcici Suspense Rack: $2299
This expensive five-level stand with hybrid pneumatic/pendulum suspension impressed SI) no end.
"If you're moving up from the average rigid stand or
purely decorative rack, the sonic impact of the Suspense Rack should be avery pleasant surprise.. You'll
likely hear greater openness. and an overall presentation that's relaxed yet more dynamic." SI) also found
more midrange and upper-frequency clarity, resolution of fiiw detail, and delicacy of harmonics. "Looks
great, and works well at keeping bad vibes at bay," adds
RI ). (Vo123 No.1)
Audio Points by Star Sound Technologies:
$35.99-$89.99/set of 3
Highly polished solid milled brass point, developed
along the theories of Cot Ion ib Friction, it is said. transfer resonant energy through the vimul point away
front the component. 28 sizes and thre.nl combinations available. (N R)
Audio Selection Cones (formerly German
Acoustics): $11 each •
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable hardened tips. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162)
AudioPrism 'so-Bearings: Small (2.5mm),
$59.95/3; large (3.32nm), $89.95/3 tr
Squishy, nonreactive polymer balls with plastic cups
are recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation. (NR, hut we Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet e
$49/4 (Little Feet/CD), $79/4 (Big Feet)
Now in anew bright blue, more reactive formulation,
these feet are the best means of isolating components
from vibration.
Billy Bags 1823/1824 amplifier stands:
$389/$279
Billy Bags 4802 component stand: $849
standard, $1198 custom ••
Billy Bags Design 5505 series component
rack: $1098
RH had nothing but praise for these solidly built and sand-filled -welded metal component racks.
Available in stock configurations, or custom-built for
specific systems. RH cites tightened image focus,
greater dynamic contrasts, and increased resolution
of low-level detail as results of using the Billy Bags
stands -although he noted that turntables may
require additional, or different, isolation schemes.
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(Vol.17 No.I2, Vol.18 No.I1)
Black Diamond Racing Pyramid Cones: $20
each e
"Expensive, but very effective," according to J-10. WP
acid JA, who generally use these whenever they need to
support electronic components, concur. (VoI21 No.6)
Black Diamond RacingThe Shelf: $440-$875 ,
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional flex, this
loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform impressed WI'
with a"marked increase in perceived silence" when
placed under equipment. He also noted that low-level
musical information became more Komi' lent with the
support in his system. J-10 said. "Transparency was
greatly enhanced, coupled to agreater sense of air and
original acoustic." WP maintains that when he "wants
to really hear what acomponent is doing -as free as possible from the effects of its environment -it ends up on
The Sher (Vol.19 No2, Vol.21 No.(i)
Boltz CD 600 storage rack: $269; expansion
kits, $159
Boltz LP shelves: $529 for a3-shelf unit; each
additional shelf: $149
Surfing the Net - www.lxsItz-usa.cont MF found
these do-it-yourself racks: each is 48" high, 24" wide,
just 6" deep, and holds 6(10 CDs! You can double or
triple the capacity with the expansion kits. and the racks
are now available pre-assembled. Now available as
equipment racks, TV stands, and LP shelves. Tlw Boltz
LP Shelf has been redesigned, with greater shelf depth.
New price: $529 for a3-shelf unit; each additional shelf:
$149. MF bought the record racks, which consist of a
heavy base and three shelves; $439, free shipping. Additional shelves (3' wide by 10" deep) nut $119 each, and
you can stack 'ens to the ceiling! "Really well-made and
incredibly sturdy," reported
Analog One. (Vo122
No.11. Vo124 No.1)
Bright Star Air Mass 3: $99 e
Ingenious, inexpensive, and effective air-bladder pnxInct
that damps out floor :ind air-borne vibrations. MF said.
WP agrees. Originally called Air Mass I. (Vo120 No2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 1equipment stand: $1495-$1595
Bright Star Audio Big Rock I: $199 ,
Bright Star Audio Little Rock 1Isolation Pod:
$165 •
Bright Star Mini-Rock F VPI isolation base:
$144 e
Avery effective isolation system forcontrol if unwanted
vibrational energy. Individual components float on a
sand bed for energy dissipation, and are weighted down
with the Little Rock to minimize spurious vibrations.
Sonically, the payoff is enhanced resolution of the
music's nuances. says DO. RN adds that this system
consistently tightens the bass, increases sonic transparency, and sniooths treble hash and grain. 11w Bright
Star TNT Big Rock is a$275 sand table specially sized
to support the TNT. WI'. MF, BD, and 11111 allow one
under their VPIs, as they provide astable surface and
offer such sonic benefits as alower noise floor and
increased bass. The Mini-Rock Fis specially sized for
use under the TNT's flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5; Vol.18
No.11, Mini-Rock F; Vo120 No.4, TNT Big Rock.)
Bright Star Rack of Gibraltar 2 equipment
stand: $2150
Rigid, super-stable platfomi for audio equipment, and
the "carrier" for the Ultimate Isolation System: air-base
(Air Mass) and sand-filled dampi ig platform (Big Rock)
makes a"sandwich" of sorts. The Gibraltar 2. with its
two-wide/ three-high widely spiced large shelving, isn't
quite ready for MoMA, and it boasts no neon lights, but
"in its simplicity and quality it's attractive, even elegant,"
said BD. He recalled Louis Henri Sullivan, who in
talized the phrase "form ever follows function." Suitable
for turntables, superbly built, and the best BD has ever
used. (Vo123 No.5)
Bright Star Ultimate TNT Isolation System:
$1060 e
Simple, affordable, effective isolation system for the VPI
TNT that combines astatic pile lllll atic isolation mount
with mass loading. WP noted that "high frequencies

scented clearer. less smeared - harmonics leapt off
strings and floated independent of the fundamental....
Bass sounded more deep and taut, especially sustained
notes oranything in the bottom two octavesofthe piano."
BD agrees, finding that the Isolation System lowers the
TNT's (already low) background noise, resulting in subtle but noticeable improvements in minage dimensionality, ambience, and muer detail. (Vo120 No.7)
Ebony Pyramid footers: $30/set of3
At the original price of"$45 for aset of three," J-10
said, "these guys are areal bargain, and highly recommended as an antidote for lean, harmonically threadbare systems." (VoI21 No2)
ECS ball-bearing isolation devices: $59.95/set
of3
Felt pads on the bottom may keep feet from marring
wcxxlen floors, ST said, but they may also cause your
gear to slide around on slick shelves. Possibly not as effecrive on carpet as on bare floors, he surmised. Price is for
version to go under electronic components; threaded
version (for speakers and stands) costs $69.95/set of 4.
(Vo120 No.12)
G-Flex MI vibration damping devices: $195/
set of3
With the M Is in place,J-10 thought "the sound was tight
and transparent, the speed and clarity building up front
the lower to the upper mids and up into the lower treble... The highs were open, quick, and extended." Bass
seemed less controlled than with the best footers he's
used, however. (VoI21 No.3)
Golden Sound DH Cones, Squares, and Pads tr
With the Cones alonej- 10 "noted alift in overall transparency, with aslightly tighter focus." Using the Squares
alone, "the sound was softer than the Cone/Square
combo hut nevertheless got high marks for asweet and
pleas.« presentation." And in combination? "The highs
ancluppermidrangewerebeautifidandopen,theinidrange
had just the right amount of juice, the lower midrange
wasn't boomy at all, and the bass extension was excellent."
ST is :du) afait, particularly of the Pads, which "wrotiet
quiteanimprovementinsoundundermyCarySE3001is."
SuperConescosa100/setof3JtunboConescost$70/set
of 3; Liege, $50/set of 3; rnedi
,$40/set of 3; smdl,
$20/set of 3. Squares cost $30/set of 3; $40 set of 4; Super
Pads cost $250 (19" by 17" by 1
.‘.!" thick); Golden Sound
Pads cost $150(12 ii2"by 17 2 by '
,
a" thick; Acoustic Discs
E120/set of 12. (Vo120 Nosl I& 12, Vo124 No.5)
Grand Prix Audio Monaco Amplifier
Isolation System: $999
With hi-tech build quality coin' •glightweight racecar composite materials with the proper use of Sorbothane and mass damping where it's useful, this
expensive amp stand works as promised and looks cool
too, decided MF. (Vol.24 No.7)
Lovan Classic ll Modular Racks: $484-$672
based on shelf size and board color
An elegantly simple, adaptable, and absolutely rigid rack
desigm consisting of spiked three- or five-fixsteci modules
designed for stability and for stacking its combinations of
high and loss' height modules. Supporting columns call
be filled for additional stability. Kit's double-width AVR
rack shelves needed alayer of DynaMat to completely
deaden them. (NR)
Magro 24 Component Stand: $448 e
,
These elegant, unique stands lean against the wall.
Highly recommended by WP, who found that his system sounded better (presumably because the stands are
nonferrous). Magro 24 Console costs $218; Magro 24
CD Holder costs $68. Magro 35 Radius Video Stamsd
costs $498. (Vol.18 No2)
OSAR Selway & Magruder equipment racks:
Selway complete system, $895; other Selway
options, $230-$385; Magruder options:
$295-$445
Wes Phillips finind these items noteworthy for their constniction: three well-made racks nest together to give
"tl le !appearance oflx•ing asingle unit." Options include
the ability tedium the frame with lead shot or sand, the
possibility of adding Sorbothane pucks or brass cones,
and, of course, achoice of colors and proportions. The
1 "
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"New York City goes AVANTGARDE"
Are you serious about your
music?
If your answer is yes, then take
our "Jaw-drop Challenge"...
First, listen to your current system. Then, visit ANY audio store.
Ask them to play their best system,

NOW OPEN
IN NEW YORK CITY

Avantgarde
Music & Cinema, Ltd

cost no object.
Count the times that you are
amazed while listening to the music. After leaving the shop, can you
still FEEL the music you heard?

Avantgarde Acoustic on Display:
SOLO, UNO 3.0, DUO 3.0,

E7

TRIO 3.0

Also:

That's the effect you get after go-

•Audiopax •Audio Aero •

ing to aconcert. You should expect

•Cardas Audio •Elrod Power Systems •

it from agreat music system.
Now, visit Avantgarde Music &
Cinema in New York City. Listen to
our entry level UNO 3.0 Horn speaker (Class A Recommended
Components).

•Grand Prix Audio •RPG •Viva •
Hours:
Tuesday-Friday 12-8, Saturday 12-6,
by appointment.

Then ask yourself. Could all the reviewers be
right? (Hint: You'll discover the answer almost
immediately.)
If you're serious about your music, you simply
must accept our challenge. Don't you deserve to
be amazed every time you listen to your system? If
you agree, why don't you call me at (212) 2291842. Let's set up your "Jaw-drop Challenge."
Best Regards,

It's About the Music...

Bob Visintainer, President
PS—For asneak preview of your Avantgarde listening session, visit wvvvv.avantgarde-usa.com. Go
to the "Consumer Comments" page. There, you'll
find out what happened to other sophisticated listeners when they visited Avantgarde Atlanta.

Avantgarde
Music 6. Cinema, Ltd
27 West 24th Street, Suite 502
New York City, NY 10010

PPS—This "amazingness" never wears off. It just

(212) 229-1842

keeps getting better and better. And now it's avail-

E-mail: TheHornStoreqi aol.com

able in the Big Apple...

www.avantgardemusic.biz

FROM ANY ANGLE

DEBUT MARK 5 VACUUM, VECTOR TONEARM

•SUPERIOR ENGINEERING
• UNMATCHED PRECISION
• NATURAL MUSICALITY

BR
THE ONLY CHOICE
B_

477

F

4
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AIA

•I

BROKEN LAMP AMP COMPANY

INTRODUCING THE WORLDS FASTEST AMPLIFIER: MUSIC BOX
CALL NOW FOR A PRODUCT REVIEW. SUfiGESTED RETAIL PRICE IS $3499.
REVIEW SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE AT S1799 WITH SIXTY-DAY FULL MONEY BACK SATISFACTION eUARANTEE.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-820-9011 OR VISIT WWW.BROKENLAMPAMP.COM FOR DETAILS AND INFORMATION.'
'UNLY .40 REVIEW SAMPLES AAA AVAlLEOLE FUR '11115 UIEL CUECA WEASITE 50E UATALS.
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Selway series is sized for "standard audio components";
the Magruder% arc "perfect for larger, heavier power
amplifiers." (Vo122 No.6)
F'olyCrystal-coated Brass Spikes: $49.95/4
(1.25h1); $79.95/4 (1.75in)
Tall and slim, the spikes are made of brass encased in
PolyCrystal and have .i"-20 threaded shafts, which allow
them to be substituted for the stock threaded spikes on
electronic components or speakers. J-10 found them
effective, calling the resultant sound "beautifully open,
clear, and lovely" -if "a touch darker-sounding" than
some others. (Vol.21 No.4)
PolyCrystal-coated equipment racks:
$499.95- $899.95, depending on size and
number ofihelves
The reference standard for rackage diez Scull, reportsk
10. The stands are easy to set up, rigid, well-braced, very
attractive, and serve as "delivery systems" for PolyCrystal shelving. They're made of amaterial consisting of
diverse components ground down to acrystalline state
and suspended in ahardened polymer. Especially in conjunction with 'Crystal cones and footers, J-10 says, the
Racks "made big improvements in overall clarity and
freedom from the muck'n'mire ofeveryday resonances."
He advises checking their tightness after afew days; after
that, they should stay tight as adrum. (Vo123 No.11)
Salamander Designs Archetype System
equipment racks: $109.95-$499.95, depending
on size and finish er
Remarkably versatile system of equipment/accessory
racks that had WP redecorating like crazy. Extremely
handsome wood finishes make these easy to integrate
into real homes. Those desiring the umsost in stability
and rigidity will need to seek other solutions. (Vo120
No.9, Vol.21 No.10)
Salamander Designs Synergy System
equipment racks: $249-$899, depending
on size, options, and finish
Modular audiophile furniture "just brimming with
options, and so handsome" that it stopped WP in his
tracks. Its versatility stems from the four posts that
securely support top and bottom, and are grooved to
accommodate the optional doors, side panels, shelves,
and drawers. WP said he got "that sense of clarity and
detail" when he placed equipment on the shelves with
spikes or rubber pads instead of on the top plate, which
"tended to add avery slight degree of haze." Extremely
solid and stable -recommended for anyone looking for
asolution to audio clutter. (Vol.21 No.10)
Sanus Systems CF-4/CF-5 component stands:
$519.99/4, $569.99/5
Latest versions of component racks of four and five
shelves that TJN recommends as being agood value.
Assemblv required. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
Sound Anchors Cone Coasters: $14 each *
A machined stainless-steel/Kevlar/polyester sandwiched disc designed to prevent speaker spikes from
mining your floors and to prevent vibrations from being
transmitted through wooden floors. BJR found that
using them with his Alón Vs resulted in greater perceived detail and "faster" bass. (NR)
Symposium Acoustics Energy Absorption
Platform: $499 •er
This laminated aluminum/fiberboard/foam shelf
jazzed MF with the "top-to-bottom authority, focus,
and slam" that his system gained when the platforiss
was installed under his turntable. Price is for 19" by 14"
size: $629 for 19" by 21". (Vo120 No.5)
Symposium Rollerblocks: $349/set of3;
$449/set o14
For improved resolution from your CI) player (or.uwodser
digital equipment), Sam Tellig recommended these precision-nudined items, which consist of ablock with aball
beating set in ahemispherical depression. Once they're in
place. he said, the sound "just tightens up, cleans up, clear.
up. Ihear more low-level infonnation. Imaging improves.
Tuning, too.... Transients are crisper Ihear improvcineuir
Untie about every respect." The only drawback (outside of
cost) is that the player might "roll around alittle" when you
load adisc or hit Play. SD concurs with ST's enthusiasm for
Stereophile, October 2002

the Rollerblocks while MF became abeliever in thehighroller" phenomenon when he put his Virgos on similaracting Yanumura speaker bearings. (Vo122 No.4)
Ultra Dynafeet: $225/set of 3
SD found these isolation feet -made of machined brass
and ebony and equipped with apolished ball bearingto work well with awide range of components. Similar
to Symposium Rollerblocks, they're available through
Arcici and Music Direct. (NR)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air
Self-Leveling Air Table: $4950 et
Isolation pLutimn designed to stabilize electron microscopes and other precision laboratory gear that SD enthusiastically endorses for use in hi-fi systems. "Unlike many
improvements that blend into your normal expectation
after afew weeks of acclimatization, you'll appreciate the
visceral presence that the Vibraplane adds to both digital
and analog playback every time you spin some wax or
plastic," he predicted. He was also chuffed by improvements in imaging, low-level microdynamics, timbral
truth, and percussive impact, claiming that "every aspect
of the sonic presentation took on new life." J-10 found
the Vibraplane to work well with Cl) players and transports. Active system includes air compressor The 2210
Passive-Air version, which needs to be pumped up manuallv, costs $1695. (Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.11,Vo120 No.5)
Vihrapods: $6 each; available singly or in
packs of 4
A KR favorite. "Placed under CD players/transports,
DACs and preamps, the small (<3" diameter), formed
Vibrapods isolate and enhance performance. Five different models rated for loads of 2-28 lbs; match the
quantity to the component. Ikeep abox of them around
so that no component goes without." (NR)
VistekAuriosM1Bcomponentsupports:$299/3
RD highly recommends these footers. Of the latest 12
version he writes: "Do everything the originals did, but
leveling is much less critical." (Vo124 No.5)
Walker Valid Points: $295/set of 3large cones
and 5discs; other sizes available
Heavy brass-alloy-and-lead cones, with points that rest
atop large, brass-ringed, lead-filled "tuning discs." "Definitely worth checking out," MF said, "and Walker will
refund your money if you're not satisfied. (You must
return the set within 30 days in the original condition.)"
MF adds that "not only do Ilike them alot, they're well
worth the price -as Iclearly found when Iput aset
under the Ayre K-1 and added afew of the discs on top."
Combined height may be too tall for some racks. Super
Tuning Kit includes three large cones, five discs, and four
1" discs for $425. (Vo120 No.5, Vol.21 No.11)
Z,oediecus audio stands: $569 -$1682, e.Shelves,
$34 each; z.Pods, $140 each; z.Slabs, $200 each
Attractive frames carry e.Shelves (aluminum-topped,
medium-density fiberboard), z.Pods (nine-layer, constrained-layer-damped), and/or solid zSlabs, which rest
on phenolic corner crossbraces dotted with lsodiscs to
"isolate the shelves from floor- and airborne vibration."
Shelves arc best for mechanical devices like turntables
and transports, Pods for electronic ones. According to
MF, "the isolation part works extremely well.., the
energy-draining shelves seem to work as well," though
he now says they "can impart aslightly squooshy' sound
to some components." (Vo122 No.7)

Grand Prix Audio Monaco modular equipment racks.
Deletions
Audio Stream Premier R-series racks and Silent Running turntable base discontinued.

ROOM ACOUSTICS
TREATMENTS
ASC Cube Tower: $608
"A smaller, more cosmetically acceptable, more afford-

able version ofthe classic Tube Trap," writes BJR."Very
effective at taming mid- and upper-bass room anomalies. Looks like an attractive Vanderstcen speaker sitting there in the corner." (NB)
ASC Studio Trap: $368 'a
Adjustable tripod-mounted room-tuning device that
represents the "latest in TrapThink from ASC," according to J-10, who uses an array of Studio Traps to great
effect in his Manhattan loft. The front half is treblereflective for abrighter sound, while the back side is
treble-absorptive for adrier acoustic. He highly ireommended the Traps for "anyone whose family will
allow them topopulate the listening mom with gobos."
(Gobos are "sound-absorbing panels used to surround
performers in recording studios.") Stereaphile's -Accessory of 1999." (Vol.21 No.12)
ASC Tube Traps: $288-$778, depending on
size and style
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective roomacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high
bass standing-wave resonances like sponges. WY
agrees, suing Traps to optimize the acoustics of his
room for MartinLogan SU electrostatics, while BD
used 'cm to optimize his room while auditioning the
Thiel CS72s. Using the Music Articulation Test Tone
(MATT) frons Stertyphiles Test CD 2(STPH004-2),
he firstpositioned them for smoothest overall response
and articulation, then "dialed-in depth, dimensionality,andambience."Achartrecordergraphically showed
the changes. In the end, "The sound was fantastic,"
quoth BD, who recommends them unconditionally.
(Vol.9 No-3, Vol.15 No2, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No.1,
Vo120 No.5, Vo123 No2 WV/W)
RPG Diffusor Systems "Acoustic Tools for
Home Theater"
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive
treatment to alistening room. RPG 13iffusor Systems
offers complete room-treatment packages, called
"Acoustic Tools for Audiophiles I& II," which can be
installed in amatter of hours. RPG also offers its
"SoundTrac" package for no-compromise home-theater installations, working directly with the client,
architect, and/or acoustic consultant. (Vol.11 No.4.
Vol.16 No.5; see also TJN's article on listening rooms
in Vol.14 No.10 WWW.)
TacT Audio RCS 2.0 Digital Room
Correction System/Preamplifier: $4248
The DSP-based TacT measures how the speaker system and room together reproduce test signals, determines the differences, in both the frequency and time
domains, between the original test signals and the measured ones, and develops and applys acorrective filter.
According to KR, "Because it also has the ability to
control gain (or, more properly, attenuation), signal
polarity (for each channel individually!), and to select
among its digital and analog inputs, it can also, with its
tiny, lightweight remote control, function as the preamp/control center for afull system." You'll need a
long RS-232 cord to the laptop or PC on which the
TacT software is installed, though this is not needed
for daily operation," assured KR. Kal wasn't very happy
with the setup information provided, and the Help file
didn't give much. Another big issue for Kal:"The TacT
system provides no useful verification or assessment
of the success of the corrected system response. There
is afacility for comparing the correction filter with the
original measurementsonscreen,but no way °francasuring the supposedly corrected system/room...
Nonetheless, the flexibility of the RCS system permitted me to create the response Ineeded." But, he
concluded, "subjectively, the final result was my perception of vastly improved resolution of detail across
the spectrum. Initially. Ithought the bass seemed abit
less full. It was, bur, with continued listening, it because
apparent that apervasive bloom associated with the
listening room's low-frequency resonances had been
removed. Consequendy, the bass was exposed with
greater definition and impact... Instead of hall sound,
the RCS let me hear this hall's sound, and transmitted
the instruments with uncanny immediacy.. .
The
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The Starlet

"The Starlet offers so much in the way of
perceived value that Iwouldn't have balked
if they said it cost another $1,500."
Ken Kessler
Ultimate Audio, Winter 2001

"The Starlet is just about everything one could wish for in a
high-quality, relatively affordable, all-triode tube integrated
amplifier.., she should reward
you with performances worthy
of atrue diva."
Chip Stern
Stereophile, December 2000
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longer Ilived with the TacT Audio RCS 2.0, the more
1was convinced that it brought me much closer to the
sound of live music. and that room correction should be
amandatory part of any serious audio system." Price
includes A/I) ($699) and 1)/A ($599) modules; RCS
2.01 )/ )with neithercosts 52950. (Vo124 No.9 VVWW)
Deletions
Argent RoomLens Imitt altditi011ed in along time.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
& INTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Rather than place cables in the usual
"Recot lllll ended Compone as" cl.M.e%, we've just listed
thowcablesthannembersofthe magazine'sreview team
either have chosen to use on along-tenu basis or have
found to offer good value for money. They are therefore implicitly recommended. Where acable has been
found to have specific mawhing requirements or an identifiable sonic signature, it is
din the text. "Try before
you buy" is mandatory with cables; many dealers have
biner stock to make this easier.

INTERCONNECTS
Alpha-Core Micro-Purl: $78/1n1 pair (Cu),
$127/1m pair (Ag)
found that all the Alpha-Core cables shared some
common characteristics: "powerful, slightly forward, a
touch cool, and having great extension and power at the
frequency extremes." Detail and dynamics were very
good at the Ion& r
end of the wale.Very-low-level detail
however, was lost. Similarly, wrote BD, "While the
soundstage as awhole was reasonably deep, the individual images lacked din iensionality." While the Ag inter-es lacked the Cut's slight bass prominence and
forward perspective. the Cu had awarmer tonal balance and more expansive %multistage. BD: "Their failings...are in dealing with alevel of subtlety that's likely
not ahuge consideration with the gear they're priced
to match....I unhesitatingly recommend their inclusion in any budget system, and strongly suggest that anyone cabling even an upscale system give them aserious
audition." (Vo124 No.10)
Alpha-Core Triode Quartz: $186/1m pair
BI /found this silver-conductor interconnect to sound
much more like a"super version of the Micro-Purl Cu,"
but with "a lot of the inner detail and textural nuance
that the Micro-Puns lacked." Whereas the Micro-Puns
proved to be agreat budget cable, the TQ2s "are astep
beyond 'good for the money' and well into the realm of
'good at any price.' Coupled with their still very modest
cost, their performance represents amie bargain -one
of those undiscovered gems." Price is for unbalanced
interconnect with RCA,. (Vo124 No.10)
Audience Au24: $417/1m pair, unbalanced,
$300/additional meter; $776/1m pair,
balanced, $600/additional meter
-The Au24s had a
neutral, relaxed sound," commented
BI ). "with good extension at the frequency extremes
and awide, deep soundstage." However, they did
reach the density of tonal colors and the extreme inner
detail of the expensive Nordost Valhalla. Nor could
they match the Nirvana S-X Ltds.' incredibly naniral
%multistage reprotluction. Nevertheless. "lite Au24s
were no slouch, lust abit off the standard set by the
very best I've heard." (Vo1.25 No.8)
AudioQuest Python: $525/1m pair, 5250/pair
each additional meter
AudioQuest Anaconda: $1050/1881 pair,
$650/pair each additional meter
Since KB uses 7-8 meter lengths between preamp and
amp, the contribution of interconnects is cnicial and
the Pythons are the Yin to the JPS's Yang. Both are
dead quiet but the lighter but not brighter Python
Stereophile, October 2002

matches tlic tube amps better while the JPS works for
the SS amps. One meter of the heftier (and more expensive) balanced Anac
las are totally satisfYing for pivotal link from DAC to preamp. Compared to the
panoply of twer-elaIxtrate interconnect. thew flexible
and simple-looking luir internally sophisticated interconnects are asimple pleas' re. (NR)
Cardas Golden Reference: $917/1m pair t
"Low-energy-storage" balanced or unbalanced cables
with three types and layers of shielding, and thin-wall
tubing surrounding copper Litz conductors coated in
urethane enamel, with alow capacitance of 71,F/foot.
"Gave me the color, air, transparency, and liveliness Iso
much enjoy. while banishing any and all mechanical/electronic effects," J-10 enthused. "Relaxed, forgiving. but entirely virtuoso, cati work wonders in the
right setup." (Vo123 No2)
Harmonic TedmologyPro-Silwayll:$439/1m
balanced pair; $399/1m single-ended pair;
$240/additional stereo 1m pair
A hybn, Ills of copper and two of 6Npure (99:Prri»
.11,,r. The braided copper outer
shield isplated with pure silver and insulated with Teflon
tape or air-foamed EE (polyethylene with air bubbles
as the main dielectric). The connectors are "NASA
grade," according to Harmonic Tech. Caused significantchangeinthesoundoftheAudioResearchVTM200
MF was reviewing: "lise bass firmed up and rejoined
the music. the midrange took on aricher, more fullbodied texture,and thc top remained extended.detailed,
and ultra-revealing. but not quite as bright." Mikey's
new reference. (Vo124 No.I WWW)
Harmonic Technology Truth-link: $299/1m
pair balanced; $249 single-ended
51) found the veell-m.i.le 1
larmonic Technology line of
cables and interconnects competitive with the best he's
heard. "and areal bargain to boot." (NR)
Hovland Music Groove 2 tonearm cable:
$795/any length up to 1.5m pair with RCA or
straight DIN terminations; $835 with 90° DIN
connector t
,
This silver-plated copper cable - MF's reference for
the Graham tonearm -embodied a"relaxed, warm,
'physical' "
dwith "detail, depth, dyna lll i
ll authority, and three-dimensionality." It sounds rolledoff only if you're accustomed to bright, he said. rolling
his eyes. XL.B preamp connector adds $60. (Vo121
No.2. Vol.23 No.5, Vo1.24 No.2)
JPS Balanced Superconductor 2: $1399/1m
Gold Neutrik XLR-tenninated,
$200/additional 03m
These unwieldy double-nms of the already stiff Superconductor2 coax have become KB', resident balanced
interconnects as of early '99. Eerily quiet backgrounds
and silky and detailed highs even with Z5111 runs in
noisy NYC:. (NR)
Kimber Kahle KCAG-147: 5460/1m pair, XLR
or WBT-RCA connectors
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering
improved image frocus and even better clarity when compared with Kimber's PM. AJF and TJN favorite. (NB.
Inn see Vol.1(t No.7)
Kimber KablePBJ:$84/1m pair, RCA or XLR
termination $$$
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very close to
KC:AG in his system, citing its HF detail, air, clarity, and
tonal accuracy For those with BE1 problems, Kimber's
KCI ($116/1m pair, RCA or XLR termination) is the
same cable nids agrounded shield. but doesn't sound
quite as good. (Vol.16 No.7)
Kimber Kable Silver Streak-147:5240/1m pair
with WBT-RCA connectors, balanced:
$330/1m pair
This low-impedance, low-resistance cable "represents
amajor performance breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. Its secret? Only the signal-carrying portion of
the braid is silver -the renums are copper. ST reported
gains in clarity and quickness. "The sound is cleaner,
quicker, less conbised ..I suggest you nut with the
Streak." BW adds that the Kimber's excellent resolu-

fion of detail and transients has to be balanced against
the fact that it might add too much "zip" to already
bright NVStelle, (V01.19 No.I
KimbCr TAK tonearm cable: $2504600/1811
pair, depending on material
TAK Ag is similar in tonality and texture to Silver
Audio's Silver lireeze. Its overall sound is "smooth,
detailed, and slightly con" with "unsurpassed natural
clarity and freedom from edge." Might be too much
ofa good thing in systems that are already very smooth,
in which case the similar-sounding TAK II has amore
"golden glow" from the midrange up,and more "tra nsient traction and solidity"TAK Cu'sglow is even more
golden, if less liquid than the silver-based versions. All
three have good low-level resolution and pitch-black
backgrounds. (Vol23 No.5)
Madrigal CZ-Gel-1: $495/1m pair
JA finds this balanced interco -a to be spacious and
easy on the ear, if not quite as dyna lll i
lllllllllllllll as
AudioQuest Lapis x3. (NR)
MIT MI-330 Proline Shotgun: $849/1m pair;
$1289/25ft pair
MIT, network boxes are "designed to control the
mere storage and release in the audioband,"explained
131). "
ritual purity. precision, ahuge soundstage, holographic detail and ambience recovery, and dense,
dimensional images" were all part of the mix. Other
interconnects and speaker cables could sound atouch
blurred at the edges in comparison, he noted. "Without adoubt, they were akey piece of the best system
I've had in my 20 years of listening." Guess he liked
them. Impedance-matched to system. (Vo123 No3)
MIT MI-350 Twin CVTerminator Series II:
$1495/1m pair t
13J1C, reference interconnect. "Transparent, dynamic,
and impressive performance at frequency extremes,"
says he. (NB)
Nirvana S-L Series: $750/1m; $860/1.5m
Ill) says, "lite Nirvanas are slightly laid-back in character, perhaps just abit soft on sharp transients and at
the frequents' extremes, butt with anatural coherence
and case that make alot of other cables sound slightly
strained. Other strengths include ahuge soundstage
and images that are detailed and tangible, but not the
least bit etched or spotlit." (Nit)
Nirvana S-X Ltd.: $1185/0.5m pair,
$200/0.5m additional meter
lite S-X is not areplacement for the S-L, but was
designed to carry very-low-level signals with reduced
noise. explains BD. Litz constmction with "95 isolated. multi-gauge, multi-strand, oxide-free, Lab
Grade fibers per conductor with FEE insulation."
Hand-assembled and extensively tested, each cable
takes afull day to make. The st
dstage is wide :Ind
deep, with space between and around instruments
very apparent. One of the best chleslilYs heard, and
significantly better dun the already fine S-L. "One
wmational interconnect." he admired. (Vo123 No.8)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $199.99/1m pair
(unbalanced); $215/1m pair (balanced) t
The Blue 1iraVellti are the least expensive of Nordost's premium line. Compared to the very best
(including Nordost's own Red Dawn and SPM),
they're alittle splashy in the tapper midrange, notes
131 ). accentuating transients at the expense of i
llll er
detail. Their tonal Italance is also tipped slightly
upward. However. Ise found they have aspeed and
openness that's unusual in this price range. "They can
really boost the goosebumps factor of an entry-level
system." he said. adding that "'thew interconnects
arel the new reference in reasonably priced and/or
small-system cables. (Vol.21 No.6)
Nordost Valhalla: $3300/m pair with RCA
tennination; balanced (XLR) configuration,
$60 extra; additional length, $1000/m
Although these cables arc "insanely expensive," 111)
was NUM that you'll love what they do for your system.
Images were detailed, distinct, and densely filled-in
and three-thmensional. The soundstagc moved out
farther than 111 )had ever experienced. However,while
131

it was obvious that the Valhallas were special, it was
also obvious that they had adistinct tonal signature.
BDwrote,'litesystemalwayshadalighter,driersound
with the Nordost —the tonal balance was shifted
slightly upward, and the overall presentation was a
touch cooler than with other wires." "Expensive, but,
hoy, are they goodr adds RD. (Vo124 No.11)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) PST 8:
$45011m pair
Balanced interconnects featuring solid, silver-plated
6N copper nid round conductors. LG reported that
they reduced system hum problems and were "highly
teas mm ended!" (NR)
Silver Audio Silver Breeze toneann cable:
$500/12mDIN—RCA/XLR;RCA—RCA:$575
This cable's "sheer, almost 'electrostatic' purity ... imparted agossamerlike quality to the music," said M F.
"Edge- and grain-free, the sound was impressively liquid, with perhaps atouch of upper-midrange emphasis that gave it amildly cool tinge. Backgrounds were
pitch black, and the resolution of low-level detail was
particularly impressive." (Vo123 No.5)
Straight Wire Serenade: $350/1m pair;
8180/additional meter
"Crystalline, extended highs," crowed CS, "lightly
bloomy mids, and good bass focus. But it's the soundstaging that stood out at this price point." Exceptional
bass focus and control with pinpoint harmonic detail
and anice, clear, airy midrange. Asolid all-ansund systenuperformer. the Chipster concluded. (Vo123 No.4)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling X-Series:
$199/1mpair;$299/1mpairwithActiveShielding interconnects with Mini-Power Coupler
With the Alpha Sterling's Active Shielding engaged,
CS became suddenly aware of "a wealth of spatial
cues —stupefying dimensions of soundstage layering.
The heightened sense of dimensionality was intoxicating." And with the Mini-Power Coupler, CS found the
soundstage to extend beyond the rear wall, "conveying
greater depth and dimensionality." (Vo124 No.11)
SynergisticResearch Designers'ReferenceXSeries: $2000/1m pair, with Mini-Power
Coupler; $500/pair each additional 0.5m
These interconnects do everything suixtbly. says BD.
who found that they're essentially neutral in terms of
tonal balance and dynamics aCTOM the frequency spectrum. Particular areas of excellence, he sums up, include
arealistic balance of inner detail and coherence, image
dimensionality, and ambience recovery.J-10 agrees, noting that the Synergistic is "wide-band, ultradynamic
(micro'n'macro), colorful. hannonic, detailemilvith] lots
of air in ahue soundstage, deepest bass, lumuoup de
midrange resolution and texture, land' highs as sweet as
your equipment can dish out." Hoss-ever, he did find it
"a touch biased toward the large-gestured and grand
rather than the small and well-formed." J-10 reports a
sipificant impnwement in refimment and power handling with aMaster Control Center and Active ShieldCS found that addingActive Shielding"seemed both
to illuminate and deepen the soundstage nul generally
fino things up." Timbres were more namral, with
enhancedha.ssenergy,whichtranslatedintodeepetinore
holographic soundstaeig, greater front-to-back imaging and focus and greater retrieval °lambkin information and mienxlynamics."(Vol21 Nod,Vo124 No.11)
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference
MILII(ActiveShielding):$1000/1mpair;$200
each additional 0.5m
CS declares, "If Discrete Shielding represented asignificant improvement in the performance of ISynergistic'sI old Resolution Reference M k.I1 interconnects,
then the upgrade to Active Shielding is p4insid. Imagine your soundstage illuminated front within, :Is if you
were used to filtering white light through aprism and
getting the three primary shades, whereas now you've
got dozens of different hues and colors no one knows
the names of." He was also overheard muttering about
soundstage layering of "stupefying" dimensions. CS
reports similar results with the speaker cable, and
promises more later. Additional 0.5m, $350. (NR)
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Wireworld Equinox 111+: $200/1m pair, $62.50
each additional 0.5m
Relatively inexpensive cable with"an impressively clean
midrange" and atop end that is -unencumbered of grain
and edge," decided MF. (Vo123 No.10)

Acoustic Zen Matrix Reference and Silver Reference,
Wircworld Gold Eclipse Ill+.
Deletions
XL() The Limited not auditioned in along time.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Alpha-Core Python M12: $287/81t biwirc pair
BD: "Of all the Alpha-Cores, the Python MI2 speaker
cables Annuity/ the most like abudget cable.... Unlike
the interammects. the M12's tonal balance was somewhat to the warm, dark side of neutral. Their bottom
end was full and powerful, but lacked ahit of dynamic
snap and precision. On top, diere was anoticeable lack
of air and extension... 111e midrange lacked dimensionality and inner detail... Their soundstage was also
foreshortened in depth... The bottons Imite: lite l'ython
is agood budget cable but no giant-killer.. 1certainly
recommend that they be considered for inclusion in a
low- to inidpriced system." (Vo124 No.10)
Analysis Plus Oval 9: $347/8 ft pair
Hollow oval cable designed -by physicists and engineers
who helped NASA, Motorola, Mitsubishi, and others."
claims the documentation, which also states that all
members of the design teani "hold advanced degrees in
electrical engineeringor physics" and that their specialty
is "the art of computer
lation." hue hest relatively
inexpensive speaker cable Mikcy lus heard yet. "You
won't be disappointed," he sums up. (V0124 No.1)
Audience Au24: $1115/3m pair, single wire,
8300/additional meter; $2430/3m pair,biwire,
$700 additional meter
-It was as aspeaker cable that the Au24 really shone."
BD actually preferred the Au24 to his reference Valhalla
in terms of tonal balance, imaging, resolution of inner
detail. aid sountIstaging. (Vo125 No.8)
AudioQuestEverest:$5700/6ftpair,$7600/8ftpair
These physically heavy speaker cables are at the top of
AudioQuest's speaker line. Simply put, J-10 says, he's
crazy about them. Extended, linear, with powerhil bass,
aclear and harmonically pellucid midrange, and beautifully sweet highs, Ise reports. What more do you want
except atruckload of cash to buy'em? It's hard to do
better, he sighs. (NR)
AudioQuest CV-4: $25/ft pair, terminated
Radler stiff but basically neutral-sounding, solid-core
cable that JA recommends highly. Can be alittle bright
with the wrong speakers. (Nit)
AudioQuestGibraltar:$76/fipair,terminated;
$152/ft pair, terminated double biwire
For the past 6months, KR has settled on a6foot double biwire nui of Gibraltar as his standard cable for
speakers that permit biwiring. The set consists of two
full-length runs sharing only the amp-end terminals
and is priced, appropriately, at twice the price of single
runs. These ordinary-appearing cables are transparent
and quite characterless in comparison to many others.
JA also finds the Gibraltar an excellent value. (N It)
AudioQuest Type 4: $120/10ft pair US e
'Ile best cheap speaker cable on the market, and much
better-sounding dun F14," claims CG. "Try this sniff before laying down long green for expensive cables." (NR)
Cardas Golden Cross: 31428/5ft pair,
with standard spades
A gtxxl match for the Golden Referoice interconnects,
advised j-10 and sporting the same C'.irdas Family Values
sound. The .unitliesis milliard uid grainy, yet never mushy
or too euphonic. Lots of air, big soundstige, good focus and
imaging,butlackaltherazor-sharpedge-definitionofsome
other cables. "Relax and eujoy the 'limier (V0123 No2)

Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer: $2000/
8ft quadruple set, $250 each additional 1ft quad
See Pro-Si lway II interconnect t
or build details. All llarnmoutic Technolo!,,,ycables are said to take advantage of
"amazing" discoveries in metallurgy that eliminate what
they call "crystalline harrier distortion." While reviewing the Audio Research VTM200s amps,M Fsaid,"With
the Magic Woofer cable, the system finally began to
cons lllll nicatc the music's emotional center.... It was as
if aswitch had been thrown. Iknow that sounds ahit
dramatic, hut it was unmistakable." His new reference.
(Vo124 Nod WWW)
HannonicTedinologyPro-9Plus:$888/8ftpair
See -Interconnects." (NR)
'Umber Kahle BiFocal-X: 81300/8ft pair, with
WBT connectors e
Adifferent Kimber cable design, the Bifocal-X offers "a
well-balanced mix of characteristics dut should mate
beautifully with awide range of systems," according to
BD. He adds,"These c.ablesdojust alxxit everything right
and are among the very best I've heard." (Vo121 No.5)
KimberKableBiFocal-XL:$1920/8ftpair,with
WBT connectors A
The XL version oldie Bifocal cable doubles the number of connectors, and "in the right system is abig step
up in every way," reported BD. The improvement, he
says, "adds just abit of tangibility, and slightly better
extension and accuracy at the frequency extremes."
(Vo121 No.5)
MIT MH-750 Shotgun: $999/8ft pair,
plus terminations
Output-Specific Speaker Interface with built-in termination network and Iconn interchangeable screVI 011
connectors. Impedance-matched to the system they're
used with. See MIT M1-330 interconnect for sonic
description. (Vo123 No3)
Naitn NACAS: $6/fi
Inexpensive spaced-twin cable that ST found to work
well with the Spentlor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agood-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series: $1185/2m, $1620/3m iS
A BD favorite. See "Interconnects." (NR)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $499/2m pair,
with spade or banana plugs A.
The Blue Ileaven speaker cables are sonically very insilat-sounding to the interconnects, ilotes BD, with a
slightly tipped-up tonal balance. "Exceptionally good
low- to midpriced ...speaker cables," BI )said. -Their distinctive design promised —and delivered —afast, clean,
dynamic sound... Within their price range and in the
systems for which they are intended, they're nothing
short of magical." (Vo121 No.6)
Nordost Valhalla: $4200/m pair, with banana
plug or spade termination; additional length,
$1900/m
Tlie Valhalla contains 40 silver-plated copper micromonofilament conductors, each polished and wrapped
with amonofilament spacer prior to encapsulation in
the Teflon ribbon. Similar to the Valhalla interconnect,
the speaker cable's overall presentation was "clean, airy,
and detailed," according to BD, "without ever being
over-etched or harsh... The portrayal was incredibly
compelling from top to bottom, but the midrange ...
seemed almost holographic...1They] sounded almost
relaxed —but still clean and precise —and their images
were dense. detailed, and dimensional." (Vo124 No.11)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) R50: $1250/
3m pair
Features lsiwiring via silver-plated, solid-copper spades in
tandem vdthgold-platedkuunaplugs.Optimizedspeaker
response in IC's system. "They're solid-silver ribbons,
incorixsrating 'Cullen° l' riblui for the hies and R30
ribbon forthe lows." Atuin,"highly recoil unendedr (NR)
RadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
$3.99/60ft spool $5$
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is okay sonically. You have to
cluxsse for yourself whether to space or twist apair for
hest sound (or even whether to double up the runs for
less series impedance). (N It)
,
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Straight Wire Maestro 11: $680/10ft pair,
560/additional ft
Clean and tight with little residual brighmess after burnin, notes KR. In rise 6' lengths he uses, they're extremely
revealing Of :MT and speaker foibles. (NR)
Straight Wire Serenade: $980/10ft pair,
$80/additional ft
"In tandem with the matching interconnects," CS
expounded. the Serenade speaker cables proved profoundly involving and musical. "While Iwouldn't characterize their performance as 'fiat; it was quite natural
and nicely detailed, with excellent bass resolution and
dynamic presence, a transparent
•lunge, and a
sparkling top end." (Vo123 No.4)
Synergistic Research Solid-State Reference
X-Series: $6800/10ft pair, with Mini-Power
Coupler
Like the Designers' Reference interconnects, BD finds
these speaker cables to be CNSelltially neutral. "They add
so little character of their own to asystem's sound that
they'll likely seem unimpressive on &glisten," he wams.
CS agrees, adding that he was "impressed with the way
they just get out of the way and let you zens in on the
music ...itheyj throw agood image with alot of air in
it, natural highs,smooth midrange,and nice, tight, uncolored bass." J-10 concurs: "one of only ahandful at the
very top of the cable hill." (Vol.21 No.1. Vo124 No.11)
Synergistic Research Alpha Quad Active XSeries:$399/10ftpair, with Mini-PowerCoupler
See "Interconnects." (Vo124 No.11)
Wireworld Equinox 111+: $812/2.5m biwirc
pair
Good value. See "Interconnects." (Vo123 No.10)

Acoustic Zen Hologram. Wireworld Gold Eclipse 111+.

DIGITAL DATA
INTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Extensiva.' auditioning by RH suggests
that all the coaxial data cables listed below arc better than
conventional. TosLink-fitted, plastic filumptic cables.
which in general don't give as tight abass or as focused
asoundstage (we the introduction to "Digital Processors"). "You don't get that essential sharpness of image
outlines, the sound becomes more
lllll seilized,"
quoth he. However, we have f dthat TosLink interconnects are preferable in some situations where high
levels of RF noise cals exist, such as in the case of computer soundcards. JA also points out dut the specific
character of any particular cable will depend heavily ois
the tr.111Spalti .111d processor it connects.
Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye: $37.95/0.5m;
$47.95/1m; $51.90/2m; $59.90/3itn;
$73.90/5m; $89.90/10m $$$
"If you haven't heard dais 110 olun balanced data cable,
you're missing out!" expostulates LL, adding that it's
"more transparent. more musically honest than any I've
heard -and it'sridiculouslycheaprJAisal
pressed,
and uses 50' lengths for his Stereophile recording sessions. KR, however, while agreeing that Wyde-Eye is
ais excellent value, notes that it is less transparentsounding than the (much more expensive) Illuminations. Also available for the Sallie price in a75 ohns
version for S/I'l )1F applications, using Causares true
75 ohm RCAs. (Nit)
AudioQuest OptiLink Pro 2: $350/1m,
with AT&T-ST termination r>
Expensive S7 alit:husk thatJA auualJE recoisiis iendhsglsly.
Excellent bass pertonnuice, with power, clarity, and
dynamic contrast, says JE. Rids sound. ST terminations
can be fragile. adds JA. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest VSD-4: $325/1m
Rather stiff S/PDIF (unbalanced) datalink. thatJA feels
is the best he lus used. Price is for Ins; add $75 for each
additional 0.5 meter. Can be tenninated with either
RCA, IINC. or "F" connectors. (N It)
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Canare Digi Flex Gold model RCAP003F:
approx. $11.32/31t
Rehire you try any tit* the expensive coaxial links, CG
advises trying this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable with
('.allan: crimp RCA connectors. He rates it as his first
choice in adigital cable at my price, even preferring it tas
the Kindler AGI)LJA uses the 110-ohm version in various lengths for CI) mastering. (Vol.16 No.7)
Kimber D-60: $290/1m, RCA or BNC
termination 555
It's Isard to get Stereo/Mewl-nets to agree on .inyriting, but
RH, RD,J-10, KR, LI i, RILinal WI' all use this S/PDI F
digital interconnect. originally called Illuminati I
)-60, as
their reference. "Sown ines mercilessly revealing," KR
maintains, "but never harsh." "Fast, open, and detailed,"
raved J-10. "Focused and nuanced," concurs WI'.
"Smaxels yet highly detailed, spacious soundstage. and
lack of hardness and edge." says RH. (Vol.19 No.5)
Kimber DV-75: $180/1m, RCA, BNC, or
"F"-type termination
Lli finds that dais video-S/PDIF daulink gives, in Isis
system at least, performance on apar with the 1)-60 for
afractious of the price. (NR)
Kimber Orchid: $560/1m
Expensive, but the best AES/EBU link JA has used. J10 loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and detail.
but preferred Illutnination's S/PDIF cable overall. SD
(almost) doesn't equivocate: "Probably the best out
there for now... A stunnerr RH and RD are also fans.
New lower price usefully brings this cable in reach of
more music lovers. (Vol.19 No.5)
Madrigal MDC-1 digital dataliitk: $285/1m
Excellent soundstaging and image focus. reported JE.
when this AES/EBU datalink was used between the
Mark Levinson Nos30 and 31,as well as an open-soundig, extended treble. JA concurs, feeling that the Madrigal is only bettered by the Illuminations Orchid and
AudioQuest I
)iftal 2AES/E13U cables. (Vol.16 No.11)
Deletions
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference
replaced by X-Series, not yet auditioned.

BOOKS & COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization
program, version 3.10: $269 with on-disc
manual (standard 1.40 version: $69.95)
User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance
and sensitivity, and target response: program designs
appropriate crossover filter networks. Latest version
hanalles double-ported bandpassenclosures and can calculate the effects of LF room gain, enclosure leakage,
and absorption losses ais sealed-box. vented-box, passive-radiator, and bandpass systems. Thiele-Sinall parameters can be calculated front two impedance
measurements, and data can be imported irons the IMP
PC-based measurement system. Standard 1.40 version
coso $69.95. Available from Old Colony Sound Lab,
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603)
924-6526. Fax: (603) 924-9467. (Vol.13 No.11)
ELAC Technische Software CARA REL 2.1
Plus computer program: $49.95
To use CARA, one must create afull three-dimensional
model of the liste
g rasons, using the program's
CARACAD module KR: "By 'full; Imean that all
awns dimensions and surfaces are defined: doors, windows, furniture. soffits. hays, etc." Kal found it timeeffective to reduce the complexity of the model (oz,
remove smaller objects) and the order of reflections
(3-4) for the early iterations, at which point the number of possible speaker and user positions is large -an
800MHz Pentium Ill can rake 48 hours or more to run
even that modest aset así variables. "Several simplified
runs will tell you which arrangements deserve more
investigation. After that, you can limit the range of posinano for speakers and listener while progressively

increasing the number of reflections anal adding more
feature details. as aconfirmation of the opti lllll in
arrangement." Checking predictions against the
results with ETF or with TacT RCS measurements
confirmed CAltA's col iclusions to ass amazing degree.
lie .. up, "Wouldn't you like to know how well a
speaker might work in your raxsin before you buy it?
1would." Rum under Windows. Web: www.caracle.
(Vo124 No.9 WWW)
ETF 5.x room response software: $149
K says, -Thi Wi ndows 95 program is the is lost costeffective and critical way tas assess your roams and system acoustic-sand monitor your adjusnuents to them.
Unlike modeling programs, ETF actually measures
room responses and 'mules, and is ais essential tool
for users of equalization and correction systems." J10 anal SI )concur. Compared with Acoustisoft's ETF
4.0 software. which was reviewed by KR, ETF 5.0
contains arevamped interface, ahill M LS-based signal generator/analyzer with both post process and
pseudo real-time capabilities. Very easy to use and
requires only a&omit duplex sound curd and microphone. www.edicoustic.com.(Vol21 No.7 WWW)
LEAP 5.0 Enclosure Designer (Windows):
$695
Highly recommended by DO and much used by professional designers, LEAP imports raw drive-unitdata
(it accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files as well
as data pmduced by Audio Teknoloes own $1395
LEAP 4.0 Loudspeaker Measurement System) and
optimizes aspeaker system's crossover network to
meet the user's target specifications, eithe r
on- or offaxis. (It also averages responses to give aspeaker's
power response.) Available front LinearX Systems,
lise, 9500 SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road. Tualatin,
OR 97062.Tel: (503) 612-9565. Fax: (503) 612-9344.
Web: www.linearx.cons .
(Vol.13 No.11)
RPG Diffuser Systems Room Optimizer
Software: $99.99
MF recently moved to anew house with bare, reflective walls -where to plunk the speakers? RPG Diffiner Systems' Rooni Optimizer Software -available
from, among others, Audio Advisor -to the rescue.
Plug in the mosn's dimensions (they must be rectangular) anal the program will output the location where
the modal response is flattest and the speaker-boundary interference is minimized. It'll also tell yott where
to sit! (Vo122 No.11)
SpectraLAB 4.32 rev.15: from $795
Ais annual ading computer-based FFT al sa ly in srasted
for both acoustic and electronic Illeatillreincilts. Capable of 24-bit. 96k1 lz sampling and awhopping Imillion FFTpoino when paireal with anappropriate sound
card such as the Lynx or Dit.tal Audio Labs' CardDeluxe. www.soundtechnolog.com (NR).
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio:
$29.95 (softcover) plus $5.00 S&H
Written by erstwhile Stereorh i
le writer Robert
Harley, The Compide Guide to High-End Audio offers
explanations of how to listen critically, how tas optimally set up your system, and how tas get the best
sound for your buck. It will also give you the background and technical inhumation you'll need to get
the most from reading Stereophile. Beginning audiophiles must read the appendices first. Hardcover edition costs $39.95 phis $4.95 seat second edition
(not reviewed) was published in the fall of 1998.
AvailablefromAcapella Publishing, P.O.Box80805,
Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805. Tel: (800) 8485099. (Vol.18 No.3 WWW)
Visual Ears: $89, plus $3 SticH fr
Inexpensive ban excellent computer program for
and Macs. Available from Kli Acoustics, P.O. Box
50206,Eugene,012.97405.Tel:(541)935-7022. Allows
ais audiophile tas move simulated loudspeakers anal a
simulated listening seat around asimulation of his or
her room (in duce dimei si Is) to find the position dut
gives optimal performance below 20011z or ms.(Vol.13
No.12,1)0S; see "Industry Update" in Vol.19 No.4 and
"Fine Tunes" in VoI21 No.8, Windows.)
11,
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es the kind of record that will probably
never generate big sales. The kind of
between-the-cracks session that can

g
i
•I

make record-label marketing drones
old before their time. Poison to most
radio outlets, it's that rare disc that
embodies crossover in the best sense of
the word: not Andrea Bocelli or even
Bacharach & Costello, but the kind of cross-genre
adventure that will make jazz purists howl "sellout" and rock fans hiss "too much jazz." Gettin'
imaginative can be downright perilous these days.
None of that deterred jazz pianist Brad Mehldau
from joining forces with rock singer-songwriter,
guitarist, and pianist Jon Brion as producer to make
Largo, the seventh album to bear his name.
"It's never about `Lees do something provocative,'
or whatever. There's never an impetus for me like
that when Imake any record," Mehldau says from a
Paris hotel. "It's always whatever the music suggests."
In this case, the music suggested one of those rare
partnerships between the sensibilities of rock (Brion)
and jazz (Mehldau) that borrows worthy elements
from both styles to fashion ahybrid that feels neither
forced nor calculated, but has lots to offer on its own
tenus. The music also benefits from not taking itself
too seriously: Largo isn't the start of any new musical
branch —it's just one fun record.
Like the music within, the album's title is acomplex word whose many meanings are, in this case,
all intended.
"It's really my wife's idea," Mehldau says of his
mate, Fleurinc. "She's kind of alanguage buff. She
speaks like six languages. Her naine is nearly aIanStereophile, October 2002

by
Robert Baird

guage. It's not so much about the tempo markings.
She found out that in Italian it also means 'large'
and 'spacious.' And then there's the club."
Mehldau, anative of Hartford, Connecticut, studied at Manhattan's New School of Social Research
and first gained notice as part of saxophonist Joshua
Redman's band. Although he's recently moved back
to New York, for the last several years he lived in
Los Angeles. There he began dropping by the Fairfax Avenue club Largo, where he found himself enjoying the weekly performances of Jon Brion. The
producer of albums by Aimee Mann, Fiona Apple,
and Rufus Wainwright, not to mention the soundtrack to Magnolia, Brion is aquirky talent considered
by some to be agenius. Mehldau and Brion were
introduced to each other by Largo owner Mark
Flannagan, who had badgered both men for years to
make an album together. After meeting, they talked
about the project for ayear before anything happened.
"I didn't really know exactly what it was going
to be like," Mehldau says of being in the studio
with Brion. "The whole concept of aproducer on
ajazz record is often the guy who orders the takeout food. Or maybe makes some comments along
the way, like 'Mat was agood take.' Much more
hands-off. Generally, I've been sort of wary of anyone producing or collaborating.
"But Jon has acompositional and arranging sense
that is on abroader scale than that of ajazz piano
trio, for instance. The sonic world he embraced [in
his previous work], in terms of mixing up more
instruments, the recorded sound that he got, the
techniques he uses in the studio, were really, I
just
thought, incredibly beautiful.
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Audio Visions South
Tampa (813) 871-2989

Hovland HP-100 preamplifier
"From recording to recording, with the Hovland, there is a sense of
wholeness and completeness in the listening experience..."
Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound Issue 131 Quoted with permission
"...I kept saying to myself, over and over, 'This is what high-end audio is

House of Stereo
Jacksonville (904) 642-6677

all about! This isn't a new flavor, it's awhole new dish!"
Michael Fremer, Stereophile November 2000

Seen and heard at the finest audio salons worldwide. Phone 209.966.4377 for apersonal referral. www.hovlandcompany.com
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BRAD MEHLDAU
"I also got simpatico with him as amusician. Ithink, first
throughout. The musical range is no less expansive. Opening
and foremost, the kind of songs that he writes, the way he plays
with the touching, standard-like melody of "When It Rains,"
the guitar, the way he plays the piano, he has areal beautiful
Largo continues through the sinuous, vibe-enhanced "You're
sense of harmony and melody. He understood what makes me
Vibing Me"; the menacing electro-funk of "Sabbath"; an
click musically, and then he was able to put his thing on that,
outer-space bop, "Dropjes"; and "Franldin Avenue," which
and it never really clashed or was obtrusive. If Ihad had the
uses achorus of horns —all songs written or co-written by
opportunity earlier in my career, Imight have donc this record
Mehldau. With as many tunes as jams, more ensemble playalready. It never felt weird. It never felt like Iwas doing someing than soloists stretching (except for Mehldau), with music
thing that wasn't natural to me as amusician.
that's sometimes almost lounge music, at others soft and
"It's alittle ironic, because Imade the record right after I
moody, and at still others almost alouder Birdies Brew, this
moved out of L.A. and moved back to the east coast. But it's
fusion upon fusion collection ain't your daddy's jazz record.
sort of aculmination of alot of great things that Iassociate with
"I was in a comfort zone [throughout the sessions],"
L.A., and alot of music Iheard there —mainly from Jon Brion
Mehldau says, "feeling the action of anice Steinway grand —
and music at 1
-Irgo and what that experience meant to me."
but then, the actual sound was being manipulated." At times,
At first hearing, Largo's less-than-straight jazz may seem a
Brion put poster putty on the Steinway's bottom strings, creating abass-heavy, almost synthy sound that's very audible on
hard left turn for apianist who's released aseemingly endless
"Paranoid Android" and "Free Willy."
stream of conservative trio records and whose work is most
often compared to that of Bill Evans. Mehldau, for his part,
"He put adigital mike right near the strings with the
doesn't see the similarities. But judging
poster putty, which was essentially the
from his live performances, the pianist has
bottom two octaves of the piano. Somealways had an affinity for pop music, which
how, he managed to really separate it
from the rest of the piano, because alot
suits his lighter, often laconic approach.
The two groups who seem to enchant him
of the volume disappears. He put that on
most are Radiohead and the Beatles.
aseparate track and then, when we went
When it comes to Radiohead, he's been
to mix it, he panned it off to one side. So
known to insert acover of "Everything in
even though it was just me sitting at the
the Right Place" as an encore, and a
piano, it really sounds like more than
moody, ablaze version of "Paranoid Anone person."
droid" is one of Lames highlights.
A second piano was used at the ses"There's an emotional impact they had
sions, one that Brion prepared àla John
with me from the first record Iheard of
Cage by strewing screws, nuts, and washers in among the strings. On "Alvarado,"
them, OK Omputer, akind of an alienation
which seems to be fitting in the world
that instrument can be clearly heard, as
we're in, but also reflecting that world and
played by drummer Jim Kelmer, who has
"We recorded
not running from it. And also there's abeauty there.
performed on more recordings — by B.B. King,
It's not aself-pitying alienation; there's sort of ahope
Bob Dylan, Randy Newman, etc.— than there is
about eight
mixed with that too, in their lyrics and the whole
space or time to list. Kelmer is Largo's secret
hours' worth
sound. Plus, at least on that record, they really just
weapon and its unshakable rhythmic foundation.
rock. They're agreat rock band —great guitar play"The biggest thing for me immediately [with
of stuff, so we
er and all that. I've really enjoyed the last two
Kelmer aboard] was aseriously deep, deep groove.
had to weed
records they've done, too. Really beautiful, different
Like abackbeat that makes you really happy," says
stuff: individual, surprising, really catching you off
Mehldau, laughing. "You can hear it on 'Dear
through apile
guard, wanting to go back and listen more and disPrudence' — he's playing the kit on that one. Just
of music."
cover new things; alot of layers."
the sound of his kit was beautiful."
Tunes by Lennon and McCartney also get the
The other players on the record arc drummer
nod on Late: "Mother Nature's Son" (combined
Matt Chamberlain, bassist Derek Oies, two memwith Antonio Carlos Jobim's "Wave") and "Dear
bers of Beck's band (bassist Justin Meldal-Jonson
Prudence," both from 71w Beatles (the "White
and dnumner Victor Indrizzo), and the remaining
Album").
two-thirds of Mehldau's working trio, bassist
"'Mother Nature's Son' is atune that I've been
Larry Grenadier and dnuntner Jorge Rossy.
playing for anumber of years, when Ido asolo
Lae was recorded in six days, ashort period of
concert. 'Dear Prudence,' Ikinda thought, 'Well,
time by most standards, and there's afull allnun's
this has got that tempo, this is something we could
worth of material left over.
really lay into and groove on.' As far as the tune
"There were acouple sort of surprises in the
itself, there's something mysterious about the
studio, maybe four or five other tracks we weren't
melody. A lot of the harmony on the White
planning on trying, but we had some extra time.
Album,' a lot of the songwriting —whether it's
So there was alot of stuff that stayed on the cut'Dear Prudence' or 'Mother Nature's Son' or
ting-room floor. We recorded about eight hours'
'Rocky Raccoon' or 'Blackbird' —there's abeautiworth of stuff, so we had to weed through apile
ful melancholy aspect to the harmonies, in the last
of music — alot of deciding to do.
three records really, that resonates with me."
"There was alot of stuff that was even more
Speaking of resonance, what makes Largo of
wild than what's on Largo. More januny stuff.
interest to anyone hooked on sonics is its wide
More sonic-oriented stuff. Maybe live Zappa, or
dynamic range and "largo" sound that permeates
something, might be an analogue, with all those
the record, with a low end that's thunderous
musicians experimenting with sounds."
Stereophiie, October 2002
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New York Magazine,
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SACO? CD? ND? TUBES? TRANSISTORS? TWO CHANNEL?
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How are music lovers expected to navigate the often conflicting, and always confusing morass of sales gibberish
and P. R. talk about audio. It was hit or miss before the format war. Now the contradictory information flying
about can be paralyzing. That is where we come in. For almost 25 years Sound By Singer has been bringing
you the best audio /video that money can buy. We unobfuscate the zoo of technological black magic, separate
the wheat of real innovation from the chaff of voodoo engineering and select from it those components which
represent significant advancements sonically and visually. Our expertise in selecting, integrating, selling and
installing high end audio systems guarantees to our customers the peace of mind you can only have when you
know you are getting the very best sound /picture possible. That's high end audio and video.., done right.
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evolutionary is a word that's
tossed around all too lightly in
the world of audio. The understandable impulse to tout every new
development as a quantum leap forward in sound reproduction has made it
difficult to sort out the evolutionary
from the truly groundbreaking. And
there's not that much left to do in
amplifier design that is worthy of being
described as "revolutionary," or so it
seems. Vacuum-tube circuitry has been
thoroughly understood since the late
1940s, and 40 years of development of
solid-state has rendered it, in its finest
implementations, aworthy competitor
and alternative to the venerable tube.
A few years ago, a then-unknown
amplifier manufacturer from Australia
began placing ads in the audio press
claiming that it was producing atruly

Description: Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier, with active powerfactor correction. Inputs: 1 unbalanced, 1 balanced. Output power:
>200W into 8 ohms (23dBW),
>350W into 4 ohms (22.4dBW). Distortion: at full power output, all harmonic distortion orders <-114dB up
to 20kHz (<4000 parts per billion or
<0.0004%). THD: <-128dB at lkHz,
or <400 ppb. Intermodulation products: all <-114dB relative to power
output for sum of 19420kHz tones,
each delivering 87.5W into 4 ohms or
50W into 8 ohms or SMPTE-IM.
Noise: equivalent input noise at input,
5nV/sqrt(Hz). Slew-rate limit: maximum slew rate for small-signal and
maximum output voltages is 100V/ps
(equivalent to a maximum output
voltage at approximately 250kHz). Input impedance: 100k ohms, both inputs. Voltage gain: 49V/V (33.8dB),
both inputs. Overload: 1ps recovery
from hard overload at 20kHz into 4
ohms. Protection: short-circuit-proof;
overcurrent limiting; gradual power
limiting if amplifier becomes too hot.
Will cut out if acontinuous DC offset

140

revolutionary product, a monoblock
power amplifier with distortion specifications bordering on the unbelievable: a
signal 99.9996% pure. The company
was Halcro, the amplifier in question
the dm58.
There was some snickering in the
audio community when these ads appeared. As impressive as the dm58's
specifications seemed, audiophiles are
not easily swayed by claims of superiority based solely on measurements. 'The
1970s THD wars among the major
Japanese receiver manufacturers of the
day conclusively proved that great specs
alone were no guarantee of even good,
much less great, sound.
Nonetheless, the sheer audacity of
Halcro's claims generated much curiosity and interest. Added to this were the
company's stunning demonstrations at

appears on output or if output current
exceeds 12A average continuously
over a period of afew minutes; protection against most input overloads.
Power-supply protection: will cut out
if most common faults are detected
in the power supply (eg, over-voltage,
master clock at incorrect frequency,
excessive temperatures, etc.). Protected against most mains transients.
Operating voltage: 85-270V RMS,
45-65Hz, without internal or external
switches.
Dimensions: 31" H by 16" W by 16"
D. Net weight: 125 lbs (57kg) each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
00115 & 6.
Price: $24,990/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 12.
Manufacturer: Halcro, 118 Hayward
Avenue, Torrensville, South Australia
5031. Tel: (61) 8-8238-0807. Fax:
(61) 8-8238-0852. US distributor: On
a Higher Note, 26081 Via Estelita,
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675. Tel:
(949) 488-3004. Fax: (949) 4883284. Web: www.halcro.com.

hi-fi shows around the world, which
paired Halcro amps with sonie of the
industry's most well-regarded speakers.
Needless to say, Ijumped at John
Atkinson's offer of apair of dm58s for
review. Iwas anxious to hear whether
the revolution promised by Halcro was
actually at hand.
Spock, what is this thing?

Getting aclear picture of exactly what
goes on inside aHalcro dm58 is about
as easy as finding out what the CIA is
up to. Designer and chief engineer
Bruce Candy is loath to make public
any more than the bare minimum about
how his amps work, and much of the
circuitry and its applications are proprietary and/or patented. The amplifiers
are impossible for any but trained personnel to open, and if an owner were to
prize one apart, he would promptly find
his warranty voided. As a result, one
must take Halcro's descriptions of the
bows and whys on faith.'
A few things can be said with certainty. The arrestingly handsome, vertically
oriented dm58 is visually and electrically
divided into three parts: atwo-compartment upper box bisected by apolishedcopper nameplate, and alarge lower box.
The uppermost module contains an
input/output section; a much smaller
section beneath it holds the MOSFET
final amplification stage. Extensive, heavy
shielding and Faraday cages separate
these sections physically and electrically,
and prevent magnetic or electromagnetic
induction between the sections and the
intrusion of RFI and other airborne pollution. Around back, the top section
allows selection of XLR or RCA input
jacks, while underneath is the dashpotstyle standby switch. lise speaker tenninals arc the best I've seen—well-spaced,
and equipped with grippy rubber covers
that preclude the need for wrenches.
There is also aseparate ground terminal.
ITo describe all oldie technological
ovations in the
dm58 would require much more space than is available
here. Translations of articles from the Japanese and
Chinese audio magazines that have delved deeply into
Halcro's design philosophy and circuitry are available
train Halcro's US distributor.
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Halcro

The lower section, containing the
power supply, is where (Bruce Candy
admits) much of the amplifier's magic
lives. The dm58 can be plugged into any
outlet that provides at least 85V (but no
more than 270V) at 45-65Hz, and can
be fired up to provide full rated power
with no further adjustments. Incoming
AC is massively filtered to eliminate all
manner of RFI and other forms of noise
and interference that can ride in from the
wall socket. Then, prior to rectification
and distribution to the amp's drcuitry,
the AC is completely regenerated. But an
extra twist is added: The power supply
ensures that the incoming current and
voltage waveforms are identical and inphase by way of apower-factor correction unit. Seven separate protection
circuits safeguard the amplifier, which is

essentially immune to anything that
might damage it.2
Much of the rest of the dm58's circuitry is said to be based on concepts
from microwave and ultra-high-frequency electronics. According to Halcro's US importer, Philip O'Hanlon,
were most electrical engineers to examine a schematic of the Halcro, few
would even recognize it as being an
audio amplifier. Twelve MOSFETs
provide the final amplification and are
2 The protection circuitry is all proprietary; Candy
will not disclose exactly how it works. Work it does.
though. One hot and muggy night. Ilifted an LI' from
the turntable and unexpectedly sent amassive static
discharge through my system, frying a number of
parts in the power supply of the Manley Steelhead
phono preamp. The Halcros calmly clicked and went
into standby, awaiting further orders, and worked perfectly thereafter.

dm58

connected to the left side panel, which
serves as achimneying heatsink. The
amps run in class-AB biased toward
class-A, and fanatical attention has been
devoted to ensuring that each section's
ultra-low-distortion amplification of the
signal is passed on to the next section
intact. No global feedback is used in the
dm58, though minimal amounts are
used in discretely nested loops. Very
conservatively rated at 200W into 8
ohms and 350Wpc into 4 ohms, the
Halcro is said to be capable of extended
bursts of nearly two kilowatts without
exceeding its distortion specifications.
There is no speaker that will overtax
these amplifiers.
The Halcro is extraordinarily efficient in its use of electricity. It draws no
more than 350W from the wall, even

Measurements

F

°flowing the usual one-hour preconditioning period at 1/3 power
into 8ohms, the Halcro dm58's chassis was cool to the touch, suggesting
efficient heatsinking. The input impedance was a usefully high 102k
ohms unbalanced and 194k ohms balanced, and the amplifier didn't invert
signal polarity through either input.
(The XLRs are wired with pin 2hot)
The voltage gain was higher than
average at 33.45dB through the balanced input, and, as expected 6dB
lower through the unbalanced input.
The output impedance was avery
low 0.06 ohm across most of the
audioband, rising inconsequentially to
0.1 ohm at 20kHz. (Note that this figure includes 05m of speaker cable.)
As aresult, any modification of the
Halcro's response into our simulated
speaker load (fig.1, top trace between
lkHz and 3kHz) was minimal. Into
resistive loads, the Halcro's response
was ldB down at 13Hz and 75kHz,
the latter meaning that the amplifier's
reproduction of a10IcHz squarewave
was essentially perfect (fig2).
Any DC offset present in the dm58's
output was below 2mV and therefore
inconsequential. The Halcro's signal/
noise ratio, ref. 2.83V into 8 ohms
(IW), was very respectable at 82.8dB,
wideband unweighted, this figure
improving to 96.8dB when A-weighted. As implied by its specifications,
measuring the amount of distortion
present in the dm58's output was very
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difficult, as it was below the noise floor
except at very high output powers.
Fig3 shows the THD-Fnoise percentage plotted against frequency at 157W
into 8ohms. It is 0.0006% or less across
most of the band, rising vet), slightly
above 10kHz. Ican't swear to the
accuracy of this figure, however, even
at this high power, the Halcro's intrinsic
distortion level appears to be of the
same order as the output of the Audio
Precision System One signal generator
(0.0003%)!
The bottom trace in figA shows
the waveform of the distortion and
noise with a1
kHz sinewave signal at
the same level used for fig3. The
oscilloscope's input was set to its maximum sensitivity for this graph, but
even so, most of what can be seen is
noise, even when 32 separate readings were averaged to drop the noise
content by 15dB. Halving the load to
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Fig.? Halcro dm58, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.3 Halcro dm58, THD+noise (
0/0) vs
frequency at 157W into 8ohms.
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Halcro dm58, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 4W into
2ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Halcro dm58, IkHz waveform at 157W
into 8ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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when producing its full power output
of 200W into 8ohms. O'Hanlon weonunended that the amps be left on in
idle — not standby—at all times. The
heatsinks never got more than slightly
warm. Curiously, the amps were only
slightly warmer even after lengthy,
high-power listening sessions.
That the Halcros are bursting with
technological razzmatazz is not surprising. Bruce Candy holds Ph.D.s in
physics and applied mathematics, and
has taught at universities in England.
France, and Australia. He is also the chief
research scientist at Australia's Minelab, a
leading manufacturer of metal-detection
equipment and mine-sensing devices.
Minelab provides the United Nations
and the US military with the minelocating equipment used in hot spots
like Afghanistan. As O'Hanlon pointed
out with alaugh, that is not the sort of
application in which succeeding "most
of the time" is acceptable.
Candy is not apure technical theorist,
however. He is also alifelong audiophile
who, at age 13, began homebrewing his
own tube amps. The conceptual genesis

of the dm58 was Candy's desire to build
an amplifier that combined all the
virtues of tube and solid-state designs.
After extensive experimentation, the
dm58 emerged and Halcro was incorporated to manufacture Candy's audio
designs. By the time you read this
review, Halcro will have introduced a
line stage and a full-function preamp
with phono stage. A stereo amplifier,
CD player, and multichannel gear
should arrive within the next year or so.

Interconnects were all Nordost Valhalla,
with Nordoses Valhalla speaker cables
on the mid/treble and SPM on the
woofers of the EgglestonWorks Andra
II loudspeakers. Acoustic Zen Gargantua and Custom Power Cord Company
Top Gun HCFi power cords both
worked superbly in supplying the Halcros with the necessary juice.

Give me warp drive now, Mr. Scott!
Iwill not soon forget my reaction to the
first LPs and CDs Iplayed through the
Finally got it hooked up, Captain!
dm58: utter disbelief. The dynamics,
The Halcros presented adefinite chal- purity, and total transparency were belenge to my sources and cables. Every yond anything in my prior experience.
change resulted in audible differences
Hearing the Halcros at ashow was not
that were not only clear, but sometimes
even close to aproper preview of what
startling. Much careful listening was
they could do in acontrolled situation.
required to determine which ancillaries
After my initial shock and amazewere sufficiently neutral to allow the
ment had abated somewhat, Ibegan
amps to show their best. For final evalwondering whether the Halcros were
uative listening, I settled on the
somewhat bright and forward in the
Rowland Synergy Ili line stage paired
upper mids/lower treble. Then the bulb
with its sibling Cadence phono stage,
over my head carne slowly on: my first
with the tubed Manley Steelhead
listening binge had been exclusively to
phono preamp and Atma-Sphere's MP- rock CDs and "Golden Age" orchestral
3 line stage as alternate references.
LPs. Most nonclassical recordings are

Measurements
4ohms, with the output power now
310W, did give aresidue waveform
that is recognizable as distortion
(fig.5). It appears to be almost pure
third-harmonic in nature.
Fig.6 is aspectrum of the dm58's
output at 200W into 8ohms, taken
with adifferent signal generator: the
National Instruments PCI4451 PC
card that Miller Audio Research uses
as the platform for its QC Suite measurement software. The second, third,
and fourth harmonics are all between
-106dB and -110dB! The summed
total of the harmonics is around

0.0008%, but even then, this is not appreciably higher than the level of the
residual harmonics present in the NI
card's output (0.00055%).
Given this very low THD, it
seemed academic to examine the Halcm's intermodulation behavior with
the Audio Precision System One.

Nevertheless, Iinclude fig.7 because it
shows that, even at the high power
level featured in this measurement —
220W into 4ohms, just below visible
clipping on the 'scope screen —the
only intermodulafion products present
are those in the output of the outboard
DAC used to drive the amplifier.

Tandenens

Fig.5 Halcro dm58, IkHz waveform at 310W
into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.6 Halcro dm58, spectrum of ¡kHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 200W into 8 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Halcro
juiced up in this "presence" range during the mixing and mastering process,
and many classical records from the
1958-65 era were made with microphones that, for all their virtues, had
peaky top-end responses.3
As LP followed CD and vice versa,
the Halcros proved themselves transcendently neutral. Dry, dull, or aggressive
recordings sounded much more so
through the dm58s, while plush, overstuffed marshmallows sounded sweeter
and cushier than ever, albeit more transparent than Ihad ever heard before. By
definition, the "colorations" I'd thought
I'd heard with some recordings were not
that at all, as they were mutually exclusive and entirely recording-specific.
What Iwas hearing was the unalloyed
sound of the music as recorded.
Depending on the recordings and the
associated equipment, this was not
always agood thing.
3The admittedly wonderful-sounding Neumann M50
omni used by Decca, for example, gently rose on-axis
above 3kHz to reach +5d11 at 15kIlz, while the classic
Neumann U47 in cardioid mode had a+3d0 shelf onaxis between 3k1.1z and 15kHz.
—JA

Finally, fig.8 shows how the percentage of THD+noise present in
the dm58's output varied with continuous output power into 8, 4, and
2 ohms. The constant downward
slope with increasing frequency
reveals that the measured figure is
dominated by noise below the
"knee" of the traces, not distortion.
In addition, the slight sawteeth present in the traces, due to the Audio
Precision System One's automatic
gain-ranging, reveal that the Halcro's
residual THD+N is at the lower
limit of what is possible to measure
with this setup. The actual clipping
••••[..la
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Another boundary-stretching aspect
of the Halcro's sound was its silence. Its
background was not the outer-space
void of astream of digital zeros but the
taut, deep silence of an empty concert

Iwill not soon forget my
reaction to the first
LPs and CDs Iplayed
through the dm58:
utter disbelief.
hall — aliving silence just waiting to be
energized by sound. Idon't know what
JA's measurements will show about the
dm58's noise floor, but I'd never heard
an amplifier this quiet. As aresult, detail retrieval bordered on the supernatural. Subway trains running under
Kingsway Hall on Decca and EMI LPs?
Chairs squeaking? I heard 'em all
through the Halcros.

points (1% THD) are 260W into 8
ohms (24.1dBW) and 490W into 4
ohms (23.9dBW). Into 2ohms, the
amplifier's protection circuitry cut in
at 210W, muting the output Into 4
ohms, it cut in at 500W.
Halcro's dm58 offers astonishing
measured performance for an amplifier, particularly when it comes to
harmonic and intermodulation distortion. Most important, this does
not appear to have been achieved by
compromising other aspects of the
amplifier's performance, as was the
case in the "THD Wars" of the
1970s.
—John Atkinson
Nob* (1.1. 1,00,41,

vex.

.00
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Fig.7 Halcro dm58, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz
at 220W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Halcro dm58, distortion (Sb) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 1W): 8ohms,
4 ohms, 2ohms.

dm58

Whether such funky little details
contribute to the musical experience
has long been asubject of impassioned
debate among audiophiles, but one
thing is certain: when apiece of electronics can resolve ultra-low-level
background information, it will also reproduce microscopic musical details
that others miss. The tiniest of wall
reflections, the most infinitesimal of
reverberation trails, the softest shimmer
of apiano's strings — so much information carne through the Halcros that
new shades of nuance and meaning
were revealed in every recording Ilistened to through them.
The soundstaging was superb, but
defined entirely by what was on the recording. The soundstages of Blumleinmiked EMIs of the late 1950s and early
1960s never extended beyond the
speakers' outer edges, but big, bold
Decca/Londons and many modern
recordings wrapped around the room
like Sensurround. Depth was little short
of incredible, and on well-made classical
recordings, images far back in the stage
had the same density and roundedness
as those located in the front rows.
Soloists, small groups, and large orchestras were all presented with precisely
the right sense of scale and space.
The dm58s pulled off another
soundstaging trick one seldom hears at
home. At live orchestral concerts, crescendos not only get louder, the sound
gets bigger — it fills the hall's space more
completely. The dm58 was one of only
avery few amplifiers I've heard that has
captured this aspect of live sound, and
did so with startling authority.
Besides doing soundstages superbly,
the Halcros also nailed the elements of
soundspaces. There are three separate
and distinct elements to the sound of an
instrument or avoice, be it live or recorded; Ithink of them as the point
source, the field source, and the contextual source. The point source is defined
by the boundaries of the instrument or
singer—the resonating body that produces the sound. The field source is
that halo of acoustically energized air
projected into the near vicinity of that
resonating object by the resonating
object. Last, the contextual source is
that space in which the prior two
sounds exist — the acoustic of the space
in which the instrument is being
played. A well-made recording of
unamplified instruments will capture
all of these sound sources, and the best
equipment will bring them home into
the listening room. The Halcros were
astonishing in their ability to capture all
145

of these elements in the proportions
that suggest reality.
A purist recording like Serenade (CD,
Stereophile STPH009-2), was ear-poppingly realistic through the dm58s. The
semicircle of instruments playing
Dvorák's Serenade for Winds and
Strings, Op.44, was defined as well as if
I'd been sitting directly in front of them.
There was asuperbly focused center of
gravity to each instrument, and an
equally well-delineated field source.
The contextual source was just there,
seemingly re-created in its totality. The
Halcros were most assuredly of the "you
are there" school rather than the "they
are here" camp. The images placed in
this continuous souncispace were not
only impeccably defined, they had the
palpability and three-dimensionality
that, until now, only the best tubed
amplifiers could provide.
Another especially vivid example was
provided by Duke Ellington's Dance
With Duke (LP, Columbia Special
Products CSR 8098). DWD features the
Ellington band recorded live at the Bal
Masque nightclub in Miami Beach's
Americana Hotel. The Halcros seemingly tore ahole in the fabric of spacetime and transported me back to the Bal
Masque, surrounded by diners and
dancers bathing in the glow of the
Duke's orchestra at the height of its
powers. The dm58s completely obliterated the fact that Iwas listening to a
record of an event that happened back
in the late 1950s.
'Timbrally, the dm58 was the closest
thing to dead neutral that I've heard
from any component. Its bass was defin-

itive, with enormous power and unimpeachable definition. Mids were crystalline, and the highs seemed subjectively
flat to ultraviolet. As noted, there is
bound to be sonie controversy about the
upper mida and lower treble, but extended listening to avast range of music
established only that the dm58 was
telling me exactly what is on the record-

Not content to set the
standard in tonal neutrality
and information retrieval,
the Halcro offered
dynamic performance
that mere mortal amps
cannot manage.
ing and nothing more. Icouldn't blame
the messengers when they told me that
some recordings were not quite what I'd
thought they were. Recordings that
should have sounded perfectly gorgeous,
like the legendary Nimbus pressing of
Leigh's Concertino for Harpsichord and
String Orchestra (UK LP, Lyrita SRCS
126) and Kiril Kondrashin's delectable
take on Tchaikovsky's Capriccio Italia,
(LP, RCA/Classic LSC-2323), were
breathtaking in their beauty. Both male
and female voices came through the
Halcros with atingle-inducing aliveness.
Eva Cassidy's "Cheek to Cheek" (CD,
Live at Blues Alley, Blix Street 10046)

Associated Equipment
Analog source: SOTA Cosmos
turntable, Graham Engineering 22
tonearm, Dynavector DRT XV-1
cartridge.
Digital sources: Classé Omega
SACD/CD player, Ayre K-1 x
CD/DVD-Video player.
Prearnplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Jeff Rowland Design
Group Cadence phono stages; Jeff
Rowland Design Group Synergy Hi
line stage; Ayre K-lx, Anna-Sphere
MP-3 preamplifiers.
Loudspeakers: EgglestonWorks
Andra H, Silverline Sonata.
Cables: Phono: Cardas Golden Reference, Hovland Music Groove 2.
Interconnect: Nordost Valhalla,
Wireworld Gold Eclipse 3+, Cardas
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Golden Reference. Speaker: Nordost
Valhalla and SPM, Wireworld Gold
Eclipse 3+. AC: Nordost El Dorado,
Acoustic Zen Gargantua, Wireworld
Silver Electra 3, Custom Power Cord
Company Top Gun, Top Gun HCFi,
Top Gun Super Power Block power
conditioner (front-end electronics
and digital components).
Accessories: Grand Prix Audio
Monaco Modular and Ultra Resolution Technologies Bedrock
equipment racks; Ganymede isolation footers, Nordost Ti Pulsar
points, PolyCrystal footers, WallyTools analog setup equipment;
Argent Room Lenses, Caig Pro Gold
contact cleaner.
-Paul Bolin

served up one of those moments that
make audio worthwhile — something
that made me melt into my chair with
the sheer wonderfulness of it all. 'This,
my friends, was living large.
Not content to set the standard in
tonal neutrality and inforniation retrieval, the Halcro offered dynamic performance that mere mortal amps cannot
manage. Today, all serious high-end
amplifiers have genuine dynamic authority in the bass and midrange, but few are
able to track large dynamic variations in
the treble and high treble with the same
fidelity they bring to the bass and mids.4
The Halcro could and did, and this decidedly more lifelike dynamic presentation represented asound different from
that of any other amplifier Ihave heard.
There was more treble energy, yes, but
only when it was on the recording; dull,
flat recordings sound duller and flatter
than ever with the Halcro, because the
amp added no excitement or glamour.
When called for, the Halcro delivered
dynamics that were uncompressed and
genuinely startling, and did so throughout the entire spectrum.
What difference did this make? The
40-part title motet on the Tanis Scholars'
Span in Alium (CD, Gimell 454-906-2)
had never sounded quite right, even on
the best digital front-ends. When alarge
number of voices, many of them sopranos, are going full tilt, enormous dynamic demands arc placed on an amplifier if
you're listening at lifelike loudness levels.
Ihad often thought that digital distortions were responsible for the hard, glassy
sound of this Cl), and Iwas partially
right. But it was the Halcro that showed
conclusively that dynamic compression
and intermodulation distortion at the
amp stage was by far the more egregious
culprit. The transfonnation of this music
through the dm58s was, in the apt words
of the cliché, jaw-dropping.
One night Idecided to throw my
reviewer's hat to the wind and pigged
out on LPs of well-loved 1970s rock. I
played plain-vanilla American pressings
of Camel's Moonmadness, Al Stewart's
Modern Times, and Steve Harley &
Cockney Rebel's live Face to Face; and
British pressings of Can's Togo Mago and
Yes's Relayer. For an hour and ahalf Isat
shaking my head as Ilistened. These arc
records Ihave heard literally hundreds
of times each, and thought I knew
— —
— — — — — — — -- -4I vou doubt this, stand 12-15' awe from adrummer
and 'pay dose attention to the dynamics of the ride and
crash cymbals. Then compare that to an amplifier's recreation of apotent drum solo. The difference between
ive and recorded dynamics is perhaps greater with a
drum kit than with any other instrument.
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everything there was to know about
them. But minute after minute, measure after measure, the Halo-os proved
me wrong. Relayer was the most uncanny — Chris
Squire's
treble-heavy
Rickenbacker bass suddenly had agirth
and beefiness never before present; the
dense fury of "The Gates of Delirium"
was now perfectly clarified, and "Soon,"
the heartbreakingly beautiful final section, was therefore all the more touching and uplifting.
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Take us ... out there somewhere,
Mr. Sulu
The Halcro dm58

is a paradigmdestroying component that could well
justify the creation of a"Class A+" amplifier category in "Recommended
Components." It is really that good. I
don't entirely know or understand why
that is so, and Bruce Candy is giving no
secrets away, but the unassailable proof
was in the hearing. Whatever its flaws
may be, their discovery may have to
wait until someone, somewhere, has
developed an even better amplifier.
Mine is but one opinion, but the
Halaos pushed every button in my
head and heart that says "music," and I
will miss them as Ihave missed few
other components I have reviewed.
The dm58's pristine and wholly continuous clarity, unlimited (within the
limits of my tolerance) dynamics
throughout the spectrum, and impossibly low noise floor allowed recorded
music to take me to places Ihad not
thought existed. The directness and
completeness of their musical communication was remarkable, equaled in my
experience by only the Lamm ML1
amplifiers. That Halcro also builds the
$35,000 dm68 monoblock, which
Candy asserts is even better, makes my
head spin.
But don't even think about buying a
pair of these wonders unless you're
willing to hear everything—and I
mean everything—in the recordings
you play, and exactly what the rest of
your components are doing, for better
and for worse. Feed them the best and
the Halcros will give you an experience that is such stuff as dreams arc
made on.
Arthur C. Clarke, the futurist and
science-fiction writer who first conceptualized the communications satellite, once wrote that any sufficiently
advanced technology will be indistinguishable from magic. To these ears,
the Halao dm58 is the embodiment of
Clarke's maxim. The revolution has
arrived.
Stereophiie, October 2002
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Its Your Money...W
You Going To
HI-Fl Choice reviewed six
single-make systems with
true Brit pedigrees...
Arcam/Acoustic Energy,
Creek/Epos,
Cyrus/Mission,Naim,
Roksan & Rega.
The Conclusion -"This is
asystem that pleases.
With its quirky styling the
characterful Rega just gets
better the more you listen.
It's asupremely engaging
system that's adept with every
kind of music and will have you
listening and enjoying for hours on
end. If it were my money, Iknow
where I'd be spending it."
System reviewed: Planet CD,
Mira Amp, and Jura speakers.
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VAC Renaissance Signature
Vk.II tube preamplifier
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had awonderful audio moment the
other night. It was late in the
evening, after along day. Iwas standing in the middle of my makeshift listening room —Trish's dining room —
and in spite of the fact that we were
moving in just afew weeks, I'd just unpacked and set up my combo of VPI
TNT Mk.V-HR turntable and toneann
with Grado Statement cartridge and dug
abox of LPs out of the stacks in the
garage. Icued up Dave Brubeck's Time
Out (Columbia/Classic CS 8192), and
the first notes of "Blue Rondo àla Turk"
froze me in my tracks.
'The music hadn't just started, it had
conte to life. Isat down, mesmerized, and
the stress and pressures of the day melted
away, replaced with feelings and emotions from other times and places. There
was atinge of the electric excitement that
permeates the air before aconcert, when
the lights dim and the performers take
the stage. There was also the simple joy
of being swept away by music. But most
of what Iwas feeling, Ithink, was alightness and happiness that reminded me of
discovering music and audio in college
and grad school, ajoy that, in the recent
frantic weeks and months of swirling
logistics, merging families, moving, and
endless business travel, had somehow
gotten lost.
Aromatherapy is based on the premise that aprofound, direct connection
exists between the olfactory receptors
and the brain — how the smell of newmown grass, for example, can make us
feel the way we did as achild. Ioccasionally experience the same sort of
thing based on my hearing. Sounds —

Description: Two-chassis, remotecontrolled tubed preamplifier with
optional integral phono stage. Tube
complement: two 12AU7, two 8416
(line stage), six 12AX7 (phono stage).
Inputs: 3sets RCA line, 2sets switchable balanced XLR or RCA, 1MM/MC
phono (or additional RCA line), 1set
RCA tape monitor, 1 set RCA home
theater "direct input" Outputs: 2 sets
RCA main out, 2 sets balanced XLR
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VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.I1 preamplifier

often music, but not always — can take
me back to other times and places. Not
just remind me of them, but actually recreate the feelings Ihad. As I've traveled
through the world of high-end audio,
I've often found that inserting into my
system anew, profoundly better component, one that raises the system's performance to a higher plateau, can
re-establish this connection, or make it
noticeably more direct. In this case, the
source was easily identified: the Valve
Amplification Company's Renaissance
Signature Mk.II preamplifier.
A Renaissance preamp at last!

The Renaissance Signature was released
in 2000 after six years of development.

main out (pin 2 "hot"), 1 set RCA
tape record out. Voltage gain: 12dB
line, 44dB MM phono, 64dB MC
phono. Polarity: noninverting.
Dimensions: 18" (203mm) W by 5.5"
(140mm) H by 14.5" (368mm) D.
Shipping weights: 80 lbs (36.4kg)
without phono, 91 lbs (41.4kg) with
phono.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0124103.

At $17,000 ($13,000 without phono
stage), it was VAC's top model, and the
first VAC preamp to bear the "Renaissance" naine. Now, the Signature
has been extensively updated and become the "Mk.I I." 'The most notable
changes between the original Signature
and the Mk.II arc the use of both input
and output coupling transformers in
the line stage, and the deletion of the
pair of 12AX7 tubes from the line
stage, leaving only apair of 8416 dualtriodes as adifferential gain stage, and a
pair of 12AU7s as the buffer circuit for
the tape output.
'The bulk of the design elements that
made the original Signature so special remain in place. There are no coupling

Prices: 513,000, line stage only;
517,000 with integral phono stage.
Approximate number of dealers: 25.
Warranty: 3 years, transferable; 90
days on tubes.
Manufacturer: Valve Amplification
Company, 1731 Northgate Boulevard,
Sarasota, FL 34234. Tel: (941) 3592066. Fax: (941) 359-2057. Web:
vvww.vac-amps.com.
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capacitors in the signal path and no loop
negative feedback. The gain stage consists of fully differential triodes. On the
input side, the Input Selector switch both
selects the source and sets the grounding
for balanced or unbalanced sources, the
latter converted to adifferential configuration at the input transformer.
Both balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) outputs are provided,
with arear-panel selector switch selecting between the two and, again, establishing the appropriate grounding
configuration. The output transfonner
not only converts the differential signal
to unbalanced if necessary, but also allows the Signature Mk.II to drive virtually any combination of cable and
amplifier inputs. In fact, the VAC's current capabilities are said to rival those of

many small class-Al power amplifiers.
The VAC's phono stage is an unusual
configuration, and struck me as athrowback to an earlier time. Through the MM
(moving-magnet) inputs, it provides
44dB of gain via a single gain stage,
implemented via six 12AX7 dual-triode
tubes. Through the MC (moving-coil)
inputs—and when that rear-panel switch
is flipped —rather than increase the gain
actively, the switch inserts apair of widebandwidth transformers into the circuit
to achieve an additional 20dB of gain. In
either case, it uses passive equalization. I
did the bulk of my listening using either a
Grado Statement or aBenz Micro LO4
cartridge, and the MC inputs provided
the best mix of detail, depth, texture, and
dynamics.
The Signature looks gorgeous. Its

faceplate is athick, softly sculpted slab
of aluminum finished in a flawless,
glossy black embedded with gold flecks
that beautifully complement the heavy,
gold-plated knobs. There arc large
knobs for Input Selection and Volume,
flanked by two smaller ones on each
end: Mute and On/Off on the right,
Tape Monitor and Cinema/Direct on
the left. The Cinema input provides a
fixed-gain path from input to output,
allowing auser to send the front channels of ahome theater or surround system through the main audio circuit, but
controlling the level with aprocessor or
A/V preamp.
The Signature's lower chassis, which
houses completely separate power supplies for the line and phono stages, mirrors the main unit's shape, size, and

Measurements
Ifirst looked at the VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II's phono
stage, taking the output signal from
the tape-out jacks. The input impedance and voltage gain at 1kHz were
47k ohms and 43.7dB (MM setting)
and 365 ohms and 64dB (MC). The
RIAA error, shown in fig.1, is distinguished by a double-humped response curve with an upper-midrange
valley some 0.5dB deep. This covers a
wide enough frequency range to be
audible. The response is sensibly curtailed above and below the audioband, reaching -3dB ref. 1kHz at
11Hz and 76kHz. Channel separation
(fig2) is good rather than great, with
capacitive coupling increasing the
level of crosstalk above 1
kHz, other
than acurious notch between 20kHz
and 30kHz.
Noise levels were low, and the
overload margin at 1
kHz was excellent at 28.5dB for both MM and MC

.6/p.6.66 60.‘11.616.11116111 01011111,•• Env/ 611.1, IOW .
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inputs (ref. 5mV and 0.5mV, respectively). This worsened alittle at the
frequency extremes, to 16.75dB at
20Hz and 19.7dB at 20kHz (the same
margins for both inputs), but this is
still good measured performance. It
should be noted that the phono stage
"latched up" at low frequencies; je,
once it had clipped, it stayed clipped
even when the driving signal was
then reduced to amuch lower level.
The line stage offered amaximum
voltage gain of 11.7dB for unbalanced
inputs measured at the unbalanced
and balanced outputs, and balanced
inputs measured at the balanced outputs. The input impedance at lkHz
was higher than atypical solid-state
preamp, at 67.5k ohms unbalanced
and 61.4k ohms balanced, and the line
stage inverted signal polarity via both
sets of inputs, with pin 2of the XLR
source and load wired as "hot." The
specification says that the preamp is

.6*. V. 0.n

non-inverting. The output impedance
was 149 ohms at 1
kHz from both
balanced and unbalanced jacks, this
dropping slightly to 136 ohms at
20Hz and 143 ohms at 20kHz.
The frequency response varied according to the volume-control setting
and the inputs and outputs used.
Fig3 shows the balanced-in-to-bal11..••••• rat 0.1.•••
tam
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Fig.3 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II,
balanced line-stage frequency response
with volume control at (from top to
bottom at 150kHz): unity gain, 12:00,
maximum (1dB/vertical div.).
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VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II,
phono stage RIAA error (0.5dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).

Fig.? VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II, phono
stage channel separation ref. 10mV
input at IkHz (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II,
unbalanced line-stage frequency
response with volume control at (from
top to bottom at 150kHz): unity gain,
12:00, maximum (1dB/vertical div.).
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VAC
cosmetics. Its front panel houses two
large, gold-rimmed, backlit meters,
which monitor the heater and main, B+,
voltages. No scales or numbers arc provided, but a dot at the center of the
meter's range indicates the proper operating voltage. Both chassis have nifty
backlit VAC logos that glow red when
the unit is muted, blue during operation.
Listening: Do you believe in magic?
I'vc already tipped my hand that, when
everything clicks, the VAC Renaissance
Signature was capable of truly magical
performance. But what exactly was it
about this preamp that made it so captivating, and how did it measure up in all
of the areas we audiophiles hold dear?
'The single most impressive thing
about the VAC, and the arca where it

anced-out response. Flat within the
audioband, it rolls off by ldB at 16Hz
and 45kHz with the volume control
set at its maximum position. As the
volume control is reduced in level,
the ultrasonic bandwidth increases,
reaching —1dB at 60kHz with the
volume control at its unity-gain setting (9:30). Perhaps more important,
the level of apeak in the ultrasonic
response at 150kHz rises as the volmoo.... rm.... en•frelo.....Ve.• 10110 .
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Fig.5 VAC Renaissance Signature
channel separation, from top to
bottom: unbalanced, balanced (R—L
dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).

Renaissance

stood head and shoulders above any
other preamp I'd heard, was its resolution. At low levels, whether a single

On record after record,
subtle countermelodies
I'd not even been aware of
emerged distinct, detailed,
and articulate.
plaintive note fading ephemerally into
the surrounding ambience or asubtle
countermelody buried deep in the
orchestration, the Signature retrieved

urne control is lowered. The peak
was not affected by the 300 ohm output loading resistors.
A similar picture could be seen
when the VAC preamp's line stage
was fed an unbalanced input and
measured at its unbalanced outputs
(fig.4). However, the 150IcHz peak is
higher in level, and a second peak
appears between 30kHz and 50kHz
(the amplitude of this peak and its
center frequency vary with the volume-control position). This suggests a
latent instability in the preamp's circuit. Both of the response graphs
reveal excellent gain matching between the channels at all settings of
the volume control, however.
The Renaissance's line-stage channel separation (fig.5) again showed
the upward slope with frequency
that is indicative of capacitive coupling. While the separation was
acceptably high in the audioband for

Signature

Mk.II

more tonal, spatial, and temporal information than any other unit I've heard.
With the VAC, there was never any
question that an orchestral section was
composed of multiple insmiments, each
in adistinct position and each with a
characteristic tone, texture, and presence. A lot of top-quality gear reveals
this level of detail in the major components of the orchestration, or in the
front half of the stage, but where the
VAC really stood out was in how well,
at lower levels, it reproduced details of
instruments buried way down in the
mix or at the rear of the stage.
On record after record, subtle countennelodies I'd not even been aware of
emerged distinct, detailed, and articulate.
The very soft trumpet passages about
two-thirds of the way through Saint-

both modes of operation, the unbalanced performance had a similar
notch to the phono-stage curves seen
in fig2, though it was slightly lower
in frequency.
Figs.6 and 7plot the THD+noise
percentage present in the output signal
against frequency for an output level of
IV into 100k ohms. The distortion in
both graphs is acceptably low above
100Hz, but rises at lower frequencies.
As the balanced behavior (fig.6) is not
appreciably better than the unbalanced
(fig.7), Iassume that the Lundahl input
transformer is to blame. Note the
small peak evident in the unbalanced
distortion curves at the same frequency where there is anotch in the channel-separation curves.
Fig.8 shows the spectrum of abalanced 50Hz sinewave signal at 2V,
about the maximum level the preamp
will be required to deliver to the partnering power amplifier. Odd-order
00.010.1
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Fig.6 VAC Renaissance Signature
balanced line stage, THD+noise vs
frequency at 1V into 100k ohms.
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Fig.7 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II,
unbalanced line stage, THD+noise vs
frequency at 1V into 100k ohms.
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Fig.8 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II,
balanced line stage, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 2V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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CREEDENCE

•Creedence Clearwater
Revival Green River
LP =AAPP 8393 $25 00

•Creedence Clearwater
Revival Cosmos Factory
LP =AAPP 8402 $25.00
SACD =CAPP 8402 $25.00

CLEARWATER
REVIVAL

Creedence Clearwater
Revival Willy and the Poorboys
LP AAPP 8397 S25.00
SACD =CAPP 8397 $25.00

test
(
pressings
are jaw-drop
amazing.

— Bob Gendron, The Absolute Sound,
Issue 136, June/July 2002 www.avguide.com

Creedence Clearwater
Revival
LP =AAPP 8410 525.00

"The transparency, transient SNAP and overall
clarity without brightness or edge is phenomenal!
This is as close to listening to amaster tape as
I've heard from vinyl—not hyperbole. Based on
this. Ithink Kevin has put together the bestsounding lathe/cutting set-up I've heard yet."
—Michael Fremer
Steve Hoffman (left) teamed
with Kevin Gray to remaster seven
Creedence Clearwater Revival
albums for Analogue Productions.

Kevin Gray scribing afreshly-cut
lacquer of Creedence Clearwater
Revial.

*FIVE TITLES available soon on SACD

Senior Contributing Editor, Stereophile
Music Editor, Listener Magazine

SUPLO AUDIO Li

,

AmistIMI

To order, or for aFREE catalog, call 1-800-716-M53
or order online at www.acoms,..,..«.,..,,d.. 1.1

Creedence Clearwater
Revival Mardi Gras
LP =AAPP 9404 $25.00

eeb

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
IIS 1

OBox 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905 USA
Ill I
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VAC
Saens' Bacchanale, from the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra's Ballet Music from the
Opera, Anatole Fistoulari conducting
(LP, RCA/Classic LSC-2400), were
good examples. Imight have been dimly
aware of their presence before, but with
the VAC, the trumpets were distinct, detailed, and tangible instruments, each
one richly portrayed and contributing its
subtle tonal shadings and phrasings to
the multiple countermelodies.
Another example was the soft oboe
line shadowing Artur Rubinstein's solo
piano through the early portions of his
performance of Brahms' Piano Concerto 1, with Fritz Reiner conducting the
Chicago Symphony (LP, RCA/Classic
LSC-1831). As in the trumpet passages
in the Bacchanale, the oboe was not only
obvious, but lovingly portrayed, with
complex, woody tonal colors and alevel
of detail that made me think Icould hear

Renaissance

every expression, every nuance of phrasing and dynamic shading.
The VAC's re-creation of nuance
was equally as good — if perhaps not
unique — on more prominent components of the orchestration, adding dimensionality to Rubinstein's piano on
the Brahms, for example, and additional
layers of subtlety to his playing. One
thing that stood out was that, with the
VAC, the cushion of air surrounding the
piano was distinct from and clearly outlined the instrument, rather than the two
merging into asingle, diffuse image. The
effect was to add dimensionality and
solidity to the piano, and additional life
and realism to the performance.
'The VAC's resolution was similarly
excellent, though not unusually so, at the
loud end of the spectrum. Full-bore
orchestral crescendos were appropriately
enveloping and overwhelming in their

Signature

Mk.II

weight and power, without ever losing
focus or becoming confused. Midway
through the first movement of the
Reiner/Chicago reading of Bartók's
Concerto ,Jr Orchestra (LP, RCA/Classic
LSC-1934) the trumpets explode in fulltilt crescendos. Through it all, they retained their unique identities and brassy
bite without ever getting overbearing,
hard, or edgy. Massed violin crescendos,
no matter how intense, remained acoherent group of individual instruments,
never becoming hard or steely.
The reproduction of dynamic contrasts, like the resolution of detail and
tonal nuance, was another area where
the VAC's performance was truly special. Most good components reproduce
dynamic contrasts evenly and well
across the middle range of frequency
and loudness. The VAC extended that
range from the upper bass to the lower

Measurements
harmonics typical of transformer saturation are evident, with the third
harmonic visible just below -50dB
(0.3%) —but so are even-order harmonics. The second harmonic, for
example, lies at -54dB (02%). As
anticipated from the THD curves, the
distortion spectrum at higher freC.000.11 001.0 01100 211 11000.0 Mfrs.. v.
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Fig.9 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.11,
balanced line stage, spectrum of lkHz
sinewave, DC-20kHz, at 2V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).

quendes (fig.9) is significantly cleaner. Though the third harmonic is still
the highest in level, it now lies at almost -70dB (0.03%).
The Renaissance Signature's behavior when handling the demanding
equal-level mix of 191cHz and 20kHz
tones varied significantly, depending
on whether it was driven in frill balanced or unbalanced modes. In balanced mode, even when driving 3V
into a600 ohm load (fig.10), the primary intermodulation distortion products lay at close to -80dB or below.
However, in unbalanced mode (fig.11),
the IM products rose in level even
when the measurement conditions
were relaxed to 2V and 100k ohms.
Finally, fig.12 shows how the
THD+noise percentage in the preamp's balanced output varies with the
11.04.

)11C 0.

.

output level of a lkliz signal driven
into 100k ohms and 600 ohms. If we
define clipping as 1% THD, the VAC
preamp doesn't clip until it reaches 6.7V
into 100k ohms and 53V into 600
ohms, both figures well above the level
the preamp will be required to deliver
into almost any power amplifiet
All in all, Iwas somewhat disappointed in the VAC preamp's measured performance, considering its
$17,000 price and what Brian Damkroger reports to be its superb sound
quality. There is also nothing in its
measured behavior to indicate why
BD felt it to sound alittle softened at
both frequency extremes.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.10 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II,
balanced line stage, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 3V
into 600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.11 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.11,
unbalanced line stage, HF
intermodulation spectrum. DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 2V into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.12 VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.11,
balanced line stage, distortion (%) vs
output voltage into 100k ohms (bottom
and right) and 600 ohms (top and left).
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treble, and from the softest pppp whispers to the loudestffcrescendos. Those
subtle, nearly buried countermelodies
weren't just wonderfully detailed; their
microdynamic shadings were beautifully articulated as well. Every nuance was
clear, and seemed much more obvious
and dramatic than with other preamps.
This combination of superb low-level
dynamics and incredible resolution of
detail resulted in jaw-dropping re-creations of original ambient environments.
Halls — their sound, their boundaries,
their space — were stunningly portrayed,
and much more integrated with the instruments and their surrounding spaces
than I'd ever heard before. Once I'd
heard the VAC, it became apparent that,
typically, only the grossest of ambient
cues are reproduced, which leaves things
abit disjointed and incoherent as the
level drops. With the VAC, the coherence — the weaving together of the instruments, surrounding air, and the hall
itself— was much more complete and
much more realistic.
Midway through the Saint-Saëns
Bacchanale is a delicate exchange between the woodwinds and French horn.
With the VAC, it wasn't simply
point/counterpoint, but more like a
tennis match, the lines bouncing back
and forth between the instruments,

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT MIc.VHR turntable/toneami; Grado Statement, Benz Micro LO4 cartridges.
Digital sources: GamuT and
Simaudio Moon Eclipse CD players.
Power amplifiers: VAC Renaissance 70/70, VTL Ichiban,
GamuT D-200.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan MG3.(»R.
Cables: Interconnect: Nirvana S-X
Ltd., Nordost Valhalla, AudioQuest
Anaconda. Speaker: Nirvana SL,
Nordost, AudioQuest Gibraltar.
AC: Synergistic Research Reference Master Couplers.
Accessories: Merrill equipment
stand; Bright Star Big Rock, Little
Rock, and Air Mass isolation devices; AudioQuest isolation feet,
Nordost ECO3 and Disksolution
CD cleaning/treatment fluids;
MIT ZCenter power-conditioning
and delivery system; AudioPrism
Noise Sniffer AC line analyzer and
Quiet Line AC filters.
—Brian Damkroger
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their location and interaction with the
surrounding space and hall boundaries
transcribing an arc through the air above
the orchestra. This particular passage
was especially captivating because the
span so beautifully described was truly
three-dimensional, traveling not only
laterally but also front to back and vertically, describing the relative heights of
the instruments as well as their positions
on the stage.

One aspect of the VAC's
sound that left me
scratching my head
was its speed,
or lack thereof.

The VAC did an excellent job of
soundstage reproduction as well, though
no better than most top-quality preamps
I've used. Similarly, the VAC was tonally neutral from the upper bass through
the lower treble, but not uniquely so. In
fact, I've heard gear — the Audio Research Reference 2 preamp and the
Sonic Frontiers Power Three amps, for
examples — that sounded more neutral
than the VAC. In comparison, the VAC
sounded slightly soft at the frequency
extremes. This was partially due to
slightly attenuated dynamic contrasts,
which I'll discuss in abit, but the VAC
did sound slightly rolled-off, particularly
at the very top. The piccolos in "l)ance
of the Moorish Slaves," from Verdi's Aida
(Ballet Musicfrom the Opera), or the triangles in Bacchanale, were gorgeously detailed and had abeautiful, complex ring,
but didn't seem to cut through the air as
crisply and cleanly as they should have.
Nor did they have the sharp initial transient, or the endless waves of higher and
higher overtones emanating outward
from their center.
On the bottom end, the VAC's extension was good, with sufficient
weight, and double basses, timpani, and
bass drums were rich in tonal color and
beautifully detailed. But the dynamic
contrasts just weren't as large or as sharp
as they were from the upper bass
through the lower treble. For example,
the initial transient of abass drum, the
wh000mpf, didn't start as sharply or traverse as great adynamic range as it does
in real life —or as it does with some
other top-drawer preamps.
One aspect of the VAC's sound that

left me scratching my head was its
speed, or lack thereof. On one hand, the
Signature handled everything Ithrew at
it with agility and aplomb. "Dance of
the Moorish Slaves" is a raucous
cacophony of sounds, chock-full of fast
transients, and the VAC handled it
beautifully. And, as I've mentioned
above, the scale of the VAC's dynamic
contrasts is at least amatch for other
preamps, except perhaps at the frequency extremes. On the other hand, the
Signature just didn't sound as fast as some
other preamps I've heard. It left me
wondering whether the VAC was softening transients slightly, perhaps due to
its use of transformer coupling—or
whether the Signature's additional lowlevel detail and tonal richness were just
contributing a greater continuity, and
other components might be leaving
things just atouch rough around the
edges, and thus sounding faster and
more abrupt.
One last component of the VAC's
sound, and perhaps areason that some
other units can sound more neutral, was
its texture. To say that the Signature had
a"liquid" texture is too gross. To even
compare it to adesert — et, California —
afternoon with just atouch of humidity
is still overstating it. Think of acold,
crisp mountain dawn. When you've got
ahandle on that, fast forward to about
I
lam, when things are just starting to
warm up. It's still as crystal-clear as it was
at sunup, but everything seems just abit
softer. That's the VAC —just the faintest
sort of softening or sweetening.
All of the reference recordings cited
here are LPs. Although Ihad excellent
CD players to use, Inever found acombination of player and cable that
matched the performance Igot from
the VAC with vinyl, or that revealed the
Signature's true glories. This isn't acriticism of its line stage, for it was part of
the circuit for vinyl playback as well. If
anything, it points out how finely tuned
asystem must be to really appreciate a
component like the VAC, and how
carefully associated components must
be selected. The choice of interconnect
between the VAC and my VTL Ichiban
power amps, for example, made anightand-day difference in the system's
sound. Neither the AudioQuest
Anaconda nor the Nordost Valhalla —
both superb cables — worked at all for
that connection, the former sounding
slightly opaque, the latter quite forward
and two-dimensional. It was only when
Iinstalled the Nirvana SX-Ltd. interconnects that the VAC truly sang. Kinds
scary, but without the right supporting
Stereophile, October 2002

cast, the Signature was "just another
great preamp."
Conclusions
ith the "right supporting cast," the
VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II is the
best preamp I've auditioned. Its resolution of low-level spatial, temporal, and
timbral detail, and its uncanny coherence across the realms of space, frequency, and loudness, put it in aclass by
itself. These strengths made listening to

With the "right supporting
cast," the VAC Renaissance
Signature Mk.II is the best
preamp I've auditioned.

a musical performance through the
Signature amore moving experience for
me, and one step closer to the real thing.
'The Signature was not entirely transparent, however. It contributed to the
sound asoftening and sweetening, however slight, that Iheard throughout the
frequency spectrum but most clearly at
the extremes.
At $17,000, the Renaissance Signature
is expensive, and mercilessly revealing
of shortcomings in surrounding components and cables, almost to the point of
undue sensitivity. It must be paired with
the very best sources and cables to truly
shine, and will be appreciated only if
followed by truly superb amplification
and speakers. All in all, it's not aprospect for the faint of checkbook.
But if the most realistic, most engaging, most mesmerizing re-creation of a
musical event is your goal, the VAC
Renaissance Signature Mk.II demands
an audition. The Signature proved to be
one of my "audio epiphanies" —a point
where my system moved to a new
plane that redefined the intensity of my
connection to the music. Unfortunately, such experiences also tend to
redefine my expectations of what an
audio system — and, ultimately, my
checking account — should be able to
do. Trish and Iare closing on our
dream house at the time of writing, and
contemplating being house-poor for
the next, oh, 20 or 30 years, so this isn't
aparticularly good time to be contemplating $17,000 preamps.
But where there's a will, there's a
way, right? Definitely, very highly recommended.
Stereophile, October 2002

PLINIUS
The new SA 102 delivers over
4000 watts short term. Even
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good-sized stereo amp or a pair of
smallish monoblocks. However, the pair
of ATM-211s was too big to be accommodated, so Igot hold of asecond PolyCrystal stand so that each amplifier had
its own. Ifirst listened to the amps
plugged directly into AC, but found
that using a PS Audio High-Current
Ultimate Outlet resulted in aslightly
lower noise level, with no downside
such as restriction of dynamics.
The ATM-211 has what seems like
an exceptionally rigid, well-built chassis; this, combined with the vibrationabsorbing properties of the PolyCrystal
Setup
stand, made me doubt that additional
I normally place amplifiers on a supports like Aurios or Rollerballs
PolyCrystal stand that can support a would provide any sonic benefit. Iwas

The ATM-211 operates in class-A with
no overall negative feedback, and uses a
direct-coupled cathode follower-driver,
and aDC-driven heater filament that is
claimed to eliminate hum. There is a
relay muting circuit, intended to protect
the electrolytic capacitors for the output
tubes. (A blue indicator light flashes
during this wannup period.) Volume
control is provided by a100k ohm variable resistor providing a shunt to
ground. The output transformer comes
set for anominal 8ohm load, but can be
factory-configured for 4or 16 ohms.

about halfway through my auditioning
when Igot around to placing three
Aurios Pro MIB supports under each
amplifier, and, lo and behold, there was
some "cleaning up" of the sound.
Among the goodies I took home
from the 2002 Consumer Electronics
Show was a set of PTFE/Titanium
Duende Criature tube damper rings
from Divergent Technologies. These
are available in sizes to fit almost any
tube ($17.50435 each), including the
211, and a couple of 211-sized rings
were part of the set that Divergenes
Tash Goka gave me. Itried these on the
211s, but can't say that Inoticed any
change in the sound. However, placing
the damper rings on the small tubes did

Measurements

W

I
(11 the bright glow of its directly heated output tube lighting
up the room, the Air Tight ATM-211
amplifier was very different from the
products that usually pass through my
measurement lab. Ialso had problems
getting it to behave at first. When its
AC supply lead was grounded, the
amplifier was unstable at output levels of more than afew tens of milliwatts, going into bursts of ultrasonic
oscillation. Keeping the Audio Precision System One grounded and
floating the Air Tighes supply ground
with acheater plug solved the instability problem, though this did nothing to resolve the low levels of supply
hum in the amp's output.
Before performing any measurements, Iset the ATM-211's output
tube bias using its built-in meter.
Voltage gain into 8ohms was arespectable 2Z6dB, and the amplifier inverted signal polarity. Although its
input impedance was high, there was
some dependence on the actual measured impedance with both frequency
and the setting of the level control.
Worst case was 41k ohms at 20kHz
with the control set to its maximum.
With the control set to its midpoint,
the input impedance was 71k ohms at
both licHz and 20kHz.
'Mere was no indication of the output transformer tap, but RD noted
that the review samples had been set
to 8ohms. Nevertheless, the output
impedance measured ahigh 3.7 ohms
at 1kHz. Unusually, this decreased
slightly to 3.5 ohms at 20Hz and
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20kHz. Nevertheless, there was a
large (±2dB) variation in frequency
response when the amplifier was used
to drive our standard simulated loudspeaker (fig.1, top trace), and asignificant drop in level each time the load
impedance was halved (fig.1, lower
traces). The high frequencies rolled off
by 0.9dB at 20kHz into 8 ohms,
somewhat less into lower impedances.
Although it can't be seen in this
graph, the ultrasonic rolloff of the
ATM-211's response is broken by a
slight peak just under 801cHz, which
leads to aslight overshoot and acouple of cycles of tinging in the amplifier's reproduction of a 10kHz
squarewave (fig2).
Despite it not having a negative
feedback loop, the Air Tight is quite
linear at midrange frequencies, provided it drives high impedances. Fig3
shows that its THD level hovers just
above the 0.1% level into 16 ohms
between 100Hz and lkHz. However,
n..«

Nellewel

WrIend •11..1.1•1.0

this graph also reveals that the distortion rises significantly with decreasing
load and at frequency extremes. Regardless of load, the THD is more
than 1% above 101cHz, with amaximum at half the frequency of the
ultrasonic peak noted in figs.1 and 2.
The waveform of the residual distortion in the midrange (not shown) is
heavily second- and third-harmonic in
nature. At low frequencies (fig.4), the
second harmonic is joined by even
higher harmonics, these decreasing in
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Fig.2 Air Tight ATM-211, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Ag.1 Air Tight ATM-211, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8 ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into
2ohms (0.5d8/vertical div.).

1,-

Fig.3 Air Tight ATM-211, THD+N (%) vs
frequency at 2.83V into (from bottom
to top at IkHz): simulated loudspeaker
load, 16 ohms, 8 ohms, 4 ohms,
2 ohms.
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Air

produce some improvement in transient
clarity, so Ileft these on for the rest of
my auditioning.
The ATM-211's volume-control
potentiometer provides for some flexibility in setup but also leaves the user
with another decision to make: at what
level should this volume pot be set? I
normally assume that, all else being
equal, apotentiometer sounds best in
its maximum position, where it's nearly out of the circuit — but this means
that the preamp's volume control
would be in the lower part of its range.
which may not be optimal for the preamp. My Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Ultimate preamp has a
discrete resistor-ladder volume control,
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Fig.4 Air Tight ATM-211, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 5.8W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.5 Air Tight ATM-211, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-22kHz, at 4W into
16 ohms (linear frequency scale).

which is sonically superior to apotentiometer, but the steps at the low end
are prett-y big; being able to set it closer to the middle of its range would be

With the system on but not
playing, the hum/buzz was
noticeable when Iwalked
into the listening room.
an advantage. I eventually settled on
setting the ATM -211's volume control
at the 11 o'clock position, the maximum being at 12 o'clock.

level with increasing order. This is
something that, aquarter-century ago,
the French writer Jean Hiraga showed
was associated with a subjectively
pleasing nature, despite what might
appear to be ahigh level of distortion
in absolute terms. The picture is alittle different in the midrange (fig.5),
due to the even-order harmonics
dropping in level compared with the
odd-order ones. You can see in fig.4,
by the way, the 120Hz hum that I
couldn't eliminate with the amplifier
grounded through the input signal
lead. At —62dB relative to 1W into 8
ohms, this will be audible, as Bob
Deutsch found in his auditioning.
The consequences of the Air
Tighes poor linearity at high frequencies can be seen in fig.6. Even at the
low power levels Iused to get these
data —just below visible waveform
clipping on the oscilloscope screen —
there are very high levels of intermodulation products in the amplifier's output. That RD noted nothing
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Fig.6 Air Tight ATM-211, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 2W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Air Tight ATM-211, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 1W): 16 ohms,
8ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.

Tight

ATM-211

One disadvantage of speakers as sensitive as the Avantgarde Unos (+100dB) is
that electrical noise —orieiating in the
source component, preamplifier, and
amplifier, as well as in ground loops and
RFI/EMI picked up by cables —can be
asignificant problem. The last amplifier
I'd had in the system was the Quicksilver
Horn Mono (review in the May 2002
Stereophile, available online at www.
stereophile.com), which is designed to
have low gain specifically to minimize
noise —and, indeed, it had the lowest
noise level I've encountered yet in my
system. The ATM-211's noise level was
much higher: with the system on but not
playing, the hum/buzz was noticeable
when Iwalked into the listening room.

Ican put down only to the fact
that music program is generally not as
demanding as the twin-tone test signal, and that his horn-loaded Avantgarde speakers are so sensitive that he
didn't ask the amplifier to deliver
power levels close to the 2W featured
in this graph. Nevertheless, Idon't
like to see this kind of behavior.
With its brightly glowing output
tube, the Air Tight amplifier is specified at 22W into 8 ohms
(13.4dBW) —quite ahigh power for a
single-ended design. Yet plotting its
lkHz output power vs THD+noise
into resistive loads (fig.7) reveals that
the usual 1% THD clipping point has
to be relaxed to 3% for the amplifier to
meet its specified power into 8ohms.
This graph confirms that the amplifier
is most linear into 16 ohms, but the
fact that slightly more power is available into 8ohms confirms that this is
the load best matched to the output
transformer. Only a few watts are
available into 4and 2ohms, however.
Its poor high-frequency linearity,
incipient ultrasonic instability, and the
presence of supply hum in its output
are all factors that would rule the
ATM-211 out for me, even if Ihad
speakers that were sensitive enough
and had ahigh enough modulus of
impedance to minimize its measured
problems. But, as RD found, if you
can meet those conditions, the Air
Tight amplifier appears to be able to
produce asound much better than its
measured performance implies.
amiss

-John Atkinson
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Tight

ATM-211

Turning down the amplifier's volume
control (and turning up the preamp volume to compensate) had no effect on the
noise, nor did various alternative grounding arrangements, including floating all
the grounds in the system.
Iran the test that consultant Neil
Muncy recommends for checking a
possible "Pin 1" problem (see "Noise
Susceptibility in Analog and Digital
Signal Processing Systems," ABS Preprint No.3930), and it indicated no
problem with grounding. Ieven tried
plugging aCD player directly into the
ATM-211 via short interconnects, but
the noise persisted. The noise was
roughly comparable in level to what I'd
heard with amplifiers like the Wavelength Gemini, and was not loud
enough to interfere with my enjoyment when there was music playing,
but Iwish it had been lower.
Sound
Audiophiles in the solid-state camp
typically characterize tube equipment
as sounding rolled-off in the frequency extremes, with soft highs and
mushy lows, and they argue that tubes
add colorations that may be euphonic
but that represent a departure from
truc accuracy.
For anyone who holds this view, listening to the ATM-211 should be an earopening experience. Iheard nothing that
would make me think that the ATM-211
is even slightly restricted in the frequency range. Highs had asparkle, asense of
air and openness, particularly apparent in
the upper range of the piano keyboard
and with percussion instruments like
cymbals. If anything, the highs were on
the borderline of being abit too bright—

Igot a better tonal balance with the
somewhat mellow Nirvana S-L interconnects than with the squeaky-clean
Nordost Valhallas. (However, Ipreferred
the clarity of the Valhalla speaker cables
over the Nirvana S-Ls.)
With the ATM-211s in the system,
the bottom end of the Avantgarde Unos
was as tight and extended as I've heard

An area where the
ATM-211 proved superior
to every other amplifier
I've heard in my system
was in soundstage depth.
with any amplifier, including top solidstate units. Of course, bass in the Unos is
handled by apowered subwoofer, so the
bass you get is afunction of the subwoofer amp as well as the main amp, but
the quality of the bass Iwas getting
showed that the ATM-211 was not letting its end down. The tonal balance of
the ATM-211 was quite neutral, more so
than that of the Quicksilver Horn
Mono, apush-pull tube amplifier whose
sound I've described as being more in
the "classic tube amplifier tradition of
being just abit soft and forgiving." The
Air Tight ATM-211 is most assuredly
not your father's tube amplifier.
Soundstage width is afunction of the
degree of independence between amplifier channels, and, at least in theory,
monoblock amplifiers have an inherent
advantage over stereo amplifiers built
on asingle chassis. In practice, speaker

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12 turntable (fully updated), Linn Ittok
tonearm, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx
cartridge.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda
II CD transport; Perpetual Technologies P-IA and ModWright P-3A
digital processors.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Loudspeakers: Avantgarde Acoustic Uno 3.0.
Cables: I
2S:
Mystic Reference.
Digital: Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU.
Interconnect: Nordost Valhalla,
Nirvana S-L. Speaker: Nordost
Valhalla. AC: PS Audio Lab, Mini
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Lab, TARA Labs Decade.
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses
(4) room treatment, Monolithic
Sound P3 power supply, PS Audio
P300 AC synthesizer, PS Audio
High Current Ultimate Outlet,
Bright Star Little Rock (atop CD
transport), Shakti stone (atop Monolithic P3), VPI DB-5 Magic Bricks
(atop Perpetual Technologies),
Arcici Suspense Rack, Vistek Aurios
12 MIB and Aurios Pro MIE component supports, PolyCrystal amplifier stands, Furutech RD-2 CD
demagnetizer, Auric Illuminator CD
treatment.
-Robert Deutsch

setup, room acoustics, and channel separation in the rest of the system play
much greater roles than amplifier channel separation in producing a wide
soundstage; in any case, the soundstage
with the ATM-211 driving the speakers
extended beyond the speakers with
some recordings, and images stayed
rock-solid within the soundstage. This
was excellent performance, but no better than I've heard with some other
high-quality amplifiers, including some
using asingle-chassis stereo design.
However, an area where the ATM211 proved superior to every other
amplifier I've heard in my system was in
soundstage dcpth. Iroutinely get avery
good sense of depth with this system,
but with the ATM-211, the soundstage
depths of familiar CDs were greater
than I've heard at any other time. To
explore this effect, Iput on the "Depth
of Image" tracks from the second
Chesky test CD (JD68), and found that,
indeed, the signals recorded at 70' and
80' from the microphone seemed to be
coming from the space occupied by the
house next door.
The ATM-211's rated output is 22W,
which would be considered very low
for asolid-state or push-pull tube amplifier, but it's much higher (by 5-6dB)
than that of atypical SET The effect of
this greater output capability is expected
to be greater maximum loudness and
perhaps an enhanced sense of dynamics.
The sound of the ATM-211 confirmed
both of these expectations. Although I
didn't have alow-powered SET around
for comparison, if memory serves, neither the Wavelength Gemini nor the
Cary CAD-2A3 could play as loud or
impart as strong asense of high-level
(macro)dynamics as the ATM-211.
The amplifier that Idid have on hand
for comparison was the Quicksilver
Horn Mono, whose output is rated
slightly higher (25W) than that of the
ATM-211. Like the ATM-211, the Horn
Mono could play louder than what Iremember of the low-powered SETs;
however, at matched levels, the ATM211's sense of authority and dynamic
quickness was superior, the music
sounding more vital, more exciting. The
ATM-211 also revealed more musical
detail, and generally seemed more
transparent to the source. These comments are not meant as criticisms of the
Horn Mono — which, at $1595, remains my favorite sensibly priced tube
amplifier — but to highlight the fact that
simple specifications do not tell us all
we need to know about what an amplifier sounds like.
Stereophile, October 2002
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And what about the fabled "midrange magic," the "harmonic rightness"
of SETs? Was this present with the
ATM-211, and to the saine degree as
with low-powered SETs? Alas, as noted
above, Idid not have any low-powered
SETs on hand for comparison, so any
comment Ican make is based on my
memory of what these amps sound like,
and influenced by changes in the rest of
the system over time.'

Beautifully built,
the ATM-211 offers
outstanding transparency,
tonal neutrality,
soundstage width and
depth, and dynamics.
Keeping those caveats in mind, I'd say
that the ATM-211 approached but did
not hilly reach that sense of harmonic
verisimilitude that characterizes lowpowered SETs like the Wavelength
Gemini and the Cary CAD-2A3. With
the ATM-211 in the system, Sylvia
McNair's "All the Things You Are" (Sure
'nine Ilse Jerome Kent Songbook, Philips
442 129-2) was quite lovely; Iwould
have had ahard time identifying anything that was amiss sonically, but Iremember her voice with the Wavelength
and the Cary amps having greater
human warmth, more like areal voice
and less like areproduction —and this
despite the fact that the new Series 3
Avantgarde Unos sound better than the
Series 2s that Iwas using with the other
amps. Was that a kind of coloration,
euphonic distortions added to the signal
that replace something lost in the
recording/playback process? Perhaps. If
so, then it might follow that the ATM211 adds less of this type of distortion,
striking adifferent balance of "musicality" and "accuracy." Ithink this is the
spot in the argument where Icame in.
SETs whose power outputs are in
the low single digits pretty much
ISottie sienorlide readers have expressed disappointment that reviews do not always make direct comparisons between tue component being reviewed and
previously reviewed competing pnxlucts. Iagree that
comparisons are Mimi-rant, but die logistics of reviewing are such that the ideal A/li comparison is seldom
practicable. When the listening part of areview is finished, the product is normally sent to Smeophile to be
measured and photographed, and then returned to the
manufacturer. Manufacturers mically have ()ilk one or
two units designated as review samples. and these are
sent aro und to various 'magazines.
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require that you match them with
high-sensitivity speakers like horns.
The range of speakers that the ATM211 can drive is not nearly as restricted. Idid abrief trial with apair of
Paradigm Reference Studio/20 v2s,
which Istill had around as part of the
associated equipment for areview in
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. The
Studio/20's claimed "in-room" sensitivity is 89dB (86(113 anechoic), which
is more than 10dB lower than that of
the Avantgarde Uno. The normal recommended power for aspeaker of this
sensitivity would be 50W or higher,
but, at least in my 16' by 14' by 7.5' listening room, the ATM-211 had no
trouble driving the Studio/20s to very
satisfactory levels. (As expected, the
noise level with the Studio/20s was
much lower than with the Unos.)
The question of how much power is
enough to drive agiven speaker can't be
answered without knowing not only
how the amp and the speaker interact,
but also the size of the room and —
most important — the person's listening
preferences. Iwould be reluctant to
endorse the ATM-211 as being suitable
for all speakers at or above the
Studio/20's 89dB/86dB sensitivity, but
Iwould urge that anyone attracted to this
amp consider it, even if their speakers
are not in the high-sensitivity category.
Conclusions
standards — and, Isuspect, the
standards of most Stereophile readers —
$9800 is a lot of money to consider
spending on apair of amplifiers, especially if their output is only 22Wpc.
Very good-sounding amplifiers are
available for a lot less, the similarly
powered $1595 Quicksilver Horn
Mono providing a superb value-formoney example. For me, any amplifier
that costs nearly $10k must deliver sonic
performance that goes significantly
beyond that available from other, more
sensibly priced alternatives.
The Air Tight ATM-211 does that.
Beautifully built, the ATM-211 has a
touch of the exotic in its appearance,
and offers outstanding transparency,
tonal neutrality, soundstage width and
depth, and dynamics that make it sound
like amuch more powerful amplifier.
Although the noise level with the ultrasensitive Avantgarde Unos was higher
than Iwould have liked, and Ididn't
think that the ATM-211 quite matched
the midrange magic of low-powered
SETs, Ifelt that, overall, the ATM-211
was probably the best-sounding amplifier I've had in my system.
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quality signal accuracy

For astore location nearest you
please call, 1-800-RECOTON.
Recoton Accessories, Inc.
www.acoustic-research
©2001 Recoton. All rights
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Lumen White VVhiteflame loudspeaker

R

arely has the debut of a new
loudspeaker company and its
inaugural model created as big a
buzz as did Lumen White and their
Whitelight speaker at the 2001 Consumer Electronics Show. Driven by Vaic
tube amplifiers in one of the larger corner rooms at the Alexis Park Hotel, the
big Whitelights had alook and asound
that attracted continuous crowds. Of the
questions among audio cognoscenti that
Ioverheard at the end of each day, two
of the most common were "Hey, did
you hear those Lumen Whites?" and
"What? Can you speak louder?"
Sleek, curvaceous, and finished in
cool blonde maple, the $38,000/pair
Whitelights sounded as naturally alluring in that room as they looked; Ifound
myself stopping in often to listen, usually dragging others in with me. The
music had an unusually natural, nonmechanical quality that immediately put
me at ease. It was like listening to a
singer whose technical chops are so
well-developed you're never aware of
them —Mel Tonité, for instance, or
Perry Como. (You think it's easy to relax
like that in front of people and sing? Try
it some time. Skip the singing, and Perry
will still out-relax you.) The big Lumen
Whites were like that. Granted, part of it
may have been due to the amplifiers, or
Lumen White Whiteflame loudspeaker
the combination of amp and speaker, but
Isuspect the speakers were responsible
someone was going to get the first pair of
for most of the magic.
Whitelights to review in America, and it
Whatever it was, the sound—even
might as well be me.
under show conditions — was special,
Unfortunately, its smooth, tapered
and almost everyone whose ears Itrust
lines make the Whitclight look smaller
heard it. Each time Istopped in, Iasked
than it really is, which is too big for my
if Lumen White had found an
medium-sized listening room. Ihad to
American distributor. I figured that wait for the scaled-down edition, the

Description: Three-way floorstanding
moving-coil loudspeaker. Drive-units
(all concave, inverted ceramic-dome
units): 1" tweeter, 3.5" midrange, three
5" woofers. Crossover frequencies:
180Hz, 4kHz. Frequency response:
30Hz-35kHz -6dB (30Hz-100kHz
with pure diamond tweeter). Nominal
impedance: 6 ohms. Sensitivity: 91dB.
Power rating: N/A.
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Dimensions: 41" (1050mm) H by 10
1
/
8"(260mm) W by 19 7/
8 " (510mm)
D. Weight: 70 lbs (32kg).
Finish: blonde maple.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
02003a/b.
Price: 824,000/pair; pure diamond
tweeters, add 86000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 5.
Manufacturer: Living Sound GmbH,

$24,000/pair Whiteflame, which looks
beer than it really is, and so fit easily in
my room.
International Design

According to the company, Lumen
White speakers are designed by the
"Anglo-Italian Lumen White Research
Group," founded in 1997, with administrative offices in London. The speakers
arc produced under license in Bad
Blumau, Austria, by Musiclink Mechantronic. Well-damped MDF may be
the norm for loudspeaker cabinets
worldwide (never mind Rockport
Technologies' sandwich of fiberglass
and epoxy resin), but not for Lumen
White. Their design features aproprietary 1"-thick wooden laminate (some
dare call it "plywood") and no internal
damping whatsoever. The Whitcflame
is thus relatively light for its size.
Research into dynamic airflow, pressure,
and wave propagation led to the cabinet's wavelike shape, which comes to an
extreme taper at the rear to form the
narrow, almost cabinet-length vertical
slit of aport.
Five concave, ceramic, inverted-dome
Accuton drivers, made in Germany by
Thiele and Partner (the name is not used
to market the line in the US, to avoid
confusion with Thiel Audio), are fitted to
the front baffle: three 5" woofers in a
proprietary "jetvalve" vent configuration,
one 3.5" midrange in its own proprietary
"biconcave" sealed enclosure, and a 1"
tweeter. (A 1" pure-diamond tweeter is
available as a$6000/pair option, and extends the frequency response to a
claimed 100kHz.) The diaphragms of
these highly regarded drivers are made of

Lindegg 44, 8283 Bad Blumau,
Austria. Tel: (43) (0)3385-8726. Fax:
(43) (0)3385-7172. Web: www.liv
ing-sound.com.
US
distributor:
Acoustic Dreams LLC, RR 5, Box 429,
Fairfield, IL 62837. Tel: (618) 8477813. Fax: (618) 847-4809. Web:
www.acousticdreams.net, www.lum
enwhite.com.
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Lumen
corundum, an aluminum oxide that is
supposed to be the hardest known natural substance, after diamond. A patented
electrochemical process is said to produce extremely rigid, lightweight, and
well-damped cones. The result is said to
be drivers that are "fast" and extremely
linear, with uniform energy distribution,
wide bandwidth, and breakup modes
well above their intended ranges—
almost everything you could possibly ask
for in adriver.
In keeping with Lumen White's simple-is-better design philosophy, the
three-way system's crossover network
(at 180Hz and 4kHz) uses a total of
seven components. The internal cabling

is Synergistic Research single wire, and
is "active shield-ready" via asmall minijack just below the WI3T five-way
binding posts. The result is a loudspeaker that is claimed to be time- and
phase-coherent, "resonant coherent,"
and sensitive (90.5dB), with anominal
impedance of 8ohms and afrequency
response of 30Hz-35kHz (-6dB
points). The Whiteflame is also claimed
to have exceptionally low noise and outstanding ambience retrieval, as well as
"fast" transient response, spectral "purity," and freedom from compression.
Some turntable designs use heavily
damped platters and plinths to squelch
resonances. Others take the opposite

White

Whiteflame

approach, using light, rigid materials to
quickly evacuate and dissipate energy
rather than control it. Both strategies
seem to work, and the latter is clearly
the Lumen White approach to speaker
design. The company claims that the
elimination of damping, a hard and
rigid cabinet, and careful attention to
airflow and energy evacuation,
enhance the retrieval of micro-information, result in pitch-black backgrounds, and improve the overall
naturalness of the sound. Arc these
claims for real? From what Iexperienced at CES 2001, with no foreknowledge of Lumen White, it
certainly seemed so.

Measurements

A

lthough my 89dB(B)/2.83V/m
estimate of the Lumen White
Whiteflame's sensitivity was acouple
of dB below the specified figure, this
is still higher than average. Its impedance magnitude (fig.1) drops below 4
ohms only in the upper bass and the
mid-treble, though the combination
of 5ohms impedance and -45° phase
angle at 78Hz might give inadequate
pogeo.mo Looromom ow0o0so 00. 0.0 • .0000
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Fig.1

Lumen White Whiteflame, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

amplifiers conniptions. The saddle at
around 40Hz in the impedance-magnitude trace gives aclue to the tuning
frequency of the vertical slot-shaped
port on the speaker's rear, implying
only moderate bass extension.
Of more concern in the fig.1 plots
are the peaks and discontinuities at
120Hz and 845Hz, which indicate the
presence of major resonances at these
frequencies. Fig2 is a cumulative
spectral-decay plot calculated from
the output of an accelerometer fastened to the center of the top panel. A
strong mode can be seen at 120Hz,
with asecond alittle lower in frequency. Higher in frequency, however, the decay is very clean, which
was also the case on the large side
panels. Despite their large radiating
area, these were virtually free from
delayed energy at 120Hz and 845Hz.

The plywood enclosure seems to be
much better at transmitting broadband acoustic energy than in storing it.
The complicated-looking traces in
fig3 show the nearfield responses of
the midrange unit (blue), one of the
woofers (red), and the port (green).
The notch at 42Hz — the lowest note
of both the four-string double bass and
the bass guitar —in the woofer's output
confirms the tuning frequency of the
port, the latter's output broadly peaking
at the same frequency. But note the
mess in the woofer and port traces between 90Hz and 150Hz. There is a
major enclosure resonance in this
region that affects the behavior of both
the woofers and the port. Icertainly
found this resonance audible on pink
noise from behind the speaker. What
was surprising was how inaudible it
was with music when Iauditioned the
speakers in Michael Fremer's system.
With the levels in this graph scaled
according to the square root of the
radiating areas, the crossover between
the woofers and the midrange unit

0.00
12.00
25.00
37.00
50.00
62.00

ma'am

liLSSA
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Spectral

Decay

100.0
log Frequency

-4.BH dB, 117 Hz

1000.0
- H.

1.0011 nsec

Fig.2 Lumen White Whiteflame, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's top panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Lumen White Whiteflame, nearfield
responses of the midrange unit (blue
trace), woofer (red), and port (green).
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room, but enhanced by the controlled
home listening environment.
The first thing Inoticed was the
Whiteflame's relaxed presentation. By
"relaxed" Idon't mean soft or forgiving,
because the Lumen White was anything
but. As with the big, heavily damped
Rockport Antares Ireviewed in August,
the Whiteflame's overall delivery had a
nonmechanical quality right out of the
box, but especially in the bass. If the goal
was to allow musical rhythms to flow
with unforced ease, then that goal was
met. Though no match for the Rockport
in terms of bass weight and solidity (few
speakers I've heard at home are), the
small Lumen White was still impressive
in that regard, and the undamped design
achieved the same unboxy, nonmechanical sensation, while its rhythmic talents
were nothing short of breathtaking.
The bass in my room was subjectively smooth and strong down to the
claimed 30Hz region, with aquality and
definition that made it equally adept at
acoustic and amplified electric bass. The
Whiteflame isn't a speaker you'll be

buying for bass extension as much as for
bass suppleness and its integration into
the total acoustic picture. Subjectively at
least, the design proved to my satisfaction that an undamped box can provide
excellent extension, control, pitch definition, and — especially — speed without
boxy colorations. Credit the cabinet design and, especially, the use of three relatively small, extremely stiff drivers.
Once Igot above the bass/midbass
area, Iheard the Whiteflame's three
greatest strengths: resolution, resolution,
and resolution, from the midrange all the
way up. The Whiteflame's greatest
strengths were electrostatic-like resolution of low-level detail, its transient
speed, and its overall transparency and
clarity — strengths not hung out to dry
by flabby, slow, mechanical bass. The
low end kept up with the midrange/tweeter array to create an impressively seamless, effortless picture — but
only after I'd replaced the solid-state
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power
amplifier with the tubed Music Reference R/V1200.

Problems
While the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
300 power amp worked brilliantly with
the Rockport Antares and most other
speakers I've used with it, the Lumen
White/Nu-Vista 300 combo was less
satisfactory The mid/high frequency
range was too sharply drawn for my
(and, Ibet, most listeners') taste, and, as
the importer quickly noted, for some
reason the powerful Nu-Vista didn't
seem capable of driving the 91dB-efficient Whiteflames successfully at low
listening levels. The sound went sort of
soft and limp. Don't ask me why.
On the other hand, at higher, more
realistic SPLs with the solid-state amplifier, there was alively "it's happening in
the room" sensation (not necessarily a
good thing), but only in certain places in
the sonic spectrum, and that led to an
unsettling discontinuity in the overall
presentation. A guitar pick on strings
sounded "live," but the rest of the guitar
didn't. Was there anarrow peak in the
Whiteflame's high-frequency response
that pushed transients forward? Or was I

Measurements

associated with stable, accurate stereo
imaging. Note also that the top audio
octave is actually alittle higher in level
5-10° to the sides of the speaker compared with its on-axis behavio4 which
suggests that firing the speakers
straight ahead rather than toeing
them in to the listening position will
give the best top-octave balance.
Vertically (fig.6), the Whiteflame's
balance doesn't change much over a
±5° window centered on the tweeter

axis. But stand, or sit high enough that
you see the top of the cabinet, and a
suckout appears at the upper crossover frequency
Lumen White claims that the
Whiteflame is time-coherent. However, as revealed by the step response
on the tweeter axis (fig.7), the speaker is not time-coherent. What you can
see in this graph is asharp negativegoing spike from the tweeter, followed by a slower negative-going

triangular step from the midrange
unit, and avery slow positive-going
step from the woofers that coincides
with, and is obscured by, the overshoot of the midrange pulse. (The
ripple at the 7.5ms mark is the first
reflection of the sound from the support Iused in the measurements.)
Iwindowed out this reflection to
produce the Lumen White's waterfall plot on the tweeter axis (fig.8).
This is very clean throughout the treble region, with some delayed energy visible at the very top of the
audioband. However, there is something going on at the top of the
midrange, though the frequency res-
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Fig.6 Lumen White Whiteflame, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 15*-5* above axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-15° below axis.
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Fig.7 Lumen White Whiteflame, on-axis step
response at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Lumen
experiencing its uncompromisingly flat
frequency and power responses? Idon't
know, but there was certainly aslightly
cold edge when the Lumen Whites were
driven with the solid-state Nu-Vista 300,
and once noticed, that HF prominence
was difficult to ignore. Iheard it as an
emphasis on vocal cords, reeds, bowed
strings, and other "event" areas in the
musical continuum. Novice ears may
hear this as "detail" and appreciate the excitement, but over time the spotlighting
became annoying, the edge grinding.
Another problem Iencountered was
in the Whiteflames' soundstage presentation: it was too compact laterally and
overorganized, with images too compartmentalized and too sharply defined
compared to the real thing. Genuine detail (as opposed to the peaky illusion of
it) was still impressive, as were all of the
Whiteflames' other strong positive
attributes, but they were being overshadowed by the soundstaging problems. Then Iremembered that tubes
had driven the Lumen Whites at every
show I'd attended; Ifigured there could

White

Whiteflame

response. For whatever reasons, which
may or may not be revealed by John
Atkinson's measurements, the combination wasn't agood one.
To put all this in perspective: After the
Problems Solved
performance the Rockport Antareses put
Switching to atube amp changed every- on in my room, both my reference
thing for the better. Gone were the Audio Physic Avanti Ills and the considWhiteflames' edge and etch, the overly erably more expensive Lumen White
compartmentalized imaging and nar- Whiteflames
were
disappointing.
row soundstage. Now there was room Neither speaker came close to producing
for harmonic development, subtle tex- the Rodcports' enormous, airy, enveloptures, and the rendering of the after- ing soundstage, but the Lumen Whites
maths of musical events, but without did deliver the lush, rich, yet detailed
blunted or softened transients, or midrange I'd become accustomed to
diminished bass output or definition. It with the Antareses, on an equally wellwas as if the entire presentation had organized if smaller soundstage. By comsuddenly gelled and come into full parison, the Avantis sounded abit lean
focus. Driven by the Music Reference and recessed in the mids, with aslight
RN1-200, the Whiteflame's overall fre- emphasis in the transition between the
quency balance was far more neutral. I upper mids and hies.
could shut down the sound clinic and
While the W hiteflame could not
begin to listen for sheer musical plea- produce the Rockport's bass weight, it
sure. Did this indicate afault with the was equally nonmechanical in its delivMusical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300? Idoubt ery of the considerable bass it did proit. Nor did it necessarily mean that there duce, providing the kind of ease and
was aproblem with the Whiteflame's speed on the bottom usually associated
with good midband performance — and
delivering it at SPLs high and low without congestion or mechanical artifacts.
That's fortunate — the Whiteflame's
transparency and clarity in the mids and
highs would be intrusive if the bottom
olution in this graph is insufficient against these positive attributes are
to get aclear picture.
the anomaly at 850Hz and the
couldn't keep up.
On arecording of Beethoven's Piano
The gorgeous-looking Lumen severe enclosure resonance at
120Hz. It's always possible that highConcerto 2with Vladimir Ashkenazy,
White Whiteflame offers enigmatic
Georg Solti, and the Chicago Symmeasured performance. As Mikey Q problems like these will be hidphony (Decca LP), the Whiteflame's
found, the interaction between the den much of the time with many
speaker's impedance and the rela- different types of music, but that
delivery of the piano, miked from midhall, was as lifelike as I've heard it, with
tively high source impedance of a doesn't mean that they won't be
athrilling, etch-free clarity in the upper
tube amplifier will result in areason- audible some of the time.
—John Atkinson
octaves and awarm yet well-defined
ably even tonal balance through the
physicality to the notes played with the
midrange and treble. Its waterfall
left hand. The whole of the piano
plot reveals high frequencies that are
appeared, focused and solid, in the space
superbly free of grain, and its disperbetween the speakers, with the reversion is well-controlled. But set
berant aftermath bouncing off the
venue's walls, as would be heard live.
With the RM-200 in the system, the
Whiteflame's rendering of cymbals and
percussion was sensational. One of my
favorite live recordings is the Modern
Jazz Quartet's European Concert, recorded
0.00
dB
in "Scandinavia" in 1960 (2 LPs, Atlantic
0.60
18.0SD 2-603). Another mid-hall beauty, it
1.26
12.0features some of the MJQ's greatest hits:
7
6.0
"Bluesology," "Odds Against Tomor2.53
0 .0row," 'Bags' Groove," and Duke
beeLe.111111011eèrp-3.13 use°
Ellington's "It Don't Mean aThing (If It
10000.0
Ain't Got that Swing)." A quartet of
400.0
1000.0
log Frequency - H.
Comettlat ye Spectral Decay
piano, bass, vibes, and drums was the
18.03 dB. 4795 Hz 9.890 nsec
ideal playing field for the Whiteflames,
Fig.8 Lumen White Whiteflame, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
and they didn't disappoint. Milt
Jackson's mellifluous vibes appeared out
of ajet-black background with just the
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be amessage there. Ireplaced the NuVista with the Music Reference R114200, my reference tube amp for just
such occasions.
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RBH 641-SE loudspeaker

W

cd aluminum dome terminated with a
rubber half-roll surround. Frequencies
in the upper-bass region and below arc
handled by a pair of 6.5" woofers
mounted on the side of the cabinet.
(Each pair of speakers is "handed"; it',
the woofers arc mounted on opposite
sides of the left and right speakers.) The
woofers again use inverted metal-dome
diaphragms, and are reflex-loaded with
alarge plastic port 3" in diameter and 5"
deep on the rear of the cabinet. The
speaker is so narrow that the woofer
magnets almost reach the inside of the
cabinet's opposite side wall.
Electrical connection is via two pairs
of binding posts at the bottom of the
cabinet rear. These have anonstandard
tri-lobed nut, but asuitable nut-driver is
supplied. The crossover is hardwired,
with components glued to the base of
the cabinet. Mostly air-cored coils are
used, though there is one large transformer-cored inductor, this presumably
in the woofer circuit. Other than one
plastic-film type, the capacitors are all
nonpolarized electrolytics.
The upper-frequency drive-units arc
rabbeted to lie flush with the front baffle.
The cabinet appears to be made of 1
/"
4
MDF and is lined with gray foam. The
review samples were handsomely finished on all visible surfaces with zebrawood veneer. (Wood veneers add $300
A trim-looking tower
to the per-pair price in basic black of
The RBH 641-SE stands 39" tall, and
$1499.) Because the tall, thin tower is
conceptually consists of aminimonitor
rather unstable on carpeted floors, outintegrated with abass section. It comrigger stabilizing feet arc supplied, which
bines aVila 1" silk-dome tweeter with a screw into the base of the cabinet. These
small-diameter midrange unit, these
are fitted with rug-piercing spikes.
placed at the top of the tower. The midrange unit covers awide region, from
System
150Hz to 3kHz, and features an invert- LPs were played on my Linn
hen it was suggested that I
call in on speaker manufacturer RBH Sound during a
planned trip to Utah in the fall of 2001,
my response was "Who is RBH?" To
my embarrassment, the speaker company had not popped up on my radar
screen since it was formed in Los
Angeles in 1976. However, Ihad certainly heard some of the speakers they
had manufactured for other companies,
most notably the McIntosh models of
the early 1980s, with their line arrays of
dome tweeters.
These days, RBH —so-called after
the initials of its founder and president,
Roger Hassing — makes and markets
speakers under its own name. The company is amajor player in the world of
custom installation, with awide range
of in-wall speakers manufactured for
them in China. They also offer hometheater systems. However, RIM hasn't
forgotten its two-channel roots, and in
their Utah plant they manufacture their
Signature series, all of which feature
metal-cone drive-units of RBH's design.
Itook advantage of my visit to audition several RBH speakers in their listening room, using some of my own
recordings. Iwas impressed enough by
the slim, floorstanding, $1500/pair 641SE to request apair for review.

Description: Three-way, floorstanding
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
silk-dome tweeter, 4" (101mm) metalcone midrange unit, two 6.5"
(165mm)
metal-cone
woofers.
Crossover frequencies: 150Hz, 3kHz.
Frequency response: 45Hz-20kHz,
±3dB. Sensitivity: 85dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms, 6ohms.
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Recommended power: up to 150W

Dimensions: 39" (991mm) H by
6.25" (159mm) W by 10" (254mm)
D. Weight: 43 lbs (19.5kg) each.
Finishes: Black, 31
real-wood
veneers.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
27-01020, 27-01021.
Price: $1499/pair in

black;

RBH 641-SE loudspeaker

$300/pair for wood veneer. Approximate number of dealers: more
than 400.
Manufacturer: RBH Sound, Inc., 976
N. Marshall, Bldg. 2, Unit 4, Layton, UT
84041-7261. Tel: (800) 543-2205.
Fax: (801) 543-3300. Web: www.rbh
sound.com.
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RBH

tive as the Thiel CS1.6 -I wouldn't suggest using less than 100W with this
speaker. However, the RBH had sweeter-balanced top octaves -perhaps alittle too sweet, considering that the 'Thiel is
alittle laid-back in this region. There
wasn't quite the "air" Iwas expecting
from the Analogue Productions SACD
of Bill Evans' classic Waltz for Debbie
(APO CAPJ 9399 SA) that I've heard
from other speakers. Nevertheless, the
Utah speaker's treble was extremely

detailed, and proved well capable of differentiating between the antique cymbals drummer Bully Drummond used
on Rendezvous (Stereophile STPH013-2).
In fact, Ikept noting during my auditioning how dean the 641-SE's high frequencies were. To judge from the
ABKCO sampler SAC!) Ihave, the
DSD remastering of the early Rolling
Stones albums must have been done
with great care. Charlie Watts' drums
sounded better than on my well-chewed

641-SE

'60s vinyl, and the characters of inner
voices - like the marimba on "Under
My Thumb" and the difference between
Bill Wyman's slighdy overdriven bass
and his overdubbed fuzz bass guitar on
the saine cut - were readily audible, but
with no sense that that detail was being
thrust forward at the listener.
The upper midrange was similarly
clean, but a trace of "character" was
audible lower in the frequency range.
Female voices sounded abit too warm,

Measurements

tweeter axis, and the overall response
is pretty flat.
This flatness of the 641's upper-frequency response can also been seen in
fig.4, which splices the speaker's farfield output, averaged across a 30°
horizontal window centered on the
tweeter axis, to the complex sum of
the nearfield responses, taking acoustic phase and the different path
lengths of each driver to anominal
farfield listening point. But note that
two complex sums are shown. The
top, smooth trace is with the woofers
actually wired out of phase with the
upper-frequency drivers. With the
woofers wired in phase, there is a
large crossover suckout evident.
Iwas puzzled enough by this to
check the internal wiring of both
speakers of the pair. Momentarily
touching a1.5V dry-cell battery to the
binding posts caused the cones of the
woofers and midrange unit initially to
move outward with the in-phase connection. Yet this connection resulted in
the measured 200Hz notch. Peculiar.
It looks as though the designer has not

taken into account the phase shift associated with the crossover filters.
Fig.5 shows the 641-SE's lateral
dispersion normalized to the HF-axis
response. The suckout associated with
the lower crossover makes its presence known by deepening to the
sides, but apart from that, the RBH's
radiation pattern is wide and even up

to 8kHz or so. Above that frequency,
the speaker becomes quite directional, which, as Iheard, will result in a
lack of top-octave air in all but very
lively rooms. In the vertical plane
(fig.6), abig suckout develops in the
upper crossover region for very low
listening angles, but the flat tweeteraxis response otherwise appears to be
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Fig.5 RBH 641-SE, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90"-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Fig.4 RBH 641-SE, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30 °
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield responses plotted
below 500Hz. Bottom curve is with the
woofers wired in phase with the
upper-frequency drivers; top curve is
with them wired out of phase.
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for example, the clarinet on my Mosaic
recording (Stereophile STPH015-2)
occasionally acquiring some of the character of asoprano saxophone, and the
solo violin some of the woody character
of aviola. In absolute terms, however,
this coloration was low in level.
Imentioned above that the 641-SE's
low frequencies extended down to the
40Hz region. Overall, however, the bass
region was alittle shelved-down. The
multiple-octave D chord at the start of
Morten Lauridsen's Lax Adana (RCM

19705) didn't have the expected majesty,
and familiar piano recordings, such as
Robert Silverman's Beethoven sonata
cycle (Orpheum Masters KSP-830),
were reproduced with the instrument
sounding alittle smaller than expected.
Because of the layout of my room, I
can't place speakers closer than 3' or so
from the wall behind them. But if you
can place the RBHes within afoot or so
of the wall, they should benefit from
some useful boundary reinforcement of
their low frequencies.

But even with the speakers well away
from the walls in my room, there was
enough low-frequency energy to make
sense of the music. The low double-bass
and harp notes underpinning the harmonies at the resolution of the slow
movement in Benjamin Zander's performance of Mahler's Symphony 5, with
the Philharnionia Orchestra (Tclarc
2SACD-60569), were well-resolved.
(For obvious reasons, Iwas listening to
the two-channel DSD-encoded data on
this "fully loaded" hybrid CD, which

Measurements
maintained at awide range of listener the top of the cabinet, in the region of
heights. In my auditioning, however, I the 36.5"-high tweeter axis.
Fig.7 shows how these quasi-anefelt the treble balance sounded most
choic responses sum in my room,
integrated when Ikept my ears below
with the microphone placed in 20 different positions in agrid centered on
I fill TM
I 1I111111
1 I!III
the listening position for left and right
o—
speakers individually. The red trace is
with the woofers wired "correctly,"
in-phase, and the black with jumpers
connecting the red woofer terminal
to the black midrange terminal, and
vice versa. Note that this does result
I 11. 11111l
I 11111111
1 11111111
I
in more lower-midrange energy at
10
100
Ins
repo., e IV
the listening position, but that neither
Fig.7 RBH 641-5E, spatially averaged,
this improvement nor the suckout in
4 -octave, freefield response in JA's
/
1
the in-phase condition are as large as
listening room. Red trace is with
might be expected from the anechoic
woofers wired in phase; black trace is
with them wired out of phase.
behavior shown in fig.4. This is both
because the nominal on-axis cancellation doesn't necessarily happen at all
off-axis angles — the same amount of
energy is being put into the room in
both conditions —and because it is
obscured by room effects (such as the
641-SE's "floor-bounce" cancellation)
in the same frequency region. But
note how smooth the RBH's upper-

frequency behavior is in my room,
correlating with my impression of a
neutral balance, and how the bass is,
in general, somewhat shelved-down.
In the time domain, the 641-SE's
step response on the tweeter axis
(fig.8) indicates that all four driveunits are connected in the same positive acoustic polarity. But if you look
at the individual step responses of the
midrange unit and woofers (fig.9),
you can see that the slower rise of the
woofer step results in its output being
out of phase with the midrange unit's,
even though both initially move away
from the time axis in the same direction. Yes, the woofers' output will be
delayed alittle, due to it being farther
away than the midrange unit from the
farfield listening position. However, it
needs to be around 4' away to bring
its output into time-coincidence with
that of the midrange unit.
Finally, the RBH 641-SE's farfield
waterfall plot (fig.10) is superbly
clean, correlating with the absence of
high-frequency grain that impressed
me in my auditioning. —John Atkinson

Ter ems

Fig.8 RBH 641-5E, on-axis step response
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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RBH 641-5E, nearfield step responses of
midrange unit (red) and woofers (blue).
(25ms time window, IkHz bandwidth)
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Fig.10RBH 641-5E, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15m5 risetime).
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includes multichannel DSD, two-channel DSD, and two-channel "Red Book"
LPCM tracks.)
And the image of Bob Silvemian's
BOsendorfer in the acoustic of the small
Santa Monica hall where Ihad recording
the Beethoven set was vividly clear, as
was the semicircle of musicians on
Mosaic. The soundstage thrown by the
pair of RBH 641-SEs was consistently
wide and deep, with no feeling that
sounds were localized at the loudspeaker
positions. Peculiarly, Igot the consistent
impression that centrally located images
were higher than ones to the sides. This
is usually asign that aspeaker has some
treble-response anomalies that mimic
the modifying effect of the pinnae of the
listener's ears. But Icouldn't identify any
such coloration, and none was evident in
the measured response (see sidebar).
The 641-SEs' soundstage was so consistently wide that Iinitially suspected a
phasing problem with one of the tweeters. However, listening to pink noise in
dual-mono resulted in anarrow, stable
central image, suggesting that everything
was okay in the drive-unit phase department. Iconfirmed this by looking at the
individual step responses of both samples'
drive-units. Ican only assume that the
641-SE's very narrow baffle and its small
drive-unit radiating area from 150Hz up
has optimized the speaker's lateral dispersion, hence its imaging capabilities.
Conclusion
It is important not to make too much of
the poor integration Inoted between the
RBH 641-SE's woofers and midrange
when the speaker was correctly wired.
This frequency region is strongly affected
both by the behavior of the speaker in
the room and the size of the room; what
might be the theoretically correct wiring
might not be the optimal connection in
every room. But if it isn't, the 641-SE's
dual binding posts for biwiring make the
fix simple: remove the jumpers and flip
the electrical connection of the woofers
of both speakers.
Once that matter had been addressed,
Iwas impressed with the 641-SE. For
what is really not alot of money, sweetbalanced, grain-free high frequencies are
allied to adetailed midrange. While the
low frequencies arc somewhat lightweight in absolute terms, there is sufficient bass to create amusically satisfying
balance, particularly with rock music.
Where the RBH speaker really scores,
however, is in the generous sweep of its
soundstaging and stereo imaging.
Recommended, therefore, with acaveat
regarding the woofer connection.
el
Stereophile, October 2002
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HeadRoom's Top Ten Recommended Components
At HeadRoom, we're often asked about recommendations and gift ideas. In the spirit of this month's issue of Stereophile,
here's our current list, with ideas for any budget.
Koss KSC-55 and KSC-50 Headphones, $19.95 from
Murine Ear Wax Removal System, about

Minim

HeadRoom. Although it might be environmentally incorrect, we suggest that you round up all the cheap head-

$7 at your local pharmacy. We demonstrate a lot of

phones you have in the house, douse them liber-

Etymotic in-your-ear-canal headphones, so trust us

ally with gasoline, and torch them

on this one—everyone needs to clean from time to

in a pit in your bock yard. Then

time.

replace them with these great

rs

sounding cheapies.

Unlimited Legal Downloads of Killer Jazz, $9.99/month from

www.emusic.com. O.K., they're only MP3s, but who con resist thousands
and thousands of great jazz titles? Not to mention the ability to endlessly
surf for other types of new and interesting music you may have never
heard before. (Have you ever heard of turntoblism?) Check it out.

The Cosmic Portable Headphone Amp, $699
from HeadRoom. Rslightly out-of-breath gentleman once
coiled us during a short layover between flights: he'd

6.

been using his Cosmic amp and Etymotic headphones,
P.113-100 40G13 MP3 Player, $599 from

and he just had to tell us how great it was to be able to

mp3factorydirect.com. Simply the best

hear the string quartet so clearly that he could tell the

sounding MP3 player we've ever heard. Being able

cellist needed to clip his nose hairs. We're so glad he's

to store 400 CDs at 320kbs is pretty liberating.

hoPPY-

Etymotic ER-20
Attenuotors, $10 from
HeadRoom. Because these hearing
protectors attenuate all frequencies evenly,
it's still possible to understand others while
you go about your doily business. Then pull

Remembrances by Jon Faddis (Chesky
Records JD166), $15.98 at chesky.com. Carlos Franzetti
conducts and provides unbelievably lush arrangements
for this jazz standards disk. It's rare to get great music
with exquisite recording quality.

them out at home for oSWEET listening
session with fresh ears.
o

OWMum iteden.11.11%,

The Mozed Out Home
Headphone
Grado SR60 Headphone, $69 from

Amp,

$999

from

HeadRoom. The no-nonsense, hard-

HeadRoom. You're not going to believe it 'til

core star of HeodRoom's product line—

you try them for yourself, but these cans

no fancy frills, just the best electronics oheadphone has ever seen

may be the best buy in the entire world of

for less than $1000.

audio.

1.

The AirHead Portable Headphone Amp, $99 with headphones* from HeadRoom.
Sure, we may build the most amazing headphone amp in the world (the $3888 BlockHead), but

our very favorite amp is the FlirHead. It provides ordinary people with ataste of extraordinary sound
quality, and it provides the hardened audiophile with o satisfying listening experience when away
from the big rig.
*Restrictions apply.
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www.headphone.com

HeadRoom
Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.
www.heodphone.com HeodRoom Corporation 521 East Peach Street Bozeman. MT 59715 toll free, US & Canada: 800.828.8184 Intl 406.587.9466 Fox: 406.587.9484

tetrode), which had offered me my only
previous extended, in-home experience
of VTL monoblocks. (That was in 1997,
when Iused apair to review the Joseph
Audio RM22si loudspeakers.
In tandem with the VTL TL-5.5 tube
line-stage preamplifier — review to
appear next month—the MB-450
monoblock evinced larger-than-life levels of midrange liquidity and dynamic
drive, massive bass control, captivating
high-frequency purity, and out-of-thisworld, holographic layering and depth.
I've never had anything in my system
that delivered more goosebumps per
square inch than this combo. The MB450 had all the textured majesty and dulcet intimacy I'd expect from more
modestly configured triode amps, but
with reserves of dynamic headroom that
put SET amps to shame. More than
equal to the demands of even so powerhungry a loudspeaker as the Joseph
RM33si, the MB-450 simply bristled
with energy when coupled with more
sensitive loudspeakers such as the Joseph
RM7si and RM22si and the Meadowlark Shearwater. But Iwas even
more impressed by how much sweeter
and smoother the MB-450's tetrode
sound was than that of the MB-185,
which tended to develop atouch of glare
and midrange hardness when pushed.
Depending on the music and my
mood, my tastes goes back and forth
between warmth and brilliance, bewcen
alaid-back presentation and one that's in
my lap and more deeply holographic.
Older recordings and smaller-scale
works benefited from triode's rich textural complexity, warm intimacy, and
gentle, small-scale perspective, while
more modern recordings and those with
greater instrumental complexity profited
from tetrode's transient speed, immense
dynamic headroom, and the way it permitted aliquid descent into blackness.
At Home Entertainment 2002, Iauditioned amuch-touted, ludicrously configured SET colossus from Italy whose
signal fell apart like adry cracker when
confronted with the enormous bassdrum transients in Valcry Gergiev's
recording of Stravinsky's The Rite (Anise
(Philips 289 468 035-2). Playing that disc
in triode or tetrode mode, the MB-450
simply shrugged. Both modes had arapturous midrange, but, top to bottom, triode was more centered and sweet, with
greater air and inner detail; tetrode was
more three-dimensional, if atouch less
revealing, with alevel of absolute authority in the low end that conveyed asense
of physical presence that must be experienced to be believed.
Stereophite, October 2002
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A3 2"DAC 24 Bit 96/192khz
Upsampling DAC

UNICO
80 w/ch
Hybrid integrated
amp
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NJOE TJOEB 4000 CD PLAYER $599

New dual mono op-amps, atube outputstage with twice

the filter caps. Jitter reducing Supercrystal, toroidal transformer AC Noise Killer, and digital out. Optional user installable
24 bit/192khz upsampler $299. Visit our web site at vAvw.upscaleaudio.com to find out more information, and to order.
Upscale Audio retubes more high end analyzer and custom built test gear. See pictures on our website! And
gear than anybody. Strong anention Names like Mullard, Telefunken, remember... we DO NOT use your
to detail, including aS21,000 FFT Siemens, Svetlana... you name it. amp as atube tester.
IN STOCK NOW: TRIANGLE, LEXICON, AH! TJOEB, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, AVANTGARDE, ATMA-SPHERE, CARY AUDIO DESIGN, AUDIO
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY, ANTHEM, UK, SUNFIRE, MEADOWLARK, PSB, TANNOY, BASIS, AESTHETIX, NAD, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, MANLEY, BASIS, BENZ MICRO, SOLILOQUY, BELL
CANTO, BENZ, KIMBER KABLE, NORDOST FLATLINE, COINCIDENT SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY, CHANG LIGHTSPEED, REGA, NITTY GRITTY, DH LABS, SILVER SONIC, AND UNISON
PSCALE

www.upscaleaudio.com
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hare tubes • highest fidelity
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The dB's

"T

he
dB's
defined
the
Southern power-pop/jangle-pop movement of the
carly-to-mid-'80s...a quirky blend of
smart pop and psychedelia crossed with
the more experimental side of new
wave [that] provided akey link between
Big Star and alternative guitar acts such
as R.E.M."— All Music Guide
"The dB's drew inspiration from '60s
pop psychcdelia and '70s pop disciples
like Big Star and quoted freely from
such sources as the Beatles, Move, Nazz
and even the Beau Brummels....
Nearly every song has some new twist,
whether through production effects
(few pop records are as consistently
aurally interesting without resorting to
gimmickry) or an unusual instrumental
or lyrical approach." — Trouser Press
Record Guide
"Stands Jr deciBels and Repercussion...
[treat] the three-minute format the
same way Picasso used Velasquez's Las
Mathias: as a skeletal model to drape
with carefully skewed visions." —Spin
Alternative Record Guide
So quoth the experts. (Picasso, huh?)
Nearly aquarter-century after The dB's'
formation, the brainy Manhattan powerpoppers continue to cast along shadow. The band's 1978-87 career suffered
recurring bouts of inopportunity and,
not counting two post-breakup releases,
yielded only four albums. However,
each is aworthy addition to any musiclover's collection, and two of them —
1981's Stands /Or deciBels and its '82 follow-up, &percussion —are stone classics
of their oeuvre, having influenced contemporary pop mavens much as the
Velvet Underground's seminal offerings
influenced hipsters years earlier.
On those first two records, The dB's
were singer-guitarists Peter Holsapple
and Chris Stamey — to many fans, the
pair were their generation's inspired
merging of the Lennon-McCartney and
Alex Chilton—Chris Bell songwriting
axes — and the sublimely tight but loose
rhythm section of bassist Gene Holder
and drummer Will Rigby. The dB's
were all North Carolina high school and
college chums who had expatriated
themselves to Manhattan, and were at
Stereophile, October 2002

the forefront of an early-'80s East Coast
pop and garage renaissance that included such disparate outfits as the Fleshtones, the Feels, Let's Active, and
R.E.M. And while ultimately unsuccessful commercially, the dB's' tenure
remains memorable for one simple reason: they had the tunes, pop mini-symphonies that still stand today.
Of course, stop an unreconstructed
dB's fan on the street and you're likely
to hear alengthy rant on the estimable
merits of 1984's Like This, recorded
after Stamey's departure. The group's
'87 swansong, The Sound of Music, also
has its acolytes.
Despite the fact that all dB's recordings
had gone out of print, ademand still
existed (as confirmed by aquick scan of
eBay listings), and late last year archival
label Collector's Choice Music reissued,
remastered on asingle CD (CCM-2502), the first two dB's LPs: Stands for deciBels
and Repercussion. The reissue has already
sparked arapturous critical response that
mirrors reviewers' responses to the
albums when first released. No less than
Entertainment Weekly enthused, "Teenangst themes [set] to an adult pop sound,
mixing new-wave nervous energy with
surprisingly sophisticated songcraft."
Rock magazine Magnet offered the assessment that "these two glorious albums...
became the backbone of the indic-rock
revolution of the '80s. The dB's material
sounds as fresh as
ever." And the
March 2002
issue of the

very publication you're holding bestowed afour star rating on this album.
So it seems we're on the cusp of a
bona fide (and justified) dB's revival.
The recent unveiling of an official dB's
website (www.thedbsonline.net), rich in
discographies, visual artifacts, merchandise, unreleased music available for
download, and a10,000-word history of
the band by drummer Rigby, has fueled
speculations about aband reunion — a
subject the former members themselves
admit has been broached several times
over the years. At the very least, it seems
likely that an official live dB's album,
probably from the 1981 touring period,
will be released.

C

hris Stanley formed The dB's
with Gene Rigby and Will
Holder in the summer of 1978
and promptly issued a45rpm single, "(I
Thought) You Wanted to Know,"
backed with "If and When," on his own
Car Records label. Credited to "Chris
Stamey and the dB's," the A-side was a
collaboration of Stanley and Television
guitarist Richard Lloyd; Rigby and
Holder appeared only on the flip. Car
also issued a45 by another Tarheel friend,

The dB's: Gene Holder, Chris Stamey, Peter Holsapple, and Will Rigby.
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Skyline v2.0 Interconnect Cables

Sonic Horizon
$

1792 5

I IIICICrp.IIr

Through the end of 2002 we will
once again be accepting trade-ins
of your old interconnects toward

proprietary STAT-CORE technology, and genuine WBT precision
machined locking RCA plugs. Call or e-mail for the trade-in value of
your current interconnect. All brands accepted.

Daybreak v3.0 Speaker Cable
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Stat-Core Technology
•Direct Silver plated connectors

$199.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

Skyline Version 4.0 Power Cord

the purchase of the exceptional
Sonic Horizon Skyline version 2.0
interconnect. Skyline is
unquestionably the highest value

interconnect in the line, with sonics and features normally found in far
more expensive cables. It features HSO-EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the

Sonic Horizon

Giving the word "Value" a new meaning in
the world of High End Audio Cables

$169.95 8' pair

The Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes other $30!
power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, Triple independent ground isolated shields
with double RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the
proprietary Z-Stat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the pa,
that some cord manufacturers really try to avoid talking about.
Skyline is fitted with the state-of-the-art Audio Grade WattGate 331
AC plug and the WattGate 350 IEC plug. You simply can't get bell ,
plugs than the WattGate. When purchased alone the plugs retail fi
$180, and they are worth it! But they are standard equipment on
Skyline. For more information on the Skyline power cord and the
WattGate plugs, please call us, or visit www.sonichorizon.com

Sonic Horizon

$299. 95

Hurricane AC Power Cord

Daybreak AC Power Con

•Huge 11 AWG design wIGC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground Is° Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IE-CConnector

•Big 13 AWG design wEGC Conductor
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 5266 AC Plug
•WattGate 320 WC Connector

As seen on Audiogon.com

$99.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

As seen on Audiogon.com

The SOTA Moonbeam & Grado Platinum

The Music Hall MMF CD-25

Audiogon Special Package Offer

Audlogon Special Package Offer

The Moonbeam is an astonishing
Product! Every aspect of this machine
was designed to extract the highest
possible performance obtainable in this
price range. From its unique platter
design, to the internally damped plinth,
the Moonbeam is clearly top of its class.
Comes with cartridge mounted and
properly aligned. List price.. $938.00

Here is what you get for only $699 ...

• SOTA Moonbeam Turntable •SOTA VLMT Tonearm
• Grado Platinum Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AQ Carbon Fiber record brush • Pro Setup

PLEASE VISIT

2 meter

Here is what you get for only $549 ...
• Music Hall MMF-25 CD Player

prirrir
•Remote Control
•AudioQuest Diamondback Interconnect
•Three AudioQuest SorboGel Big Feet
•Aurex CD Mat
•Includes Shipping within the USA/48

OUR A LL N EW W EB SITEAT...

WWW.HCMAUDIO.COM

FAST, CLEAN, EASY DATABASE LOOKUP, AND IT NOW HAS SECURE ONLINE ORDERING.
We ship
anywhere in
the world!

Toll- Free 800-222-3465 &
V4V,150niChoYijOn.COrn
•

voeiwbCIllat.1610 .corn

Local 530-345-1341 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
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Building
multi-instrumentalist Peter Holsapple,
so afew months later, when the dB's
needed akeyboardist to flesh out the
group's live sound, Holsapple relocated
to the Big Apple. His songwriting talents
soon emerged to provide the
crucial melodic yang to
Stamey's more unconventional
yin; as the band's chemistry progressed and the dB's proved
themselves a popular touring
act, several larger labels began
expressing interest.
In an interview last year,
drummer Rigby attempted to
describe to me his former
group's appeal: "I think we
were fortunate to have acommon background, not so much
being from the South — although that set us apart in
NYC, for sure! — as having
heard the same things. We were
old enough that we weren't all
that influenced by the punk
explosion, although we liked it.
So our tastes tended to be more developed than those [bands] that came after
and were more influenced by, say, the
Ramones or the Clash. And while the
initial burst of energy had, by the time
The dB's formed, already dissipated,
there was definitely still the feeling of
something new going on in New York."
Now going by the more democratic
name The dB's, in 1979 the band
released the single "Black and 'White,"
b/w "Soul Kiss" (Shake Records), and
the next year signed atwo-album deal
with English label Albion. January 1981
saw the release of Stands for deriBels
(Albion ALB-105); despite its importonly status, the record was an instant hit
among critics, and enjoyed steady rotation on college radio stations.
Stands for deriBels was essentially selfproduced by The dB's; mixing was entrusted to noted indic-pop maven Mitch
Easter (also of Let's Active), and to Scott
Litt (R.E.M.'s future producer), who did
his share at NYC's Power Plant studios,
across the hall from where Bruce
Springsteen was finishing up The Riper.
The sound was crisp and immediate, unadorned by unnecessary effects —an impressive debut by any measure.
All the traits outlined in the quotes at
the beginning of this article are there.
The highlights range from the opening
track, Holsapple's "Black and White" (a
jittery, insistent garage-pop gem boasting
one of the all-time great intro tiffs), and
"Bad Reputation" (Creedence Clearwater Revival relocated to Carnaby
Street), to Stamey's "Espionage" ("96
Stereophile, October 2002

Tears" recast as subversive-experimental
New Wave) and "She's Not Worried" (a
Zombies-styled ballad-strut featuring
psychedelic organ and backward piano).
And while lyrically some of the standard

boy-girl pop concerns do surface —
Holsapple was especially wont to stitch
his romantic misfortunes onto the band's
skinny ties — the wealth of intriguingly
oblique urban imagery suggests that, for
the songwriters, dropping out of acollege lit class had never been a consideration.
In the wake of glowing album reviews from the UK press, the band
toured England in February 1981. A
two-song document of the tour can be
found on the Shut Swimming LP (Stiff
Records), featuring The dB's and other
bands and recorded at London's Rainbow Theatre. While overseas, the dB's
recorded a single for Albion, Hotsapple's jangly ballad "Judy," b/w an edit
of the album track "Cycles Per Second."
(For details on dB's singles, rarities, and
compilation albums, consult www.the
dbsonline.net.)

a Library

No discussion of the band is complete without mention of dB's in aCan.
Literally acassette of deciBels sealed in a
tin, it was amarketing ploy by Albion
that presented adilenuna to collectors:
Pry open the can and enjoy its musical
fruits, or leave things untouched in
hopes of its appreciation in value? As
only afew hundred copies were made,
most opted for the latter strategy.
In summer 1981 Albion flew the
band and Scott Litt, now promoted to
producer, to England. There, at the
Who's former stomping grounds,
Ramport Studios, they recorded the
band's second album. Mixing was done
at Beatles producer George Martin's Air
Studios (across the hall this time: Paul
McCartney). Repeciission (Albion ALB109) soon appeared —twice. To capitalize on a fall '81 American tour, one
version was quickly assembled for the
US market, although it was still priced
as an import. Then, in early '82,
the "proper" UK/European
version hit the stores, with different sleeve art and track
sequence. Included with the
first pressing was acopy of the
album on cassette, in acheeky
nod to the record industry's
then-current efforts to stein
vinyl's premature death via the
scourge of home taping.
Remission opens with Holsapple's "Living aLie," abrutal
relationship-gone-sour number
that transmogrifies dreamy
powerpop into Stax/Volt baroque thanks to abrass chart supplied by The Rumour's horn
section. Another memorable
concoction is Stamey's complex
"From aWindow to aScreen," in which
Burt Bacharach, the Beatles, Elvis
Costello, jazz/Caribbean nuances, and
even Charles Ives collide in an alarmingly compact 2I
h-minute alterna-pop epic.
The album is textured differently from
deciBeis on fronts emotional and sonic:
The songs feel dark one minute, jocular
the next, or, in the case of the blackly
humorous suicide chronicle "Amplifier,"
both at the saine time. Freed to experiment in the London studio with adecent
budget, Litt and the band used numerous
effects, including a somewhat heavy
hand on the reverb knob. The album's
lasting charm lies not in its rock immediacy — the brilliant jangle-pop
"Neverland" notwithstanding—but in
its portrayal of atalented group fearless in
its exploration of nuances that reflected
the members' extensive collective musical background.
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the country.
We cater only to music lovers with the broadest
selection of 2 Channel components.
No one even comes close.
We now also have aselection of both Single Ended
Triode amps and high efficiency horn and full range
single driver Lowther type speakers. You now have a
chance to see and hear the equipment you've only read
about. We even built adedicated listening room
just for this purpose.
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2 Channel rules.
2 Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
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Building
But, Remission's musical merits aside,
bonus tracks. (The jewelbox came in a
Albion was unable to break the band in
deluxe slipcase boasting "super precithe UK or the US, where no licensee for sion Line mastering," whatever that
the two albums was ever found. In spring was.) The former dB's have noted that,
'82 afrustrated Stanley announced that
given how often the tapes have changed
he was leaving the group to go solo (the
hands, it's anyone's guess as to exactly
split was amicable), leaving
athree-piece dB's to soldier on.
Before moving on to
the band's next phase, a
word on the subsequent
incarnations of Stands Pr
deciBels and Repercussion:
The recently available
Collectors' Choice Music
edition is only the latest in
what has been acircuitous
reissue path for the two
albums. Germany's Line
Records was first in line
when Albion went bellyup in '85, acquiring the
rights to the Albion catalog and promptly reissuing
The dB's Mk.I1 (1983): Will Rigby, Peter Holsapple, and Gene
both dB's albums on white
vinyl, with bonus tracks. In
1992, Line reissued the two albums on asingle CD, minus thc
bonus tracks.
Meanwhile, back on the band's
home turf, the records had earned
their first-ever Stateside release in
1989, courtesy I.R.S. Records,
who licensed them from Line and
put them out (bonus tracks
included). Acknowledging fans'
complaints that the original Linc
editions had suffered from substandard sound, I.R.S. engaged
Ted Jensen of Sterling Sound to
remaster — but not remix — both
albums from the two-track stereo
masters, the saine as used for the
original vinyl's lacquers, with
Stanley present throughout th
remastering sessions.
When EMI absorbed I.R.S. in 1991,
who owns the rights to these albums.
Stands for deriBels and Repercussion were
No one in the band has ever received a
reissued on CDs with new EMI stock
royalty check.
numbers. Finally, Collectors' Choice
The trio of Holsapple, Holder, and
licensed the material from EMI, leaving
Rigby commenced operations as The
the '89 remastering job unchanged but dB's Mk.II, in 1983. They signed aconwith the bonus tracks subtly juggled.
tract with Bearsville Records and spent
Over the years, a number of dB's
fall 1983 and early '84 in Woodstock
anthologies have surfaced, all tapping
with producer Chris Butler (Waitresses,
material from the first two albums.
Tin Huey), recording what would beAmplifier, ashoddily designed 14-track
come Like This. Guests were brought in
LP, was issued in 1986 by England's
to play pedal-steel guitar and synthesizCastle Communications without the
er, in addition to bass, Holder played
band's knowledge or permission. As
lead guitar. After several attempts at
recently as 1999, before Line went out
mixing the album (including an aborted
of business, aCD entitled Nevedand apstab by Todd Rundgren), band and label
peared, containing the entirety of both
agreed on afinal mix, and Like This was
albums with yet another selection of released in fall 1984 as Bearsville 25146.
Stereophile, October 2002
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Like This contains some of Holsapple's
finest compositions. The material is so
strong — the telltale reverb-drenched
1980s production style is the only sonic
drawback —that it's apparent Stanley's
departure was only amomentary setback.
The hugely diverse set, in
addition to the dB's' trademark powerpop ("She Got
Soul," "Rendezvous"), encompasses hard-edged flank
(a remixed "Amplifier," reprised from Rtixrcussion at
Bearsville's request due to a
video for the song, directed
by Walter Williams of "Mr.
Bill" faine, subsequently
being made), country gospel driven by pedal steel
and mandolin ("White
Train," featuring Rigby and
Holsapple in aneat vocal
duet), and murky faux disco
("A Spy in the House of
Love"). There's also the
Holder.
obligatory killer klassic:
"Love is for Lovers," which
guilelessly piles esoteric musical references (Three Dog Night, Blue
Oyster Cult, The Spinners) alongside patented lyrical love metaphors
(beautiful summer days, Christmas,
etc.) to form a3:17 melodic masterpiece whose whole is greater than
its parts.
Prior to the release of Like This,
the dB's had hired anew fourth,
Rick Wagner, to replace Holder
on bass. (Wagner was replaced a
few years later by Jeff Beninato.)
The band toured with R.E.M., saw
widespread support from college
radio, and even got moderate
encouragement from commercial
radio in some markets when apromotional 12" single for "A Spy..."
was sent to FM stations. But once
again, the band's label was unable to
properly build on the record's momentum, and Like This died aslow death.
And when Bearsville owner Albert
Grossman died unexpectedly in 1986
and his assets were frozen by the courts,
the dB's languished for awhile in contractual limbo.
Like This was briefly available on CD
in the US in 1987 as Rhino R2-70891. In
1995, when Grossman's widow licensed
the Bearsville catalog to Japan's Pony
Canyon, the Cl) reappeared as PCCY00819, only to go out of print again afew
years later. The CDs contained bonus
tracks originally on the "A Spy..." 12inch single: "Darby Hall" and an extended remix of "A Spy..." Both editions are
195
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DVD-Audio Primer: Dispelling the Myths -Part I

flawed in the minds of some audio purists.
Wrong!
Mart Waldrop, PILO. III lseuils
The DVD-Audio format specifies that
High-Resolution RealMes
discs are broken into the same Tracks and
Mark Waldrop, PILO. AM Iowa
Indexes that we have been using with CDs
Hl-FI Farm Product Listing
for over 20 years. There is, however, another higher organizational level known as
DVD-Audio: Dispelling the Myths
The introduction of any new audio for- Groups. A DVD-Audio disc, therefore, can
mat is achallenge for consumer electron- be broken down into 9Groups containing
ics companies responsible for manufactur- up to 99 Tracks which can be further dividing the hardware and for record companies ed into as many as 99 Indexes. Groups are
large and small. The core of the problem is used to segregate the different playlists coneducation. As Iread and post on several of tained on asingle disc. A full 5.1 channel
the "hi-res" internet forums, Iam amazed surround mix might be placed in Group 1
at the lack of information that circulates while adedicated stereo mix would be in
among the contributors...and these are peo- Group 2. For example, some of our newest
ple that read the right publications and visit classical releases contain 4Groups allocated in the following
the shows that proI
would
have
purchased
these
manner: Group 1:
mote these very
96/24/5.1
MLP "audisame formats. This
discs for the sound alone, but
month, and in the
ence" mix, Group 2:
Ican't imagine any music fan
96/24/2.0 PCM stereo
months to come,
not wantiing the full multithese couple of
mix, Group 3: 5.1
media experience available
columns are dedicat"audience"
Dolby
ed to addressing the
on the RD-Video side.
Digital
mix,
and
email from Jurgen Hochst
Group 4: 5.1 "stage"
"myths" associated
Ii This Issue:

MID-Audio Primer: Dispelling the Myths

with the
DVDAudio format. Ihave always figured the
more you know the better off you
are...that's why Iwent to college for 22
years and graduated 6times (it can become
adisease)! So in an effort to clear up some
of the confusion, here's some of the
straight scoop.
Myth No. 1: A TV monitor is required.
Almost all DVD-Audio players are actually "combi" or "universal" units, which
means they should more accurately be
called DVD-Audio/Video machines. The
same unit can double as an audio and
video playback device. However, aproperly set up 5.1 listening environment
requires the placement of five identical full
range speakers in acircle around the central listening position. What that means is
that there is not really aplace for your big
screen TV right smack in the middle of the
front. No TV to view the menus or on
screen graphics means DVD-Audio is

DIS mix. As for compatibility, only the MLP mixes require the
new DVD-AudioNideo hardware.
So by using your remote controller or the
front buttons the unit itself, an audiophile
user can access any of the audio tracks without the benefit of aTV monitor...just like a
CD. However, that same disc in ahome theater environment, which does have aTV
monitor, provides the same navigational
access AND awhole bunch of cool extra

features. Things like music videos, interviews, lyrics, album art and literally anything you can digitize can be added to the
same disc. On all AIX Records releases,
one side carries the high-resolution MLP
tracks and the other side contains 400
screens, interviews, artworks, alternate
r

t
0
4

•
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.
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"

records
11 AL! .Z1
www.aixrecords.com

mixes, tech info etc. Give me great music
and the extras!
High-Resolution Realities
Just what is high-resolution audio? Is it
any track that lights up the 96 kHz/24 bit
indicator on the front of your DVDAudioNideo deck? Or maybe it's the
sound of atwo-track analog master tape
created years ago on an Ampex ATR100...could it be 180 gram vinyl done with
half speed mastering? With the advent of
consumer formats capable of delivering
"high-resolution" audio, it might be worth
taking acloser look at the concept.
There are basically three categories of
high-resolution audio being delivered to
consumers. First, there are two track analog masters that get transferred to 96
kHz/24 bit PCM (or higher if you want to
limit playback to DVD-Audio only
machines). Next are the archived multitrack masters that get remixed to 5.1 channel surround sound through analog mixing

AIX Records Partial Catalog Listing:

All of the recordings in the AIX catalog

80005 Brahms Piano Quintet,

were recorded, mixed and mastered at

op.

34

80006 Beethoven 6th & Respighi Pines

96 kH7J24 bits. Each disc contains at

80014 Frederic Chopin, Four Ballades

least four distinct mixes: Stereo PCM,

80009 Piano, Bass & Drums, Jazz

5.1 MLP, 5.1 "Audience" Dolby Digital

80011 The Latin Jazz Trio, Jazz

& 5.1 DTS "Stage". Multiple pairs of

80010 The Paul Smith Trio, Jazz

stereo mies were used (up to 24 tracks)

80008 Nitty Gritty Surround, Bluegrass during the recordings but no compres80013 Peppino D'Agostino, guitar/perc.

sion/limiting, EQ, or artificial reverber-

80012 Zephyr: Voices Unbound, voices

ation was employed. Tite REAL thing...
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Audio, and Now Multichannel Audio,
For Your Animal Instincts

HiFi Farm has long been dedicated to providing the world's
finest high end audio for its customers. Today we continue in
that pursuit by offering you
these fine products:
"i loin
Macania
%Ilantis
%iidio Magic
‘udiomeca
.‘udiocarpet
AVM

Holy Cow! -HiWarm
Providing Musical Pleasure at the Highest Level for over 20 YEARS!
800-752- 4018 •www.HiFiFarm.com
consoles and outboard processors before

lion

being captured using 96 kHz/24 bit A/D
converters. And finally, there arc new

es, the latest lighting equipment and digital
color correction processors. Which one takes
full advantage of the HD format'? The answer

recordings donc at 96 kHz/24 bits when the
musicians were present to play the tracks.
Currently, there is no way to distinguish
which is which by observing the label or
watching the indicators on the front of your
deck. Each category brings benefits to
those lucky enough to have ahigh-resolution setup, but the highest possible dynamic range and frequency response is available only to ther third group.
Think of the following scenario...you
take a pristine copy of your 8mm
Christmas films from 1959 to the local HD
telecine house. They transfer your film to
HiDef 10801 videotape and you bring it up
on the latest HD plasma monitor. What do
you sec? Now think about anew produc-

using

II) cameras,

state-of-the-art lens-

is obvious. The same situation is true for HD
audio. The analog masters sound better than
CDs, the 5.1 mixes from source multis sound
great but until you've heard anew production
done with the latest audio equipment...you
haven't heard HD audio. Check it out, see
what you think....when you do you'll be
excited about the potential of REAL high resolution audio!
Mark Waldrep. Ph.D. is the founder and chief engineer at
AIX Records, acompany dedicated to recording anti producing multi-channel music using state-of-the-art,
high-resolution equipment. He is also on the DMA faculty of CSUDH in SoCal. Email him or visit the website:
inwaldrepu aixrecords.com
timv.aixrecords.com

800-668-4249
323-655-4116
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Golden Sound
Gold mu rul
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1111 I
.
Music Hall
Nordost
Oracle
Piega
Roksan
Sennheiser
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Sovtek
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Vansevers
VP'
Wolcott
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I
iFi Farms: Serving Audiophiles
for over 20 years! Now recommending DVD-Audio!
800-752-4018
540-721-1313 fax
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JVC Disc America is pleased to announce the next two additions to
our catalog of classical releases culled from the vaults of RCA/BMG.
The period between 1955 and 1963 has long been considered the "golden era" of sound and
music at RCA by knowledgeable audiophiles and music critics. Over the coming months
we will be releasing many more of these classic sessions in glorious XRCD sound. You may
very well be familiar with some of these recordings, but wait till you hear them on XRCD!
XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as the artist and producer intended ... to hear the
sound of the original master tape. The gains in clarity transparency, dynamics and warmth can be
heard by all, on every CD player, without the need for any add-on converter or additional equipment.
JVC

BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN E-FLAT, OP.55 "EROICA"
CHARLES MUNCH /BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
While Charles Munch was primarily known for his prowess with French
repertory, this 1957 recording by the renown Layton/Mohr production
team stands comparison with the finest of the recorded "Eroicas".
Beethoven himself in 1817 proclaimed the grand and heroic "Eroica" as his
favorite among the symphonies. Hear this classic from the RCA Living
Stereo era as never before on XRCD2!
JMCXR- 0019

BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 6 IN F, OP. 68 "PASTORAL"
FRITZ REINER /CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Beethoven called his "Pastoral" Symphony "a recollection of country life,
more an expression of feeling then painting." Fritz Reiner, universally
admired for his music making, and widely disliked for his exacting temperament, presents the OSO here with an extraordinary sense of execution,
conception and beauty This Layton/Mohr production from April of 1961
sounds magnificent in XRCD2 sound!
.IMCXR- 0020

FRITZ REINER /CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:
BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY NO. 5/COROLIAN OVERTURE
JMCX R0005

RIIVISKY-KORSAKOV SCHEHERAZADE
Matt-mar,
MUSSORGSKY PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

RESPIGHI PINES OF ROME /FOUNTAINS OF ROME
JMOXR 0008

,INEM-0011,

TSCHAIKOWSKY VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D, OP. 35
Will! JASON A II
EIFETZ
JMCXR 0009

JMUXII tH)17

MENDELSSOHN CONCERTO IN E MINOR

MAHLER SYMPHONY NO. 4
THE REINER SOUND
JVCXR 0215

DEBUSSY IBERIA RAVEL ALBORADO DEL GRACIOSO

PROKOFIEFF VIOLIN CONCERTO IN G MINOR
WITH JASCHA HEIFETZ
JMCXR 0010

/VALSES NOBLES ET SENTIMENTALES
JVCXR 0216

DVORAK NEW WORLD SYMPHONY
Musa mil I

BERLIOZ SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE
JmcXB-0001

JVC

CHARLES MUNCH /BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:

To order by phone please call (toll free): 1-866- JVC-X RCD
To find out more about XRCD or to place an order on-line, visit our web site at: WWW.XRCD.COM
info@xrcd.net
JVC Disc America Co., 2750 Barren. Lakes Blvd., Kennesaw, GA 30444
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Recording of the Vonth
DAVE ALVIN & THE GUILTY MEN: Out in
California
Hightone HCD8144 (CD). 2002. Dave
Alvin, prod.; Mark Linnett, prod., eng.
AAD? TT: 76:00
Performance **** 1
1,
Sonics ****

F

or some singer-songwriters, the match of voice,
style, and original material
is instantaneous. The songs of
Bruce Springsteen, for instance,
always sound best and feel most
genuine when he sings them.
It's fair to say that, even if you
don't like The Boss or his voice,
you have to admit that they fit
his material and vice versa.
In the case of Dave Alvin, the alchemy between thc
singer and his songs has taken longer. It used to be that
Marshall Crenshaw was the man you wanted to hear sing
Alvin's amusing tale of trailer-park love gone awry, "Wanda
and Duane." But Out in Calfontia confirms that Alvin is now
the man for the job. The melding of songs, style, and voice
is what makes this new live album so convincing.
Since the release of his solo debut album, Romeo's Escape,
in 1985, Dave Alvin has built one of the proudest and most
cruelly underappreciated careers in music today. Once just
apompadoured rockabilly dude with apenchant for tightneck scarves, he's become afull-blown guitar hero and the
west coast's answer to well-played, hard-shelled, soft-centered, heartland rock. Once part of The Blasters, the late'80s roots-rock band he fronted with his brother, Phil,
Alvin has proved atriple threat: agood to great songwriter,
asinger who makes fine use of what he's got, and abadassed guitarslinger extraordinaire.
k's his songwriting that has helped spread Alvin's influence the furthest. Romeo's Escape was acollection of great
tunes that other singers have successfully mined ever since.
"Long White Cadillac" became ahit for Dwight Yoakam,
and the ballad "Every Night About This Time" was
reworked by Joe Ely. "Fourth ofJuly," Alvin's best-known
tune, became associated with X thanks to its inclusion on
their 1987 album, See How We Are, recorded when Alvin
briefly replaced Billy Zoom as that L.A. band's guitarist.
Despite his gifts, and like The Blasters before, Alvin has
had ahard time breaking through to alarger audience.
After years of fans and the music business telling him that
alive album might be the way to break out, Alvin cut
Interstate City in Austin in 1996. But for some reason, that
album lacked his hits, as well as the sparks that make his
live shows so honest and rockin'.
Those errors were not made on Out in Glenna. A live
record as Stereophile's "Recording of the Month"? It's true
that most live albums have an audio image akin to hearing
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aband through the open end of
an institutional-size ketchup
can. Happily, these sessions,
recorded — where else but out
in California? — at the Blue
Café in Long Beach, the Lobero
Theatre in Santa Barbara, and
the Neighborhood Church in
Pasadena, have a warm, rich,
you-were-there quality that
made even the editor of this
magazine blink and reach for
the liner notes.
John Atkinson also feels
strongly that this album, as he
succinctly put it, "Rocks!" That
it does. Part of why comes via
Alvin's longtime band, The
Guilty Men. Greg Leisz
(dobro, guitar) and John
"Juke" Logan (harmonica)
both played on Romeo's
Escape, and drummer Bobby Lloyd Hicks has
been with Alvin since the early '90s. Second guitarist Rick
Shea is amonster in his own right. Bassist Gregory Boaz,
keyboardist Joe Terry, fiddler Brantley Kearns, and accordionist-singer Chris Gaffney are all dependable, accomplished veterans. When this band locks into agroove, it
doesn't let go. Another factor in the album's joi de vivre is
co-producer and engineer Mark Linnet, who filled the
same two spots on Romeo's Escape.
The album opens with the tide track (Alvin hails from
Downey, California), co-written with the great Tom Russell,
then runs through accomplished electric versions of most of
the highlights of the Alvin songbook. "Haley's Comet," his
tribute to the anguished final days of early rock'n'roll hero
Bill Haley, has the requisite kick. There's also aheartfelt version of "Blue Boulevard." Also bullseyed is "Abilene," not
George Hamilton IV's country hit but an Alvin original that
should have been ahit. Ditto the rocker "American Music,"
perhaps the best song Alvin wrote for The Blasters.
And so it goes. Without exception, Alvin nails every big
gun in his songbag —including "Fourth ofJuly," in aneverbetter version that adds an organ solo and climaxes in a
sweeping, guitar-driven raveup leading into the last verse.
He also doesn't forget to give anod or two to his musical
roots. A two-song detour into old-school blues/R&B,
"Little Honey"/"Who Do You Love," works well, as does
the closer, an authoritative yet fun version of Little Walter's
blues chestnut, "Everything's Gonna Be Alright."
While he's recorded some of this material several times
before, it's never sounded better or felt more real. Dave
Alvin and his material have become one.
—Robert Baird
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whose sincerity outweighed
myriad vocal shortcomings.
That may be what's required
to take the 1954 Fauré Requiem
conducted by André Cluytens
on its own terms. This is not his
later EMI recording, with
Victoria de los Angeles, but afar
humbler affair with the St.
Eustache Chorus and Orchestra. The chorus's smallish
size and unrefined sound are
made to sound even smaller by
a microphone placement so
close as to catch little of the resonance of St. Roch Church.
Still, sincerity does count for
something.
The
opening
"Grant them eternal rest" is a
fine example of conveying gravity of meaning without vocal
weight, of delivering profundity in small
strokes. The organist, Maurice Duruflé
(who wrote his own popular Requiem),
makes his presence felt by stepping out
FAURE
of the orchestral texture, reminding you
that if there's ahalo of sound, it's only a
Three Requiems
byproduct of the notes. It's the idea that
FAURÉ: Requiem
content equals sound, in contrast to
FRANCK: Symphony in d
many modern conductors, who believe
Johannette Zomer, soprano; Stephan Genz, baritone;
La Chapelle Roayhle, Collegium Vocale Gent,
the sound reveals the content.
Orchestre des Champs
Elysees;
Philippe
You could say that there's asimilar
Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi HMU 901771 (CD). 2002. Andreas
straightforwardness in vocal soloists
Neubronner, prod.; Markus Heiland, eng. DOG. 7:
Martha Angelici and Louis Noguera,
75:46
Performance ** *
but on closer listening, they'd be better
Sonics ****
described as straitlaced. The performance represents the polar opposite of
FAURÉ: Requiem, Shylock, Pe!leas et Mélisande,
Cantique de lean Racine
the much more cosmetically lustrous
Henri Legay, tenor; Françoise Ogéas, soprano;
approach of Charles Dutoit and Robert
Bernard Demigny, baritone; Chorus 8 Orchestra of
Radio France, Desiré-Emile Inghelbrecht
Shaw, and may not be what you want to
Testament SBT 1266 (CD). 1955/2002. André
hear regularly.
Charlin, eng. ADD. 7: 71:36
Performance ****
Conductor Desiré-Emile InghelSonics ****
brecht, whose mystique is fueled by his
having been a friend of Debussy's,
FAURÉ: Requiem
SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3
recorded the Requiem in Paris a year
Martha Angelici, soprano; Louis Noguera, baritone;
later. It appears here for the first time on
Les Chanteurs de Saint-Eustache, Orchestre de la
Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire; André
CD, having been for years one of the
Cluytens
most-sought, high-priced recordings of
Testament SBT 1240 (CD). 1954/2002. René
Challan, prod.; Walter Ruhlmann, eng. ADD. 7:
anything on the LP market. In73:58
ghelbrecht could be deeply authoritaPerformance ****
tive, whether conducting Debussy or
Sonics ***
Bizees Cannen, and though that's less
the case here, this Fauré collection is of
odern recordings too often
airbrush this most congenial
great importance.
of Requiem settings into a
In contrast to modern performances,
series of pretty sounds — understandInghelbreches approach is basically hetable, considering its gently consoling erogeneous, aseries of solo lines intercharacter. The portrayal of the Last acting in dramatic counterpoint. That's
Judgment in the Dies Irae text, so fearimportant: ft shows the piece has more
some in Verdi's Requiem, is acomparasubstance and integrity than you'd guess
tively gentle admonition from Fauré.
from more sonically airbrushed perforVocally, it's well within the range of mances. Soloists Françoise Ogéas and
amateur choirs, who have recorded it Bernard Demigny represent fullerfrom the beginning. I've heard normalvoiced, more cosmopolitan singing.
ly cynical people romanticize recordings
Beneath their surface differences, the

classical

M
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two performances are similar, as are virtually all recordings of Fauré's Requiem
that I've heard. There's little variation in
tempo or inference, which could easily
lead one to conclude that Fauré neither
attracts nor accommodates revisionists —
until one hears the first seconds of
Herreweghe's new recording, which is
startling in its initial impact. The astonishment doesn't subside as the recording
goes on. There's nothing "revisionist" in
the sense that a passage traditionally
given one meaning is given another here,
but there's an intensification and greater
specificity of what has been heard before.
In addition to deep consideration of the
text, Herreweghe has, more significantly,
pondered the shifts in vocal and instrumental texture and come up with some
highly personal and consistently convincing conclusions about the emotional
intentions behind them.
Perhaps out of attachment to the
chamber version of the work that he recorded years back, Herreweghe somewhat idiosyncratically opts for the use of
harmonium rather than organ, which
Fauré endorsed as asecond choice. The
sound is homier and more intimate, a
good counterbalance to the conductor's
more emphatic treatment of the Dies
Irae, not to mention the biKer gestures
he adopts elsewhere. 'The choral singing
is by far the best of the three recordings;
this may be the hest-sung Fauré Requiem.
Among international conductors,
only Robert Shaw had such an ongoing
relationship with this piece, though he
lacked asense of the performance style
for which it was written. Having arisen
from the early-music camp, Herreweghe has many more interpretive
dialects to draw from, one of the best
choirs in Europe, and has conducted the
Requiem regularly over the years. No
wonder this performance is unique.
-David Patrick Stearns

SILVESTROV & LUBIMOV
VALENTIN SILVESTROV: leggiero, pesante
Sonata for Cello 8 Piano, String Quartet 1, Postludia
1-3, Hymne 2001
Valentin Silvestrov, Silke Avenhaus, piano; Maacha
Deubner, soprano; Rosamunde Quartett: Andréas
Reiner, Simon Fordham, violin; Helmut Nicolai,
viola; Anja Lechner, cello
ECM New Series 1776 (CD). 2002. Manfred Eicher,
prod.; Markus Heiland, eng. DDD. TT: 70:30
Performance ****
Sonics ****
ALEXEI LUBIMOV: Der Dote: Elegies for Piano
C.P.E. Bach: C.P.E. Baths Empfindungen Fantosie für
Klavier in
Bartók: Four Dirges, Op.9a No.1.
Cage: In a Landscape. Chopin: Prélude in c,
Op.45. Debussy: Elégie. Glinka: Nocturne in f, "La
separation."
Liszt:
Abschied.
Mansurian:
Nostalgia. Silyestroy: Elegie, Der Bote.
Alexei Lubimov, piano
ECM New Series 1771 (CD). 2002. Manfred Eicher,
prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD. 7: 56:24
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in the hands of its creator
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pointe without any loss of heft. Of those
who have recorded all of Wagner's
operas — Solti, Sawallisch, Karajan
(Tininhiinser excepted) —Barenboim has
been the most consistently excellent.
But between the quiet openings of
Acts Iand III, little is even listenable as
Barenboim drives the Berlin Staatskapelle into frenzy after desperate
frenzy. While Tannhâuser himself is a
frenzied and desperate character, to
surround him with nothing but such
music is too literally mimetic. The
result: there is no space in the first two
acts, no chance to breathe. Regardless
of clock time, everything seems
rushed, headlong in the worst ways —
and far too loud. The strings screech,
the brasses blare. This is compounded
by harsh recorded sound, all top and
little bottom, from a label that has
done far better by Wagner and
Barenboim over the last decade.
Many of the principal singers have
done wonders for Barenboirn in other
Wagner recordings; here they seem to
have been instructed to belt as loudly as
possible. The remarkable Peter Seiffert, a
true heldentenor whose Lohengrin and
Walther were highlights of Barenboim's
Loheumiii and Meistersinger, just pounds
away as Tannhâuser. One can't fault him
technically — the voice is gorgeous —
but Seiffert turns in one loud, empty
vocal posture after another as he fairly
rams his voice through the music.
When Waltraud Meier sang Venus
on Haitink's recording, her craft had not
yet fully matured. Here, 17 years later,
her Venus seems far past mere maturity:
the sound is erratic, the singer seeming
to struggle to maintain control. The
usually impressive Jane Eaglen, as
Elisabeth, is even worse. She sounds
utterly exhausted and hollow, the ghost
of a once-great voice; "Dich, teure
Halle" is all over the place, and her Act
HI prayer is undone by awobble and a
serious lack of control. Mostly, what
these three world-class vocalists communicate are not the shifting
fears, passions, and torments of
their various roles, but the sheer
effort it takes to sing —not what
anyone wants to be reminded of
when listening to opera.
What heart this Tame/user has is
found in 'Thomas Hampson as
Wolfram von Eschenbach and René
Pape as the Landgraf. Both performances arc rich in warmth, emotional nuance, and sensitivity to the text,
and free of the bellowing that otherwise seems the rule. Act III is much
better than Ior II: Barenboim calms
Stereophile, October 2002

down enough to let the music mean
something, the programmatic prelude
powerfully evokes Tannhâuser's failed
pilgrimage to Rome, and in the Rome
Narration itself, Seiffert finally gets the
chance to work his dynamic range and
do some vocal acting. The chorus of the
Deutschen Staatsoper Berlin is flawless
throughout —strong, committed, clear,
all parts well-balanced —and the Staatskapelle Berlin follows Barenboirn's
trademark whiperack micro-rubaros with
superhuman agility.
If you want to hear all that this flawed
but worthwhile opera has to offer, try
the recordings of Haitink (Dresden version), Solti (Paris version), and, probably
the most satisfying overall, Sawallisch
(Bayreuth's hybrid version). In the bulk
of this recording, Barenboim has done
the impossible in making this music
sound to inc as it does to those who
hate Wagner: loud, bombastic, empty.
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rock/pop
THE BYRDS

The Byrds Play Dylan
Columbia/Legacy CK 85430 (CD). 2002. Terry
Melcher, Bob Johnston, Gary Usher, Don Detruto,
The Byrds, orig. prods.; Bob Irwin, compilation
prod. Amn TT: 61:00
Performance ****
sonics ****

II

T

Byrds' association with
Dylan," observes liner-note
writer David Fricke, "was a
mutually rewarding partnership. The
Byrds gave Dylan his first pop hits; he
provided them with superb melodies
and potent rhyme." Indeed, the Byrds'
debut single, Dylan's "Mr. Tambourine
Man," became aNo.1 international hit
in 1965. The rest is history.
In 1979, Columbia issued the
The
Byrds
Play
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IAM THE WORLD TRADE
CENTER
The Tight Connection
Kindercore KC075 (CD). 2002. Dan Geller, Amy
Dykes, prods., engs. ADD? Tr: 36:39
Performance ****
Sonics ****

0

n September 10, 2001, IAm
The World Trade Center
owned perhaps the planet's
funniest band name. The next day...
After temporarily performing as the
foreshortened IAm The..., the guy-gal
laptop pop duo from Athens, Georgia,
reverted to its more-than-a-mouthful
moniker. Whether that seems brave,
foolhardy, or un-American is largely
irrelevant, musically, IATWTC is giddy,
party-like-it's-1982 fun. Dan Geller and
Amy Dykes rip pages from many songbooks —1Craftwerk robotic proto-techno, Depeche Mode/Human League
208
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Dylan. That compilation
LP's 13 Dylan covers
form the core of this
freshly remastered 20song CD, its key additions culled from songs
that either surfaced on
the 1990 The Byrds
boxed set or as bonus
material on several of
Legacy's 1996-97 expanded and remastered
Byrds reissues. Although
completists will already
own all the songs here,
as auniquely sequenced
document of one of
rock'n'roll's most inspired artistic summits, this CD is nearly beyond peer.
Barring the 1969 mono 45rpm version
of "Lay Lady Lay," which ill-advisedly
featured a gospel choir on backing
vocals (compare it to the superior, choirless version that appears as abonus CD
track), the original 13 LP cuts provide a
virtual Folk Rock 101 course.
The big hits, of course, remain eternally fresh staples of FM oldies stations,
while the lesser-known, such as
Sweetheart of the Rodeo's alt-country template "Nothing Was Delivered" and the
menacing, fuzzed-out cosmic rocker
"This Wheel's On Fire" (from Dr. Byrds
and Mr. Hyde), sound stronger than ever
in this context. And tracks 14-20, in
particular the 1969-70 live takes of
"Chimes of Freedom," "Mr. Tambourine Man," and "It's Alright Ma (I'm
Only Bleeding)," offer visceral proof
that the latter-day, Clarence White-era
Byrds never lost the plot when it came
to all matters Dylan.
-Fred Mills

Ihin The World Trade Center: all press is bad press.

post-disco electropop, vintage lounge
schlock, contemporary trance dance —
then shovel 'em into their software
blender and push the setting labeled
Puree. 'Mere are frothy original confections such as the squonky club-thumper
"The Postcard," and ayearning, minimalist ballad cheekily titled "California
Dreaming Again." Also here are unexpected covers of defunct Brit-poppers
The Stone Roses ("Shoot You Down")
and Blondie (the Giorgio Moroder-helmed hit "Call Me"). Dykes
sounds uncannily like Deb Harry in the
first place; here, she's avirtual ice queen.
The light Connection is nothing less
than one extended guilty pleasure, and
the perfect cure for ahangover — alcoholic, narcotic, cultural, or otherwise.
—Fred Mills

WILL RIGBY
Paradoxaholic
Diesel Only 007004 (CD). 2002. Will Rigby, prod.;
Martin Bisi, Mark Spencer, Gene Holder, Michael
Caiati, engs. AAD? TT: 43:41
Performance ***
Sonics ***'6

O

ld drummer joke: "What's the
last thing the drummer said to
the band?" "Hey, guys, Iwrote

asong."
Ex-Sneaker and ex-dB Will Rigby has
been on the road with Steve Earle the
past few years, but has now fashioned a
solo collection that runs counter to the
notion that the penalty for drummers
writing and/or singing songs should be
raised from amisdemeanor to afelony.
Rigby's countrified first solo record,
1985's Sidekick Phenomenon (Egon), was
stocked with whacked gems like "Red
Bra and Panties" and "Ricky Skaggs
Tonite," the latter envisioning Skaggs as
ahostage. On Paradoxaholic, Rigby has
concocted asolid if idiosyncratic grab
bag of bar-rock tunes written and produced by himself, assisted by the cream

of the New York rootsrock scene. Guitarists
Jon Graboff and Dave
Schramm and bassist
Scot Yoder add their talents to tracks on which
Rigby plays drums and
piano and, in one
instance, guitar.
He also, ahhhh [gulp]
sings.
Never
fear:
While Rigby's nasal,
slightly goofy vocals arc
an acquired taste — a
taste stretched to the
breaking point by "The
Jerks
at
Work" —
they're aperfect match for numbers
like "... Wheelchair, Drunk" and his
cracked paean to Dylan, "Leanin' On
Bob," in which he reels off such couplets as "I ain't no stalker /Iain't no
Deadhead /But Ihang on every word
he's ever said."
Yet another product of today's highquality, low-cost recording technology,
Paradoxaholic has awarm if bright sound
overall.
-Robert Baird
TELARC BLUES
CHARLIE MUSSELINHITE: One Night in America
Telarc CD-83257 (CD). 2002. Randy Labbe, prod.;
Steve Drown, eng. MD. TT: 49:57
Performance ****
Sonics ***
TINSLEY ELLIS: Hell or High Water
Telarc CD-83531 (CD). 2002. Eddy Offord, prod.;
Eddy Offord, rim 7" Zumpano, eng. MD. TT:
56:53
Performance **
Sonics ***
TAB BENOIT: Wetlands
Telarc CD-83530 (CD). 2002. Randy Labbe, Tab
Benoit, prods.; Roger Branch, eng. MD. 11: 56:57
Performance ***
Sonics ****
JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND: 35th Anniversary
Jam
Telarc CD-83550 (CD). 2002. Randy Labbe, prod.;
Steve Drown, eng. MD. TT: 53:09
Performance ****
Sonics ***

L

ike most niche genres these days,
the blues is on uneasy footing.
The lack of abankable star or figurehead and the failure of amajor distributor have contributed to amalaise
that seems almost palpable in anervous
industry facing an uncertain future.
Few people or labels have ever gotten
rich from the blues, but the genre had a
respectable decade in the 1990s. In the
wake of the ascension of the compact
disc and inspired by the crossover platinum success of Stevie Ray Vaughan,
specialty labels, public radio, print publications, and distributors created afragile
infrastructure to serve aboomer-dominated audience alienated by hip-hop and
Stereophile, October 2002

slight the efforts of talented
young players out there, but
none of the latest crop of
potential stars has been able to
cast ashadow beyond the traditional blues market. In a
business personified by wellscrubbed, manufactured stars,
the blues brand hasn't caught
on with succeeding generations as it did with boomers.
Despite this situation,
Telarc International continues
to grow its impressive blues
stable. Of these four new releases, the James Cotton duet
disc is easily the most fun.
Blues has always been good for collaboration, and that's the premise of
35th Anniversary Jam. Besides showing off the skills of the senior harmonica player, a link to the days
when Cotton and Junior Parker
harped for Howlin' Wolf, or his
decade with the Muddy Waters
Band, the album gives abunch of
friends and admirers achance to wail
once again with the master.
Everyone will have their favorites;
mine right now are Bobby Rush's
understated vocal on "Fatuation,"
and the full-tilt boogie of Syl
Johnson and Jimmie Vaughan's
"Rocket 88." But despite the many
luminaries, the album's real star is
Cotton, whose harmonica playing
seems to have lost little of the unique
resonance it has cast over the last
four decades. If you can't find something to like here, you're being too
Guitars on the Bayou: Tab Benoit (top) and
damned picky.
Tinsley Ellis.
Tinsley Ellis has developed a solid
forgotten by commercial radio.
reputation as a guitar-slinger, soulful
That coach on the mystery train has
singer, and furious live performer. His
six-string workouts and songs about the
been left at the station. The fragmented
and consolidated radio industry continues
dark side of romance anchor his Telarc
to de-emphasize blues. Blues Access, one of debut, Hell or Hie Water. While Iapprethree periodicals aimed at the blues marciate his onstage style, it doesn't work as
ket, recently closed shop after 12 years,
well on disc, and this album suffers from
and even the venerable Living Bhits, the
asameness of sound and lack of variety
longest-running blues publication, is
that often plagues blues releases.
noticeably thinner this year.
Like Ellis, Cajun Tab Benoit mostly
The Valley Media conglomerate is
uses songs as setups for energetic guitar
currently going through bankruptcy
exercises. Producer Randy Labbe manproceedings, and it took longtime disages to create alot of diversity within
tributor DNA down with it, leaving a that simple format on Wetlands, Benoies
dozen significant blues labels, including
first full Telarc effort. (He contributed
Delmark, Blind Pig, Rounder, Evidence,
to 1999's Homesick for the Road, with
Vanguard, and JSP, struggling to get
Debbie Davies and Kenny Neal.)
their product into retail shops.
Benoies impeccable taste in cover mateDemand for catalog product has levrial —"Her Mind is Gone," "I Got
eled off, no one (save perhaps the late
Loaded," Otis Redding's "These Arms
Luther Allison in the late '90s) has
of Mine" — is matched by his own immatched the charisma and style of proving songwriting, and his coarse
Vaughan, let alone his sales clout. Not to
voice and gritty guitar playing seem to
Stereophite, October 2002
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Record
Only when more people
adopt that attitude will the bittes
find greater acceptance.
-Leland Rocker
PAUL VVESTERBERG
Stereo
Vagrant VR369 (2 CDs). 2002. Paul
Westerberg, prod., eng. MD? Tr: 79:51
Performance **'/2
Sonia ** 1
6 to *** 1
6

T

he promise of even awhiff
of the old Replacements
magic made Paul Westerberg's first solo records
î worth a listen, and for
21. those content with that,
'i Stereo will do. Many of
James Cotton (above)
e the songs —"Only Lie
Charlie Musselwhite (right)
Worth Telling," for instance — have the me' iodic turns and lyrical
get better each year. Some
tales of mangled relathink Tab Benoit might
tionships that once
be the blues' next big star;
14411ands will dissuade no
made the 'Mats so
special.
one from that opinion.
But while his
Best of the bunch is
Charlie Musselwhite's Telvoice is still fine,
arc debut, One Night in
Westerberg's
old
songwriting genius
America. One of the blues'
most recognized and bestis now present only
loved characters, he and proin flashes. Unlike his previous solo
records, Stereo doesn't have asingle standducer Randy Labbe have come up with
aunique concept album, "a reflection of out track of the quality that made his earmy experiences in Memphis," as
lier records frustrating but indispensable.
Musselwhite writes. One Night posits
The old saw about asum and its parts is
now true of Westerberg; he's no solo
two of Musselwhite's major strengths.
By including material as wide-ranging
artist, and his four albums prove it.
as Albert 13rumley's "Rank Strangers to
Part of the problem seems to be that
he has no sense that alittle self-indulMe," Johnny Cash's "Big River," and
Ivory Joe Hunter's "Cold Grey Light of gence can seem to go on forever, and
Dawn," he shows how eclectic the
the material has gotten weaker with
Memphis environment really was.
each album. Perhaps fronting aband
When Los Lobos' David Hidalgo and
again would recharge his songwriting
Louie Perez wrote "One Time, One
instincts.
Night," they were writing about life in
Stereo is packaged with asecond disc,
cast L.A.; Musselwhite interprets it as a MOM, by Grandpa Boy. It's filled with
full-tilt Chuck Berry rocker, with guest
rawk; or, as Westerberg explains in the
Robben Ford giving a little goose to
pompous notes, "rock'n'roll played
Berry's familiar chords.
poorly. Played in ahurry. With sweaty
Musselwhite's slightly off-key barihands and unsure reason." Indeed. As
tone finds the perfect vocal foil in Kelly
on Stereo, Westerberg wrote all the
Willis; the disc's finest tunes feature
songs and played all the instruments,
their harmonies. It's asking too much, I but Mono was recorded in... mono.
know, but asharp programmer could
There are moments —"Let's Not Befind something here that would mix
long," "2 Days 'Til Tomorrow" —
nicely into an AAA station's playlist.
where the Replacements doppelgânger
Musselwhite alludes to one of the
rises and Ifound myself rooting for a
genre's problems in his liner notes by havmemory. But while I wished for
ing to explain that the album's tracks are
Hotvotaimy, what Igot was Eventually.
not all blues tunes. "Some might think it's
For most artists, the two discs of Stereo
an unusual song list for me ... but what would be atriumph of sorts. But for the
I've been trying to get across to people is
man who wrote "Hold My Life," "I
that blues is afeeling and not confined to
Will Dare," "Alex Chilton," and two
atheoretical musical structure."
dozen other bullseyes, foisting off
Stereophile, October 2002
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Grandpa Boy as something worth buying is so self-indulgent it's sick. "Your
eyes like sparks / my heart like gasoline" ("Eyes Like Sparks")? Maybe he
could've gotten away with that when
the Replacements were churning away
behind him, but now it sounds as if
Westerberg is only half trying. And a
slapdash stumble like "Footsteps"
sounds like amarginally talented garage
dweller doin' his best Westerberg.
Paul Westerberg has been sabotaged
by his own incomparable past. It's hard
not to think that the guy still has agreat
record or two in him, but something as
outright bad as Stereo will never replace
his storied past.
-Robert Baird

short takes
POLYPHONIC SPREE: The Beginning
Stages of...
Good GROW (CD). 2002. Polyphonic Spree, prods.;
Andy Baker, eng. AAD? TT: 68:26
Performance ****
Sonics *** h
/
2

With 14 bandmembers and a"choir"
numbering 15, the gospel-robe-wearing
Polyphonic Spree describe themselves as
a"choral symphonic pop band." With a
grandiosity that deliberately recalls the
Beatles at their most rococo, this Dallasbased conglomeration, which includes
members of the long-defunct Texas guitar band Trippin' Daisy, can honestly say
that they arc going musically where few,
if any, have ever trod. Their 10-track
debut disc (with no track listing) sounds
so large and ambitious, if not overwrought, that you either buy into it or
reject it completely.
Vocals predominate, but percussion,
cello, trombone, trumpet, flute, Farfisa
organ, and viola, among other instruments, add their colors. While some of
the material noodles too long without
discernible melody or rhythm, the size

realretlii;
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more romantically notorious this year
because of an ambitious new biography
by James Gavin, Deep in aDream: The
Long Night of Chet Baker. Baker's story is
an endless loop of self-defilement and
waste and betrayal, coexisting with the
inescapable fact of his creative genius.
To accompany the release of his
book, James Gavin has assembled 19
Baker tracks into Deep in aDream: The
Ultimate Chet Baker Collection. Gavin is a
leading Baker authority, but his choices
are surprising because he ignores all of
Baker's late work. The selections here
span the years from 1952 (when Baker
was 22) to 1965. In 1966, Baker's career
was fractured into two distinct halves
when he was beaten up by adrug dealer and lost all his top teeth —an occupational catastrophe for atrumpet player. The pre-1966 Baker was the one
often regarded as an idiot savant, who
could not read music but learned by ear
any song he'd heard only once, who
could create melodic forms of crystalline perfection as casually as exhaling
pot smoke, who could call on limitless
resources of speed and range and articulation, as needed. The post-1966 Baker
(the one Iheard in Seattle) was the stark
Zen minimalist, whose existential falterings broke through to previously unfathomed depths of the soul.
Without explaining why, Gavin
chooses only the pre-1966 Baker. The
19 tracks encompass awide range of
musical settings, even including dubious
projects like aBud Shank pop album
and Chet Baker with Fifty Italian Strings.
The unifying threads are Baker's two
incomparable voices: his trumpet
sound, like an ache of rapture, and his
soft, strange, rapt, riveting vocals.
There are two strong examples of
Baker's telepathic interplay with Gerry
Mulligan in their groundbreaking
pianoless quartet of 1952-53. There arc
five pieces by the quartet that Baker
formed with pianist Russ Freeman after
leaving Mulligan. On "This Time the
Dream's On Me," Baker's quick-onquick, flawless lines illustrate why
Freeman once remembered, "I'd sit
there listening to him play, and I'd
think: 'I have to play asolo after that?'"
"The Thrill is Gone" is an example of
how Baker could freeze you right in
your chair just by playing a melody
about the loss that awaits us all.
Somehow, at 23, Baker has already
lived it.
"Alone Together," recorded during
Baker's brief, chaotic tenure with Orrin
Keepnews' Riverside label, is arelatively
rare example of Baker supported by
214

world-class sidemen. With striking contributions from Bill Evans and Pepper
Adams, it is aminor masterpiece. There
are many vocals, perhaps too many. But
Gavin makes an inspired decision to
frame the collection with two definitive
versions of Baker's signature song, "My
Funny Valentine." The album opens
with apoetic, pristine instrumental from
1952, and breaks chronology at the end
by returning to the early '50s for adelicately modulated vocal from 1954.
Baker recorded so prolifically that
there is no "ultimate" Chet Baker collection. But, with the benefit of James
Gavin's track-by-track anecdotes and
Ron McMaster's optimized sound, this
one is an illuminating introduction to
the early work of asingular American
artist. Fourteen years after his death,
Chet Baker continues to haunt the imaginations of those of us fortunate
enough to have heard him in person.
—Thomas Conrad
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LO 'JO
Mojo Radio 8, Bohême de Cristal
Mojo Rodio
Denis Péan, vocals, keyboards, melodica, flute,
piano; Richard Bourreau, violin, kora; Guy
Raimbault, accordion, bass synthesizer, vocals;
Nicolas Gallard, drums, djembe, berimbau, caxixi,
zills, balafon, percussion, bass synthesizer, piano;
Nico "Kham" Meslien, bass; Yamina Nid El Mound,
vocals, soprano sax, tambourine; Max, triangle,
congas, vocals; lshak Ah Khan, tabla, sitar; Pierrick
Menuau, tenor sax; Renaud Pion, bass & Turkish
clarinets, bass flute; Justin Adams; guitar, bendir;
Mahaboub Khan, vocals, dholak; Stéphane Barral,
double bass; Valérie Touzé, cello; Crystèle
Chiaudano, Dierdre Dubois, Nadia Nid El Mourid,
Nico Loco Zoo, vocals
World Village 468003 (CD). 2001. Justin Adams,
Jean-Paul Romann, Lolo, prods.; Jean-Paul
Romann, eng. MD? TT: 49:14
Performance
1,2
Sonics ****
Bohême de Cristo!
Denis Péan, vocals, harmonium, piano, keyboards;
Richard Bourreau, violin, kora; Guy Raimbault,
accordion, sanza; Nicolas Gallard, drums, calabash,
djembe, bells, tambourine, drum programming;
Nico "Kham" Meslien, bass, double bass; Yamina
Nid El Mound, vocals, kamel'ngoni, bendir, tambourine, soprano sax, Tibetan bells; Justin Adams,
guitar, bendir, darbouka; Azawad (group), vocals,
tindé; Miké, congas, shaker, udu; Gangbé Brass
Band, rap, percussion, brass; Eddy Schaff, piano;
Adam Daou, yabara, kariyan, tama; Nadia Nid El
Mound, Alima Sangaré, vocals; Stéphane
Coutable, bassoon
World Village 468002 (CD). 2001. Justin Adams,
prod.; Jean-Paul Romann, eng., mix. MD? Tr:
44:18
Performance ****
Sonics

***.
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olo's seamless blend of French
chanson with North African,
West African, Caribbean, Gypsy,
and other international sounds certainly
qualifies as world music, but it's also

Went., 62_ oiieta£
contemporary French pop. Two
decades ago, after France's anemic pop
scene was swamped by AngloAmerican rock and R&B, the French
government began promoting the
music of France's former colonial empire — the source of its large immigrant
population — as a Francophone alternative. Since then, French music,
even at its most mainstream, has taken
an increasingly global turn, and on the
cutting edge is Lojo, agroup that creates an organic fusion that transcends its
multicultural influences. In the end, it's
simply smart modern pop — music
without borders.
Founded in the provincial city of
Angers in 1982 by Denis Péan, afarmer's
son and aclassically trained bassoonist,
Lojo evolved from rock and jazz to reggae, salsa, and beyond, traveling around
France with an anarchistic street-theaterStereophile, October 2002

cum-circus troupe. Hundreds of
musicians came and went until the
band coalesced into a core septet,
who now live in alatter-day hippie
commune near Angers. Violinist
Richard Bourreau was an early joiner,
later came accordionist Guy Raimbank, bassist Nico "Kham" Meslien,
drummer Nicolas Gallard, and
singers Nadia and stamina Nid El
Mound —sisters born in Angers to
North African parents. Péan, Lo:Jo's
principal songwriter, plays hamionium and sings in agravelly voice that
suggests across between Tom Waits
and Serge Gainsbourg, while other
band members double on an assortment of ethnic instruments.
The group's self-produced fifth
album, 1997's Mojo Radio, proved to
be its breakthrough release in
Europe, launching Lo:Jo onto the
international world-beat circuit.
Now available in the US on Harnionia
Mundi's new World Village label, it's a
postmodern masterpiece —hook-heavy
pop that's simultaneously ethereal and
down to earth, cosmopolitan yet somehow rooted. The opening "Sin Acabar"
sets the tone with heavy North African
rhythms underpinning Gypsy-tinged,
accordion-driven French cabaret music,
and multilingual lyrics that allude to
Haitian voodoo. "Mojo Radio," a
quirky, spacey anthem for a tribe of
planetary nomads, utterly defies categorization. Other songs feature classical,
Indian, West African, or Pygmy shadings, but the highpoint of the album is
the unclassifiably haunting "Dans la
Poussière du Temps," in which Péan
sings, in English, "Is there aplace for the
poor fellow, justice man? / Is there a
time for the poor fellow, mystic man?"
and is answered by agorgeous, vaguely
African-sounding chorus.
Lojo's latest release, Bohême de Cristal,
has the air of a follow-up album —
more guest artists, stronger ethnic flavors, slightly slicker production values,
and an overall sense of déjà vu. Even
though British producer Justin Adams
(a guest guitarist on Mojo Radio) recorded acouple of tracks with African musicians in Bamako, Mali, the basic sound
is remarkably unchanged. The material
is still catchy — .
perhaps more consistently than before — and there's an
arresting rap in the Fon language by
Aristide Agondanou (of the Gangbé
Brass Band from Benin) on "Senor
Calice." But the album, delightful
though it is, never quite reaches the
ecstatic peaks its predecessor did.
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AUDIO PHYSIC. NOW ATI
NNOVATIVE
We at Innovative Audio Video
Showrooms ore pleased to
introduce the entire range of
extraordinary
loudspeakers
from Audio Physic. Each Audio
Physic model offers wonderful
musical performance at the
highest level in its category.
Musical virtuosity and compact
size are the trademarks of
Audio Physic loudspeakers. The
adage that "form derives from
function" is embodied in each
model. The range includes bookshelf and floor standing speakers as well as subwoofers. A
wide variety of wood finishes
are available. We invite you to
audition the remarkable Audio
Physic speakers at each of our
showrooms.

dio Physic
1&go 3Le u <, .•nker s

Innovative Audio Video Showrooms features
Home Theater
Large Screen Projection Systems
• Reference Quality Music Systems
Custom Installations

House-wide, multi-room music
systems. User friendly, remote
8, keypad controlled.
Automated Home Control

Arcam • Audio Physic • Ayre Accoustics • Balanced Audio Technology
B&W'
B&W Nautilus 800 •BDI •Creek •Direct TV Satellite •Dynaudio •Faroudja Grado
Lexicon •Linn Products •Loewe Digital TV •Mark Levinson •Mark Levinson Reference
McIntosh •MIT •NAIM •Nordost •Pioneer Elite •Proceed •Rega •REL Subwoofers
Richard Gray Power Station • Rotel* • Runco • Salamander
Sonus Faber
Sonus Faber Amati Homage • SONY ES/Video/Multiscan Projectors
Spectral
Spectral Reference • Stewart FilmScreen • Tara Labs •Thiel •Transparent
Wilson
Zoethecus
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AUDIO

VIDEO

SHOWROOM5

Manhattan 212-634-4444 150 East 58th Street, New York 1015 5
Brooklyn Heights 718-596-0888 76 Montague Street, Brooklyn 11201

www.innovativeaudiovideo.com

—Larry Birnbaum
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earthworks
Sigma 6.2

,

...and your sound system to the very best.
•Get cleaner, more focused sound from your system.
•Eliminate acoustical problems for ultimate audio playback
with more dimension, detail, and tighter, deeper bass.
•Effective, affordable and decorative sound treatments that
are easy to install and enjoy.

ECH
BUSTE

can, Time Coherent Response from 40Hz to 401(Hz
Earthworks Sigma 6.2s recreate musical soundfields so
perfectly that you will hear the music in your room
for the very first time! Satisfaction guaranteed!
T

DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS
Doing business worldwide since 1996.

1-888-ECHO-BUST •1-631-242-6100
miw.echobusters.com

E-mail: info4echobusters.com

taigas'
outliner
/

Earthworks 1uôio Proèucts
PO Box 517 Wilton NH 03086 USA
603-654-6427 www.earthworksaudio.com
Black and cherry finishes are available in matched sets of 2, 3and
Ask about our 33 day money hack guarantee

The verdict is in!
"...highs are cleaner, the hms are fuller and
articulated, the staging is deeper and N‘ider but

..simply analogue

above all there is no interference in the pace and
0 S.
4./.

ea

rhythin, they are much
more fluid, open, bigger
sounding. -

Exclusive US distributor
May Audio Marketing Inc
2150 Liberty Drive, Unit 7
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel: 716 283-4434

GutWire Audio Cables
9019 Bayview Ave.,
Suite 2B-183
Richmond Hill, ON
Canada L4B 3M6

Fax: 716 283-6264

Tel: 416 930-3118

www.mayaudio.com

wvnv.gutwire.com

mayaudio1@aol.com

gutwire@gutwire.com

ROLLERBLOCK

SYMPOSIUM
Wayne, NJ USA •973 616 4787 •vvvvw-symposiumusa.corn
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Immediately, you know.
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SILVER ELECTRA III. POWER CORD

•

Silver Electra III+
Power Cord:
"Lush, with lots of
midband delicacy",
found Michael Fremer
who named it his current
favorite all-around power
cord. "I feel foolish
writing that an AC cord is
'intoxicating — ,he writes,
"but there you go!"

•
VTSP-1A Tube Linestage & VTPH-1 Tube Phonostage:
Stereophile Class A Recommended Components
April '02, Vol. 25, No. 4
VTPH-1 Vacuum Tube Phono Preamplifier:
Reviewer's Choice 2001 -SoundStage Network

Stereophile Reconunen
Components. October
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CIRLD'

CABLE TECHNCLOW
12349 SW 53rd St. *201 • Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33330 USA
Tel. 954.680.3848 • Fax 954.680.1525
puresouneewueworldaudlo coin •www.wireworldaudlo.crim
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Herron

Audio brings out the music in your system.
VTPH-1 Vacuum Tube Phono Preamplifier

VTSP-1A Vacuum Tube Stereo Linestage Preamplifier
M150 Solid State Monaural Power Amplifier

Herron Audio
phone 314.434.5416
email keith@herronaudio.com
http: //www.he rron ud io .com
Division of Herron Engineering, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri
Owner's manuals and reviews are available on our web site
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6111PC PURE [LES RIRREFORIHR-COUPLED
W16L.E MED R111PLIFIER
14ohm-94db
Sensitivity
$7999.0Sfpr

TOTAL
ECLIPSE
Loudspeaker

COINCIDENT
Speaker Technology
www coincidentspeaker corn
Tel (905) 660-0800 fax (905) 660-1114
rseicorne
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9ou won 'I .6efieoeyour eyes
(oryour ears)!

Power Modules Inc 479 East St Pittsford NY 14534
(585) 586-0740 •www powermodules corn

Transcribe what the ear perceives
Translate what we imagine
Blend the above
And share the passion

DH LABS, INC.
The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!
(561) 745-6406
www.silversonic.com

Acoustics First®

Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

TRIANGLE
EL EC TROACOUSTIQUE

www.triangle-fr.com
www.vmax-services.com

Toll Free
VMAX Services, P.O. Box 570, Chazy, NY 12921
Tel: (800) 771-8279 or (514) 932-7786
Fax. (514) 931-8891 Email . info@vmax-services.com
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1-888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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BLUE CIRCLE

LÊNCINEERING
REAL PERFORMANCE

TM

Simplicity Artistry Music

COMING SOON

o

The New Stereo Hybrid Amplifiers
from Blue Circle Audio
phone: 519-469-3215

Blue Circle Audio
RR #2
lnnerkip, Ontario ;

fax
:519-469-3782
email :bcircle@,bluecircle.com
www.bluecircle.com

Canada NOJ IM

Grand Prix Audio equipment isolation systems Were Neil from the
desire to produce asuperior, performing and appearing, audio video equipment stand utilizing state-of-the-art -englneering and raCécar. technology.

949-587-1065

If it looks
expensive
and it sounds
expensive,
it must be
expensive.
Right?

www,g"!andprixaudio.com
-
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Do ANYTHING
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TEL: (905) 669-5994

www.gershmanacoustics.com
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Connoisseur Definitions 4.0
Editor:
We appreciate the time and ettort that
Michael Fremer took to listen to the
Connoisseur Definitions 4.0, and for giving us this opportunity to introduce it to
the US market. The response to the 4.0 in
Asia and Europe has been one of extreme
enthusiasm (eg, "Component of the Year"
award in Japan), so it is apleasure to sec
such apositive reintroduction in its birthplace. It is also praiseworthy to find ourselves being compared with the Boulder
phono stage, which retails for $15,000
more than the Connoisseur.
Although we have not been visible in
the US market in recent years, Connoisseur Definitions was founded in 1987,
and the present Connoisseurs represent a
steady evolution and refinement of engineering, sonic, and aesthetic values that
were first defined nearly 15 years ago.
At Connoisseur we try to create products that are ajoy for the eyes as well as the
cars, and arc aworthy decoration for the
home. Our desire is to offer acomplete and
rewarding aesthetic and musical experience
that can be proudly shared with family and
friends. We put alot of effort into the
styling of the Connoisseurs, so they will
elegantly blend in with high-quality furniture and be apleasure to look at.
And we didn't stop at the outside.
While mass-production techniques are
essential to modern civilization, music is
fundamentally about soul-to-soul communication. This is why all of the
Connoisseurs to date have been built with
as high alevel of handcraftsmanship as we
could muster. Handcraftsmanship has lots
of soul, while mass production feels too
impersonal for our tastes. It is also afact
that handcraftsmanship allows us to do
things that aren't possible on mass-production assembly lines. While the Connoisseurs arc undoubtedly not for
everyone, we think that aficionados of
handbuilt watches, to mention but one example, will appreciate these sentiments.
To clarify our position on cartridge
loading: Ideally, it would include capacitive as well as resistive loading elements,
would be matched to the cartridge inductance and cable capacitance, and would be
hardwired in place. To rely purely on
resistive loading is, at best, apartial solution to the complex issue of optimally
matching the cartridge to the phono stage.
In addition, most variable cartridge loading schemes involve jumpers or switches
220

Comments

that are placed before the phono-input
circuitry, at apoint where the signal from
the phono cartridge is unamplified and
very fragile. Due to these considerations,
custom phono-loading options are available for the Connoisseur; however, they
need to be discussed beforehand and installed by us or our dealers.
Having had the experience of installing
and listening to our components in
Michael's system, we compliment Michael
on his accurate description of their sound
in his system. Nonetheless, different setups
and audio systems may reveal additional
facets of the Connoisseurs' abilities and
personality. We find that the Connoisseurs
usually work at their best with avery simple setup —powered directly from an AC
wall outlet, preferably with the entire
audio system powered from the same
group of outlets. This will reduce ground
currents, lower the noise floor, and increase the system resolution.
The Connoisseurs are our way of paying homage to the famous, infamous, and
unknown great musicians we listened to
when growing up. Their artistry, dedication, and intensity have been vital in our
development as human beings, and now is
our chance to repay some of the debt.
Without doubt, the Connoisseurs have
allowed us to appreciate and "get into" far
more musicians than we ever could have
without them. We hope that the
Connoisseurs will be similarly rewarding
for those who listen to them.
Stt'e Bjotgtjonathan Gaff
Connoieeur Definitiom
VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II
11,1nor:
Thank you for the thoughtful review of
the VAC Signature preamplifier, which,
along with the smaller Renaissance preamplifier, represents anew era in purist preamplifier design. It is gratifying that Brian
Damkroger found it capable of being "the
best preamplifier Ihave auditioned."
VAC strives for the "truly magical performance" that Brian reports. The difference between "hi-fi" and music is difficult
to explain, but once or twice each year we
are visited by a non-audiophile music
lover. We cue up a recording of their
favorite genre, and, after 40 seconds or so,
they have tears running down their face.
They "get it." They arc experiencing music
where they expect mere hi-Ji, and the
effect can be quite visceral. With traditional hi-fi, the whole seems less than the

sum of the parts; with music, the whole
seems to transcend the sum of the parts.
All VAC preamplifiers may be ordered
with phono stages. No compromise was
made for the salce of fitting the Signature
phono system into the same chassis. Aseparate 14 pound power transformer, power
filters, and umbilical are dedicated to the
phono system. We have the added advantage of complete control over the interface
between the phono and line stages.
In numerous demonstrations, inserting
the Signature or Renaissance preamplifier
line stage between a volume-controlled
DAC and apower amplifier has resulted
in convincing sonic improvements, and
increased differentiation among recordings. Many factors contribute to this,
notably that the VAC preamplifiers break
both galvanic and feedback loop interactions, characteristics unique to this design.
The VAC is capable of delivering extraordinarily current levels into loads lower
than any power amplifier's input. Several
performance measures, such as frequency
response, actually improve into very low
impedance loads. The Signature preamplifier ships with 300 ohm loadine phe which
may be inserted into the bade panel (internally wired on earlier units). These
increase detail, and Iunderstand this is
how Brian reviewed it. Many of the test
measurements were conducted without the
load plugs. When aheavier (600 ohm)
load was imposed during the balanced
tests, improvements were seen.
The (inaudible) ultrasonic input transEmitter peak was eliminated in May 2002;
older units may be modified without
charge. Typical frequency response for the
phono section is ±0.15dB; the ±025dB of
the review sample represents the maximum
deviation permitted. The traditional LEC
low-frequency rolloff is avoided, as arc
ultrasonic tweaks for specific cutter heads.
Vintage records do not follow the IEC
amendment, and correspondence with
DCC Records' Steve Hoffman indicates it is
not generally accepted practice, even today.
The Signature preamplifier is designed
to be non-inverting from all inputs to all
outputs. We will check the review sample;
if JA is correct, the input or output transformers wiring must have been flipped.
QA tests for this parameter were made
more stringent at the new Florida factory
in July 2002.
Our design brief is to "sound superb, and
measure at least reasonably well." Experience teaches me that measurements, in
Stereophile, October 2002
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and of themselves, do not well characterize
what our ear/brain system perceives. Test
equipment and the ear/brain work very differently, tending to latch on to different
things (see the white paper at www.vacamps.com, an efficacious cure for insomnia). Heroic efforts to extend measurements
beyond acertain point tend to create other
problems which the ear readily perceives,
with the cure worse than the disease. The
passionate audio designer's art is to balance
the various factors so as to (re)create vibrant,
lifelike music, not to achieve mere hi-fi.
Correctly donc, this results in acomponent
with "more tonal, spatial, and temporal
information than any other unit I've heard."
Brian's discussion of subjective transient
speed is interesting; Ihad the saine questions during its design and voicing. I've
come to accept his suggestion that the
Signature may be more correct, and that
other preamplifiers, "might be leaving
things just atouch rough around the edges,
and thus sounding faster and more abrupt."
Interestingly, one of our people is also a
working drummer (he's on the recent
VAC-engineered Michael Royal Trio CD).
With the Signature and Renaissance gear,
he easily discerns types of drum heads,
cymbals, etc. With more conventional
designs, he loses the ability to be specific
about these (primarily transient) issues.
Kevin M. Hayes
President, VAC

Lumen White Whiteflame
Editor:
We arc pleased to have this opportunity to
thank Michael Freiner and John Atkinson
on their Whiteflame review and agree
with what they heard and measured. The
Lumen White design approach is anew
proprietary unconventional breakthrough
in loudspeaker design but it would be
unwise for us to divulge key aspects.
Unfortunately the Nu-Vista solid-state
amplifier was not agreat match, but we
have heard other solid-state amps that do
work well with the Lumens.
The streof Lumen White &Acoustic Dreams
Joseph Audio RM7si Signature Mk.2
& RM22si Signature Mk.2
Editor:
We'd like to thank Chip Stern for his
"Follow-Up" on our RM7si Signature
Mk2 and RM22si Signature Mk2. It is
gratifying to have our design goals confirmed in the pages of Siereophile.
Over the last four years we've been
engaged in an exciting speaker-design project that afforded us the opportunity to
work at the cutting edge of loudspeaker
technology. We've explored some of the
most exotic and high-performance speaker
technologies in the world. The system that
emerged from that project is the Joseph
Audio Pearl. Now we've taken what we've

Music stirs your soul.

Fills

your heart. Opens your
Bob Kirk - 'tcreo

mind. And no music can
move you like live music.
Unfortunately, you can't
enjoy live music every night.

But with asound

system

from Archive Audio, you can
enjoy the feeling of being in
the concert hall whenever
the spirit moves you.
Based on over three decades
of home-audio experience,
Bob Kirk has personally
selected those brands of
stereo equipment that can
best recreate the sound,

power, and emotion of live
music - simply by pushing
the button marked 'PLAY!'

ARCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio

Analysis Plus •Antique Sound •Audio Analogue •Audio Refinement
AVID •Cambridge •Chang •Creek •DM Labs •EDGE •Eminent Technology
Harmonic Tech •HOVLAND •Jamo •KEF • Edo •Living Voice •Meadowlark
Monarchy •Music Hall • NAD/Silver Series •Moon •Onkyo •Reference 3A
Rogue •Newcastle •T.G. Audio •Totem •Von Schweikert •Wisdom
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Comments

learned from the Pearl and have trickled it
down into every speaker we build.
We're happy that Chip "was immediately impressed by how much bigger,
fuller, clearer, and more open the new version sounded. There was more tangible
weight and impact, greater transient speed
and dynamics, with enhanced midrange
presence, detail, and focus." Also consistent with our listening experience, Chip
confirmed that the presentation was
"more brilliant, airy, and articulated...
[with] greater ease and resolution in the
midrange... [Bill Cox's] bass.. had apalpable snap, crackle, and pop to its attack."
The new woofers of the Mk2 models
were designed to be extremely robust, not
only to handle the large dynamic detail of
home-theater soundtracks, but also to
fully resolve the pace and rhythm of the
finest music recordings. It seems the extra
headroom has paid off here, since, despite
Chip's best "Vlad the Impaler" efforts, the
speakers proved to be up to the challenge!
For those who are technically inclined,
we've published the measurements of the
RM7si Signature Mk.2 and RM22si
Signature Mk2 on our website, www.
josephaudio.com.
Jelostph, Richard Modaeri
Joseph Audio

011u Is Not Eliot...

Ireally am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as along-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
Quad, Soliloquy, Totem, Michell, Plinius,
Nagra, Spendor, Art Audio, Creek,
Dunlavy, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolida,
Pass, Dodson, Cary, Shunyata, Dunlavy,
Ala, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rego,
Audible Illusions, Graham, TacT Audio,
Musical Fidelity, Basis, Clear Audio...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.
P.O. Box 17562 Sun Antonio, IX /8217

(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: galen@graudio.rom

Superbly performing products.
sensibly priced

www.gcaudio.com

PHONE/FAX

GALEN CAROL

(800) 267-2305

A•U.D.1.0
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ROOMTUNES

ARE

BETTER

THAN

EVER!!!

Your room is the greatest asset to your system. Don't let it be a liability.
Roomtune products from Eighth Nerve allow you to control sound without killing the life and passion of your music.

Audio Revolutions Room Consultation Special
-ONLY $149.00 Echo Tune

For alimited time only, Audio Revolutions is offering room consultation
services for half price (reg. $299.00). Buy $500 worth of Roomtune
products, and get the consultation for free! Call 888-ROOMTUNE for
more information, or visit us on the web.

Ibne

;

Tore snip

An unparalleled value, our passive

Active products provide the added
power and control of variable tunability.
Manipulate soundstage. Sharpen imaging.
Recreate performances.

acoustic products treat the pressure
zones in your room by returning precious,
undistorted sound to your listening area.

audio revolutions
hi-fi

888-ROOMTUNE
615-742-4283

- roomtunes

www.audiorevolutions.com

- acoustical consulting

Adivision or Eighth Nerve, LIC.

162 4th Ave N, Suite 100
Nashville, TN 37219

All rights reserved.
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csaaudiodesign.com
HOURS: Mon, Fri, Sat &Sun 11-5 Tues, Wed, &Thurs 11-8
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA. CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spender,
QuadJA Michell, Roksan. Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark,
Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos. Sound Organisation,
Goldring, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
wwwgenmdanaudiaeom.
ATTENTION SPENDOR ANI) QUAI) OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&D
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, (gel), (540) 372-37141x (540)372-3713, e-mail
qsandd@aoLeom. 1144›: wwwqsandeom.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon. Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral. Theta. Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Irw,
(310) 826-3686, .fax (310)826-8577, Sennie.
AUDIO ART. EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland.
Classe, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
lUceifix (804) 358-5300, eanail AndioAnUSA@aotrom.
AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accupluse, Acoustic
Energy. Aesthetix, Air Tight. Anthem, ASC, Audio
Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics. Basis,
Benz-Micro, Boulder. Cunbridge Audio, Clung, Clearaudio, FAD EAR, Electrecompanien Fanfare, Grado,
Graham, Koctsu, Kuzma, Loewe H1YTV. Magnum
Dynalab. McIntosh. Muse. Naga, PS Audio, Rega, Sherwood Newcastle. Spender, Tannoy, TARA Labs. Totem,
Transfiguration. Transmtor. XL0. YBA. Zoethectis, and
more. Call John Barnes ar (303) r.91-3407, biv (303) 9220522, 2341 W 1We Ate, ETTelewood,
8B110.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA — Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Sterrophi/e-reco llllll ended (April 2002) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to °rimer-form and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637 other locales
inquire (716) 683-5454 .1w (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at itititl..utern:roric
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-tethe-art... soon to
include AM.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111 Com., Audi o 1111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111,

Tpww.conierandimosn, (503) 643-7512

MUSICAL CONCEPTS — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh and Mantua,
Spectral, Rowland. Counterpoint. Rote', VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many more. We have specialized mods for Hailer. Dyna. Adcom, B&K, Pioneer
CD, and others. New, great-sounding DVD players!
Muskat Conópn, -I9Jason Gnat, Sr. Charles, MO 63304,
(636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at WWW.111115k41
(01hel.S.001/1.
GET THE QUALITY YOU PAID FOR from your
speakers! Sorbothanc Speaker Isolators give you unbelievably clean sound. lite improvement is dazzling!
Isolates CD players, turntables, tube equipment, too.
Stereo/home theater disturbs neighbors? Use
Sorbothane Isolators! Special pricing. only $15 'set 44.
.
11111' tkrke,, wrolrbhukandio.“.111.
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McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available front SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available fie all DNA amplifiers. TLC and
ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760)732-0352 or see www.SMcAndiacom.
111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111
14WWUSEDCABLECOM 1111111111
11111111111111111111111111111 M 11111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
PREMIER TUBE ANI) ANALOG: Déjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Alón, Audio Note, Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR, Fi,
Hovland, Keetsti. Myryad, Nairn, Roksan, Rega,
Soliloquy, Spender, Transfiguration, XL0, and much
Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703)734-9391, www.dejamandiacons.
COUNTERPOINT UPGIUU)ES: 24-bit/96-192kHz
upgrade for 1)A-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedbadc 6SN7 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See 111111,11hIli‘tilallili0e111.
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
direct. no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or risk WWW.atidalliii0.(0111.
ANALOG IS FLOURISHING! Come and bear the
most realistic and emotionally uplifting demonstrations! Allaerts, Amazon, EuroLab, dps, Munch.
Schroder, Loricraft, and much more. Sec Michael
Roper's Frankfurt Show report in the August issue!
Audio Adomreineurs LLC, (973) 875-8705, andadeeeanh
wwwandioadnauemems.com.
MAGNUM AUDIO AMPLIFIER and CD2020 for
sale. Offers, (516)610-3706
CUSTOM-BUILT, SOLID MAPLE racks and stands
for your high-end gear. (206) 633-4702.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial,
$5.10 per word. $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with orden by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Starophik
Classified Ad Department, Stephen Mejias,
PRIMEDIA, 110 Fifth Ave.. 5th Floor, New
York, NY 10011. FAX: (212) 886-2809.
ONLINE:STClassifieds@primediarnags.com.
DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the
December 2002 ShTeophile, you must submit it
by October 1, 2002. Please Note: Phoned-in
ads are not accepted. Please plan on faxing or
mailing in your ads on the form provided at the
end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Akin.
Argent, Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz-Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clearaudio, Echo Busters, Gertz, Graham,
Harmonic TechnologyJM Reynaud. Loth X. Magnum
Dynalab, Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A.
Silverline, Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YBA. and more! (510) 732-1204,
WWW$C4 ,11114111.7rXML
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans li&B, travel reimbursement uith purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Birdland, Clayton. GamuT,
InnerSounci amps, JoLida, Thor, Warner Imaging,
Wolcott, Huggnissel, Cliffhanger, Gradient, Hui, Oskar
Heil, Analysis Plus, Magnan, Neatest Valhalla, Shunyata, Walker Audio. Private auditions. AudioKinesis,
(504)866-1730, 11 ,11 ,11tallditelleSiSX0111.
BEST PRICES —BEST QUALITY stereo and hometheater components: Audio Research, Burniester,
Classe, Collins, Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, McIntosh,
Meridian, Proceed, Totem, Runes% Revel, JMIab,
EgglestonWorks, Dynaudio, Durland, B&W, Aerial,
and others. Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. fliArest Audio, (310)
891-6866.
SALT LAKE CITY AREA! Aris Audio defines stateof-the-art. Featuring: Audio Analogue, Audio
Research, Belles, Cairn, Chord, Epos, Gold Ring,
Grade, Hamionic Technology, J.A. Michell, Mistral,
Music Hall, NAD, I'S Audio. Triangle. Vandersteen.
Wilson Benesch, and more! (801) 272-1690,
www.atisaudio.com.
THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST: Analog specialist since
1980. Nestonwic speakers; Curcio tube monoblocks;
Herron. Hovland tube preamps; Amazon, Immedia.
Basis, Merrill turntables; Allaerts. Koctsu, Clearauclio,
ScanTech, Cardas cartridges; Merck Graham toneanus; Eadel, Analysis Plus, Audience, DiMarzio cables;
Dodson DAC; Magnum Dynalab FM; PSE, Creek
solid-state; much more. (310) 541-817'7 wwwilleandioendinsiaa.rone.
MARANTZ 9s, MARANTZ 7tube, Pultec EQPIAs
tube, KLII 9s, Altec 859 Valencia A7s, EMI monitors,
Rekokut Rendine, Presto 6N, vintage cutting lathe,
Gates tube recording console. Ampex 351. Best offers.
(917)921-3788.
i2Digital introduces THE NEXT TRUE 75 ohm reference: X-60 S/P1)1F digital/video cable by Chris
Sommovige. S/P1)IF, ItGB, It(;lew. Unmatched precision, peerless performance, unbeatable introductory
pricing, 3I-day money-back guarantee. i2Digitil offers
only one type of product: 4tal/videt, cables. See what
the excitement is all about: Tonniti21)igiratront.
SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! Our clearance features
new, demo, and otherwise: Castle! MIT HighEnd/Reference series! liryston amplifiers and processors! Conrad-Johnson amplifiers and preamplifiers!
Aerial Acoustic SR3, SCVCI1N, Tens! PMC loudspeakers!
McCormack amplifiers! Totem Ittikk! Totem Mite-T!
Roksan! AIldi0 ASSOliateS, (601) 898-3727
RAY BEAT AUDIO/VIDEO—all high end speakers, cables, electronics including Purist Audio Cables,
Sonus Faber, NBS Cables, ProAc, REL Acoustics,
Kimber Cable, Krell, anti much more. Phone: (908)
490-0655, fax: (908) 490-0838, web: www.ray
bearattiont, e-mad: trappictille@amna.
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PARTS

rArittà.

ELECTRONICS
MORT
CIaZiEMILLIMEMIEEDI

SPEAKER BUILDING
PARTS & ACCESSORIES

B&W MATRIX 802 III, black or walnut, with or
without stands. (631)262-0304.

LP, CD, TAPE STORAGE RACKS and cabinets hold
tour collection, equipment, and more. The RACKIT"'
Systems — expandable oak furniture. Factory-direct to
sou since 1984 from Per Madsen Design. Free
brochure (please mention Stertvphile). Order yours
low! (800) 821-4883 or wuntuarkium.eom.

i2Digital.com CABLE (X60 RGB) 1.0m+. E-mail:
audiophilegsjigxfafafafirfafxfxficfsfal*/«.4441xfxfx

We stock premium crossover parts, speaker kits,
cabinets, accessories,
wire/cable, and everything you need to create
your own high end
speakers. Build your
own and save big!

WARNING !!!

Wanted

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

TUBE HI-F1, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Fie°, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 314°321, fax (850)314-0284, e-mail SonnySound@aoLrom.

Call or go on-line for your
FREE catalog today'

Audio Mart Order Form

1-800-338-0531

NEW RATES: Private, 81.60 per word; Commercial, $SA per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must
be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stenvphile Classified Ad Deparmient,
Stephen Mcjias, PRIMED1A, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212) 886-2809,
or SUBMIT ONLINE: STClassifieds@primediamags.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the December 2002 Stereophile, you
must submit it with payment by October 1, 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in
the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.

www.partsexpress.com
SOURCE CODE

fife.lif«xon,

COLLECTIBLE AND AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
said CDs —Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, CBS Master+ound, A&M Audiophile, Super Disk, Sweet Thunder,
I
hrect To 1>iscs, domestic and limited amounts of overseas imports, Classic Records, and varied classical labels,
Quiet II, premium pressings, and jazz, etc. Bill Everett,
./r, 52 Pumpkin Delight Rd, Milford, CT 06460. (203)877.1911, machine, line!: ring, may leave message 1-6pm EST
I
VIVerliiir@MSt;.COM. Send $3 for catalog and listings.

If you like to "do-ityourself" then the
Parts Express catalog is for you! It is
packed full of products like raw loudspeaker drivers from
Audax, Morel, Vifa,
Scan-Speak, Focal,
Peerless, Bohlender
Graebener and more.

t

LPs, CDs, Tapes
Sil lUll. I
LD11 WHILL-LP-CDDE collection.

SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.,
Springboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: (937) 743-3000 • FAX: (937) 743-1677
E-mail: salesepartsexpress.com

e

Profflufica

RUM /PECIALI/T/

J Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophik.

words.

"...11 prefer to pay by à Visa J MasterCard
My card * is
Signature

Exp. date

Please run my ad in the following months:

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Acoustic Energy

Paradigm

Arcam

Quad

Creek

Quadraspire

Denon

Peg()

Dunlavy

Sunfire

Dynaudio

Theta

Meadowlark

VAC

Naim Audio

Wilson Audio

Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

0 Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Grado
Lyra
ProAc

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

Name

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614

Street

773.883.9500

State

22 ,1

e

Company
City
Zip

Tel

Fax
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Advertiser
Acoustic Dreams
Acoustic Sounds
Acoustics First
Adcom
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha Core
Ambrosia Audio
Analysis Plus
Andante
AR/Acoustic Research
Archive Audio
Art Audio
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus (DAM)
Audio Plus (YBA)
Audio Revolutions
Audiophile Systems
Audio-Video Logic
AudioWaves
Avantgarde
Axiss Distribution
Ayre Acoustics
B&W Loudspeakers
Balanced Audio Technology
Basis Audio
Bel Canto
Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio
Boltz Steel Furniture
Broken Lamp Amp
Brother
8ryston
Burmester Audio

114
152, 188-189
218
4
78
114
225
14
203
163
221
217
174
210
212
161
227
94
222
50-51
212
187, 207
125, 127
88
64
13
96
128
58
147
219
156
128
57
68
90

Cable Company
Canton
Cary
Coincidence Loudspeakers
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Delve Audio
DH Labs
Dynaudio
Earthworks
Echo Busters
Elusive Disc
Fidelis Audio
Galen Carol Audio
Gershman Acoustics
Goodwin's High End
Grand Prix Audio
Gutwire
Halcro
Harmonic Technology
HCNI
HeadRoom
Herron Audit)
Hi-Fi Farm
Hovland
Immedia
In Living Stereo
Induction Dynamics
InnerSound
Innovative Audio
Integra
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
1S Audio

/1

178
30
72
217
112
222
194
225
197
218
62
216
216
206
225
221
219
184
219
216
19
134
192
186
217
198-199
136
130
210
108
120
213, 215
82
28
112
187

NC Disc of America
KEF
Kimber Ruble
Krell
Lamm Industries
LAT International
Legend Audio Design
Legacy Audio
Linn
Lyric Hi-F1
Magnum Dynalab
Maranta
MartinLogan
McCormack
Mirage
Mordaunt-Short
Morel
Music Direct
Musical Fidelity/Kewo
Musical Surroundings
Nairn Audio
Needle Doctor
Netflix
NHT/Recoton Home Audio
Nirvana
Nordost
Paradigm
Parts Express
Pass Laboratories
Plinius
Power Modules
ProAc
Pro Musica
PSB
Quad
Reference 3A

Index
200
54
35
75
147
197
130
35
47
168
136
25
70
122
2-3
93
49
162
228
142, 166
86
182-183
104
33
118
36
10
224
134
155
218
76
224
23
106
209

Reference Audio Video
Rega
Rives Audio
Rogue Audio
Rotel
Rutledge Books, Inc
Sanas Systems
Sennheiser
Sharp Electronics
Siltech
Silverline Audio
Simaudio
Sirius
Smart Devices
Sony
Sound by Singer
Sumiko
Symposium Acoustics
Tact Audio
Thiel Loudspeakers
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Tube Store
upscale Audio
Valve Amplification
Van Slyke Engineering
Vandersteen Audio
Vienna Acoustics
Vmax Services
Wilson Audio
Wireworld
VVEtT-USA
ZoomTone Records

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

AUDIO

•

Intl oducing
LP igé LD STORAGE
Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAciisc line of fine furniture,
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
800.848.9811

www.storadisc.com

290 M L K Jr Dr . SE, AS, Atlanta GA
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CEDIA MEMBER •

[111lCiill om111
1
111lC110 iiiElli
The World's Finest
Preamp/Amp combo
now on active display!
A LSO

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

FEATURING...

Acoustic Zen

Merge

Analysis Plus

JA Michell

Audio Magic

Lavardin

TG Audio Lab

Audio Note

Luminous Audio

Thiel Audio

Aurios

Lyra

Trichord

Chord

Pagode

Von Gaylord
Zanden Audio

Edge

pARTicular

Electrocompaniet

Richard Gray

Galante Audio

Shunyata

Halcro

Simaudio

Herron Audio

Ortho Spectrum

Slav
Talon Audio

...and more
Call us at

ACOUSTIC i',ERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•AUNT'. •BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE •CFESTRON •DRAPER• DUNLAVY• DWIN •EGGLESTON •ELAN •EOUI.TECH •ESP• FANFARE FM •FAROUOJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HERRON AUDIO .JEFF ROWLAND •!UMBER
SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •
REL •REGA •liEVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA OIGITAL4,L
TRANSPARENT•VIDIKRON •AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mon-Fn 10-1

Sat 10 -5:30

2337 Flostamore Rd. Ste. S. Bel Au, CA 90077
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

davidson-whitehall

197
148
41
118
85
103
164
42
26, 27
181
181
48
61
44
6-7
138-139, 172
100
216
52
20
38
176
185
190
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"Hey New York,
I've been thinking about you."
Bruce Springsteen
Madison Square Garden
8/12/02

111/

hile it's true that New Yorkers
don't "own" 9/11 °rifts meanings or interpretations any
more than other Americans, they do
have aspecial relationship with the event;
one so complex that it will take years to
unravel and make any sense out of.
The wave of 9/11-inspired music
now hitting record store shelves has put
New Yorkers to the test. George
Michael's "Shoot the Dog," Alan
Jackson's "Where Were You (When the
World Stopped Turning)," and John
Hiatt's, unreleased, "New York Got Her
Heart Broke" arc all memorable in their
way. The September 11 music stakes
took on asurreal cast when Neil Young,
the man who 30 years earlier had written one of rock's most unforgettable
anti-war indictments, "Ohio," let loose
with the angry "Let's Roll." Toby Keith,
The Wu-Tang Clan, Dolly Parton, and,
yes, Macca (Sir Paul McCartney to you)
have also all weighed in.
Not surprisingly, reaction in New
York has covered the gamut from indifference to outright screaming anger and
indignation. But to think, even in NYC,
that an event such as 9/11 is somehow
too sacred to become asubject for art is
to oppose the artistic impulse just when
it is about to attempt important work.
It's an attempt to control what cannot be
controlled. The true artist has no choice.
One of the jobs of art has long been,
among other things, to deal with the
most formidable, precarious, and consequential subject matter of the human
condition and of the artist's time,
whether personal or public. Bruce
Springsteen's The Rising is its own ground
zero in the debate over how 9/11 should
be processed, how it should be "used" in

art. Of all the 9/11 music yet released it
is, not surprisingly considering the
source, the most effective and affecting.
It's no secret that Springsteen, whose
music I've adored since first seeing him
in 1975 (and many times since), has lately been in need of a creative spark.
Becoming a rock millionaire with a
wife, kids, and asettled life has apparently left the man who once sang about
"urgency" and "eyes that shine like the
midnight sun" bereft of inspiration. It
can be argued that his last great songs
were on Tunnel eLove, and were the
direct result of his divorce from Julianne
Phillips. But that was 15 years ago.
The Rising is Springsteen's first studio
record since 1995's The Ghost qf
Joad, and his first with the EStreet Band
since 1984's Boni In The USA, which
together make the album an event in a
business woefully short of them these
days. The Rising is not in the class of his
first five albums (through The River), but
it's his strongest effort since Boni in the
USA. Gorgeously produced by Brendan
O'Brien (Pearl Jam, Neil Young), who
is an equal star of this show, its textures
are many and varied. Strings arc everywhere, in the forms of solo cello (on six
of 15 songs) and the 20-piece Nashville
String Machine. Violinist Soozie Tyrell,
afrequent addition to the EStreet Band,
appears on 10 tracks.
Song by song, Springsteen works
through the phases of loss: anger, denial,
confusion, escape, the desire to stop all
this hatred and just be friends. In "Into
the Fire," the "sky was falling and
streaked with blood" —a solemn tribute
to New York City's firemen that evokes
tears when played in concert. "Nothing
Man," the kind of feathery-soft lament
for which Springsteen has always had a
gift, captures the helplessness evoked by
9/11. "Worlds Apart," which begins with
qawwali singer Asif Ali Khan and his
group, includes a reference to Allah.
And "Empty Sky," with "Blood on the

streets /Blood flowin' down /Ihear the
blood of my blood / Cryin' from the
ground," needs no explanation.
The Rising has also brought up another of those troubling aspects about
music inspired by 9/11. Should anyone
be rockin' out to the events of aterrorist attack? Is awall-of-sound tune like
"Countin' on aMiracle" too loud or an
out-and-out dance track like "Mary's
Place" unseemly? Would a quiet
acoustic setting, as on The Ghost qf
Joad, have been more appropriate?
Speaking personally, this subject matter set to laments would have been too
much. 'The rockin' nature of this record
offsets some of the gloom and horror
we all feel about 9/11. It also gives it a
triumphant, redemptive quality when
played live, as the man himself demonstrated at asold out, full bore performance that I attended at Madison
Square Garden just as this column was
going to press.
In stark contrast to his earlier work,
Springsteen has excised from the lyrics
most detail and all personal pronouns,
hoping, it seems, to give The Rising a
vagueness and a universality that will
keep it from being thought of as his
"9/11 record." Yet that is exactly what it
is. It will over time become atouchstone; we'll always have The Rising to
help us remember.
The Rising shows that, like most
Americans, Bruce Springsteen is caught
among the many emotional facets of
9/11. The real issue is whether or not
the uses made of the event in music and
any other art form have been carried
out with compassion and thought and
thoroughness, both moral and aesthetic;
in other words, whether or not these
uses arc good art, or good therapy, or
both. Good, bad or indifferent, any 9/11
art will always be unsettling which is as
it should be. True art is always dangerous to someone's peace of mind, and
always profoundly disturbing.
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TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
—It's true; beginning in 2003, there'll be a new
generation of Utopia speakers. Three years of
—R&D has resulted in four new revolutionary
concepts (and four new international patents)
—that will continue the JMIab Utopia ideal: The
—Spirit of Sound.

Available at your JMIab Utopia dealer now. But
remember, when they're gone, they're
gone forever ...

Micro Utopia

The current Utopia series has received
worldwide praise and were (and are still),
considered 'State Of The Art' loudspeakers.
—Great speakers they are now and will
mforever be.

standard finish

MSRP

NOW

$5000.

$3995.

black ebony
Mini Utopia

standard finish

$3495.
$7000.

black ebony

And we've decided to make their 'Last Hurrah'
Mt time of opportunity. An opportunity for you
to make your dream a reality with real savings
on a landmark line of loudspeakers.

$4495.

Mezzo Utopia

standard

$14000

$9995.

Utopia

standard

$30000.

$19995.
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$4995.

MI

JM lab
Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901 Tel.: 1-800-663-9352
wvvw.audioplusservices.com

Fax: 450-585-5862

MUSICAL FIDELITY

A new star is born

A3.2 integrated amp & A3.2 CD player

Replacing the critically acclaimed A3 Series was a

"This is an impressive performer, with, an acuity matched

daunting task especially since Musical Fidelity hold
more Stereophile Class A and Brated component

by few Pre/Power combinations let alone competing
integrated designs." A3.2 int amp —Hi Fi News, July 2002

awards than any other manufacturer in their price range.
"An exemplary performance at arealistic price."
The new dual mono A3.2 integrated amplifier employs

A3.2 CD player —Hi Fi News, May 2002

the award winning NuVista amplifier circuit providing

"I reckon that the A3.2 (CD player) has 85% or more of

performance never before achieved at its nominal
price point.

the sound of the NuVista 3D (CD player) at less than a

The new A3.2 CD player uses the same digital to analog
converter as the Class A rated A3 24 DAC and the limited
edition NuVista 3D CD player, Joint digital source of the
year, 2001, Stereophile. This up-sampling CD player

•

third of the price. This isn' tsurprising since the A3.2 •
has the same mechanism, laser, control electronics,
DAC and filter as the NuVista 3D." —Sam Tellig,
Stereophile, July 2002

delivers high resolution, SACD-like playback and will

The A3.2 Series is certain to raise more than

breath new life into your entire CD collection.

goose bumps ....
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